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The Red River Formation is North Dakota’s third most productive hydrocarbon unit. The 
unit has been interpreted to be self-sourced, but the locations of the source beds has not been 
thoroughly investigated within the North Dakota portion of the Williston Basin. Using the most 
current available data, this study investigated the source beds of the Red River Formation. This 
present study agrees with past studies that there are two source bed types; the first type being a 
higher organic-rich, thin kukersite bed and the second being a less organic-rich, thicker organic 
zone. Both types of source beds commonly occur as a series of beds within an area and the beds 
are not very laterally extensive. Deposition of the two types is believed to be under conditions 
that favored an isolated or restricted environment that could harbor an algal bloom. Possible 
conditions could be related to either anoxia or increased salinity. However, after deposition some 
of the source beds were altered or fully destroyed in some areas by fluid movements associated 
with the formation of the D Porosity zone. Based on the results of this study, there were two 
topographic features that assisted in preserving the source beds. The first is the Cedar Creek 
Anticline and the second appears to be a short-lived, topographic high that trended north-south 
along the western part of the state. Investigations in the Montana portion of the basin coupled 
with more data (drilled wells) east of the Nesson Anticline and more core samples taken 
throughout the state would significantly improve this study and the overall interpretations of the 






The Williston Basin is a large, intracratonic basin underlying the Great Plains of North 
America, specifically under portions of North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Saskatchewan, 
and Manitoba (Figure 1 and Figure 2). The basin contains an approximate 4900 meter-thick (≈ 
16,000 ft) succession of sedimentary rock that spans the Cambrian through the Quaternary (e.g. 
Carlson & Anderson, 1965; Gerhard et al., 1982) and includes all the classic Sloss (1963) 
unconformity bounded sequences in North America. The Paleozoic sequences are mostly 
carbonates, which were deposited in dominantly shallow marine environments (Porter & Fuller, 
1959; Carlson & Anderson, 1965; Gerhard et al., 1982). The carbonates occupied equatorial 
latitudes at the time of deposition in a region of high evaporation as inferred from thick evaporite 
deposits (Jin et al., 2013). There are several major epeirogenic structures within the basin, but the 
Cedar Creek (Clement, 1987) and Nesson anticlines (Gerhard et al., 1987; LeFever et al., 1987) 
are the most well-known. Basin subsidence began with the deposition of the Winnipeg Group 
during the Chatfieldian (early Katian) (Oberg, 1966; Sweet, 1982) when the initial depression 
with seaway connections to the west was formed (Sandberg, 1964). During its Phanerozoic 
evolution, the basin has subsided the entire 4900 m without undergoing severe orogenic 
deformation or significant peripheral tectonic distortion (Gerhard et al., 1982). It should be noted 
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that throughout this paper units are given in metric where appropriate, but in English units for all 
data derived from wells. 
 
Figure 1. Map showing the approximate extents of the Red River Formation and the Williston 
basin. Modified from Husinec (2016). Structural Features from Gerhard et al. (1990). 
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The basin is bordered to the east by the Sioux Arch of the Dakotas and southeastern 
Manitoba, and to the west by the Sweetgrass Arch of northern Montana and the southeastern 
Alberta (Gerhard et al., 1990; Kent and Christopher, 1994; Wright et al., 1994; Kreis and Kent, 
2000; Nimegeers and Haidl, 2004). The two main aspects to the origin of the Williston Basin are 
mechanisms of subsidence and the controls of the geographic position of the basin. Quinlan 
(1987) evaluated five mechanisms of subsidence for intracratonic basins, but also identified 
deficiencies in each of the mechanisms, especially when applied to the subsidence histories of 
North American intracratonic basins. The second aspect is more speculated because of the low 
count of deep wells that penetrate the basement (Kent and Christopher, 1994). Hajnal et al. 
Figure 2. Structure contour map of top of the Red River Formation (This Study). Image shows 
the shape of the Williston Basin in North Dakota as well as the Nesson and Cedar Creek 
Anticlines. Contour Interval = 150 feet.  
 
0         100        200 km 
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(1984) postulated the abnormal protrusion of the crust into the mantle beneath the basin may be 
attributed to the nature of the convergence that created the Trans-Hudson Orogen. The resulting 
thickened mass may have been the catalyst for initial basin subsidence.  
Paleogeographic Background 
During the Late Ordovician the Williston Basin was in southern tropical latitudes. 
Oceanic conveyance with the basin was periodically limited. The basin was located west of the 
Transcontinental Arch and east of the Cordilleran Shelf; a very broad, shallow, carbonate shelf 
that developed along the western passive margin of Laurentia (modern day North America) 
(Peterson 1988, Kolata et al., 2001; Blakey, 2016) (Figure 3). The Transcontinental arch 
extended from New Mexico into central Minnesota and obstructed the circulation between the 
shallow epicontinental seas of eastern and western Laurentia (Ross Jr., 1967). The Williston 
Basin communicated with the Cordilleran Shelf largely by a throughway depression between the 
Colorado-Wyoming and Brockton-Froid shear systems of the central Rocky Mountain block to 
the southwest (Figure 1) (Gerhard et al., 1990). The Severn Arch obstructed the basin connection 
with the Hudson Bay Basin (Johnson et al., 1988; Nelson and Johnson, 2002). 
The Ordovician has traditionally been considered to have been dominated by greenhouse 
conditions (Fischer, 1982; Frakes et al., 1992) with warm temperatures, high sea-level, and an 
atmospheric carbon dioxide partial pressure level estimated to be between eight and 22 times 
higher than today (Husinec and Bergström, 2015 and references therein). The relatively ice-free 
world of the Early Ordovician underwent cooling in the late Middle and early Late Ordovician 
(Trotter et al., 2008). The cooling peaked in the Hirnantian glaciation episode (Finnegan et al., 






Figure 3. Blakey (2016) paleogeographic map of the late Ordovician. The red box shows the continent of Laurentia; now modern-
day North America. 
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Red River Formation Background 
The Red River Formation is a stratigraphic unit located in the Williston Basin in the 
central part of North America; is recognized as a unit in North Dakota, Manitoba, and 
Saskatchewan (Figure 1). The formation is also located in some areas in South Dakota with unit 
equivalents in Montana and Wyoming. The Red River Formation is Late Ordovician (450 ± 8.5 
Ma) (Figure 4), approximately 200 meters (≈ 650 feet) at maximum thickness (Figure 5), and it 
takes its name from the Red River of the North, which is the geographical border separating 
North Dakota from Minnesota. The basal contact with the underlying Winnipeg Group is 
conformable (Ellingson and LeFever, 1995), but both erosional (Paterson 1971) and gradational 
(Porter and Fuller, 1959) as well. The upper contact of the formation is sharp and conformable 
with the Stoughton Member of the Stony Mountain Formation (Carroll, 1979, This Study) 
(Figure 6). 
The Red River Formation was first named and described in outcrop in the Tyndall Stone 
quarries and along the Red River Valley in Manitoba, Canada by A.F. Foerste in 1929. Foerste 
(1929) first divided the Red River Formation into the Dog Head, Cat Head, and Selkirk members 
based on cephalopods; 46 species distributed among 29 genera. Of all cephalopods that Foerste 
(1929) found in the Red River Formation, 30 species were found in the basal Dog Head, 4 in the 
Cat Head, and 22 in the Selkirk. However, some species existed in more than one member. 
Foerste’s subdivisions worked well for the Lake Winnipeg Outcrops, but Baillie (1952) noted the 








Figure 4. Chronostratigraphic column showing the Late Ordovician. The time span shown lies 
within the Paleozoic Era in the Phanerozoic Eon. Figure was produced with TSCreator (Ogg and 




Andrichuk (1959) formulated subsurface divisions that included a basal limestone, an 
intermediate dolomitic limestone with secondary dolomite, and an upper dolomite. Porter and 
Fuller (1959) used samples from wells in northern North Dakota and divided the formation into 
two, informal members: a lower unit of fossiliferous, dolomitic limestone, and an upper unit of 
cyclically deposited carbonates and evaporites. The Geological Survey of Canada (Sinclair, 
1959) advocated the same divisions for the Manitoba type area, where formerly a three-fold 
subdivision was utilized. Fuller (1961) continued the use of an informal, two-member division, 
but refined it as: the lower unit (about five-sixths of the total) consisting almost entirely of 
marine fossiliferous limestone that is variably dolomitized, and the top unit that is typically 
Figure 5. Isopach map of the Red River Formation in North Dakota showing the Nesson 
Anticline and early stages of the Cedar Creek Anticline. Contour Interval = 15 feet. 
0          100        200 km 
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evaporitic, thinly bedded, and with porosity and permeability values being highly variable, which 
reflects an original state of widely uniform rhythmical sedimentation. Subsequent reports 
(Ballard 1963; Friestad 1969) supported Fuller’s (1961) informal two-member division (Figure 
6).  
The upper unit of the informal two-member division has commonly been referred to 
having three cyclic depositional cycles. These cycles will be discussed in greater detail below, 
but the generalized cycle is a basal limestone overlain by a dolomite and then capped by an 
anhydrite. Each cycle and units within decrease in thickness with each repetition. The repetitive 
cycle occurs three times in the upper unit with a final unit of mottled, dolomitic, bioturbated 
skeletal wackestone, resembling the basal unit of each sequence overlying the final cycle. Fuller 
(1961) originally named the cyclic depositional episodes as the “P”, “R”, and “F” rhythms, in 
ascending order. Carroll (1979) followed the same naming scheme as Fuller (1961) but renamed 
the rhythms to become the “C”, “B”, and “A” sequences, in ascending order. The sequences 
were named to match the naming scheme of the porosity zones (Figure 7). 
In the oil industry the upper unit has been redefined to include four recognized zones 
based on porosity (Kohm and Louden, 1978; Carroll, 1979). These zones have been labeled as 
the "D", "C", "B", and "A" zones, in ascending order. The “C”, “B”, and “A” zones are 
associated with the dolomite units of each cycle. Each of these three zones can be correlated 
basinwide using combined neutron porosity-bulk (CND) wireline logs. The "D" zone is more 
inconsistent. This zone forms lenses of variable thickness depending on location within the 
basin, but still can easily be recognized on a CND log. The “D” porosity zone will also be 






Figure 6. Stratigraphic column showing the Red River Formation and its contacts. Log shown is 




Figure 7. Stratigraphic column showing the porosity zones and this paper’s nomenclature for the 
intervals of the Upper Red River Formation. Note the difference between labeled porosity zones 
versus intervals. Log shown is a combined neutron density-bulk wireline log from the Solberg 
32-2 well; NDIC No: 16629; API No: 33-105-01629-00-00. 
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This paper agrees with identifying four porosity zones in the upper portion of the Red 
River Formation and dividing out three intervals. However, the boundaries of the “A” and “C” 
intervals differ from previous works discussed below (Figure 7).  First, the “A” interval is 
expanded in this study to include the limestone that overlies the final cycle. As will be discussed 
in greater detail below, the A interval is not commonly a full cycle. The A Anhydrite is isolated 
as a thin bed in the center of the basin. The A dolomite is more laterally extensive, but there are 
areas within the Williston Basin that lack both the A Anhydrite and the A Dolomite. When both 
units are missing, there is no possibility of discerning the upper limestone from the lower. In 
core, this study found the two limestones are very similar as well. In areas outside the limits of 
the A Anhydrite and A Dolomite, an attempt was made to combine the Upper and Lower A 
Limestones as a single unit and map it. Mapping this combined unit showed erratic results and so 
it was determined the two units are separate and that without the A Dolomite or A Anhydrite 
present on a log or in a well, it is impossible to distinguish the lower limestone from the upper in 
the A Interval. 
The second difference is defining the D Porosity zone. Previous studies have varied in the 
zone’s limits (Carroll, 1979; Longman and Haidl, 1996; Husinec, 2016; Nesheim et al., 2016), 
but this study found that the D Porosity zone is related to the depositional events of the C 
Anhydrite and C Dolomite. Therefore, it makes sense to combine the porosity zone with the C 
Interval. However, the D Porosity zone is not present throughout the basin and as a result a 
similar problem arises as observed in the A interval. In essence it behaves somewhat like the A 
Anhydrite and A dolomite units because this study found the C Limestone above the porosity 
zone is very similar to the limestone below the porosity zone (the lower member of the Red 
River); and when the D Porosity zone is absent, there is no definitive way to distinguish the C 
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Limestone from the lower Red River Formation. As in the A Interval, an attempt was made to 
map the two units as one, but isopach maps suggest the two are not one unit. In core there were 
very subtle differences between the units. These differences include a slight decrease in grain 
size, lighter coloring, and the lower unit commonly contains more allochems in its matrix.  
Making the base of the D Porosity zone as the bottom of the upper Red River Formation changes 
the ratios of upper to lower from previous studies. As outlined above, it has been commonly 
noted in previous works that the lower Red River comprises almost 5/6 of the entire formation. 
Looking at Figure 6 and Figure 7 it can be seen that the ratio is actually more like 50:50. 
Although North Dakota does not have formal units assigned to the Red River Formation, Figure 
8 shows how well the informal units match with formal units in Canadian provinces.  
 
Figure 8. Correlation chart showing stratigraphic nomenclature of the Red River Formation (This 
Study) and adjacent strata in North Dakota (Murphy et al., 2009), Manitoba (Norford et. al., 
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Production Background 
The Williston Basin province contains ten petroleum systems, with 13 conventional and 
six unconventional assessment units spanning Upper Cambrian through Tertiary (Anna, 2013). 
The petroleum system concept was first applied in 1974 (Dow/Williams) to identify three oil 
systems in the Williston Basin (Lillis, 2013). The Red River Formation in North Dakota is the 
second most important conventional play of the Williston Basin, with total reserves exceeded 
only by the Mississippian Madison Formation Play (Nordeng, 2013). According to the Oil and 
Gas Division of the North Dakota Industrial Commission Department of Mineral Resources, the 
Red River Formation is the third most important hydrocarbon producing unit in North Dakota. 
Its cumulative production through December 2016 was 283,905,579 barrels of oil; which trailed 
the Madison Group (958,580,072 barrels of oil) and the Bakken Formation (1,939,761,753 
barrels of oil). The Red River Formation produces hydrocarbons in many fields, but there was 
uncertainty as to the origin of the oil and gas found in the formation.  
The Red River oil family was first identified by Williams (1974) as a Type I oil and then 
later confirmed by Kohm and Louden (1982) based on hydrogen index (HI) values and 
petrographic examination. A Type I kerogen is sapropelic, derived from proteins and lipids of 
algae-like organisms, generally produces liquid oils that are paraffin rich, and a general 
depositional setting is a lacustrine-like environment. Using Williams’ study, Dow (1974) defined 
the Winnipeg-Red River petroleum system. Migration from the Winnipeg shales was originally 
proposed to be the source of oil in the Red River Formation (Dow 1974; Williams 1974) because 
Dow (1974) did not recognize a Red River source and speculated that Red River reservoirs were 
sourced by the underlying Icebox Formation of the Winnipeg Group. Later studies showed that 
the two oils are exclusive, and each formation is self-sourced (Kendall, 1976; Kohm and Louden, 
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1978; Osadetz and Snowdon, 1995). The contact between the Red River Formation and the 
underlying Ice Box Member of the Winnipeg Formation is conformable. However, Anna (2013) 
showed there is no evidence to support upward migration in that (1) Winnipeg hydrocarbons 
have not been typed in Red River reservoirs, (2) the lower Red River Formation consists of thick 
successions of low-permeability limestone, and (3) the underlying sandstone of the Deadwood 
Formation, along with its highly fractured and weathered surface create a downward hydraulic 
gradient (Anna, 2013). 
The self-sourcing is speculated to be 
generated in thin, organic-rich beds, known as 
kukersites (Figure 9). Kukersites exist in the Red 
River Formation around and within the D porosity 
zone (Kohm and Louden 1978, This Study). Oil 
and gas generated from kukersite beds commonly 
occur in structural traps and some stratigraphic 
traps in production fields of the Williston Basin 
(Haidl et al.1997). A kukersite is a kerogenite 
dominated by the organism Gloeocapsomorpha 
prisca (G. prisca) (Reed et al., 1986; Hoffmann et 
al., 1987; Longman and Palmer, 1987). 
Kukersites 
General Background 
G. prisca is an Ordovician microfossil that was first identified by Zalessky (1917). He 
described the oval bodies in kerogen, interpreted them as the remains of an extinct 
Figure 9. Core sample showing an 
organic-rich zone containing kukersite 
beds. Beds are a part of the C Limestone 
unit. Sample is from the Boyce 1-20 well; 
NDIC No: 14053; API No: 33-011-00663-
00-00. 
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microorganism, and named the organism Gloeocapsomorpha prisca due to morphological 
similarity with extant cyanobacterium Gloeocapsa quaternata Kützing occurring on moist rocks 
(Lille, 2003). G. prisca is the dominant component of many organic-rich hydrocarbon source 
rocks found in epicontinental carbonates around the world (Fowler, 1992). The kukersite 
terminology coined by Zalessky (1917) was named after the oil shales he was studying in the 
Kukrose area of Estonia and is now given to any organic-rich interval that is comprised of G. 
prisca and has more than 90% kerogen content by volume (≈ 35 wt% carbon) (Pak et al, 2010). 
Kukersite beds are typically black to dark brown beds of relatively pure organic material. 
Coloration of kukersite beds reflects thermal maturity with darker shades of black indicating 
higher maturation (Kohn and Louden, 1978).  
No agreement exists concerning the life habit of G. prisca nor the mechanism for 
accumulation of beds rich in the organism. One item that is generally agreed upon is G. prisca 
did live in low latitude, tropical seas (Foster et al., 1989) where accumulation and preservation 
occurred under unique conditions in which growth was optimal and reworking or extensive 
oxidation of the primary organic matter was limited (Pak et al., 2010). 
Presently, there are two main studies that drive hypotheses for G. prisca; geochemical 
and petrophysical. For geochemical, the most popular view is that G. prisca was a non-
photosynthetic, prokaryotic, benthic mat-forming organism (Reed et al., 1986; Foster et al., 
1989, 1990), but the deposits could be either in situ or preserved allochthonous. Hoffman et al. 
(1987) believed it was phototrophic, planktonic, eukaryotic, and accumulations were caused by 
algae blooming events or periods where environmental conditions, such as anoxic bottom water 
conditions, prevented benthic reworking. On the petrophysical side Stasiuk and Osadetz, (1990) 
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concluded G. prisca was photosynthetic, prokaryotic, and passed through a planktonic stage that 
bloomed episodically throughout the Ordovician.  
Stasiuk and Osadetz (1990) may have initially explained the differing evidence of 
previous studies because they found that depending on the stage of its life cycle, it could be 
either planktonic or benthic. The authors interpreted the organism to have had a complex, three 
stage life cycle involving a planktonic phase in low salinity, shallow waters, a second planktonic 
phase in high-salinity deeper waters, and a deep-water, below the pycnocline, stromatolitic phase 
in which it formed mucilaginous mats on the sea floor (Figure 10). Stasiuk and Osadetz (1990) 
suggest the stromatolitic phase of G. prisca was photosynthetic, but fundamentally different from 
intertidal stromatolites because of its exclusively subtidal depositional environment and the 
absence of calcite in its composition. 
Particulate organic matter on the sea floor and in the water column provide a key food 
source for many benthic organisms (Bromley, 1996). Depending on the state (algal mats on the 
seafloor or accumulations from planktonic blooms in the water column) of G. prisca, the organic 
matter was consumed and processed differently by burrowing infauna (Pak et al., 2010). This is 
important when comparing how G. prisca macerals are distributed in suspension and various 
types of deposit-feeding burrows. The authors point out the incorporation of organic matter into 
borings and burrows outside the kukersite-rich beds must be accounted for and burrows within 
the kukersite beds also provide clues about the life habit of G. prisca. 
Based on previous studies discussed above, three main models for G. prisca 
accumulations come about. They are an intertidal algal mat model, a subtidal algal mat model, 
and an algal bloom model. Of the three models, Pak et al. (2010) provide strong and very 
compelling evidence in favor of the algal bloom model and dispute the other two (for in-depth 
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discussions of each model, see authors’ paper). As mentioned above, the authors present a strong 
focus on trace fossils, mainly burrows, and how they coincide with G. prisca. They conclude that  
G. prisca was readily available in the water column throughout the deposition of the Ordovician 
Yeoman Formation (Figure 8) in the Williston Basin. 
Algal Bloom Model 
Both Hoffman et al. (1987) and Kent and Haidl (1999), suggested that G. prisca algal 
blooms could flourish to such an extent that they poisoned and/or deoxygenated the water 
column creating a zone of anoxia under the bloom or near the sediment-water interface. Pak et 
Figure 10. Stasiuk and Osadetz (1990) their Figure 5. “Proposed life cycle scenario for 
Gloeocapsomorpha prisca alginate in Upper Ordovician, Yeoman Formation, Saskatchewan. See 
text for explanation of the relationship between preserved alginate microfacies and growth stages 
of G. prisca.” 
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al.’s (2010) findings for both the ichnology and the distribution of G. prisca maceral varieties 
support the above authors’ conclusions. Modern day oceanic blooms are commonly called 
harmful algal blooms and have been experienced by every coastal state in the United States of 
America (NOAA, 2016) as well as in the Gulf of Mexico (Ulloa et al., 2017). These harmful 
algal blooms have the potential to produce toxins that can kill fish, mammals and birds, and may 
cause human illness or even death in extreme cases. Nontoxic algae can use all the oxygen in the 
water column as they decay, clog the gills of fish and invertebrates, or smother corals and 
submerged aquatic vegetation (NOAA, 2016).  
A generic algae bloom observed in North Dakota today is usually associated with 
seasonal change. Algae produce oxygen during the daylight hours as a by-product of 
photosynthesis. The oxygen produced can be the main source of oxygen for an aquatic 
ecosystem (Lutz et al., 2004). During darkness, algae consume oxygen. However, algae blooms 
in natural water bodies normally produce much more oxygen in the daylight than they consume 
during the night. Trace minerals or nutrients needed by the algae are occasionally used up during 
a bloom, causing some or even all of the bloom to die back temporarily. The resulting bacterial 
decomposition of the dead algae in conjunction with the loss of normal oxygen production can 
lead to oxygen depletions and fish kills. Longman and Haidl (1996) even noted decay of the 
organic-rich mats limited the diversity of burrowing organisms by creating anoxic conditions. 
Additionally, dense blooms can cause stratification, especially in excessively deep-water 
bodies (Lutz et al., 2004). Stratification involves layering of a water body into warm, oxygen-
producing upper zones and cool, oxygen-consuming bottom waters. Shading caused by dense 
blooms limits photosynthesis potential near the bottom and in turn reduces dissolved oxygen 
levels at the water body bottom, resulting in a buildup of potentially toxic compounds and a lack 
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of sufficient dissolved oxygen for benthic organisms to survive. Algae blooms also respond to 
changes in the weather, and the denser the bloom, the more severe the response can be. 
Photosynthesis slows down under cloudy conditions, and, as a result, oxygen production 
decreases. Even under sunny conditions an extremely calm day may also reduce photosynthesis 
and oxygen production by preventing phytoplankton in the middle layers of a water body from 
mixing near the brighter surface. In summer, oxygen problems may also arise because of a 
simple physical property of water; the warmer the water, the less dissolved oxygen it can hold. 
When a dense bloom produces a surplus of oxygen on a summer afternoon, the oxygen will not 
stay in solution and escapes into the atmosphere. During the night, the bloom extracts oxygen out 
of the water column from what remains from daytime photosynthesis. When this occurs, 
dissolved oxygen levels can approach zero (Lutz et al., 2004). 
Physical, chemical and biological causes of G. prisca algal blooms are uncertain, but 
Bricelj and Lonsdale (1997) state they may be linked to changes in temperature, salinity, and 
nutrient availability commonly related to seasonal variations in non-equatorial environments. 
The Williston Basin was located near the equator during the Ordovician, so seasonal changes 
were most likely not the agent in causing G. prisca to bloom. Foster et al. (1990) proposed that 
the cyclical nature of sediments containing kukersite and marine carbonate facies in the Baltic 
Shale Basin resulted from changes in relative sea level; which was most likely associated with 
local tectonism and eustatic sea level changes. Pak et al. (2010) also noted that conditions 
causing the blooms and the scale of cyclicity need to be further examined, but a restriction of the 
sea-floor, such as a barrier that inhibits normal circulation of water or localized sea level drops, 
is suggested by the authors to be the catalyst based on the limited trace fossil suite of the 
kukersites (Figure 11). 
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Stasiuk and Osadetz (1990) illustrate the final stage of G. prisca to be similar to a living 
stromatolitic colony in nature; whereas, Pak et al. (2010) describe the final stage to be more of a 
death assemblage. As mention above, Stasiuk and Osadetz (1990) suggested that G. prisca was 
photosynthetic because of interlayering of vertical growth and horizontally laminated alginate; 
which mimicked stromatolitic textures. Additionally, calcareous sediments were mechanically 
trapped or bound within their proposed microbial communities. The “stromatolitic stage”; 
however, was fundamentally different from intertidal stromatolites because of its exclusively 
subtidal depositional environment and the absence of calcite in its composition. The authors go 
on to say that whether the algal growth habit of G. prisca truly represented life similar to a 
stromatolite, as depicted in their Figure 5 (Figure 10), or developed as a consequence of 
Figure 11. Pak et al. (2010) their Figure 20. “Model for the accumulation of kukersites from 
planktonic algal blooms. As the stages pass, the progressively thicker burrow linings correspond 
to progressively more G. prisca available in the water column. Stages 1-3 reflect the progression 
of the algal bloom. Stage 4 represents restricted environment when a kukersite bed is preserved 
and sea-floor burrows become filled with G. prisca-rich sediment. Not drawn to scale.” 
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environmental pressures, was a matter for further investigation. Modern day stromatolites form 
under extremely harsh ecological conditions, such as those found in hypersaline and ephemeral 
ponds/lagoons (Golubic, 1991). The stromatolites survive because higher salinity levels in these 
harsh environments prevent animal grazing. Therefore, accumulations of G. prisca could have 
been caused by an anoxia-type scenario as described by Pak et al. (2010) or in an environment 
outlined by Stasiuk and Osadetz (1990) where changes in salinity could have played a role. 
Regardless, the environmental conditions in which G. prisca thrived and accumulated is still 
open to debate and needs to be investigated further.  
Purpose 
To date, no agreement has been reached concerning the life habit of G. prisca nor a 
mechanism for accumulation (Pak et al, 2010). The kukersite beds are best developed in the D 
Porosity zone and in the C Limestone (Figure 7).  Longman and Haidl (1996) state the kukersite 
beds were not deposited uniformly across the basin but can be laterally continuous over distances 
of tens of kilometers. In the southern Williston Basin, the authors correlated three distinct 
kukersite beds across distances of many tens of kilometers, but noted in the northern part of the 
basin, particularly in southern Saskatchewan, the kukersite beds were thinner, more numerous, 
and not as laterally continuous. Kent and Haidl (1999) found kukersites in the uppermost section 
of the Yeoman Formation, Canada where some of the beds were correlatable within a given area 
and others were not. Nesheim et al. (2016) found approximately ten kukersite beds that were 
present within the D Porosity zone and C Limestone and could be correlated across the western 





Kukersites are common in the southern and western parts of the Williston Basin where 
there is an abundance of Red River oil fields, but they are also common in the northern part of 
the basin where relatively few fields have been discovered. Nesheim et al. (2016) found Red 
River kukersites can extend 32-64 km eastward from the Montana border into western North 
Dakota and stretch the entire length of the border from South Dakota to Saskatchewan. This 
current study’s purpose is to thoroughly examine the kukersite beds in the Red River Formation, 
Williston Basin, North Dakota. Past studies have shown these beds to potentially be the source 
units for oil in the formation, but no one has examined how and where these beds formed, 
particularly those in North Dakota. By examining depositional environments and the 
Figure 12. Neshiem et al’s (2016) extent and net thickness of Red River kukersite beds mapped 
across western North Dakota. Their study used about two dozen cores and several hundred 
wireline logs from the Red River D Porosity zone. 
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diagenetic/depositional history of the Red River Formation, this study will attempt to locate 






Geophysical Log Analysis 
Geophysical logs (“wireline logs”) measure various physical parameters of geologic 
formations during any phase of a well's history: drilling, completing, producing, or abandoning. 
The physical parameters include but are not limited to radioactivity, density, conductivity, or 
acoustic character. What can be useful about these parameters is that they can be used to 
determine lithology, the amount and type of porosity, and the presence or absence of 
hydrocarbons. In this study, multiple types of logs were used for wells in the study area to 
determine formation and unit tops.  
The three main log curves utilized in this study were gamma ray, density porosity, and 
neutron porosity. A gamma ray log measures the natural radioactivity of a formation along the 
borehole. This curve is most useful for distinguishing sands and carbonates from shales. The 
reasoning is shales are naturally more radioactive due to potassium isotopes in clays, and 
adsorbed uranium and thorium. The density curve measures the bulk density of a geologic 
formation by bombarding the rock along the borehole with a radioactive source and measuring 
the resulting gamma ray count after the interaction with the rock. A neutron porosity curve is a 
log of porosity based on the effect a formation has on fast neutrons emitted by a source. Figure 6 
and Figure 7 show unit boundaries that were determined by using log curves. The picks for each 
unit for each well are in Appendix A. Because well data are reported in feet, all recorded tops are 
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 given as subsurface true vertical depth values in feet. Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution of 
wells used in the study. 
 
Core Descriptions 
A core is a cylindrical sample of rock taken from the borehole during drilling. Core 
samples are taken to assist in understanding key properties of a formation, such as rock, organic 
matter content, maturity, and geomechanical. This information can be used to calibrate log and 
seismic measurements and to help in future well placement, well completion, and other aspects 
of reservoir production. 
0      50           100 miles 
Figure 13. Distribution of wells used in this study. 
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At the beginning of this study, there were 311 continuous cores housed at the North 
Dakota Geological Survey’s (NDGS) Wilson M. Laird Core and Sample Library, University of 
North Dakota, Grand Forks. After going through the available data, 162 of those cores were 
selected for this study. The selection was primarily based on whether the cored interval 
contained the section where kukersites are known to be deposited. Additionally, if a county had 
at least one cored interval then it was also selected regardless if the area of interest was included 
or not. This was mainly done as a correlation control between counties. A total of 15,942 ft 
(4859 m) of continuous core samples were examined and described for this study. All core 
descriptions are in Appendix B. At the end of every description is an additional note stating 
whether kukersites were observed in core for that particular well. The final decision was based 
on descriptions and photos taken during examination. Figure 14 shows the distribution of wells 
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Longman and Haidl (1996) found that in the C Limestone unit, if kukersites were thick 
enough and where thermally mature, the beds could be recognized on resistivity logs as 
distinctive high-resistivity spikes. Nesheim at al. (2016) correlated some of the source beds 
across the basin using resistivity logs along with their core data. The results of this current study 
concluded there were no definitive spikes on resistivity or density logs that could be used 
reliably to correlate across the basin, especially without core data. Core analysis showed there 
were some wells that had source beds present that would show small drops in density curves on 
logs when the beds was thick enough. However, in many cases an adjacent well that contained 
core with source beds would fail to show any spikes on a log. Because of this inconsistency, this 
present study made no attempt to correlate kukersite beds across the basin on geophysical logs. 
The logs served as the primary correlation between wells, especially ones containing core and 
source beds. Mapping out the different units of each sequence showed a unique depositional 
history that is included in the discussion section. 
Core Analysis 
This study separated out two distinct facies when describing potential source beds in the 
formation: organic zones (Appendix C) and kukersite beds (Appendix D) (Figure 9). An organic 
zone is a thicker, black limestone that is usually a foot to a few feet thick. It is fossiliferous, 
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massive, and generally a mudstone that reacts vigorously with HCl. Organic zones may contain 
kukersite beds, but they do not always. Likewise, this study found kukersite beds can at times 
exist on their own and do not have to be associated with an organic zone. Actual kukersite beds 
are only 0.1-0.2 feet thick, jet-black, have no response to HCl, have a slight stromatolitic 
appearance to them, and have sharp contacts (generally stylolites). Fossils commonly occur as 
lag deposits around the kukersite beds but are like those found in organic zones and throughout 
the rest of the Red River limestone units. Body and trace fossil assemblages were commonly 
found well preserved. The general assemblage contains open marine fossils such as trilobites, 
crinoids, bryozoans, graptolites, brachiopods and rugose corals (Kohn and Louden, 1978; Pak et 
al., 2010; This study). Trace fossils consisted of Skolithos, Chondrites, and Thalassinoides (Pak 
et al., 2010; This study).  
Correlation of the organic zones was difficult because of their thickness compared to the 
unit they were located in. On the other hand, kukersite beds were almost impossible to correlate 
from well to well, let alone through a county or across a state because of their thinness. There 
were many times where a core could have contained a kukersite bed or more of an organic zone, 
but for various reasons it was missing some sample. Additionally, Pak et al. (2010) noted 
kukersite beds can be destroyed by burrowing organisms and or pressure solution. Kukersite 
beds are commonly associated with pressure solution and fluid movement, so destruction could 
have happened before a core was taken. Figure 15 shows a short cross section in Bowman 
County, ND. This cross section shows how kukersite beds within a short distance can be 
correlated in some measure. It also does a good job of showing the two different source types; 
organic zones in the B Limestone with kukersites in the C Limestone. Looking at a slightly 
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larger cross section in McKenzie County, ND, one can see how correlating source beds and 









Facies Key for Core 
 Stoughton Shale  
Dolomite Burrows in a Limestone 
Matrix 
 Anhydrite  Soft Sediment Deformation 
 Massive Limestone  Terra Rosa Cemented Limestone 
 Massive Dolomite  Kukersite 
 Burrowed Limestone  Organic Zone 
 Burrowed Dolomite  Coral Piece 
Figure 15. Cross Section of a small cluster of 
wells from Bowman County, ND (left). Cross 
section shows core facies (right track) with 
kukersite beds (thin teal lines on right track, ≈ 
175-200 feet in depth). These wells show how 
two kukersite beds can be traced in short 
distances. Key for cross sections is below. Cross 
Section is hung on the top of the Red River (red 
line). The top of the C Limestone (black line) is 









Figure 16. A small cross section in northeastern McKenzie County, ND (left). 
This cross section shows a dominance of organic zones in the C Limestone and 
D Porosity units. Cross section is hung on the top of the Red River (red line). 
The black line is the top of the C Limestone unit and the blue lines outline the D 
Porosity unit. Unit boundaries are based on well logs. This cross section shows 
how inconsistent the source beds can be from well to well. This study agrees the 
organic zones and kukersite beds are related to each other depositionally, but the 






The finding of two different source beds is not a first for this formation. Fowler et al. 
(1998) recognized two kukersite facies in the Yeoman in southeastern Saskatchewan consisting 
of stromatolitic kukersites with greater than 10 wt % total organic carbon (TOC) content and 
hydrogen index (HI) values greater than 800 mg HC/g TOC, and thicker kukersite beds with 
lower TOC content (3 to 5 wt %) and HI values (<700 mg HC/g TOC). Stasiuk (1994) identified 
two types of alginite macerals in the Yeoman Formation consisting of disseminated and 
stromatolitic varieties of G. prisca and an amorphous kerogen with a significant contribution of 
filamentous alginite, similar to Assemblage A and B organic facies of Jacobson et al. (1988), 
respectively. Most of the Red River Formation has lean TOC values ranging from 0.14 to 0.54 
wt % (Williams, 1974), but Kohm and Louden (1982) reported kukersite beds with TOC values 
between 9 and 14 wt %. Osadetz and Snowdon (1995) reported Yeoman kukersite TOC values 
ranging from 0.55 to 34.94 wt % with an average of 9.07 wt %, and HI values ranging from 131 
to 1013 mg HC/g TOC with an average of 728.  
Variations in the composition of Red River oils and effects of maturity suggest 
contributions from multiple Ordovician organic facies (Lillis, 2013). Lillis, 2013 noted the 
composition variations are stratigraphically controlled in that low wax (low pour point) oils are 
predominantly produced from porosity zones C and D, whereas high wax (high pour point) oils 
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are produced predominantly from porosity zone B. Most of the kukersite beds occur in the C 
Limestone and D Porosity zone units, but there were a few kukersite beds found in the B 
Limestone. The kukersites were similar in both zones and variations are most likely associated 
with oils produced from an organic zone not rich in kukersites versus one that is. Jacobson et al. 
(1988) characterized two Ordovician organic facies in Iowa that they believe explain the 
variations in local Ordovician oil composition. The authors called the two organic facies 
Assemblages A and B where Assemblage A is dominated by the G. prisca. Lillis (2013) stated 
the Assemblage A is the source of low-wax oils with the distinct Ordovician geochemical 
signature from the oil family that Williams (1974) originally defined. Therefore, Assemblage B 
is dominated by amorphous kerogen and is the source of waxy oils containing noticeable 
amounts of isoprenoids including pristane and phytane (Lillis, 2013).  
Based on Lillis (2013) results, the Red River petroleum system in the Williston Basin has 
low-wax and high-wax oil families that might be derived from organic facies like Jacobson et 
al.’s (1988) Assemblage A and Assemblage B. Based on lithologies observed in core, the results 
of this study would indicate two different yet distinct sources for Red River oil. Cores with only 
organic zones had porosity zones, especially the D Porosity zone that showed strong evidence of 
containing hydrocarbons just as much as cores with similar lithologic units but instead 
containing kukersite beds. 
This study observed G. prisca as burrow fills for Thalassinoides burrows as well as beds 
of kukersites being burrowed themselves (Chondrites, Skolithos, etc.) (Figure 17). Looking back 
at Stasiuk and Osadetz’s (1990) model (Figure 10) of G. prisca, one could begin to see how 
having organisms in a different stage of their life cycle could produce a different source rock. 
However, Pak et al.’s (2010) study on trace fossils and relating it to the algal bloom model 
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disputed Stasiuk and Osadetz’s (1990) 
depositional theory, but at the same time 
provided a mechanism for producing two 
different source rocks. The algal bloom 
model states G. prisca is always readily 
available in the water column, so the 
authors proposed episodes of lowered G. 
prisca availability are represented by what 
they call their disseminated type A 
microfacies. When conditions shifted to favor blooming, a disseminated type B G. prisca alginite 
was found in burrow linings and fills. The presence of kukersite beds occurred at maximum 
bloom (Pak et al., 2010). 
For a complete analysis and description of how variations in abundance of G. prisca 
preserved in sediment is correlated with shifts in burrower’s activity represented by trace fossils 
in the Red River Formation, see Pak et al. (2010). In short, the authors explain different stages of 
preservation; starting with preservation in burrows and continue through the deposition of a 
kukersite bed. Overall, the findings of Pak et al. (2010) fit very well and support the algal bloom 
model. The results of the study show how G. prisca is always present in the water column. This 
is evident by how the alga slowly but surely fill up the burrows of other organisms. The pattern 
of increasing organic matter in burrow linings up towards the base of kukersites was observed in 
the carbonate-kukersite cycles. In the uppermost tens of cm of carbonate sediment below the 
base of a kukersite, there is a gradational change from lined burrows to burrows fully filled with 
organic-rich material. The diameter of the burrows can range from a few mm to a few cm, with 
Figure 17. Example of burrowing in a kukersite 
bed. Burrows present are believed to be Planolites. 
The wispy nature on top of the bed is most likely 
related to a pressure solution. Example is from the 





larger specimens being Thalassinoides. These burrows contain the same skeletal debris as the 
overlying kukersite interval, and their fill is commonly re-burrowed by Planolites, Asterosoma or 
Rhizocorallium (Pak et al., 2010). The fill of the secondary burrows is depleted in organic 
matter, suggesting that these represent deposit-feeding activity. If the organic matter was sourced 
from sediment and organic matter was transported or washed basinward from an intertidal zone, 
that organic matter should also be present in the matrix and Planolites fills. However, those 
burrows, which are in connection with the seafloor, do contain G. prisca as fill or lining. Surface 
detritus-feeders are known to incorporate a planktonic food source in their burrow fill and lining 
(Kotake, 1989). Palaeophycus, which are formed for suspension feeding, or serve as dwelling-
burrows of carnivorous (annelid) worms are lined to variable degrees by G. prisca (Pak et al., 
2010). Asterosoma and Rhizocorallium, which are also in connection with the sea floor, are also 
lined. If G. prisca was part of the sea floor sediment deposited either as an algal mat or from the 
transport of storms as suggested by Foster et al. (1990), it should have been preserved in the 
Planolites fill or the host matrix. Fluctuations in the amount of organic matter preserved as 
burrow linings can be explained by the bloom never thriving to the extent necessary for 
preservation of kukersite beds or subsequent storms or bioturbation removed the bed. For the 
kukersites examined in this present study, the dispersed organic matter/macerals were not 
residing on the sea floor when the organism incorporated them into their burrows.  
Eventually the bloom will happen and beds of G. prisca will be preserved because the 
environment conditions have been swung to a state to where it can no longer support other 
organisms such as burrowing organisms. Because the bloom is cyclic, the environment will 
always swing back to a state of normalcy. Once conditions have returned to favorable, burrowing 
organisms can return. Organisms are opportunistic when it comes to feeding, so when conditions 
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are favorable, sediment feeders will slowly migrate back into the environment as well as detritus 
feeders that will feast on the beds of G. prisca. 
All the phenomena outlined in the algal bloom model were observed in this study. The 
questions of who, what, where, when, why, can be accommodated under this model, except for 
the where and why. This study examined the core data thoroughly and compared the findings to 
structure and isopach maps generated using unit tops from well logs to answer the final parts. 
Past studies (Longman et al, 1983; Carroll, 1979; Kohm and Louden, 1978; Kendall, 1974; Pak 
et al., 2010) have mentioned or discussed probable conditions that favored an isolated 
environment for G. prisca to be deposited. During the Ordovician, the best scenario for 
producing an isolated environment would be restricting the sea floor by either local tectonics or 
sea-level change.  
Depositional Model 
After analyzing structure contour and isopach maps for the Red River Formation, this 
study did not find any convincing evidence that a topographic feature existed during deposition 
of the source beds. Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 21, are isopach maps of the C, B, and A 
Intervals respectively, but it should be noted the figures lack significant control east of the 
Nesson Anticline. Figure 18 and Figure 19 show two main areas where source beds are 
concentrated; on the Cedar Creek Anticline and in a ridge-like feature near the western state 
border that trends to the north. It can be seen in Figure 18, is more prominent in Figure 19, but is 
absent in Figure 21; therefore, the topographic high is interpreted to be short-lived. Reef building 
fossils were found in wells to the east of the north-trending concentration of source beds, on the 
limits where well control is lost. These wells would typically contain body fossils of tabulate 
corals or hexactinellid sponges that would be incorporated as the whole width of the core sample  
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(Figure 20). These occurrences were interpreted to be a potential biostrome present during time 
of deposition of the source beds. The biostrome was mainly in the C Limestone but was also 
present in the B Limestone and when plotted on logs from core data it could be correlated across 
the basin for both units. Rugose corals were also abundant in core samples, but specimens were 
interpreted to be more solitary than colonial.   
  
Figure 18. Isopach map of the Red River C Interval. Purple dots are wells with organic zones, 
sky blue dots are wells with kukersite beds, and red dots are wells with coral/sponge beds. Notice 
the two main areas of concentrations for source wells; the southwest corner on the Cedar Creek 
Anticline and the north-south trending feature that runs parallel with the Montana-North Dakota 
border. Also notice how the reef wells surround the source wells on the anticline and appear to 














Figure 19. Isopach map of the Red River B Interval. Purple dots are wells with organic zones, 
sky blue dots are wells with kukersite beds, and red dots are wells with coral/sponge beds. The 
topographic high has shrunk to almost half its original size with the tallest part of the high 
existing in the northwest corner of the state. Accumulations are thickest around the basin center. 






Figure 21. Isopach map of the Red River A Interval. Purple dots are wells with organic zones, 
sky blue dots are wells with kukersite beds, and red dots are wells with coral/sponge beds. The A 
Interval appears to be experiencing a basin center of subsidence with normal accumulations of 
basin fill. Contour Interval = 5 feet. 
km 
Figure 20. Example of a coral body fossil existing as a bed in core. Yellow scale bar = 5.5 




Following Klement’s (1967, and references therein) terminology, the writer applies the 
terms "reef" and "bank" to denote the origin of the structures, whereas the terms "bioherm" and 
"biostrome" are used to designate the shape of the structures and their relation to the associated 
layered facies. The author defines a reef as a structure built by the in-situ growth of organisms 
which have the ecological potential to act as frame-builders. It is a wave-resistant, prominent 
structure on the sea floor and; therefore, will influence and modify the sedimentation in its 
vicinity. The author continues to describe a bank as being made up of organisms which did not 
have the ability to act as frame-builders. Banks may have been formed in place or by mechanical 
accumulation following transport of skeletal remains. Banks are also wave resistant and they 
may or may not be prominent structures on the sea floor, which correspondingly, they may or 
may not influence the sedimentation in their surroundings. In a reef, the organic productivity of 
the frame-building organisms is by itself sufficient to elevate the structure above the surrounding 
sea floor. Frame-builders in general are organisms which cement themselves to the substratum 
and form a rigid reef mass (Klement, 1967). The author defines a bioherm as a massive, mound-
shaped structure which is in discordant relationship to the surrounding layered facies of different 
lithology and a biostrome as being coarsely layered and concordantly grading into the associated 
layered sediments. Therefore, the author states a reef, according to its shape and geological 
setting, represents a bioherm and a bank may take the form of a bioherm or biostrome. 
Mechanically accumulated banks and biogenetic banks resulting from the sediment-baffling 
activity of organisms generally have the form of bioherms. There is evidence of colonial reef 
builders present in the Red River Formation, but with the evidence found in this study the ‘ridge’ 




The proposed biostrome could potentially have two main roles during the Red River 
deposition. First it could have been the confining structure for the source beds or secondly, it 
could have been a confining structure for the anhydrite units. Looking at the figures from the C 
through the A Interval, there appears to be subtle changes in local environments. Overall the 
basin was always an active carbonate shelf but contained local variations. The C Interval 
generally has equivalent thickness of the interval throughout except for thinning along the 
Nesson Anticline and thinning where the source beds are located. The B Interval experienced 
some increased deposition near the basin center, which could possibly be related to increased 
subsidence. The topographic high shrinks in area around 50% with the higher part of the ridge 
located in the north. During the A Interval deposition is heavier where the topographic high used 
to exist and has an appearance of being a center for deposition. Changes in local subsidence, 
depositional fluxes, or local sea level changes could have been factors for causing different parts 
of the basin to have local depositional environmental changes. In relation to the biostrome, the 
local environmental changes could have eliminated the feature and in return eliminated an 
isolated environment that would have favored an algal bloom. Based on isopach maps from the 
Stony Mountain Formation (Figure 22) it appears a coastline is present somewhere to the east. 
Figure 22 shows evidence supporting a northeastern shoreline, but the transcontinental arch was 
located to the southeast and would have been a source for clastic sediment. If a shoreline is 
present to the east, then a deepening water column towards the west could be proposed. Figure 3 
shows the connection to the Panthalassa Ocean to the west, so water depth should generally 
increase towards the west. Therefore, the biostrome would be deep enough to not have tidal and 
wave effects (none were observed in core), in the photic zone, and would terminate towards the 
west once the water column became deep enough that carbonate factory would not thrive. With 
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the biostrome towards the east of the source beds, an isolated ‘ridge’ is created during deposition 
of the C and B intervals that could possibly harbor an algal bloom (Figure 23). The Cedar Creek 
Anticline is most likely a similar scenario to the ridge but has its own isolation from the rest of 
the basin because of the structure that is present.  Regionally, the Upper Cambrian-Lower 
Ordovician Deadwood Formation thins uniformly eastward but is interrupted in several areas 
where the strata are somewhat anomalously thin; for example, this occurs over the Nesson 
anticline and in the southern part of the Cedar Creek anticline (Clement, 1986). However, it is 
uncertain whether these areas are related to depositional thinning over Early Cambrian-
Precambrian structural highs or over buried paleotopography on the Precambrian surface 
(Peterson, 1981). Anderson et al. (1983) said the Nesson anticline was initiated during the 
Precambrian with indications that the structure was probably faulted on the west margin. This 
current study found the Red River Formation shows both the Nesson Anticline and Cedar Creek 
Anticline structures when examining an isopach map (Figure 5). It was determined the structures 
were present during deposition of the formation, although early in their structural development. 
Supporting points for the anticline being its own isolated system for source bed 
development, besides a structure possibly being present, include being able to correlate the 
biostrome to the anticline and that the anticline’s source beds are kukersite rich rather than 
organic zone rich. Being a separate isolated system could explain why the source beds correlate 
slightly better than in other parts of the basin. The proposed biostrome appears to terminate near 
the Nesson Anticline. Figure 18 shows thinning of the C Interval where the Nesson Anticline 
exists, so the anticline could have been a structural high and thus acted as a continuation of the 
eastern boundary for the source bed ‘ridge’. This would help explain why there are source beds 




Figure 22. Isopach maps of the Gunton Member (top) and Stoughton Member (bottom) for the 
Stony Mountain Formation. The Gunton Member is mainly dolomitic, but the Stoughton 
Member is argillaceous. Note the source of sediment is most likely to the NE. Contour Interval 





In the regions where source beds occur, core evidence showed a similar environment 
present throughout the state with the typical fauna mentioned earlier included, both trace and 
body fossils. Some immature kukersites were found outside the normal region of source bed 
deposition which might indicate that G. prisca was always readily available in the water column 
but the rate of carbonate deposition in other environments was much greater and the percentage 
of G. prisca fossils was relatively rare. It should be noted that in this study the decision between 
a source bed being mature or immature was solely based on color. No geochemical analyses 
were performed on any core samples. Brown to reddish-brown source beds were considered 
immature; however, it could be argued that those beds are over-mature. Beds that were blacker in 
color were considered to be mature.  
Figure 23. Schematic diagram modeled after a modern-day reef system showing a possible 
environment that would allow for source bed deposition. The restricted environment is most 
likely a biostrome that is confined by colonial reef builders to the east and a deepening ocean to 




Organisms are not the only culprits in 
destroying the source beds. As mentioned earlier 
pressure solution (Figure 24) can also be 
responsible. Some previous studies, such as 
Zimmer (1997) mentioned how fluid movement 
has both destroyed source beds in the Red River 
Formation but is also responsible for concentrating 
oil by developing porous reservoirs (the porosity 
zones). This point leads into the second role the 





An understanding of reservoir configuration is crucial for modeling fluid flow, and for 
setting up secondary and tertiary recovery schemes (Pak et al., 2001). This study found through 
core analysis that the variability in dolomitization in any of the porosity zones is high within a 
single county let alone across the state. No agreement has been reached on what processes are 
responsible for the dolomitization of the Red River Formation. Models that have been proposed 
to explain the B and C Porosity Zones, which commonly are associated with laminated 
dolomites, include Foster (1972) and Carroll (1979) using capillary concentration (Shinn et al., 
1965) and/or evaporite pumping (Hsu and Siegenthaler, 1969). Models to explain the 
dolomitization of the D Porosity zone range from anaerobic bacteria in sediments filling burrows 
(Dow, 1971), solution cannibalization (Kendall, 1977), mixing of fresh and marine waters with 
Figure 24. Example of an Organic Zone 
with a solution seam as its top contact. 
Example is from Susan 3-25-1 well; NDIC 
No: 11381; API No: 33-023-00332-00-00 
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basin evaporation to the point that a sabkha develops (Carroll 1979) or better known as Land’s 
(1973) or Badiozamani’s (1973) “dorag” model, which was also presented by Derby and 
Kilpatrick (1985).  
Jacka and Franco (1975) presented a model that is now known as hydrodynamic 
dolomitization. This model is like the seepage-reflux model of Adam and Rhodes (1960), except 
the associated brines are generated on sabkhas rather than in restricted lagoons. The authors 
(Jacka and Franco 1975) used their model to explain the B and C Porosity zone dolomitization. 
Wittstrom and Chimney (1980) also implied that downward-seeping sabkha brines controlled 
dolomitization, but they called on meteoric waters to mix with the brines. Traditional 
dolomitization models, such as a few of those described above, require subaerial exposure to 
create the dolomitization brines. However, this present study agrees with Longman et. al.’s 
(1983) interpretation of the porosity zones as largely deposited in subtidal environments. Kendall 
(1974) also stated that all Red River deposition occurred in subtidal environments. Hsu and 
Siegenthaler’s (1969) said that downward brine migration in peritidal settings is seriously limited 
by the small hydrostatic head and the slight differences in density between the brines and 
seawater. This current study, along with past studies (such as Longman et al.1983) have found 
Red River dolomites in the four porosity zones may be up to tens of meters thick and do not have 
a uniform thickness across the basin based on well log interpretation and core analysis. 
Therefore, the models mentioned above may work in some areas of the basin to explain 
dolomitization but overall, they do not work to generate the widespread, thick porosity zones that 
exist in the Red River Formation. 
Kohm and Louden (1978) proposed that brines (potentially Silurian) migrated downward 
beyond the up-dip limit of the anhydrites and then laterally into the basin along the laminated 
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carbonates. They suggested that once these brines were in the Red River Formation beneath the 
anhydrites, they migrated along fractures. The Stony Mountain and Interlake Formations are 
dolomitized and are the youngest Silurian formations in the basin where a brine could migrate 
downwards. However, the idea of a brine migrating down hundreds of meters from a Silurian 
sabkha does not seem realistic. Additionally, the brines will weaken as they migrate downward 
and dolomitize units along the way and the fact that limestone units still exist in the Red River 
indicates these brines did not migrate downwards. The argument of the brines selectively coming 
in from the sides of the basin is also unlikely because again the brines would weaken as they 
dolomitized units along their path and this study found some of the thickest dolomitized zones 
occur near the center and not the limits of the basin. The dolomitization of the porosity zones in 
the Red River occurred during or very close to deposition and are most likely associated with the 
anhydrites. Adams and Rhodes (1960) proposed that the precipitation of calcium sulfate (gypsum 
or anhydrite) removes calcium ions from a hypersaline brine and leaves behind a magnesium-
rich brine. They used this process to explain the formation of dense brines in restricted lagoons 
and then proposed that the brines seeped downward into sediments on the lagoon floor and 
caused dolomitization. A similar process could have formed the Red River dolomites. Once the 
basin became the site of deposition of primary gypsum (now anhydrite), the remaining brine in 
the basin would have become increasingly enriched in magnesium ions. If this magnesium-rich 
brine could have interacted with the carbonate sediments below, dolomitization of the sediments 
would have certainly occurred. Now it was mentioned that this type of dolomitization model 
with brine waters lacks hydraulic head and other characteristics to allow for large scale 
downward dolomitization. Based on the geometry and distribution of the dolomite units from this 
study it is interpreted that the dolomitizing fluids had to migrate downward from the anhydrite 
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layers into the underlying carbonate sediments. This leads to probably the most accepted model 
for Red River dolomitization, which is Longman et al.’s (1983) seepage-reflux model, although 
it has been debated (Kendall, 1984).  
Longman et al. (1983) inferred that the dolomite was formed by downward-migrating 
magnesium-rich brines generated by precipitation of the subtidal anhydrite (or gypsum). 
Migration was localized by “holes”.  The authors suggested that the “holes” were created in the 
anhydrites at certain sites denoted by thick cryptocrystalline dolomite and were probably formed 
by one or more of the following processes: (1) fracturing, (2) minor faulting, (3) expulsion of 
compaction waters from the underlying sediments, or (4) the weight of the brine on the 
anhydrite. Kendall (1984) objected to Longman et al. (1983) by claiming that the basin was 
frequently reflooded during "C" anhydrite deposition and that the waters doing the reflooding 
were normal marine. He proposed deposition only occurred during flooding events and that the 
depositional characteristics of the anhydrites imply that deposition occurred by episodic 
subaqueous events. Kendall (1984) claimed the depositional environment during anhydrite 
deposition was usually dry and that the Williston basin was a giant playa or inland sabkha. The 
basis for Kendall’s interpretations is that many playas today are characterized by giant polygonal 
crack systems, some of them with a kilometer or greater spacing, and individual cracks extending 
downward for several meters (Neal, 1965; Ericksen and Stoertz, 1978). Having these cracks 
present would allow access for brines to seep downward.  
Longman et al. (1984) disagreed with Kendall's (1984) claim that the basin was 
frequently reflooded during C Anhydrite deposition. The basis for the objection was reflooding 
waters would have been normal salinity compared to the brine, so evaporation of the mixed 
waters to the point of gypsum (anhydrite) precipitation would have resulted in deposition of both 
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limestone and dolomite first, with the latter being the result of secondary early stage diagenesis. 
But, the authors stated neither occurred in any significant quantities in the C anhydrite. 
Both Kendall (1984) and Longman et al (1983) agreed that the anhydrite deposition was 
the source for brines that caused dolomitization in the Red River. They also agreed that a 
network or feature to facilitate the movement of brines downward had to exist as well, they just 
disagreed on the conditions to make such a system. Looking at isopach maps of the C anhydrite 
(Figure 25), C Dolomite (Figure 26), and D Porosity (Figure 27), this current study concluded as 
well that the anhydrite is the source of dolomitization fluids. Based off core data, the C Dolomite 
is massive and very cryptocrystalline in some areas, laminated in others, but can also be very 
stylolitic and fractured. The findings of this present study agree that the basin was never exposed 
to subaerial conditions, but the anhydrite did experience recharge events, especially the C 
anhydrite. There were multiple times dolomite beds were found interbedded with the anhydrites 
and those interbedded dolomites would be present in core samples and could be identified on 
CND logs as well. Although this study did not map the interbedded dolomites, they could easily 
be correlated across the basin on CND logs. 
More recent studies have looked more closely at small-scale diagenetic models (Gingras, 
2001; Zenger, 1996) and have suggested that dolomitization may be intricately linked to the 
burrow networks with micro-chemical environments in the burrow systems facilitating dolomite 
formation. Dolomitization associated with the burrow networks is inferred to be syndepositional 




Figure 25. Isopach map of the C Anhydrite. Contour Interval = 2 feet. 
km 
Figure 26. Isopach map of the C Dolomite. Notice how thin the dolomite is underneath the 





A proposed depositional history for the formation of the D Porosity based on the findings 
of this current study is as follows. First, the C Anhydrite was initially deposited after a brine was 
formed. The isolation to form the brine may have been related to a topographical feature such as 
a biostrome. Second, the brine would have slowly seeped down and begin dolomitizing the unit 
below. Some areas dolomitized faster than others depending on composition. Eventually the 
brine would lose inertia to percolate downwards because of accumulating gypsum deposits and 
lack of hydraulic head. Next, a recharge of the isolated lagoon would have occurred; indicated by 
the presence of dolomite interbedded in the C Anhydrite. Initially the recharge would have been 
deposited as a limestone, but conditions would have eventually changed back over to a lagoon 
type environment leading to more anhydrite/gypsum deposition and dolomitization of the 
Figure 27. Isopach map of the D Porosity. Notice the intricate system of connections for each 
region of higher porosity. This shows how once the brines were able to reach the burrowing 
networks below they were able to create good porosity zones. The white areas near the center of 




limestone bed. In areas where brines interacted below with more porous zones they created an 
initial ‘highway’ to facilitate more fluid movement. Zones of increased fluid movement were 
noted in core descriptions (Appendix B). The first stage of dolomitization of the unit below 
would have also allowed more brine fluids to pass through. Eventually the brines reached the 
burrowing networks. It is here that the rate of downward motion of the fluids started to increase 
and dolomitize more rock. In many cores, the burrows are dolomitized, but the matrix is not. 
This indicated that the burrows were more porous than the matrix. In addition, the limestone/ 
dolomite (matrix/burrows) network is always located above fully dolomitized burrows (matrix 
and burrows). This means the fluids would have followed the burrows selectively until they 
finally reached areas of lower permeability. Here the fluid would have sat, interacted with the 
surrounding matrix and would have dolomitized everything. This event selectively formed 
localities of increased porosity which is now informally known as the D Porosity.  
The formation of the D Porosity is unique and is believed to be what caused destruction 
of some of the source beds. During the initial formation some destruction could have occurred. 
Later, after dolomitization, when fluids escaped because of compaction, there was additional 







Figure 28. Schematic depositional model (not drawn to scale) showing a sequence of steps that could explain preservation of Red 
River Formation source beds. A) A brining upward sequence. Burrowed limestone is deposited followed by alternating units of source 
beds and burrowed limestone. Next a laminated limestone is deposited and finally gypsum. B) Gypsum depositional fluids that are 
calcium depleted migrate downward and begin to dolomitize the laminated facies. In some areas the fluids will migrate beyond the 
laminated facies and interact with the burrowed facies below. C) Dolomitizing waters continue to migrate downward through the 
burrowed network, dolomitizing the burrows first. As the fluids interact with the facies, some source bed lateral continuity is disrupted 
and destroyed. A recharge of fluid happens in the restricted environment indicated by small dolomite beds commonly seen between 
anhydrite beds in core. After the recharge and small deposition of limestone/dolomite, gypsum deposition resumes. D) Dolomitizing 
fluids within the burrowed networks begin to dolomitize the surrounding matrix. Dolomitizing fluids are rejuvenated with continued 
gypsum deposition above and from the recharge event. E) Fluids eventually reach the burrowed network beyond the source beds and 
begin to dolomitize the burrowed networks below (beginnings of the D Porosity unit). Continued fluid movement and dolomitization 
alters and destroys more source beds. F) Image portrays how today’s wells and core samples can show inconsistency when correlating 





The Red River Formation in the North Dakota portion of the Williston basin contains a 
lot of information that has yet to be investigated. Most of the studies have been focused on 
reservoir properties and source rock analysis because of the unit’s implications and importance 
to oil and gas development. Using the most current data available, this study investigated the 
deposition and preservation of source beds of the Red River Formation. The findings agree with 
past studies that there are two source bed types; the first type being a higher organic-rich, thin 
kukersite bed and the second being a less organic-rich, thicker organic zone. Both types of 
source beds commonly occur as a series of beds within an area and the beds are not very laterally 
extensive. Deposition of the two types is believed to be under conditions that favored an isolated 
or restricted environment that could harbor an algal bloom. Possible conditions could be related 
to either anoxia or increased salinity. However, after deposition some of the source beds were 
altered or fully destroyed in some areas by fluid movements associated with the formation of the 
D Porosity zone. Based on the results of this study, there were two features present during 
deposition that favored preservation of the source beds. The first is the early stages of the Cedar 
Creek Anticline and the second appears to be a short-lived, topographic high that spanned north-
south along the western part of the state. This feature was flanked by a biostrome and the early 
stages of the Nesson Anticline to the east and was limited to the west by deepening waters that 
limited the photic zone. The western limitations are speculated, but unknown. Investigations for 
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the Montana portion of the basin would support or deny this conclusion. Additionally, more 
wells east of the Nesson Anticline with more core samples taken throughout the state would 





Many findings came about from this study that could be further investigated. First, the 
Cedar Creek Anticline had multiple cores that showed red staining and contain a terra rossa 
cement. This is indicative of deposition in a redox environment by either residual dissolution of 
limestone and/or by accumulation of detrital mud, ash, or dust on preexisting karst limestones. 
Minerals would have been deposited under reduced conditions and when the anticline was 
exposed to subaerial conditions these minerals were oxidize. This study noted when the red 
cements occurred in core in Bowman County (Appendix B), but an investigation to the where 
and how along with what exactly is being oxidized had potential for a future study. Merino and 
Banerjee (2008) suggest that terra rossa forms by replacement of limestone by authigenic clay at 
a moving metasomatic front several centimeters wide. 
Bowman County cores also contained a laminated green clay layer in the A Upper 
Limestone. Another study would be to take thin sections of this clay and do petrophysical work 
to see what minerals make up the green laminated bed and then determine the origin. The clays 
may have the same origin as the terra rossa clays but may not have been oxidized. Another 
likelihood for clay origin is from the Roughlock Formation of the Winnipeg Group. If indeed the 
Cedar Creek Anticline was active during the Ordovician and erosion was taking place on top of 
the anticline, then the answer to the green laminated bed’s origin could refute the anticline’s 
activity during deposition of the Red River Formation. Two Golden Valley cores also showed 
similar green clay layers around the same depth interval. 
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Lastly, a lithostratigraphic study with a good type section core to provide formal 
nomenclature to the Red River Formation in North Dakota would be possible. There are multiple 
cores for the Red River that span the entire length of the upper half of the formation. Those cores 
could be examined and then have one picked to be the type section. Additionally, there are 
numerous thin sections housed in the NDGS Wilson M. Laird Core and Sample Library to assist 
with any core analysis as well as recent studies, such as Husinec (2016) that have proposed a 









































Picks for Unit Tops from Geophysical Logs 
































2501105081 -5112.2 -5168.1 -5229.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2501105086 -5516.3 -5573.7 -5636.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2501121208 -5712.2 -5771.3 -5830.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2501121279 -5646.4 -5691.6 -5752.6 -- -5770.5 -5777.1 -- -5783.1 -5818.9 -- -5840.0 -5901.5 -5927.7 -5964.7 -6245.8 
2501121322 -5742.7 -5800.7 -5861.1 -- -5875.0 -5885.8 -- -5897.0 -5915.4 -- -5932.2 -- -- -- -- 
2501121338 -5135.6 -5189.3 -5250.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2501121351 -5741.2 -5788.6 -5849.0 -- -5866.1 -5870.1 -- -5884.6 -5910.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2501121369 -5034.0 -5089.0 -5148.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505011 -5096.5 -5158.5 -5221.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505026 -5065.8 -5131.7 -5194.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505065 -5149.2 -5211.0 -5274.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505076 -5613.6 -5677.4 -5737.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505084 -5209.7 -5276.8 -5339.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505097 -5222.0 -5287.5 -5349.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505119 -5417.5 -5486.5 -5548.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505126 -5350.2 -5420.8 -5480.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505127 -5479.2 -5548.1 -5608.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505133 -5494.0 -5561.0 -5622.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505136 -5468.8 -5534.2 -5591.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505146 -5398.7 -5464.4 -5527.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505150 -5497.9 -5562.6 -5623.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505160 -5549.8 -5615.8 -5697.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505165 -5373.8 -5443.6 -5515.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505167 -5539.2 -5603.8 -5663.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505172 -5584.8 -5648.7 -5708.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505178 -5583.0 -5648.5 -5709.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505191 -5419.2 -5483.8 -5543.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505226 -5928.7 -5993.8 -6051.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505281 -5753.0 -5816.0 -5876.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505669 -5128.1 -5191.7 -5253.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505671 -5116.5 -5184.0 -5246.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505672 -5115.3 -5182.2 -5243.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505675 -5380.7 -5442.8 -5505.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505678 -5194.5 -5261.0 -5323.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505681 -5170.2 -5235.8 -5298.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505682 -5160.0 -5222.5 -5287.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505683 -5226.9 -5289.1 -5355.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505688 -5585.2 -5650.8 -5710.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505691 -5174.0 -5239.5 -5302.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505694 -5301.8 -5367.2 -5430.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































2502505700 -5360.2 -5424.3 -5485.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505720 -5530.6 -5592.2 -5650.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502505724 -5577.9 -5641.2 -5701.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521005 -5238.7 -5300.8 -5363.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521006 -5148.0 -5212.0 -5274.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521007 -5097.2 -5162.8 -5224.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521057 -6777.5 -6846.5 -6906.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521059 -6664.0 -6733.0 -6793.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521079 -5798.5 -5860.0 -5918.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521089 -5415.8 -5480.2 -5541.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521093 -6175.5 -6241.0 -6301.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521102 -5439.0 -5502.3 -5563.4 -- -- -- -- -5612.7 -5651.0 -5662.4 -5669.6 -- -- -- -- 
2502521127 -5593.5 -5657.5 -5718.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521133 -5819.0 -5882.5 -5939.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521138 -6994.9 -7066.1 -7126.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521159 -5540.0 -5603.5 -5664.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521162 -6797.5 -6862.0 -6920.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521168 -6903.2 -6973.3 -7032.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521171 -5934.4 -5998.9 -6058.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521172 -5739.6 -5804.8 -5866.7 -- -5884.8 -5890.8 -5908.4 -5911.8 -5920.0 -5958.4 -5966.0 -6004.3 -- -- -- 
2502521178 -5152.3 -5217.5 -5280.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521180 -5685.1 -5747.8 -5806.9 -- -5831.6 -5836.0 -- -5857.2 -5876.4 -5909.4 -5916.0 -- -- -- -- 
2502521181 -6484.2 -6551.3 -6609.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521187 -6781.0 -6850.0 -6910.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521195 -5606.3 -5669.7 -5728.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521202 -5929.5 -5993.0 -6054.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521203 -5920.6 -5984.2 -6045.0 -- -- -- -6088.1 -6090.5 -6099.2 -6142.2 -6148.8 -6282.4 -- -- -- 
2502521215 -6596.0 -6665.5 -6723.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521217 -5798.9 -5860.6 -5919.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521220 -5633.9 -5699.3 -5759.5 -- -- -- -5802.4 -5805.0 -5822.6 -5855.2 -5864.0 -- -- -- -- 
2502521222 -6907.5 -6978.5 -7037.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521224 -5595.3 -5663.1 -5722.5 -- -5741.3 -5746.7 -5764.9 -5770.1 -5780.1 -5819.0 -5826.8 -5849.6 -- -- -- 
2502521228 -5441.6 -5504.5 -5564.6 -- -5588.4 -5593.4 -5613.7 -5618.7 -5638.7 -5664.5 -5672.7 -- -- -- -- 
2502521233 -5668.7 -5722.1 -5781.5 -- -- -- -5823.8 -5826.4 -5844.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521237 -5030.0 -5094.5 -5157.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521238 -6986.0 -7056.5 -7117.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521240 -5764.5 -5829.1 -5889.3 -- -5907.4 -5912.0 -- -5934.8 -5954.4 -5985.6 -5995.0 -- -- -- -- 
2502521242 -5685.1 -5749.9 -5809.1 -- -5831.0 -5834.6 -5853.8 -5856.6 -5866.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521256 -5772.4 -5834.2 -5893.2 -- -5916.4 -5920.8 -5940.6 -5944.2 -5961.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521260 -5152.9 -5221.9 -5283.4 -- -5300.5 -5315.1 -5329.7 -5332.1 -5349.9 -5383.9 -5390.9 -5449.0 -5460.4 -5536.6 -- 
2502521261 -5903.7 -5968.3 -6027.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521262 -5125.2 -5194.3 -5257.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521265 -5170.2 -5230.5 -5294.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521270 -5126.8 -5197.7 -5262.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521272 -5804.0 -5867.6 -5926.1 -- -- -- -- -5974.4 -5983.6 -6025.4 -6034.2 -- -- -- -- 
2502521277 -5770.8 -5834.2 -5893.6 -- -- -- -- -5934.0 -5948.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521278 -5798.8 -5862.8 -5921.8 -- -5939.4 -5943.0 -- -5966.4 -5976.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521279 -5811.7 -5873.3 -5932.9 -- -5947.8 -5951.0 -5972.4 -5975.2 -5983.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521282 -5191.7 -5259.9 -5321.7 -- -5339.8 -5352.4 -5365.4 -5368.8 -5396.6 -5418.2 -5425.2 -- -- -- -- 
2502521286 -5137.5 -5205.5 -5270.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































2502521329 -5788.1 -5849.5 -5908.4 -- -- -- -5952.7 -5955.7 -5965.3 -6005.6 -6014.0 -- -- -- -- 
2502521330 -5656.7 -5723.0 -5801.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521332 -5406.6 -5470.1 -5529.1 -- -- -- -5579.3 -5582.7 -5619.1 -5631.7 -5639.9 -5703.4 -5707.8 -5775.4 -- 
2502521334 -5797.5 -5850.0 -5905.9 -- -- -- -- -5952.7 -5971.9 -6010.7 -6015.3 -6078.9 -6098.5 -6149.8 -- 
2502521336 -5165.8 -5233.6 -5297.3 -- -5315.6 -5326.6 -5342.0 -5344.8 -5352.9 -5393.5 -5414.3 -5441.4 -5474.8 -- -- 
2502521337 -5215.3 -5283.6 -5346.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521350 -5793.3 -5857.2 -5917.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521351 -5823.4 -5885.8 -5943.2 -- -- -- -- -5992.1 -6001.7 -6043.9 -6049.5 -6112.0 -6129.1 -- -- 
2502521353 -5831.4 -5894.9 -5954.3 -- -5974.9 -5977.7 -5999.3 -6003.1 -6012.2 -6052.0 -6061.4 -6078.6 -- -- -- 
2502521354 -5715.8 -5780.4 -5839.2 -- -5855.0 -5859.2 -5880.6 -5884.2 -5892.4 -5930.6 -5938.4 -5974.0 -- -- -- 
2502521361 -5862.5 -5926.3 -5984.4 -- -- -- -6022.1 -6026.9 -6035.1 -6075.7 -6082.9 -6143.9 -6153.8 -- -- 
2502521364 -5529.1 -5592.0 -5651.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521369 -5215.5 -5266.0 -5327.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521374 -5836.3 -5899.7 -5959.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521375 -5816.0 -5878.4 -5937.1 -- -5959.6 -5965.0 -5983.3 -5987.3 -5997.8 -6035.9 -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521379 -5518.6 -5584.9 -5645.5 -- -- -- -- -5692.8 -5733.8 -5744.4 -5751.0 -- -- -- -- 
2502521380 -5781.0 -5842.5 -5902.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521381 -5823.8 -5888.7 -5945.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521399 -5328.6 -5397.1 -5459.2 -- -5479.1 -5482.3 -- -5503.3 -5516.1 -5553.5 -5560.3 -5596.7 -5634.8 -5687.0 -- 
2502521404 -5658.4 -5724.2 -5783.5 -- -5802.3 -5806.3 -5827.1 -5829.5 -5840.1 -5876.2 -5883.4 -5910.6 -- -- -- 
2502521405 -5641.9 -5709.9 -5770.0 -- -5790.0 -5794.8 -5816.2 -5818.8 -5827.3 -5864.1 -5871.8 -5908.0 -- -- -- 
2502521406 -5622.6 -5686.9 -5747.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521411 -5133.3 -5199.8 -5263.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521417 -5566.8 -5632.4 -5693.2 -- -- -- -5736.2 -5738.8 -5752.8 -5790.9 -5797.1 -5833.0 -5864.8 -- -- 
2502521418 -5077.4 -5146.8 -5209.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521420 -5562.8 -5631.2 -5693.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521421 -5503.6 -5570.2 -5630.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521427 -5761.0 -5822.5 -5882.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521430 -5203.9 -5273.3 -5336.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521434 -5552.5 -5623.0 -5686.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521436 -5082.5 -5152.5 -5215.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521438 -5492.9 -5560.3 -5622.9 -- -- -- -- -5669.5 -5692.1 -5719.7 -5727.3 -5786.8 -5810.5 -5831.5 -- 
2502521441 -5147.6 -5215.7 -5278.8 -- -5295.4 -5300.8 -- -5319.4 -5332.0 -5374.8 -5391.4 -5427.8 -5445.2 -5529.2 -- 
2502521443 -5436.0 -5502.4 -5562.5 -- -5581.7 -5587.3 -- -5608.7 -5625.1 -5660.4 -5667.8 -5701.9 -5710.3 -5804.5 -- 
2502521444 -5396.0 -5461.5 -5522.6 -- -- -- -- -5567.2 -5588.0 -5619.6 -5626.8 -5688.2 -5691.8 -5744.2 -- 
2502521445 -5345.0 -5412.3 -5471.7 -- -5492.2 -5497.6 -- -5518.4 -5534.6 -5567.4 -5575.6 -5612.7 -5628.9 -- -- 
2502521446 -5460.7 -5526.3 -5584.2 -- -5602.8 -5609.4 -- -5632.4 -5647.0 -5683.0 -5690.2 -5732.0 -5760.1 -5831.3 -- 
2502521447 -5442.9 -5509.0 -5570.3 -- -- -- -- -5617.0 -5629.0 -5667.0 -5673.4 -5705.0 -5747.0 -5800.8 -- 
2502521448 -5154.5 -5216.0 -5277.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521450 -5167.2 -5233.6 -5296.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521451 -5186.7 -5255.8 -5317.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521453 -5170.6 -5235.7 -5299.3 -- -5318.6 -5330.6 -- -5343.6 -5358.6 -5398.2 -5416.7 -5448.7 -5467.7 -- -- 
2502521455 -5749.4 -5812.0 -5871.3 -- -- -- -5919.1 -5922.3 -5940.1 -5971.7 -5979.5 -6016.8 -- -- -- 
2502521508 -5756.0 -5820.0 -5883.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521510 -5759.8 -5848.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521511 -5675.5 -5753.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521518 -5861.3 -5953.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521519 -5963.8 -6027.0 -6086.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521520 -5783.3 -5849.6 -5910.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521523 -5680.8 -5765.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































2502521532 -5857.4 -5934.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521538 -5852.4 -5939.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521540 -6029.2 -6093.8 -6154.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521541 -5853.8 -5917.2 -5979.9 -- -5997.3 -6008.1 -6022.3 -6027.9 -6036.9 -6072.2 -6080.4 -6119.4 -6150.7 -6202.9 -- 
2502521650 -5695.9 -5763.7 -5825.9 -- -5845.3 -5856.3 -5873.1 -5876.1 -5887.1 -5927.6 -5934.2 -5982.7 -6001.7 -6077.0 -- 
2502521675 -6325.0 -6386.0 -6446.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521697 -5717.0 -5782.5 -5846.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521714 -6116.7 -6182.3 -6245.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521723 -6240.8 -6308.7 -6367.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521772 -6008.7 -6073.8 -6136.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521775 -5846.2 -5909.3 -5971.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521781 -5896.8 -5960.2 -6021.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521785 -5642.0 -5708.4 -5771.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502521855 -5532.1 -5595.5 -5654.3 -- -5674.4 -5678.4 -5699.6 -5703.4 -5712.4 -5751.5 -5759.5 -5778.9 -5824.3 -5894.8 -- 
2502521878 -5436.2 -5500.8 -5561.5 -- -- -- -5608.0 -5613.2 -5620.0 -5659.2 -5667.8 -5712.8 -5736.7 -5805.7 -- 
2502521900 -5423.9 -5488.1 -5547.2 -- -5566.4 -5569.2 -- -5592.8 -5620.2 -5646.0 -5652.4 -5688.6 -5722.9 -5792.1 -- 
2502521925 -5414.5 -5477.5 -5539.4 -- -5561.8 -5565.1 -5587.3 -5589.7 -5598.7 -5635.3 -5643.3 -5693.4 -5714.0 -- -- 
2502521928 -5511.9 -5576.5 -5637.2 -- -5657.0 -5660.8 -5678.6 -5682.4 -5695.2 -5734.3 -5741.9 -5785.1 -5818.5 -5882.8 -- 
2502521929 -5563.0 -5627.1 -5687.5 -- -5710.2 -5713.4 -5734.8 -5737.3 -5746.7 -5785.5 -5793.5 -5836.5 -5862.8 -5932.8 -- 
2502521930 -5453.6 -5518.0 -5578.3 -- -- -- -5623.6 -5627.6 -5636.0 -5673.3 -5680.7 -5719.3 -5751.7 -5819.6 -- 
2502521936 -5077.7 -5147.1 -5209.6 -- -5227.6 -5238.4 -- -5252.2 -5263.4 -5301.6 -5309.4 -5350.8 -5380.9 -5431.1 -- 
2502521937 -5065.2 -5133.0 -5195.3 -- -5211.5 -5222.9 -- -5236.3 -5251.3 -5289.4 -5297.6 -5343.8 -5361.1 -5439.8 -- 
2502522026 -5490.4 -5552.8 -5612.5 -- -- -- -5656.3 -5662.1 -5671.1 -5710.6 -5718.8 -5779.2 -5793.2 -- -- 
2502522027 -5714.8 -5781.8 -5842.4 -- -5857.2 -5861.0 -5882.2 -5885.6 -5893.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522031 -5584.4 -5648.6 -5706.5 -- -5726.6 -5730.2 -5752.2 -5757.2 -5774.3 -5805.1 -5808.1 -5859.2 -- -- -- 
2502522200 -5159.1 -5224.3 -5288.4 -- -5304.2 -5318.4 -5334.6 -5337.6 -5345.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522239 -5137.0 -5203.3 -5269.8 -- -5285.6 -5291.0 -5312.6 -5316.0 -5324.5 -5363.5 -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522251 -5254.4 -5321.6 -5385.6 -- -5402.8 -5408.0 -5427.9 -5431.1 -5439.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522252 -5226.6 -5291.2 -5355.0 -- -5372.2 -5377.0 -5397.4 -5400.5 -5407.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522325 -5439.2 -5504.4 -5566.9 -- -- -- -- -5612.5 -5623.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522336 -5448.8 -5518.7 -5580.9 -- -5601.9 -5605.9 -5628.1 -5630.9 -5640.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522349 -5411.7 -5483.3 -5545.5 -- -- -- -5595.1 -5596.9 -5604.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522389 -5384.0 -5453.0 -5515.5 -- -5534.5 -5548.9 -5565.1 -5567.5 -5575.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522419 -5139.0 -5204.9 -5270.1 -- -5284.7 -5300.5 -5315.5 -5318.3 -5326.9 -5365.3 -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522425 -5271.2 -5340.4 -5403.4 -- -5419.8 -5431.6 -5448.6 -5452.4 -5463.0 -5500.8 -5520.4 -5549.8 -- -- -- 
2502522520 -5266.0 -5334.2 -5397.0 -- -5413.4 -5426.0 -5443.2 -5445.4 -5453.2 -5491.4 -5498.6 -5537.5 -5570.1 -5641.3 -- 
2502522522 -5287.1 -5356.1 -5418.2 -- -5434.8 -5443.4 -- -5463.4 -5477.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522523 -5282.2 -5351.8 -5414.7 -- -5430.7 -5437.5 -5460.3 -5462.5 -5471.5 -5510.5 -5517.3 -5561.5 -5587.5 -- -- 
2502522573 -5309.6 -5380.8 -5442.8 -- -5459.0 -5471.8 -5486.8 -5489.4 -5498.6 -5537.4 -5544.4 -5581.0 -5615.2 -5685.3 -- 
2502522574 -5309.0 -5376.0 -5439.4 -- -5458.0 -5461.8 -5482.5 -5485.5 -5494.7 -5533.7 -5540.5 -5584.7 -5599.5 -5681.9 -- 
2502522666 -5068.6 -5138.6 -5201.3 -- -5218.2 -5225.2 -- -5243.2 -5256.8 -5293.2 -5301.2 -5336.6 -5365.4 -5449.8 -- 
2502522689 -5139.8 -5207.0 -5270.5 -- -5288.9 -5295.7 -- -5314.4 -5324.6 -5368.6 -5376.6 -5419.5 -5437.1 -5516.3 -- 
2502522745 -5498.8 -5561.2 -5622.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522844 -5507.9 -5568.5 -5627.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502522918 -5170.6 -5232.4 -5296.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2502523069 -5308.4 -5376.3 -5437.2 -- -5455.6 -5461.0 -- -5484.9 -5494.9 -5525.2 -5542.0 -5739.7 -- -- -- 
2508305085 -10112.2 -10204.6 -10248.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321013 -10163.6 -10257.2 -10299.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321014 -10119.3 -10224.1 -10269.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321015 -10143.5 -10235.0 -10279.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10761.7 




































2508321028 -10050.8 -10143.8 -10185.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321033 -10133.4 -10227.4 -10271.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321034 -10038.0 -10128.0 -10173.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321037 -10070.8 -10164.0 -10209.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321040 -10065.3 -10158.5 -10202.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321056 -10198.4 -10293.4 -10334.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321058 -10050.0 -10144.0 -10193.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321059 -10163.0 -10253.0 -10295.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321060 -10189.8 -10288.7 -10333.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321063 -10107.6 -10199.4 -10244.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321066 -10312.2 -10408.8 -10456.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321067 -10210.4 -10305.5 -10349.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321070 -9772.8 -9862.2 -9913.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321074 -10109.7 -10201.6 -10246.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321076 -10106.4 -10198.7 -10241.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321079 -10101.1 -10192.8 -10237.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321086 -10174.7 -10262.3 -10303.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321088 -10041.0 -10134.0 -10180.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321096 -10125.3 -10216.4 -10262.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321099 -10471.5 -10570.0 -10615.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321101 -10137.8 -10229.7 -10277.2 -- -- -- -10338.3 -10357.3 -10370.5 -10399.1 -10415.3 -10450.1 -- -- -- 
2508321103 -10150.8 -10243.7 -10286.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321109 -10159.1 -10249.2 -10292.0 -10329.8 -10335.8 -10345.8 -10355.8 -10375.3 -10389.9 -10416.9 -10436.1 -10538.8 -- -- -- 
2508321111 -10159.5 -10252.0 -10296.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321112 -10120.4 -10208.6 -10251.3 -10285.7 -- -10291.9 -10309.7 -10328.3 -10343.9 -10371.7 -10391.9 -10483.4 -- -- -- 
2508321114 -10088.0 -10176.0 -10214.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321119 -10112.7 -10201.8 -10251.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10764.6 
2508321125 -9926.5 -10016.5 -10063.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321131 -10144.0 -10236.6 -10279.9 -10316.3 -- -10322.9 -10341.1 -10360.5 -10376.7 -10406.0 -10425.2 -10460.8 -10472.6 -10513.1 -- 
2508321132 -10228.3 -10319.0 -10363.2 -10399.8 -- -10407.0 -10427.0 -10443.8 -10459.6 -10487.7 -10507.9 -10518.1 -10525.9 -10575.5 -- 
2508321142 -10122.2 -10217.2 -10262.4 -- -10297.8 -10302.2 -10322.6 -10340.0 -10356.1 -10385.3 -10404.6 -10439.6 -- -- -- 
2508321146 -9815.7 -9899.2 -9945.5 -- -9977.7 -9983.9 -10006.1 -10021.2 -10030.0 -10066.0 -10088.4 -10118.9 -- -- -- 
2508321148 -10048.5 -10141.5 -10185.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321150 -10014.9 -10102.1 -10145.8 -- -10182.7 -10191.3 -10212.3 -10226.9 -10239.2 -10275.0 -10299.2 -10329.0 -10336.7 -10398.0 -- 
2508321151 -10062.0 -10151.5 -10202.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321155 -10146.2 -10236.2 -10283.3 -- -10314.7 -10325.1 -10342.5 -10356.7 -10369.7 -10405.9 -10423.1 -10465.2 -10471.0 -10515.2 -- 
2508321156 -10111.4 -10205.4 -10251.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321164 -10140.4 -10232.2 -10284.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321170 -10133.0 -10224.0 -10273.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321171 -10196.6 -10290.3 -10334.9 -10370.1 -- -10378.3 -10397.1 -10413.0 -10438.0 -10460.0 -10478.0 -10513.8 -10532.0 -10563.8 -- 
2508321174 -10105.9 -10194.9 -10243.8 -- -10273.0 -10279.4 -10302.0 -10315.7 -10332.0 -10363.8 -10380.2 -10428.2 -- -- -- 
2508321175 -10144.5 -10233.0 -10284.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321184 -10179.5 -10270.0 -10319.2 -- -10349.7 -10361.5 -10378.3 -10390.3 -10406.3 -10440.1 -10456.1 -10492.6 -- -- -- 
2508321186 -10334.1 -10429.6 -10476.3 -- -10510.3 -10514.7 -10535.1 -10552.7 -10568.9 -10600.3 -10618.1 -10653.0 -10662.5 -10713.1 -- 
2508321192 -10116.1 -10206.0 -10255.3 -- -10289.4 -10295.4 -10317.6 -10334.0 -10345.8 -10381.8 -10399.7 -10429.5 -10445.5 -10493.7 -- 
2508321194 -10131.9 -10223.0 -10271.1 -- -10300.9 -10310.9 -10332.9 -10346.5 -10362.7 -10392.7 -10411.3 -10453.6 -10465.2 -10523.4 -- 
2508321196 -10192.1 -10283.8 -10334.6 -- -10364.8 -10374.0 -10393.0 -10405.8 -10421.2 -10459.0 -10477.4 -10517.6 -10532.8 -10572.6 -- 
2508321197 -9944.8 -10035.5 -10083.1 -- -10117.6 -10122.4 -10142.8 -10155.0 -10167.8 -10211.2 -10226.8 -10270.8 -10277.2 -10332.8 -- 
2508321201 -10108.2 -10197.2 -10245.3 -- -10277.5 -10285.3 -10305.9 -10323.1 -10335.1 -10368.1 -10412.6 -10448.6 -- -- -10751.9 
2508321203 -9941.0 -10031.0 -10078.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































2508321220 -10032.6 -10123.7 -10171.4 -- -10207.0 -10211.6 -10233.6 -10249.8 -10259.3 -10295.3 -10311.9 -10317.3 -10334.1 -10343.9 -- 
2508321229 -10150.7 -10242.7 -10292.7 -- -10328.3 -10336.7 -10358.5 -10373.1 -10384.9 -10419.1 -10437.7 -10468.6 -10486.4 -10512.5 -- 
2508321241 -10012.2 -10105.6 -10154.5 -- -10190.3 -10196.1 -10219.5 -10228.9 -10243.7 -10279.9 -10294.3 -10298.9 -- -- -- 
2508321244 -9731.8 -9819.4 -9865.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10363.5 
2508321258 -10363.5 -10459.0 -10502.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321262 -9838.2 -9928.3 -9976.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321294 -9928.1 -10022.8 -10072.2 -- -10108.2 -10113.4 -10135.5 -10149.7 -10166.7 -10197.6 -10212.0 -10217.2 -10260.0 -10288.4 -- 
2508321302 -10194.5 -10285.0 -10335.1 -- -10364.7 -10369.5 -10392.1 -10405.7 -10421.5 -10455.9 -10472.1 -10512.8 -10529.6 -10565.6 -- 
2508321311 -10173.0 -10262.5 -10312.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321321 -10151.2 -10240.6 -10279.1 -10321.1 -- -10329.7 -10347.1 -10362.9 -10378.5 -10404.5 -10422.8 -10526.1 -- -- -- 
2508321329 -9722.5 -9811.0 -9858.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321330 -10153.3 -10241.2 -10289.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321334 -9676.3 -9761.8 -9805.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321347 -10124.5 -10217.4 -10260.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321351 -10303.5 -10401.0 -10448.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321358 -10067.2 -10161.4 -10212.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321367 -9601.1 -9689.2 -9741.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321373 -10065.5 -10157.5 -10203.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321374 -10178.5 -10270.0 -10319.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321376 -10168.8 -10259.2 -10309.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321380 -10141.0 -10227.7 -10266.6 -- -10304.4 -10310.4 -10326.8 -10346.8 -10360.0 -10386.2 -10405.4 -10520.9 -- -- -- 
2508321383 -10153.6 -10243.4 -10292.0 -- -10325.5 -10331.3 -10354.5 -10365.9 -10377.9 -10405.1 -10421.4 -10426.8 -10465.0 -10488.3 -- 
2508321386 -10214.2 -10305.0 -10354.6 -- -10384.6 -10396.0 -10419.0 -10434.4 -10465.7 -10481.3 -10497.0 -10532.8 -10549.8 -10604.7 -- 
2508321390 -10118.8 -10210.4 -10260.1 -- -10292.6 -10298.2 -10322.6 -10334.2 -10346.6 -10380.4 -10395.8 -10401.6 -10446.7 -10466.9 -- 
2508321391 -10132.6 -10222.6 -10271.9 -- -10304.2 -10311.0 -10336.0 -10349.4 -10364.2 -10396.0 -10414.0 -10455.8 -10466.0 -10523.8 -- 
2508321402 -10174.2 -10264.1 -10307.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321403 -10147.0 -10242.0 -10286.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321410 -10092.8 -10178.9 -10228.3 -- -10269.1 -10272.1 -10288.3 -10301.3 -10313.7 -10345.8 -10362.3 -10369.1 -10384.5 -10393.7 -- 
2508321413 -10147.3 -10237.4 -10286.3 -- -10316.7 -10322.9 -10347.5 -10359.9 -10373.1 -10407.4 -10424.2 -10491.7 -- -- -- 
2508321418 -10086.0 -10177.4 -10217.0 -- -10255.8 -10260.8 -10279.9 -10297.7 -10312.1 -10343.4 -10361.6 -10398.4 -10406.0 -10464.7 -- 
2508321425 -10052.7 -10142.8 -10184.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321432 -10181.3 -10277.6 -10326.6 -- -10361.9 -10371.7 -10390.9 -10404.5 -10419.3 -10453.1 -10470.9 -10501.3 -10520.2 -10569.0 -- 
2508321441 -10191.7 -10287.3 -10331.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321443 -10163.0 -10253.3 -10295.2 -- -10335.0 -10337.6 -10356.2 -10375.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321444 -9620.7 -9708.5 -9763.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321447 -10123.0 -10217.2 -10261.6 -- -10297.9 -10302.3 -10321.5 -10339.7 -10349.5 -10383.5 -10399.3 -10406.3 -10449.1 -10465.9 -- 
2508321454 -10137.2 -10231.3 -10277.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321456 -9973.5 -10067.5 -10117.2 -- -10151.0 -10155.6 -10175.4 -10187.4 -10201.2 -10239.2 -10256.6 -10300.2 -10309.0 -10354.8 -- 
2508321471 -10132.0 -10226.0 -10268.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321474 -10236.8 -10329.2 -10376.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321498 -9763.4 -9857.9 -9906.1 -- -9936.6 -9944.6 -9966.6 -9977.4 -10009.2 -10025.4 -10041.0 -10051.6 -10057.0 -10111.8 -- 
2508321506 -9922.2 -10015.3 -10062.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321509 -10166.4 -10258.7 -10299.5 -- -10339.1 -10345.5 -10363.6 -10380.0 -10394.4 -10426.0 -10446.2 -10458.0 -10465.6 -10550.8 -- 
2508321511 -10157.0 -10250.0 -10294.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321514 -10136.3 -10228.6 -10272.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321516 -9862.1 -9951.7 -9998.7 -- -10035.1 -10041.7 -10064.7 -10075.7 -10089.3 -10122.3 -10139.1 -10143.5 -- -- -10502.7 
2508321518 -10153.5 -10244.5 -10287.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321523 -10477.2 -10570.8 -10617.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321525 -10254.8 -10352.2 -10400.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321541 -9833.3 -9921.1 -9968.2 -- -10002.8 -10008.6 -10029.6 -10041.8 -10054.6 -10090.4 -10106.6 -10110.2 -10128.4 -10194.4 -- 




































2508321570 -10169.5 -10260.0 -10301.7 -10337.9 -10341.1 -10344.5 -10361.3 -10379.3 -10393.5 -10423.1 -10441.5 -10448.3 -10463.1 -10540.4 -- 
2508321571 -10225.5 -10318.3 -10368.0 -- -10401.4 -10407.4 -10429.8 -10443.8 -10454.8 -10496.6 -10512.0 -10615.2 -- -- -- 
2508321579 -10194.1 -10284.2 -10328.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321587 -10147.8 -10239.1 -10286.7 -- -10320.2 -10325.8 -10345.9 -10361.1 -10373.7 -10411.9 -10428.7 -10469.6 -10478.0 -10517.8 -- 
2508321588 -10256.9 -10351.7 -10399.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321593 -10162.0 -10256.5 -10298.1 -10336.9 -- -10342.1 -10361.3 -10379.7 -10390.9 -10421.5 -10439.1 -10471.5 -10490.7 -10553.0 -- 
2508321610 -10167.0 -10255.5 -10299.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321632 -10002.4 -10092.8 -10141.5 -- -10170.5 -10178.9 -10198.3 -10210.4 -10225.6 -10263.2 -10278.4 -10321.4 -10335.3 -10345.1 -- 
2508321646 -10240.5 -10331.5 -10376.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321656 -10111.9 -10200.3 -10250.2 -- -10280.8 -10287.4 -10312.2 -10324.4 -10340.6 -10371.4 -10389.0 -10428.8 -- -- -- 
2508321661 -10299.0 -10393.0 -10437.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321666 -10295.2 -10395.1 -10443.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321667 -10465.5 -10562.5 -10606.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321670 -10498.8 -10596.3 -10644.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321673 -10178.8 -10276.2 -10320.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321674 -10449.9 -10545.8 -10591.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321683 -9898.2 -9989.3 -10039.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321684 -10173.5 -10268.9 -10313.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321687 -10503.1 -10601.7 -10644.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321696 -10196.6 -10295.5 -10339.9 -- -10374.9 -10383.3 -10402.7 -10419.1 -10435.1 -10466.1 -10483.7 -10492.1 -10503.6 -10586.5 -- 
2508321703 -10469.4 -10566.8 -10611.2 -- -10645.6 -10652.6 -10670.4 -10685.8 -10702.4 -10731.3 -10749.3 -10781.5 -10788.9 -10813.1 -- 
2508321708 -10451.4 -10549.7 -10592.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321710 -9931.2 -10023.8 -10076.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321712 -10184.0 -10280.0 -10324.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321713 -10552.5 -10650.0 -10698.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321715 -10420.1 -10522.2 -10565.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321717 -10477.8 -10574.2 -10617.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321720 -10173.5 -10263.3 -10304.1 -10341.1 -10344.4 -10348.6 -10364.8 -10379.8 -10392.4 -10423.8 -10442.0 -10500.9 -- -- -- 
2508321721 -10217.0 -10315.0 -10358.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321722 -10166.2 -10258.8 -10302.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321725 -10089.3 -10174.5 -10214.4 -- -10249.8 -10255.8 -10273.8 -10288.8 -10304.7 -10331.7 -10340.1 -10359.7 -10366.7 -10429.7 -- 
2508321737 -9885.5 -9977.5 -10028.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321738 -10168.7 -10260.8 -10304.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321741 -9734.7 -9825.9 -9875.3 -- -9907.6 -9914.8 -9934.8 -9944.4 -9961.2 -9991.8 -10008.0 -10011.4 -- -- -- 
2508321743 -9856.2 -9947.0 -9994.9 -- -10025.5 -10033.0 -10052.0 -10064.2 -10087.0 -10116.4 -10132.0 -10174.2 -10185.2 -10202.2 -- 
2508321747 -10041.4 -10130.1 -10179.0 -- -10212.0 -10220.0 -10242.8 -10254.4 -10266.6 -10300.4 -10317.6 -10350.2 -10366.4 -10410.6 -- 
2508321751 -9685.3 -9773.2 -9819.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321752 -10180.9 -10269.2 -10319.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321757 -10225.2 -10319.6 -10364.7 -- -10399.1 -10405.1 -10423.1 -10437.7 -10455.8 -10487.2 -10505.9 -10540.5 -10550.7 -10590.7 -- 
2508321758 -9673.6 -9759.4 -9807.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321759 -10357.5 -10452.1 -10499.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321762 -10306.5 -10400.6 -10450.5 -10483.4 -- -10491.7 -10516.3 -10530.8 -10563.8 -10576.3 -10594.0 -10633.9 -10648.6 -10676.0 -- 
2508321769 -9921.1 -10015.7 -10064.5 -- -10095.7 -10103.1 -10123.3 -10137.1 -10148.9 -10184.0 -10199.2 -10203.2 -10222.0 -10277.8 -- 
2508321772 -9917.6 -10007.3 -10052.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321781 -9962.4 -10055.2 -10103.5 -- -10136.7 -10145.4 -10165.0 -10176.8 -10193.2 -10227.1 -10241.3 -10252.7 -10267.3 -10317.5 -- 
2508321820 -10030.4 -10118.5 -10161.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321833 -10074.3 -10166.6 -10209.6 -10246.0 -10249.4 -10254.2 -10273.2 -10291.8 -10330.0 -10340.0 -10356.5 -10392.1 -10402.3 -10460.8 -- 
2508321844 -10111.9 -10202.4 -10250.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321847 -10509.5 -10603.0 -10650.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321849 -10137.6 -10231.4 -10276.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































2508321854 -10255.8 -10350.7 -10394.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321855 -10507.5 -10607.5 -10652.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321880 -9692.0 -9779.4 -9825.9 -- -9855.3 -9861.3 -9882.7 -9893.1 -9905.1 -9941.1 -9956.9 -9966.5 -9976.7 -9996.5 -- 
2508321885 -9685.0 -9773.0 -9819.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321886 -10103.3 -10193.2 -10235.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321902 -10071.2 -10157.8 -10207.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508321941 -10069.1 -10158.9 -10209.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508322026 -10123.0 -10211.5 -10261.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508322086 -10210.7 -10306.9 -10356.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508322099 -10387.3 -10481.2 -10525.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508322135 -10190.0 -10282.0 -10333.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508322247 -10213.0 -10306.5 -10355.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508322251 -10366.8 -10462.2 -10505.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508360001 -10155.5 -10249.0 -10292.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521026 -10560.4 -10658.7 -10704.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521027 -9997.1 -10092.8 -10130.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521055 -10021.5 -10121.0 -10156.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521065 -9842.0 -9939.0 -9966.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521070 -10534.4 -10627.7 -10670.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521079 -10522.2 -10616.6 -10662.2 -- -10698.0 -10704.8 -10727.0 -10742.2 -10754.0 -10782.0 -10802.2 -10812.0 -10853.9 -10901.8 -- 
2508521088 -9939.3 -10038.6 -10069.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521109 -10045.5 -10142.0 -10178.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521128 -10217.4 -10321.6 -10358.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521140 -10146.9 -10240.2 -10280.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521144 -10434.0 -10531.6 -10576.4 -- -- -- -10640.8 -10656.2 -10667.8 -10698.0 -10715.0 -10726.5 -10764.0 -10789.8 -- 
2508521149 -9956.1 -10053.7 -10084.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521150 -9908.6 -10006.1 -10033.7 -- -10077.5 -10082.3 -10102.0 -10122.6 -10136.6 -10156.6 -10176.4 -10213.8 -10230.1 -10284.9 -- 
2508521160 -9937.0 -10033.7 -10064.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521163 -9938.0 -10031.5 -10058.1 -- -- -- -10130.4 -10150.2 -10159.4 -10188.4 -10207.0 -10234.7 -10260.7 -10288.1 -- 
2508521169 -10015.1 -10116.8 -10153.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521173 -9876.1 -9994.8 -10034.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521177 -9930.4 -10020.7 -10051.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521181 -9952.4 -10047.9 -10076.2 -- -- -- -10148.8 -10170.7 -10185.1 -10205.1 -10224.3 -10233.7 -10276.2 -10290.4 -- 
2508521182 -10005.9 -10099.7 -10134.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521190 -10182.7 -10281.1 -10319.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521193 -10155.0 -10255.0 -10294.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521195 -9869.1 -9963.9 -9991.1 -10035.8 -- -10039.6 -10057.4 -10080.0 -10094.9 -10113.7 -10136.5 -10171.9 -10180.3 -10240.4 -- 
2508521197 -10201.0 -10294.5 -10331.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521203 -9938.5 -10033.0 -10064.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521207 -10033.7 -10130.0 -10164.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521210 -10257.2 -10367.4 -10404.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521212 -9952.9 -10045.8 -10080.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521214 -10000.2 -10101.9 -10135.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521218 -9912.3 -10008.2 -10041.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521221 -10415.2 -10533.9 -10573.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521222 -10105.0 -10199.0 -10238.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521224 -9959.8 -10051.7 -10086.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521227 -9918.8 -10013.6 -10047.2 -10089.0 -10092.2 -10097.0 -10111.1 -10133.3 -10150.3 -10167.7 -10189.5 -10223.3 -10239.5 -10278.9 -- 
2508521228 -10232.5 -10335.6 -10372.0 -10413.8 -- -10422.2 -10439.0 -10458.8 -10468.6 -10498.4 -10519.0 -10646.7 -- -- -- 
2508521229 -9898.8 -10008.1 -10042.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































2508521238 -10278.3 -10379.2 -10419.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521243 -10243.3 -10341.2 -10381.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521245 -10141.8 -10245.2 -10283.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521246 -10153.5 -10252.5 -10293.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521257 -9929.4 -10029.6 -10057.9 -- -- -- -10126.7 -10148.9 -10157.4 -10180.4 -10199.8 -10228.8 -10257.0 -10275.6 -- 
2508521264 -9994.5 -10093.0 -10127.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521295 -9918.0 -10016.0 -10050.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521300 -10046.3 -10162.9 -10194.5 -- -10243.1 -10247.1 -10264.7 -10283.7 -10296.9 -10323.1 -10341.5 -10372.7 -10393.9 -10411.5 -- 
2508521305 -10062.2 -10172.4 -10199.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521311 -10172.6 -10270.2 -10311.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521312 -10532.4 -10629.9 -10673.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521315 -9928.0 -10025.0 -10058.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521316 -10157.8 -10259.2 -10290.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521318 -10010.0 -10103.5 -10133.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521319 -9998.3 -10088.9 -10125.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521323 -10162.5 -10262.5 -10305.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521331 -9931.4 -10026.3 -10061.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521335 -10111.3 -10208.2 -10243.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521338 -10067.3 -10166.9 -10200.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521352 -10329.5 -10427.5 -10468.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10961.0 
2508521356 -9954.9 -10050.2 -10085.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521360 -9930.8 -10024.7 -10058.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521383 -9936.4 -10031.2 -10061.4 -- -10100.4 -10108.8 -10125.2 -10145.0 -10163.0 -10183.8 -10202.0 -10368.3 -- -- -- 
2508521404 -10094.5 -10190.4 -10232.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10714.8 
2508521406 -10003.4 -10099.9 -10139.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10623.5 
2508521413 -9953.2 -10050.4 -10085.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521422 -9939.3 -10041.2 -10070.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521430 -10014.8 -10134.4 -10174.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521431 -10234.1 -10334.7 -10370.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521444 -10094.0 -10194.0 -10235.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521448 -10183.5 -10285.5 -10325.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521467 -10263.7 -10366.3 -10407.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521473 -10009.4 -10108.7 -10147.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521478 -10527.3 -10629.7 -10672.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521493 -9908.4 -10006.6 -10035.2 -- -10044.0 -10053.4 -10102.4 -10122.6 -10135.4 -10156.2 -10175.8 -10196.2 -10223.2 -- -- 
2508521500 -10318.8 -10413.7 -10454.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521506 -9973.3 -10073.7 -10110.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521512 -10560.9 -10655.9 -10699.5 -10738.3 -10740.9 -10748.1 -10765.7 -10783.1 -10793.9 -10823.1 -10840.9 -10852.1 -10862.5 -10959.3 -- 
2508521516 -10030.1 -10129.8 -10167.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521518 -9906.0 -10003.5 -10035.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521535 -10575.5 -10670.5 -10714.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521545 -10019.5 -10113.7 -10150.1 -10192.4 -10195.4 -10199.2 -10218.0 -10237.6 -10250.6 -10277.0 -10295.8 -10397.8 -10423.1 -10467.3 -- 
2508521565 -9927.0 -10023.4 -10053.9 -- -10095.1 -10105.3 -10122.3 -10141.7 -10156.3 -10177.6 -10196.4 -10231.0 -10245.8 -10284.0 -- 
2508521590 -9933.6 -10024.0 -10054.8 -10101.4 -10103.4 -10106.0 -10125.2 -10146.2 -10164.2 -10184.4 -10203.4 -10240.0 -10249.8 -10313.1 -- 
2508521592 -10292.1 -10392.3 -10433.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521596 -9951.1 -10050.3 -10087.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521603 -10005.4 -10101.3 -10136.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521605 -9993.7 -10085.8 -10121.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521607 -10163.6 -10266.8 -10306.9 -- -10342.5 -10348.9 -10365.5 -10384.9 -10400.7 -10425.3 -10443.5 -10481.3 -10496.7 -10535.5 -- 
2508521608 -9915.7 -10028.3 -10062.2 -10103.2 -- -10108.4 -10129.4 -10148.6 -10168.8 -10187.2 -10205.6 -10235.4 -10242.4 -10329.9 -- 




































2508521626 -9996.3 -10092.2 -10132.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521629 -10096.3 -10191.7 -10228.7 -- -10268.9 -10274.5 -10291.2 -10312.4 -10327.4 -10350.8 -10370.2 -10381.2 -10389.0 -10442.2 -- 
2508521640 -9980.6 -10075.3 -10112.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521641 -10013.4 -10105.9 -10146.1 -- -10182.7 -10189.7 -10209.1 -10227.3 -10250.1 -10265.5 -10284.7 -10314.1 -10331.6 -10355.0 -- 
2508521646 -10106.9 -10202.2 -10239.8 -- -10281.0 -10284.4 -10300.6 -10322.0 -10331.2 -10358.8 -10377.2 -10411.5 -10435.1 -10479.9 -- 
2508521650 -10006.9 -10102.2 -10138.6 -10180.4 -10185.2 -10189.4 -10205.8 -10226.2 -10236.6 -10264.1 -10281.5 -10313.7 -10335.5 -10364.4 -- 
2508521652 -10094.3 -10189.6 -10226.6 -- -10265.8 -10272.6 -10286.7 -10308.1 -10324.5 -10345.9 -10366.1 -10400.9 -10405.3 -10468.4 -- 
2508521664 -9995.6 -10116.3 -10154.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521667 -10217.9 -10323.0 -10362.4 -- -10400.2 -10406.8 -10422.0 -10444.6 -10463.4 -10482.4 -10501.4 -10570.7 -- -- -- 
2508521673 -10008.5 -10103.5 -10141.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2508521693 -9926.8 -10022.8 -10056.8 -10102.6 -10105.4 -10108.6 -10126.2 -10147.2 -10154.6 -10183.4 -10202.6 -10241.0 -10253.2 -10303.6 -- 
2508521713 -9981.6 -10075.4 -10110.6 -- -10150.4 -10159.2 -10175.4 -10194.5 -10216.1 -10235.3 -10254.7 -10360.3 -10367.9 -- -- 
2509105002 -9763.2 -9863.8 -9896.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509105022 -9465.1 -9552.0 -9587.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121049 -9513.6 -9611.2 -9639.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121055 -8492.7 -8583.6 -8615.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121071 -9524.3 -9614.3 -9643.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121077 -8977.2 -9086.2 -9119.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -9547.8 
2509121085 -8998.2 -9114.8 -9147.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121086 -8906.4 -8997.8 -9028.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121093 -8529.2 -8620.9 -8647.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121102 -9031.5 -9122.0 -9155.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121103 -8997.2 -9091.3 -9123.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121116 -9017.3 -9111.1 -9142.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121121 -9026.1 -9118.5 -9147.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121122 -8913.5 -9002.5 -9033.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121132 -9085.3 -9181.0 -9209.4 -- -9240.8 -9255.0 -9273.2 -9290.2 -9314.8 -9322.8 -9341.0 -9382.6 -- -- -- 
2509121158 -9650.9 -9748.2 -9777.2 -- -9819.3 -9825.3 -9844.7 -9862.7 -9876.2 -9898.8 -9919.0 -- -- -- -- 
2509121189 -8852.2 -8971.0 -9002.2 -- -9029.6 -9037.9 -9060.1 -9077.7 -9097.9 -9106.7 -9126.3 -9161.5 -9185.7 -9248.9 -- 
2509121197 -9419.3 -9512.0 -9539.2 -- -9579.1 -9588.7 -9606.7 -9625.1 -9641.1 -9659.0 -9678.0 -9719.0 -9733.2 -9787.0 -- 
2509121201 -8883.8 -8970.2 -8997.8 -- -9028.8 -9037.0 -9056.8 -9074.0 -9081.0 -9104.8 -9124.3 -9163.3 -9174.7 -9233.1 -- 
2509121203 -8879.4 -8973.4 -9003.2 -- -- -- -9061.8 -9076.6 -9085.6 -9110.2 -9128.6 -9165.0 -9182.8 -9282.8 -- 
2509121206 -9508.7 -9604.3 -9632.9 -- -9672.1 -9679.9 -9699.9 -9718.5 -9736.5 -9754.3 -9773.7 -9799.9 -- -- -- 
2509121210 -8968.2 -9054.1 -9080.3 -- -- -- -9140.1 -9157.3 -9164.7 -9188.1 -9205.5 -9229.3 -9258.1 -9270.1 -- 
2509121212 -8432.1 -8524.1 -8552.0 -- -8583.6 -8591.4 -8605.8 -8621.6 -8641.8 -8651.6 -8671.4 -8705.8 -8715.8 -8773.4 -- 
2509121213 -8928.4 -9021.2 -9049.9 -- -9080.1 -9092.9 -9106.3 -9122.3 -9136.7 -9156.7 -9176.5 -9222.1 -9228.7 -- -- 
2509121215 -9409.4 -9508.8 -9536.8 -- -9579.2 -9585.8 -9605.4 -9625.4 -9640.2 -9658.1 -9682.1 -9716.5 -9734.1 -- -- 
2509121230 -8871.0 -8956.0 -8983.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121236 -9020.5 -9137.3 -9164.3 -- -9201.9 -9210.1 -9233.1 -9250.3 -9264.5 -9280.9 -9300.3 -9326.5 -9358.2 -9414.4 -- 
2509121238 -9574.3 -9671.9 -9699.8 -- -9742.8 -9749.0 -9769.2 -9787.4 -9797.0 -9823.0 -9842.6 -9879.8 -9900.6 -9943.4 -- 
2509121245 -8898.7 -8994.7 -9020.7 -- -9051.7 -9061.9 -9081.5 -9098.9 -9105.9 -9129.7 -9147.9 -9179.7 -9204.7 -9261.3 -- 
2509121262 -8601.2 -8692.5 -8721.1 -- -- -- -8779.7 -8794.9 -8810.5 -8826.9 -8847.7 -8888.1 -8899.1 -9006.6 -- 
2509121282 -9723.3 -9818.7 -9848.3 -- -9890.5 -9895.7 -9911.9 -9932.1 -9944.0 -9967.6 -9986.6 -10019.0 -10043.4 -10062.2 -- 
2509121283 -7983.4 -8103.3 -8128.6 -- -8161.6 -8165.8 -8183.6 -8196.8 -8206.8 -8228.1 -8248.1 -8286.7 -8342.2 -- -- 
2509121289 -8570.7 -8660.4 -8690.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121297 -8004.5 -8100.0 -8122.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121304 -8505.1 -8598.6 -8624.2 -- -8656.8 -8667.2 -8683.6 -8698.0 -8708.6 -8732.0 -8752.0 -8781.8 -8800.2 -8864.4 -- 
2509121316 -8598.5 -8688.4 -8716.4 -- -8748.8 -8756.8 -8779.8 -8793.2 -8811.0 -8824.2 -8842.8 -8871.0 -8896.8 -8908.6 -- 
2509121322 -8114.8 -8211.8 -8232.0 -- -8270.8 -8283.2 -8294.6 -8310.2 -8334.4 -8341.0 -8362.2 -8398.4 -8406.0 -8467.4 -- 
2509121343 -8370.6 -8459.7 -8486.9 -- -8518.1 -8526.7 -8543.5 -8555.3 -8582.9 -8588.1 -8605.7 -8638.3 -8658.6 -8712.6 -- 




































2509121353 -9047.2 -9138.2 -9163.0 -- -- -- -9227.0 -9243.2 -9252.0 -9275.0 -9294.0 -9324.0 -9349.0 -9363.6 -- 
2509121356 -8901.0 -8993.1 -9023.3 -- -- -- -9082.3 -9099.9 -9114.1 -9130.7 -9150.3 -9189.8 -9193.0 -9261.8 -- 
2509121365 -8819.7 -8914.3 -8943.1 -- -8971.9 -8985.1 -9000.1 -9015.7 -9029.4 -9045.2 -9067.4 -9103.8 -9114.2 -- -- 
2509121393 -7977.7 -8084.3 -8108.9 -- -8142.5 -8152.3 -8167.7 -8179.9 -8193.1 -8211.9 -8232.3 -8270.7 -8282.1 -8374.5 -- 
2509121396 -8718.8 -8809.7 -8836.7 -- -8868.3 -8880.5 -8901.1 -8914.7 -8941.1 -8947.7 -8966.5 -9002.7 -9016.7 -9120.2 -- 
2509121397 -8839.8 -8930.4 -8958.4 -- -8992.4 -9002.8 -9021.3 -9037.7 -9044.3 -9068.3 -9088.1 -9124.3 -9138.7 -9197.5 -- 
2509121398 -8540.6 -8632.4 -8660.2 -- -8691.5 -8699.7 -8717.9 -8732.9 -8740.5 -8762.3 -8783.5 -8822.3 -8846.7 -8897.7 -- 
2509121402 -9066.2 -9156.3 -9182.5 -- -- -- -9242.3 -9262.9 -9279.3 -9294.3 -9313.1 -9462.8 -- -- -- 
2509121404 -8685.1 -8797.9 -8824.4 -- -8860.6 -8865.0 -8888.8 -8903.0 -8911.0 -8933.8 -8954.6 -8984.8 -9011.8 -9018.4 -- 
2509121414 -7881.3 -7977.2 -8000.6 -- -8033.6 -8043.6 -8060.6 -8073.8 -8090.2 -8107.0 -8126.2 -8158.2 -- -- -- 
2509121424 -7992.0 -8084.4 -8108.4 -- -8143.3 -8149.1 -8166.3 -8179.1 -8188.9 -8210.1 -8232.1 -8373.8 -- -- -- 
2509121427 -8367.2 -8461.8 -8491.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121436 -9589.5 -9689.3 -9717.5 -- -9761.7 -9765.5 -9784.7 -9800.7 -9809.3 -9836.9 -9857.1 -9895.0 -9913.6 -10020.2 -- 
2509121444 -9585.5 -9684.0 -9714.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121446 -8012.0 -8129.2 -8150.3 -- -8188.7 -8197.7 -8215.7 -8229.5 -8244.7 -8259.7 -8281.1 -8323.1 -8376.4 -8388.8 -- 
2509121455 -9255.9 -9340.4 -9370.4 -- -9406.8 -9412.0 -9435.1 -9453.7 -9469.1 -9488.9 -9508.7 -9538.5 -9563.7 -9590.3 -- 
2509121457 -9157.1 -9244.1 -9272.5 -- -9311.9 -9320.5 -9341.9 -9357.1 -9373.5 -9391.3 -9411.8 -9449.0 -9467.6 -9483.2 -- 
2509121460 -8389.1 -8483.4 -8511.0 -- -8542.4 -8553.8 -8570.0 -8585.2 -8601.4 -8617.3 -8638.7 -8674.3 -8689.1 -8754.0 -- 
2509121466 -7890.0 -7985.9 -8010.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121478 -9143.6 -9234.0 -9264.0 -- -9296.0 -9300.0 -9323.0 -9337.8 -9346.4 -9372.0 -9391.0 -9505.0 -9512.0 -9541.2 -- 
2509121482 -7995.7 -8089.7 -8113.1 -- -8147.7 -8154.1 -8173.3 -8187.3 -8209.5 -8220.3 -8241.9 -8280.4 -8331.4 -8344.2 -- 
2509121485 -8748.4 -8864.4 -8890.8 -- -8923.7 -8930.5 -8951.7 -8966.7 -8981.5 -8999.9 -9020.7 -9056.1 -9078.3 -9128.0 -- 
2509121487 -9701.4 -9799.5 -9826.9 -- -9870.0 -9879.6 -9896.1 -9916.7 -9938.9 -9951.9 -9972.5 -10014.1 -10023.0 -10080.8 -- 
2509121488 -8804.5 -8899.9 -8927.3 -8964.1 -8959.3 -8969.7 -8987.9 -9002.9 -9029.1 -9037.5 -9056.6 -9092.6 -9103.0 -9174.2 -- 
2509121489 -9246.3 -9337.5 -9366.1 -- -9400.1 -9405.7 -9427.9 -9446.9 -9456.5 -9479.9 -9499.5 -9534.1 -9552.9 -9613.7 -- 
2509121491 -9212.1 -9307.1 -9336.0 -- -9370.2 -9378.4 -9402.9 -9413.9 -9428.3 -9454.9 -9474.2 -9513.0 -9525.1 -9595.4 -- 
2509121496 -8038.9 -8135.1 -8158.1 -- -8192.9 -8200.5 -8218.9 -8232.7 -8249.3 -8265.3 -8287.1 -8323.5 -8337.5 -8393.5 -- 
2509121498 -9442.9 -9536.0 -9565.2 -- -9606.0 -9609.0 -9628.6 -9643.4 -9665.6 -9677.4 -9694.8 -9705.2 -9739.8 -9767.3 -- 
2509121499 -9143.7 -9212.6 -9238.8 -9279.2 -9272.0 -9283.0 -9302.8 -9318.4 -9326.6 -9350.6 -9371.8 -9401.5 -9420.7 -9432.7 -- 
2509121502 -9225.7 -9311.8 -9339.4 -- -9372.9 -9380.7 -9403.6 -9420.3 -9428.3 -9449.9 -9469.0 -9510.0 -9529.2 -9542.5 -- 
2509121509 -9239.2 -9324.2 -9351.4 -- -9384.4 -9396.2 -9416.7 -9433.3 -9443.1 -9465.7 -9486.3 -9520.5 -9543.5 -9645.1 -- 
2509121510 -9014.6 -9109.4 -9137.2 -9173.5 -9169.3 -9182.5 -9202.1 -9211.5 -9236.9 -9250.4 -9269.0 -9301.8 -9327.4 -- -- 
2509121522 -9284.0 -9376.9 -9407.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121525 -9224.4 -9304.4 -9332.6 -- -9366.1 -9373.1 -9396.5 -9414.7 -9432.3 -9449.1 -9469.5 -9511.3 -9518.1 -9620.0 -- 
2509121535 -9254.0 -9342.3 -9371.1 -- -9408.2 -9420.4 -9437.8 -9453.2 -9464.2 -9487.6 -9508.2 -9539.4 -9564.6 -9589.2 -- 
2509121536 -8878.6 -8967.6 -8999.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121540 -9335.9 -9428.4 -9464.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121548 -8108.7 -8202.3 -8231.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121553 -9103.7 -9220.8 -9255.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121558 -9479.2 -9574.9 -9602.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121559 -9080.4 -9177.1 -9206.5 -- -- -- -9266.9 -9282.9 -9291.1 -9315.9 -9335.3 -9372.5 -9391.3 -9452.9 -- 
2509121563 -9538.0 -9632.6 -9660.2 -- -9705.0 -9713.4 -9730.8 -9749.8 -9772.0 -9785.4 -9803.6 -9834.0 -9860.2 -9880.0 -- 
2509121565 -8846.3 -8961.1 -8992.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121577 -9496.1 -9589.0 -9620.2 -- -9656.6 -9662.4 -9689.0 -9706.2 -9713.4 -9743.4 -9763.6 -9792.4 -9816.6 -9938.6 -- 
2509121598 -9180.3 -9257.9 -9286.3 -- -9319.3 -9325.5 -9345.5 -9363.3 -9372.7 -9395.7 -9415.5 -9523.3 -9529.7 -9557.7 -- 
2509121613 -8831.4 -8955.9 -8982.3 -9017.9 -9014.5 -9021.9 -9044.1 -9060.1 -9068.1 -9093.7 -9112.9 -9150.7 -9169.0 -9188.8 -- 
2509121615 -8823.5 -8921.5 -8949.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121619 -8921.3 -9015.4 -9043.0 -- -9076.8 -9082.6 -9107.2 -9121.4 -9136.8 -9157.4 -9176.4 -9218.9 -9230.3 -- -- 
2509121624 -8819.0 -8914.6 -8941.2 -8974.8 -8972.2 -8981.2 -8998.8 -9015.6 -9021.4 -9044.0 -9065.2 -9099.4 -9154.0 -9173.4 -- 
2509121625 -8909.1 -9004.9 -9032.9 -- -9064.9 -9072.7 -9094.5 -9108.9 -9116.9 -9138.8 -9157.0 -9190.2 -9211.6 -9259.4 -- 




































2509121642 -9653.0 -9746.5 -9777.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121647 -8231.3 -8326.9 -8354.3 -- -8384.3 -8395.1 -8407.1 -8418.1 -8428.3 -8448.9 -8468.3 -8506.9 -8517.5 -8610.0 -- 
2509121648 -8237.0 -8330.8 -8357.5 -- -8388.4 -8393.6 -8413.8 -8425.2 -8434.6 -8455.4 -8476.8 -8514.9 -8518.5 -8667.4 -- 
2509121651 -8255.3 -8349.9 -8376.1 -- -8408.3 -8419.3 -8434.1 -8449.9 -8475.1 -8481.1 -8501.5 -8536.7 -8594.7 -8646.7 -- 
2509121653 -8248.6 -8348.7 -8377.9 -- -8409.1 -8421.5 -8436.7 -8451.1 -8475.9 -8481.3 -8501.3 -8529.3 -8537.8 -8647.0 -- 
2509121658 -8386.0 -8480.2 -8506.8 -- -8540.2 -8546.4 -8566.4 -8582.4 -8588.4 -8612.4 -8632.4 -8660.0 -8689.8 -8776.4 -- 
2509121670 -8234.6 -8329.1 -8355.9 -- -8387.1 -8397.3 -8409.5 -8421.3 -8429.1 -8451.3 -8471.3 -8576.8 -8584.6 -8621.2 -- 
2509121675 -8867.4 -8962.3 -8989.9 -9022.7 -9028.1 -9032.7 -9047.9 -9064.9 -9078.3 -9096.5 -9116.9 -9143.1 -9174.9 -9262.1 -- 
2509121679 -8923.5 -9020.0 -9049.4 -- -9080.8 -9093.8 -9112.4 -9128.6 -9142.6 -9158.0 -9180.4 -9218.4 -9237.4 -9271.2 -- 
2509121683 -8895.0 -8985.5 -9014.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121688 -8617.5 -8685.4 -8713.0 -- -- -- -8769.8 -8785.2 -8800.8 -8817.8 -8838.0 -8875.8 -8891.8 -9000.8 -- 
2509121692 -8859.6 -8975.5 -9002.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121694 -9520.2 -9616.2 -9643.6 -9686.0 -- -9691.2 -9710.2 -9728.6 -- -9763.4 -9782.2 -9818.0 -- -- -- 
2509121696 -8904.1 -8996.9 -9026.9 -- -9055.3 -9060.9 -9082.0 -9099.4 -9112.6 -9130.2 -9151.2 -9190.0 -9200.8 -9308.5 -- 
2509121697 -8923.8 -9043.0 -9070.0 -- -- -- -9127.5 -9142.5 -9151.5 -9174.9 -9194.1 -9232.3 -9243.7 -9348.1 -- 
2509121698 -9381.3 -9472.7 -9503.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121701 -8980.9 -9099.2 -9126.6 -9162.0 -9158.0 -9169.2 -9187.2 -9203.0 -9217.2 -9236.8 -9255.8 -9295.4 -9302.8 -9411.4 -- 
2509121702 -8980.2 -9071.9 -9101.9 -9135.2 -9131.0 -9141.4 -9159.0 -9174.4 -9184.0 -9203.1 -9223.3 -9261.3 -- -- -- 
2509121712 -7730.2 -7817.2 -7839.0 -- -7871.0 -7879.4 -7895.8 -7908.0 -7920.6 -7942.2 -7964.0 -8002.4 -8007.8 -8068.0 -- 
2509121717 -8995.9 -9089.7 -9119.9 -9151.6 -9148.2 -9157.4 -9175.6 -9189.8 -9213.8 -9222.2 -9240.2 -9281.8 -9288.0 -9399.8 -- 
2509121726 -9073.4 -9167.2 -9197.4 -- -9226.0 -9236.2 -9257.6 -9272.6 -9288.1 -9304.7 -9322.3 -9363.5 -9380.9 -- -- 
2509121731 -9056.8 -9150.4 -9179.0 -- -- -- -9239.4 -9255.8 -9274.6 -9290.2 -9310.6 -9343.7 -9369.1 -- -- 
2509121738 -8753.7 -8858.5 -8885.9 -8920.9 -8916.9 -8928.7 -8949.5 -8965.1 -8979.1 -8995.9 -9016.9 -9055.3 -9072.0 -- -- 
2509121739 -7760.3 -7854.0 -7877.2 -- -7910.8 -7917.4 -7933.6 -7947.4 -7960.4 -7975.8 -7997.8 -8032.5 -8049.1 -8139.6 -- 
2509121750 -9040.7 -9134.5 -9165.9 -9199.1 -9195.7 -9204.3 -9224.4 -9240.0 -9266.0 -9272.8 -9292.0 -9336.0 -9341.0 -9449.0 -- 
2509121772 -9124.7 -9218.9 -9246.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121775 -8239.7 -8335.4 -8363.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121809 -9510.2 -9607.3 -9636.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121811 -8936.8 -9034.3 -9065.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121840 -8395.3 -8484.9 -8512.9 -- -8544.1 -8554.7 -8569.1 -8584.5 -8610.5 -8615.3 -8637.3 -8676.0 -8683.4 -8787.2 -- 
2509121844 -8601.0 -8691.5 -8719.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121853 -7923.3 -8015.7 -8041.9 -- -8074.4 -8079.8 -8097.4 -8111.8 -8134.0 -8143.8 -8165.2 -8203.6 -8210.8 -8303.8 -- 
2509121855 -9707.1 -9804.5 -9833.8 -- -9876.4 -9883.2 -9901.4 -9919.8 -9928.8 -9955.6 -9975.8 -10006.6 -10038.5 -10076.7 -- 
2509121863 -8787.0 -8874.5 -8902.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2509121864 -8920.9 -9013.2 -9042.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510905149 -7689.7 -7762.4 -7822.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510905152 -8136.0 -8216.0 -8276.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510921024 -7326.0 -7399.0 -7461.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -7971.5 
2510921027 -7207.0 -7279.2 -7342.4 -- -7360.8 -7365.0 -7384.8 -7389.4 -7399.0 -7435.2 -7442.8 -7485.0 -- -- -7847.2 
2510921035 -6810.0 -6879.5 -6939.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510921039 -7983.5 -8055.8 -8113.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -8609.8 
2510921041 -8030.5 -8101.5 -8163.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510921043 -7795.5 -7867.0 -7930.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510921045 -7791.9 -7871.1 -7925.3 -- -7948.5 -7954.3 -7973.3 -7979.7 -7999.5 -8034.3 -8039.3 -8088.4 -8094.4 -8161.6 -- 
2510921048 -8061.5 -8135.8 -8196.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510921050 -7071.0 -7140.0 -7194.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510921072 -7610.3 -7683.8 -7747.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510921079 -9016.4 -9095.8 -9149.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510921192 -7279.5 -7355.5 -7414.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2510921197 -7989.2 -8060.4 -8118.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -8612.6 




































3300100006 -5683.4 -5731.1 -5814.7 -- -- -- -5840.4 -5845.9 -5858.9 -5900.2 -5922.2 -5947.6 -6028.0 -6039.0 -6367.6 
3300100008 -5344.5 -5392.2 -5473.9 -- -- -- -- -5499.8 -5515.1 -5555.4 -5573.8 -5603.4 -5685.0 -5698.0 -- 
3300100009 -6141.4 -6191.8 -6271.4 -- -6276.3 -6281.6 -- -6301.4 -6314.0 -6357.4 -6378.6 -6413.3 -6478.0 -6512.0 -6819.0 
3300100010 -6610.7 -6667.3 -6747.7 -- -6753.4 -6768.6 -6779.7 -6784.3 -6795.4 -6827.4 -6855.2 -6881.4 -6924.0 -6986.0 -- 
3300100011 -5949.2 -5998.8 -6081.5 -- -6085.6 -6088.8 -- -6111.4 -6121.4 -6163.0 -6184.7 -6226.4 -6284.0 -6312.0 -- 
3300300004 -51.8 -73.3 -177.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -251.9 
3300300006 -- -- -174.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300300007 186.1 168.4 76.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300500004 -2521.7 -2571.4 -2658.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3193.7 
3300700001 -9299.0 -9367.5 -9444.8 -- -9460.1 -9475.0 -- -9496.0 -9509.9 -- -- -- -- -- -10006.0 
3300700006 -10152.1 -10225.1 -10300.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10896.1 
3300700045 -10053.0 -10128.0 -10201.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300700054 -9214.7 -9286.8 -9360.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -9920.3 
3300700071 -9041.2 -9110.7 -9186.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300700085 -9180.3 -9254.0 -9328.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300700124 -8614.0 -8685.0 -8762.4 -- -8773.2 -8775.7 -- -8805.1 -8817.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300700138 -9616.7 -9690.7 -9765.7 -- -- -- -9815.4 -9825.3 -9840.3 -9871.2 -9880.2 -- -- -- -- 
3300700149 -8750.5 -8818.0 -8893.9 -- -8908.4 -8919.4 -8934.8 -8942.0 -8953.6 -8990.3 -9019.7 -9039.8 -9047.0 -9137.0 -- 
3300700206 -10086.6 -10159.6 -10238.4 -- -10259.5 -10264.6 -10285.9 -10302.6 -10317.1 -10346.4 -10380.2 -10388.6 -10440.0 -10498.0 -- 
3300700209 -10063.2 -10137.6 -10209.9 -10232.6 -10236.3 -10241.6 -10259.0 -10276.1 -10290.6 -10320.2 -10345.2 -10355.2 -10405.0 -10449.0 -- 
3300700221 -10781.5 -10861.8 -10941.9 -- -10968.5 -10976.1 -10996.1 -11012.2 -11037.9 -11057.9 -11093.9 -11119.2 -11150.0 -11208.0 -11565.5 
3300700230 -9988.2 -10064.4 -10138.5 -- -- -- -10185.3 -10203.8 -10225.4 -10244.6 -10277.6 -10307.9 -10330.0 -10378.0 -10729.5 
3300700231 -10258.5 -10336.6 -10408.6 -- -10434.9 -10439.8 -10460.4 -10477.3 -10492.6 -10515.6 -10530.1 -10552.3 -10622.0 -10660.0 -- 
3300700236 -10015.6 -10089.7 -10163.6 -- -10186.5 -10194.4 -10210.8 -10228.8 -10251.3 -10271.8 -10303.1 -10314.0 -10376.0 -10402.0 -- 
3300700245 -10197.0 -10272.5 -10352.3 -- -10372.1 -10378.3 -10399.5 -10416.3 -10428.7 -10460.4 -10499.0 -10514.7 -10551.1 -10620.0 -- 
3300700256 -10065.7 -10138.3 -10214.3 -- -10233.2 -10239.0 -10260.0 -10274.9 -10288.5 -10321.2 -10355.2 -10372.9 -10395.0 -10469.0 -- 
3300700259 -10015.4 -10091.5 -10167.7 -- -10192.8 -10206.0 -10215.7 -10235.2 -10262.5 -10279.7 -10311.4 -10326.8 -10335.0 -10415.0 -- 
3300700262 -10063.9 -10137.4 -10213.8 -- -10233.4 -10238.8 -10261.4 -10277.9 -10290.2 -10321.5 -10353.2 -10373.7 -10430.0 -10458.0 -- 
3300700268 -9987.9 -10064.5 -10138.3 -- -10163.5 -10169.6 -10188.0 -10205.8 -10219.7 -10252.2 -10262.9 -10303.9 -10313.6 -10387.0 -- 
3300700275 -10450.9 -10523.9 -10604.1 -- -- -- -10653.9 -10669.7 -10682.4 -10712.7 -10744.5 -10772.1 -10800.0 -10870.0 -- 
3300700282 -10409.2 -10487.7 -10569.4 -- -10591.9 -10597.8 -10621.1 -10638.7 -10652.0 -10679.4 -10716.5 -10737.6 -10742.0 -10822.0 -- 
3300700285 -9630.3 -9703.4 -9775.9 -- -9796.0 -9803.9 -9826.0 -9839.2 -9851.3 -9881.9 -9908.4 -9915.0 -9986.0 -10002.0 -- 
3300700286 -10534.4 -10612.1 -10689.6 -- -10714.2 -10721.9 -10742.7 -10758.0 -10780.5 -10802.0 -10836.3 -10873.2 -10903.0 -10958.0 -- 
3300700292 -10277.9 -10350.3 -10430.1 -- -- -- -10476.0 -10490.8 -10503.9 -10529.9 -10563.5 -10573.3 -10641.0 -10673.0 -- 
3300700296 -9817.6 -9890.4 -9964.7 -9985.3 -9987.1 -9991.6 -10013.2 -10028.5 -10051.1 -10071.5 -10096.7 -10103.8 -10176.0 -10191.0 -- 
3300700314 -9705.9 -9778.8 -9855.0 -9874.7 -9876.5 -9879.2 -9904.0 -9916.0 -9926.5 -9955.5 -9987.2 -9992.9 -10069.0 -10080.0 -- 
3300700316 -9962.3 -10037.4 -10114.8 -- -- -- -10164.0 -10181.3 -10195.1 -10222.5 -10251.5 -10258.1 -10319.0 -10352.0 -- 
3300700323 -10548.1 -10624.9 -10703.9 -- -10729.9 -10738.6 -10758.4 -10776.1 -10798.0 -10818.9 -10848.3 -10886.7 -10888.0 -10967.0 -11317.0 
3300700327 -9899.2 -9971.1 -10045.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300700331 -9917.3 -9987.6 -10062.5 -- -10086.8 -10092.7 -10112.5 -10128.7 -10141.2 -10174.4 -10202.2 -10243.0 -10250.1 -10309.0 -- 
3300700334 -9778.1 -9851.0 -9925.3 -9948.1 -9951.7 -9955.4 -9975.6 -9989.7 -10002.1 -10031.7 -10057.0 -10098.7 -10142.0 -10152.0 -- 
3300700344 -9814.9 -9885.4 -9959.1 -- -9984.7 -9987.5 -10007.6 -10024.3 -10044.5 -10064.0 -10089.4 -10097.0 -10167.0 -10183.0 -- 
3300700354 -9632.1 -9706.0 -9782.2 -- -- -- -9827.5 -9840.8 -9861.9 -9885.4 -9910.5 -9916.2 -9956.0 -10005.0 -- 
3300700359 -9657.3 -9731.6 -9806.8 -- -- -- -9857.4 -9869.1 -9895.5 -9916.3 -9930.8 -9962.6 -9972.4 -10050.0 -- 
3300700363 -9911.0 -9982.6 -10059.0 -10079.1 -10083.2 -10085.7 -10107.9 -10123.6 -10143.5 -10166.4 -10191.1 -10197.3 -10233.0 -10300.0 -- 
3300700369 -9591.5 -9665.6 -9740.4 -9759.4 -9761.6 -9766.6 -9788.0 -9798.1 -9808.7 -9843.4 -9872.7 -9881.8 -9942.0 -9966.0 -- 
3300700372 -9701.2 -9775.3 -9850.2 -- -- -- -9903.2 -9916.1 -9932.0 -9960.5 -9987.4 -10029.3 -10052.0 -10102.0 -- 
3300700416 -10221.7 -10292.2 -10363.6 -- -10389.5 -10395.5 -10417.9 -10433.5 -10446.9 -10473.4 -10503.3 -10531.1 -- -- -- 
3300700433 -10537.5 -10612.1 -10690.0 -- -10710.8 -10717.7 -10738.4 -10755.5 -10767.6 -10796.4 -10827.0 -10841.8 -- -- -11304.1 
3300700434 -10319.8 -10395.2 -10469.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































3300700440 -9826.0 -9900.0 -9975.1 -- -9998.4 -10003.6 -10025.8 -10039.5 -10051.4 -10081.6 -10108.9 -10143.7 -10160.0 -10212.0 -- 
3300700441 -10633.3 -10708.0 -10786.2 -- -10814.1 -10818.0 -10838.9 -10854.0 -10868.5 -10897.9 -10934.4 -10968.4 -- -- -- 
3300700455 -10219.1 -10294.0 -10375.8 -- -10394.2 -10400.4 -10420.4 -10437.1 -10451.4 -10479.7 -10513.4 -10519.1 -10588.0 -10632.0 -- 
3300700470 -9649.1 -9720.6 -9793.2 -- -9815.3 -9820.1 -9843.3 -9855.0 -9867.0 -9898.5 -9925.9 -9933.1 -9970.0 -10034.0 -- 
3300700481 -9666.1 -9740.1 -9813.6 -9835.0 -9837.1 -9840.7 -9862.5 -9874.8 -9889.2 -9917.0 -9948.5 -9954.1 -9990.0 -10004.0 -- 
3300700488 -9832.6 -9902.4 -9981.5 -- -9997.9 -10004.0 -10024.8 -10038.5 -10049.7 -10084.6 -10121.1 -10144.2 -10150.0 -10238.0 -- 
3300700501 -9759.7 -9833.7 -9910.1 -- -9927.3 -9934.8 -9955.1 -9968.4 -9981.0 -10011.8 -10042.9 -10053.1 -10086.7 -10135.5 -- 
3300700504 -9923.1 -9995.0 -10068.6 -- -10092.8 -10095.6 -10120.8 -10134.7 -10149.6 -10182.3 -10212.3 -10246.8 -10284.0 -10314.0 -- 
3300700505 -10534.0 -10608.8 -10688.9 -- -10712.7 -10718.7 -10740.6 -10757.5 -10770.6 -10796.4 -10830.4 -10833.5 -- -- -11296.5 
3300700508 -10073.1 -10149.0 -10221.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300700509 -9425.5 -9500.6 -9575.5 -9597.5 -9599.3 -9602.2 -9623.0 -9633.3 -9644.6 -9680.4 -9707.7 -9711.3 -9784.0 -9798.0 -- 
3300700521 -10112.3 -10190.1 -10263.6 -- -10289.0 -10293.8 -10316.7 -10331.2 -10347.4 -10375.0 -10405.2 -10524.3 -10568.0 -10604.0 -- 
3300700522 -8805.8 -8860.8 -8938.0 -- -8951.1 -8962.4 -8976.8 -8985.6 -8996.0 -9032.1 -9057.9 -9080.4 -9130.0 -9150.0 -- 
3300700524 -10234.4 -10307.5 -10388.7 -- -- -- -10437.8 -10452.6 -10464.7 -10499.4 -10534.5 -10558.6 -10589.0 -10659.0 -- 
3300700526 -9723.6 -9798.3 -9871.6 -- -9895.6 -9899.4 -9922.3 -9933.8 -9946.8 -9977.1 -10006.1 -10010.3 -10077.0 -10113.0 -- 
3300700527 -10287.1 -10363.0 -10434.1 -- -10461.0 -10464.9 -10486.8 -10501.1 -10515.1 -10544.7 -10572.6 -10589.8 -10655.0 -10669.0 -- 
3300700529 -10409.5 -10479.7 -10558.5 -10580.7 -10582.6 -10584.9 -10605.9 -10620.1 -10633.7 -10663.0 -10696.6 -10718.4 -10778.0 -10806.0 -- 
3300700543 -9714.5 -9788.6 -9861.4 -- -9886.4 -9891.2 -9913.2 -9924.6 -9937.9 -9968.2 -9995.8 -10034.9 -10070.0 -10108.0 -- 
3300700552 -9922.5 -9996.2 -10070.0 -10090.9 -- -10095.4 -10117.0 -10131.2 -10154.6 -10175.0 -10201.1 -10244.4 -10265.4 -10295.0 -- 
3300700567 -9685.0 -9760.1 -9833.7 -- -9857.7 -9861.2 -9882.6 -9894.3 -9908.1 -9938.9 -9967.3 -9973.4 -10046.0 -10055.0 -- 
3300700571 -9893.3 -9967.4 -10043.3 -10063.7 -10065.8 -10070.6 -10093.6 -10108.4 -10137.3 -10154.8 -10180.4 -10193.4 -10215.0 -10301.0 -- 
3300700588 -9780.9 -9854.8 -9930.4 -- -9950.8 -9958.3 -9980.6 -9993.4 -10022.1 -10034.6 -10062.0 -10075.6 -10130.0 -10169.0 -- 
3300700589 -9971.4 -10046.3 -10122.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300700590 -9942.3 -10015.9 -10092.1 -- -- -- -10140.4 -10155.3 -10169.7 -10203.2 -10229.5 -10283.5 -10304.0 -10336.0 -10686.2 
3300700599 -9824.6 -9896.6 -9976.2 -- -- -- -10022.1 -10035.0 -10048.5 -10082.5 -10115.4 -10165.0 -10172.0 -10236.0 -- 
3300700607 -9755.7 -9826.0 -9901.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300700616 -10015.9 -10091.3 -10164.8 -- -- -- -10214.2 -10229.2 -10262.1 -10267.6 -10294.2 -10299.0 -10376.3 -10407.6 -- 
3300700618 -9811.2 -9884.3 -9958.0 -- -9978.8 -9990.2 -10009.0 -10022.4 -10048.3 -10066.0 -10094.0 -10151.1 -10167.0 -10187.0 -- 
3300700620 -10463.0 -10536.7 -10613.3 -- -10633.2 -10641.6 -10662.8 -10678.0 -10693.3 -10723.3 -10757.2 -10777.0 -10822.0 -10873.0 -- 
3300700624 -10155.9 -10231.0 -10304.7 -- -10330.4 -10336.0 -10358.2 -10373.2 -10390.0 -10416.7 -10443.4 -10490.2 -10506.0 -10546.0 -- 
3300700631 -10217.6 -10292.7 -10363.7 -- -10390.3 -10393.6 -10413.5 -10429.9 -10443.4 -10464.9 -10483.0 -10498.1 -- -- -- 
3300700642 -10066.2 -10138.8 -10212.6 -- -10236.7 -10241.6 -10260.9 -10278.0 -10291.2 -10328.0 -10354.8 -10385.2 -10386.0 -10476.0 -10810.8 
3300700643 -10019.8 -10095.2 -10167.0 -- -- -- -10217.2 -10232.4 -10254.8 -10273.1 -10299.0 -10303.2 -10383.0 -10392.0 -- 
3300700644 -10241.2 -10314.7 -10389.8 -- -10412.9 -10417.2 -10439.3 -10455.5 -10469.6 -10500.0 -10525.5 -10537.0 -- -- -- 
3300700659 -9557.7 -9629.7 -9701.4 -- -9725.5 -9730.3 -9753.8 -9765.8 -9793.2 -9814.7 -9841.6 -9846.4 -9868.0 -9949.0 -- 
3300700665 -9284.6 -9361.0 -9434.8 -- -9455.5 -9461.9 -9482.7 -9492.5 -9515.7 -9539.6 -9564.9 -9606.7 -9633.0 -9669.0 -- 
3300700666 -9853.8 -9926.3 -10000.6 -- -10024.9 -10030.2 -10049.5 -10063.2 -10086.1 -10105.1 -10116.8 -10139.6 -10218.0 -10227.0 -- 
3300700672 -9743.3 -9819.2 -9894.3 -9915.6 -9917.9 -9922.5 -9943.3 -9954.4 -9968.5 -10004.1 -10029.4 -10036.3 -10088.0 -10139.0 -- 
3300700676 -9824.1 -9898.8 -9971.6 -- -9994.6 -9999.3 -10021.9 -10036.7 -10064.3 -10081.3 -10106.5 -10174.0 -10177.0 -10215.0 -- 
3300700692 -8708.3 -8778.8 -8854.4 -- -8867.4 -8873.2 -8895.5 -8902.4 -8915.9 -8951.8 -8977.4 -9021.9 -9031.0 -9069.0 -- 
3300700693 -9955.5 -10031.6 -10104.4 -- -- -- -10150.7 -10167.3 -10189.0 -10209.1 -10236.1 -10277.9 -10286.0 -10331.0 -10682.0 
3300700702 -9880.6 -9955.5 -10029.9 -10048.5 -10052.4 -10056.2 -10079.0 -10093.1 -10106.1 -10137.9 -10163.2 -10194.2 -- -- -- 
3300700703 -10642.5 -10718.8 -10794.5 -- -10820.5 -10823.6 -10842.4 -10860.7 -10874.8 -10903.9 -10934.6 -10940.2 -- -- -- 
3300700708 -9026.1 -9088.0 -9165.4 -- -9181.1 -9189.0 -9209.3 -9214.2 -9227.1 -9265.1 -9291.4 -9334.1 -9336.0 -9403.0 -- 
3300700711 -9747.1 -9822.0 -9893.7 -- -9917.6 -9930.0 -9944.3 -9955.9 -9984.8 -10000.2 -10029.8 -10036.2 -10072.0 -10078.0 -- 
3300700714 -10442.3 -10521.4 -10592.9 -- -10620.4 -10623.8 -10649.5 -10666.1 -10689.2 -10707.8 -10734.1 -10742.3 -10783.9 -10842.8 -- 
3300700715 -10062.0 -10132.7 -10209.7 -- -10228.0 -10233.7 -10257.4 -10270.2 -10285.0 -10313.0 -10341.2 -10381.7 -10400.0 -10438.0 -10814.7 
3300700725 -10036.4 -10108.4 -10180.7 -10204.1 -10207.0 -10210.1 -10229.8 -10246.7 -10269.2 -10285.6 -10312.1 -10317.4 -- -- -- 
3300700742 -10164.1 -10243.5 -10318.1 -- -10344.3 -10347.7 -10368.6 -10384.5 -10417.6 -10423.6 -10453.3 -10461.2 -- -- -- 
3300700747 -10164.3 -10237.0 -10313.7 -- -10330.6 -10333.2 -10358.9 -10373.0 -10387.6 -10413.9 -10444.4 -10468.4 -- -- -- 




































3300700764 -10106.6 -10178.9 -10258.4 -- -10276.7 -10282.5 -10305.3 -10319.6 -10331.2 -10362.5 -10390.3 -10407.0 -- -- -- 
3300700767 -9709.0 -9782.3 -9855.9 -- -9880.8 -9886.3 -9908.3 -9919.1 -9949.0 -9963.4 -9974.4 -9997.6 -10061.0 -10109.0 -- 
3300700769 -9775.7 -9846.4 -9921.8 -- -- -- -9965.7 -9976.8 -9990.6 -10023.6 -10049.3 -10121.1 -10122.0 -10157.0 -10491.0 
3300700773 -9897.3 -9970.1 -10047.4 -10065.5 -10069.2 -10071.9 -10094.9 -10107.3 -10118.2 -10155.5 -10182.8 -10207.2 -- -- -- 
3300700778 -9342.4 -9418.2 -9491.3 -9512.9 -9516.1 -9521.4 -9541.6 -9550.4 -9569.8 -9599.6 -9630.4 -9687.0 -9689.0 -9740.0 -- 
3300700782 -10536.0 -10612.4 -10686.9 -- -10715.0 -10718.7 -10742.8 -10759.2 -10772.0 -10802.2 -10832.4 -10871.7 -10903.0 -10915.0 -- 
3300700801 -10186.0 -10256.0 -10335.8 -- -10353.6 -10356.3 -10382.7 -10396.2 -10409.4 -10438.2 -10466.2 -10479.0 -- -- -- 
3300700811 -10151.3 -10224.0 -10296.7 -10322.3 -10325.2 -10327.9 -10348.7 -10366.0 -10379.3 -10412.6 -10438.8 -10447.0 -10486.0 -10557.0 -- 
3300700818 -9927.2 -10005.7 -10078.7 -- -10104.5 -10109.5 -10130.9 -10145.3 -10177.0 -10188.9 -10200.3 -10228.2 -10289.0 -10327.0 -- 
3300700841 -10606.3 -10685.2 -10759.0 -- -10785.7 -10792.1 -10813.1 -10828.7 -10852.4 -10874.1 -10887.1 -10912.0 -10920.0 -11030.0 -- 
3300700846 -10459.9 -10537.0 -10609.0 -10635.7 -10638.6 -10643.4 -10664.1 -10681.1 -10711.0 -10723.7 -10749.9 -10810.9 -10812.0 -10862.0 -- 
3300700849 -10440.1 -10510.1 -10592.3 -- -10613.9 -10619.5 -10641.5 -10656.6 -10672.2 -10699.0 -10731.3 -10775.9 -10802.0 -10857.0 -- 
3300700852 -9597.5 -9669.9 -9742.4 -- -9765.1 -9769.7 -9792.7 -9802.0 -9828.0 -9850.3 -9874.2 -9886.9 -9900.0 -9981.0 -- 
3300700894 -10549.9 -10627.5 -10702.8 -- -10728.4 -10732.4 -10759.3 -10774.9 -10797.5 -10819.1 -10852.0 -10863.1 -10867.0 -10965.0 -- 
3300700896 -10054.6 -10127.1 -10200.0 -10223.0 -10225.7 -10229.1 -10248.2 -10266.3 -10287.6 -10307.5 -10337.2 -10386.5 -10418.0 -10434.0 -- 
3300700898 -10413.9 -10490.9 -10563.6 -- -10592.8 -10596.8 -10619.6 -10635.8 -10652.6 -10677.0 -10703.8 -10709.2 -10786.1 -10806.1 -- 
3300700927 -10340.6 -10410.7 -10487.9 -- -- -- -10531.7 -10547.2 -10559.6 -10587.0 -10617.8 -10627.0 -- -- -- 
3300700938 -9710.8 -9785.2 -9858.4 -- -9882.6 -9887.4 -9908.9 -9921.3 -9951.5 -9964.8 -9995.9 -9999.9 -10066.0 -10102.0 -- 
3300700960 -10305.1 -10381.1 -10455.1 -- -10482.0 -10488.1 -10510.9 -10527.7 -10551.9 -10570.7 -10599.6 -10637.6 -10644.0 -10708.0 -- 
3300700982 -10038.2 -10109.2 -10186.0 -- -10202.1 -10209.0 -10230.8 -10241.9 -10253.4 -10286.9 -10320.1 -10345.4 -10398.0 -10427.0 -- 
3300700996 -9258.1 -9335.9 -9409.9 -- -9431.2 -9439.4 -9461.2 -9469.1 -9501.5 -9519.8 -9545.6 -9592.3 -9608.0 -9654.0 -- 
3300701022 -9828.8 -9904.2 -9977.3 -- -10001.4 -10005.9 -10024.7 -10040.3 -10071.3 -10080.8 -10085.3 -10113.1 -10191.0 -10201.0 -- 
3300701037 -9702.0 -9775.1 -9847.5 -- -9870.7 -9875.9 -9898.9 -9910.5 -9940.6 -9955.4 -9984.2 -9990.0 -10028.0 -10097.0 -- 
3300701039 -9701.1 -9771.5 -9843.5 -- -9867.4 -9873.2 -9894.5 -9904.8 -9933.2 -9947.8 -9977.6 -9982.9 -10043.0 -10093.0 -- 
3300701042 -9047.8 -9124.8 -9200.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -9405.0 -9424.0 -9749.9 
3300701043 -9305.0 -9379.2 -9453.9 -- -9471.0 -9476.6 -9503.4 -9508.9 -9522.4 -9557.2 -9579.2 -9619.2 -9648.0 -9685.0 -- 
3300701052 -10298.9 -10370.1 -10446.4 -- -10462.8 -10467.8 -10491.5 -10502.9 -10518.6 -10544.9 -10572.5 -10584.7 -10649.0 -10656.0 -- 
3300701080 -9673.5 -9748.2 -9821.5 -- -9845.1 -9850.7 -9873.5 -9883.6 -9915.0 -9929.0 -9941.0 -9966.0 -10009.0 -10075.0 -- 
3300701135 -9668.5 -9743.7 -9815.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300701287 -9702.2 -9778.0 -9851.0 -- -9875.9 -9881.0 -9903.4 -9914.0 -9943.1 -9958.6 -9985.5 -9993.8 -10016.0 -10099.0 -- 
3300701360 -10186.9 -10260.0 -10342.9 -- -10359.7 -10368.3 -10390.3 -10406.3 -10426.5 -10450.1 -10480.4 -10516.2 -10518.0 -10610.0 -- 
3300701369 -10064.0 -10133.9 -10213.0 -- -- -- -10259.3 -10272.1 -10285.8 -10319.2 -10352.8 -10370.0 -10409.0 -10470.0 -- 
3300701388 -9098.6 -9167.1 -9243.6 -- -9258.7 -9262.7 -9288.0 -9293.8 -9305.5 -9342.7 -9371.4 -9380.4 -9439.0 -9463.0 -- 
3300701391 -9694.1 -9772.1 -9848.1 -- -9864.9 -9877.2 -9892.1 -9904.4 -9914.3 -9951.7 -9981.5 -10003.2 -10004.0 -10092.0 -10395.9 
3300701405 -10154.7 -10228.8 -10312.7 -- -10333.7 -10336.3 -10373.6 -10388.7 -10358.8 -10418.6 -10456.2 -10478.6 -10479.0 -10576.0 -- 
3300701417 -9736.9 -9813.1 -9887.4 -9910.5 -9912.8 -9916.6 -9938.8 -9950.4 -9979.0 -9993.6 -10020.9 -10053.2 -10101.1 -10114.1 -- 
3300701431 -10800.1 -10880.1 -10960.0 -- -10985.2 -10991.2 -11013.7 -11029.6 -11052.1 -11076.7 -11108.0 -11138.2 -11168.0 -11231.0 -- 
3300701446 -9919.5 -9996.1 -10068.3 -- -10092.8 -10097.8 -10118.1 -10131.3 -10154.2 -10176.1 -10203.2 -10253.5 -10277.0 -10298.0 -- 
3300701469 -10402.1 -10479.3 -10551.0 -- -- -- -10604.9 -10621.1 -10645.6 -10661.6 -10688.9 -10710.0 -10733.0 -10785.0 -- 
3300701502 -9825.6 -9897.0 -9971.6 -9991.7 -9994.6 -9996.7 -10020.3 -10037.0 -10057.7 -10078.3 -10103.2 -10110.7 -10160.0 -10225.0 -- 
3300701507 -10128.1 -10201.2 -10283.9 -- -10302.9 -10309.5 -10329.5 -10346.0 -10359.1 -10391.0 -10426.6 -10435.2 -10436.0 -10546.0 -- 
3300701510 -9954.8 -10028.4 -10104.0 -- -10127.5 -10132.9 -10152.7 -10169.6 -10182.4 -10213.6 -10238.6 -10274.0 -10296.9 -10361.9 -- 
3300701513 -9981.0 -10055.4 -10127.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10310.8 -10352.1 -- 
3300701542 -10094.4 -10168.1 -10242.0 -- -10266.1 -10268.9 -10293.3 -10309.9 -10338.0 -10351.0 -10378.6 -10388.3 -10434.0 -10483.0 -- 
3300701554 -9761.9 -9833.1 -9905.3 -- -9924.9 -9930.5 -9952.5 -9965.1 -9986.5 -10006.3 -10028.7 -10059.4 -10097.1 -10130.0 -- 
3300701563 -9801.2 -9871.2 -9946.3 -- -- -- -9992.9 -10006.6 -10022.2 -10050.9 -10079.2 -10090.0 -10139.9 -10184.9 -- 
3300701580 -9703.2 -9779.6 -9850.6 -- -- -- -9900.4 -9911.6 -9925.0 -9955.6 -9986.2 -9990.6 -10026.0 -10040.0 -- 
3300701640 -9722.3 -9794.5 -9869.6 -9892.2 -9894.8 -9898.8 -9918.9 -9930.1 -9952.9 -9973.9 -10003.7 -10009.4 -10075.3 -10114.2 -- 
3300900003 -3962.5 -4018.7 -4081.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4552.0 
3300900004 -3323.2 -3383.9 -3448.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3986.0 




































3300900112 -3202.2 -3265.2 -3344.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300900321 -4261.2 -4314.2 -4378.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300900979 -4130.7 -4175.6 -4238.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300901010 -4359.8 -4406.0 -4461.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4954.1 
3300901034 -5675.9 -5737.3 -5803.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -6360.6 
3300901045 -5018.9 -5074.3 -5139.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5674.1 
3300901070 -5437.7 -5499.0 -5564.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300901077 -3773.4 -3837.9 -3898.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3300901087 -3885.4 -3942.5 -4007.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4533.5 
3300901554 -4169.3 -4218.0 -4283.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4825.9 
3301100043 -7179.9 -7244.1 -7323.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100044 -6117.4 -6172.2 -6248.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100045 -5120.2 -5176.3 -5243.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5757.8 
3301100046 -5047.2 -5106.8 -5173.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100047 -5005.2 -5066.0 -5130.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100048 -5009.1 -5070.0 -5137.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100049 -5018.4 -5078.5 -5140.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100050 -5016.4 -5077.4 -5142.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100051 -5042.6 -5103.3 -5167.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100052 -5016.8 -5079.2 -5144.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100053 -5051.8 -5112.0 -5177.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100054 -5065.0 -5129.3 -5187.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100055 -5041.6 -5101.9 -5167.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100056 -5045.9 -5105.0 -5168.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100057 -5043.8 -5104.0 -5168.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100058 -5030.1 -5089.3 -5154.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100059 -5097.0 -5154.7 -5220.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100060 -5103.6 -5167.0 -5231.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100061 -5058.3 -5117.6 -5183.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100062 -5042.6 -5102.9 -5168.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100063 -5082.9 -5143.1 -5208.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100064 -5140.8 -5205.3 -5270.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100065 -5117.8 -5180.3 -5244.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100066 -5200.4 -5268.6 -5332.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100067 -5291.0 -5351.6 -5416.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100068 -5078.7 -5138.9 -5204.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100069 -5141.4 -5205.2 -5268.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100070 -5056.3 -5115.2 -5181.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100071 -5080.7 -5142.1 -5206.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100072 -5160.3 -5226.5 -5289.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100073 -5101.9 -5162.6 -5228.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100074 -5121.7 -5184.8 -5248.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100075 -5150.8 -5213.3 -5278.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100076 -5176.4 -5239.1 -5304.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100077 -5195.5 -5253.3 -5319.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100078 -5123.2 -5184.6 -5241.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100079 -5193.9 -5254.3 -5314.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100080 -5026.1 -5085.8 -5151.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100082 -5213.1 -5273.5 -5338.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100084 -5206.5 -5262.5 -5330.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































3301100086 -5194.7 -5254.6 -5319.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100087 -5243.6 -5306.3 -5358.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100088 -5142.8 -5203.3 -5268.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100089 -5218.7 -5280.5 -5345.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100090 -5276.8 -5341.2 -5405.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100091 -5296.6 -5360.6 -5425.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100092 -5008.4 -5067.7 -5133.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100093 -5280.3 -5344.7 -5408.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100094 -5194.2 -5251.1 -5315.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100095 -5322.6 -5387.0 -5450.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100096 -5143.8 -5201.0 -5267.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100097 -5169.1 -5231.5 -5295.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100098 -5237.3 -5293.8 -5359.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100099 -5210.7 -5275.7 -5339.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100100 -5298.3 -5361.6 -5425.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100101 -5470.7 -5533.6 -5597.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100102 -5039.0 -5099.1 -5165.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100103 -5168.7 -5232.2 -5295.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100104 -5296.8 -5361.7 -5426.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100105 -5355.7 -5419.7 -5484.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100106 -5346.5 -5408.2 -5473.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100107 -5283.0 -5344.7 -5408.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100108 -5395.0 -5455.7 -5521.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100109 -5381.4 -5441.3 -5506.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100110 -6151.4 -6210.2 -6282.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100111 -5125.0 -5183.4 -5248.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100112 -5352.8 -5409.9 -5470.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100113 -5129.0 -5185.8 -5251.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100138 -6065.4 -6123.6 -6194.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100142 -6648.7 -6711.3 -6791.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100144 -5781.1 -5838.7 -5909.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100145 -6087.0 -6146.6 -6218.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100146 -6356.0 -6415.2 -6491.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100147 -5809.8 -5867.3 -5938.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100148 -6314.1 -6374.7 -6444.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100150 -5817.2 -5877.2 -5950.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100153 -6099.1 -6156.7 -6226.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100154 -6105.0 -6164.7 -6236.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100155 -5774.2 -5831.8 -5902.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100156 -6692.9 -6751.9 -6834.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100157 -6123.8 -6183.7 -6255.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100158 -6473.2 -6533.7 -6613.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100159 -6137.3 -6197.0 -6270.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100161 -5851.3 -5912.1 -5980.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100162 -6111.3 -6170.4 -6239.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100163 -6138.7 -6198.0 -6270.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100164 -6128.5 -6190.1 -6262.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100165 -6142.3 -6201.2 -6275.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100166 -5902.7 -5959.4 -6030.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100167 -6186.9 -6247.7 -6320.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































3301100169 -5673.2 -5733.7 -5804.3 -5814.4 -5817.0 -5822.0 -5840.7 -5843.8 -5854.5 -5895.7 -5916.9 -5967.8 -5973.0 -6051.0 -- 
3301100170 -6188.1 -6243.9 -6318.5 -- -- -- -6356.0 -6358.8 -6368.4 -6407.1 -6412.9 -6447.5 -- -- -- 
3301100171 -5846.9 -5909.0 -5977.8 -- -5983.7 -5989.0 -6009.9 -6013.4 -6021.2 -6058.0 -6078.8 -6101.8 -6152.0 -6208.0 -- 
3301100172 -6315.4 -6373.4 -6445.2 -- -6455.4 -6463.3 -6483.4 -6486.5 -6494.9 -6532.9 -6556.9 -6584.2 -6627.0 -6683.0 -- 
3301100173 -5872.5 -5926.9 -6002.7 -- -6010.6 -6017.4 -6030.8 -6037.2 -6051.8 -6061.2 -6096.1 -6139.8 -6162.0 -6236.0 -- 
3301100174 -6156.6 -6217.4 -6291.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100175 -6300.2 -6359.0 -6430.6 -- -6440.5 -6449.3 -6468.4 -6471.1 -6479.3 -6517.5 -6541.1 -6572.6 -6601.0 -6669.0 -- 
3301100176 -5866.4 -5921.5 -6000.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100177 -6197.3 -6255.5 -6328.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100178 -5888.1 -5944.1 -6023.8 -- -6031.4 -6034.7 -- -6058.5 -6071.3 -6112.1 -6118.9 -6137.1 -6183.0 -6251.0 -- 
3301100179 -6451.2 -6509.6 -6580.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100180 -5816.1 -5870.1 -5943.3 -- -5955.2 -5964.0 -- -5985.2 -5998.5 -6033.6 -6055.4 -6090.3 -6128.0 -6184.0 -- 
3301100181 -6333.7 -6391.4 -6463.4 -- -- -- -6500.9 -6504.5 -6512.7 -6551.9 -6570.6 -6604.0 -6629.0 -6701.0 -- 
3301100182 -6133.2 -6188.0 -6266.8 -- -6273.3 -6282.3 -- -6307.4 -6313.2 -- -6366.9 -6389.9 -6447.0 -6496.0 -- 
3301100183 -5831.3 -5881.7 -5955.0 -- -- -- -- -5990.6 -6001.4 -- -6039.0 -6072.3 -6106.0 -6170.0 -- 
3301100185 -6116.1 -6176.1 -6247.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100187 -6022.9 -6080.7 -6152.1 -- -6165.2 -6169.0 -- -6193.5 -6206.6 -- -6257.5 -6287.1 -6317.0 -6388.0 -- 
3301100188 -6118.4 -6176.1 -6245.7 -- -6256.1 -6267.2 -- -6287.1 -6297.0 -- -6357.1 -6385.3 -6423.0 -6487.0 -- 
3301100189 -6391.1 -6447.1 -6524.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100190 -6274.0 -6333.6 -6405.7 -- -6415.7 -6422.5 -- -6443.6 -6455.3 -6499.9 -6503.9 -6535.9 -6566.0 -6614.0 -- 
3301100191 -5745.3 -5804.0 -5875.2 -- -5886.9 -5896.0 -- -5915.3 -5928.4 -5966.8 -5987.2 -6030.0 -6058.0 -6134.0 -- 
3301100192 -6078.6 -6135.9 -6210.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100193 -5989.4 -6046.3 -6118.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100194 -5231.2 -5287.1 -5354.1 -- -5364.9 -5371.7 -- -5391.8 -5402.1 -5449.0 -5454.2 -5486.1 -5527.0 -5584.0 -- 
3301100195 -6268.8 -6325.2 -6400.0 -- -6409.0 -6416.2 -6430.6 -6444.0 -6452.8 -6487.8 -6508.1 -6534.8 -6582.0 -6635.0 -- 
3301100196 -5972.0 -6027.6 -6101.0 -- -6110.4 -6116.4 -- -6137.5 -6145.9 -- -6187.6 -6218.1 -6276.0 -6320.0 -- 
3301100197 -6251.5 -6312.7 -6386.5 -- -6394.7 -6401.5 -- -6427.2 -6434.0 -- -6491.0 -6514.8 -6561.0 -6619.0 -- 
3301100198 -6081.2 -6138.6 -6213.1 -- -6222.7 -6232.8 -- -6254.2 -6267.2 -6304.7 -6326.0 -6356.1 -6379.0 -6454.0 -- 
3301100199 -5736.1 -5793.8 -5864.1 -- -5874.2 -5882.2 -- -5899.9 -5912.8 -5944.7 -5959.2 -5989.1 -6018.0 -6088.0 -- 
3301100202 -6234.9 -6292.2 -6370.5 -- -6377.9 -6384.7 -6405.5 -6411.1 -6417.5 -6451.6 -6475.6 -6502.0 -6550.0 -6593.0 -- 
3301100203 -6408.5 -6468.4 -6539.9 -- -6550.5 -6560.7 -6578.4 -6582.9 -6592.1 -6631.0 -6655.8 -6691.2 -6715.2 -6781.4 -- 
3301100204 -6086.1 -6145.0 -6216.4 -- -6228.8 -6235.1 -- -6256.2 -6267.4 -- -6315.6 -6351.0 -6390.5 -6453.1 -- 
3301100205 -6001.0 -6059.3 -6138.0 -- -6143.7 -6150.4 -6164.5 -6174.5 -6185.4 -6220.3 -6242.3 -6269.6 -6297.3 -6376.0 -- 
3301100206 -7015.7 -7078.1 -7159.9 -- -7169.8 -7178.3 -7199.8 -- -7205.7 -7249.8 -7276.2 -7300.2 -7358.5 -7373.8 -- 
3301100207 -6012.0 -6071.5 -6143.2 -- -6153.8 -6163.3 -- -6180.5 -6195.4 -6233.5 -6247.9 -6281.6 -6314.5 -6382.7 -- 
3301100208 -6300.7 -6358.0 -6435.0 -- -6444.9 -6464.0 -6474.9 -6477.6 -6487.2 -6517.3 -6543.3 -6580.6 -6603.1 -6685.3 -- 
3301100209 -5942.0 -5996.0 -6074.4 -- -6079.7 -6086.4 -6099.1 -6106.5 -6118.9 -6153.8 -6157.8 -6216.8 -6232.9 -6312.7 -- 
3301100210 -6461.0 -6519.0 -6596.0 -- -6602.9 -6609.7 -- -6633.7 -6640.2 -- -6675.9 -6718.0 -- -- -- 
3301100211 -6202.2 -6262.2 -6333.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100212 -6418.9 -6477.6 -6551.0 -- -6561.5 -6572.3 -- -6593.6 -6604.0 -- -6651.3 -6694.2 -- -- -- 
3301100213 -6311.2 -6371.3 -6442.8 -- -6453.0 -6464.0 -6481.6 -6485.4 -6498.6 -6527.9 -6553.5 -6588.0 -6614.1 -6682.3 -- 
3301100214 -5927.6 -5981.3 -6060.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100215 -6281.1 -6336.4 -6413.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -6588.0 -6648.0 -- 
3301100216 -5819.1 -5871.8 -5946.3 -- -5957.6 -5963.6 -- -5986.8 -6001.7 -- -6059.8 -6092.8 -6117.6 -6191.8 -- 
3301100217 -6724.4 -6783.7 -6856.8 -- -6866.7 -6872.4 -- -6899.4 -6909.0 -- -6957.4 -7025.0 -7038.6 -7101.5 -- 
3301100218 -6139.9 -6199.0 -6269.5 -- -6279.4 -6290.7 -6308.8 -6312.4 -6322.1 -6360.2 -6384.7 -6417.2 -6443.0 -6514.6 -- 
3301100219 -6346.7 -6399.7 -6472.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100220 -6394.2 -6451.6 -6527.0 -- -6534.7 -6541.5 -- -6568.4 -6575.2 -- -6638.6 -6691.1 -6714.4 -6772.1 -- 
3301100222 -6519.5 -6583.0 -6656.2 -- -6667.2 -6679.9 -6696.8 -6703.2 -6713.6 -6753.7 -6780.5 -6832.2 -6835.5 -6905.7 -- 
3301100223 -6379.2 -6437.4 -6516.0 -- -6523.1 -6533.7 -- -6558.6 -6565.8 -- -6625.6 -6652.9 -- -- -- 




































3301100225 -6376.1 -6435.3 -6510.5 -- -6519.0 -6526.7 -- -6548.6 -6558.7 -- -6594.4 -6659.2 -6681.0 -6740.4 -- 
3301100226 -5710.6 -5765.8 -5835.1 -- -5844.6 -5856.6 -- -5875.2 -5892.9 -5923.4 -5946.7 -5991.3 -6002.8 -6121.5 -- 
3301100227 -6438.7 -6499.2 -6571.9 -- -6583.9 -6596.3 -- -6616.5 -6627.7 -- -6675.4 -6716.0 -6748.8 -6809.8 -- 
3301100228 -5763.8 -5818.9 -5890.9 -- -5899.0 -5909.6 -5929.0 -5931.8 -5939.9 -5977.2 -6001.6 -6026.4 -6055.8 -6126.8 -- 
3301100229 -5945.8 -6003.0 -6084.1 -- -6094.3 -6099.6 -- -6127.0 -6140.7 -- -6182.8 -6228.1 -6259.0 -6327.6 -- 
3301100230 -6024.2 -6080.5 -6159.7 -- -6168.6 -6176.7 -- -6198.3 -6207.9 -6252.0 -6258.2 -6282.2 -6319.0 -6380.0 -- 
3301100231 -6380.3 -6438.9 -6515.3 -- -6527.0 -6536.8 -6557.3 -6561.1 -6571.1 -6611.2 -6635.4 -6685.0 -6707.9 -6770.8 -- 
3301100232 -6232.0 -6289.3 -6366.5 -- -6372.8 -6379.2 -6401.1 -6407.0 -6414.6 -6447.9 -6456.7 -6491.2 -6548.2 -6591.4 -- 
3301100233 -5858.6 -5912.8 -5990.9 -- -5999.7 -6006.1 -- -6030.6 -6037.5 -- -6094.9 -6119.1 -6157.8 -6220.4 -- 
3301100234 -5101.3 -5161.0 -5225.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5435.0 -5447.0 -- 
3301100235 -6313.7 -6370.1 -6445.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100236 -5084.3 -5145.5 -5210.9 -- -5224.6 -5234.5 -- -5251.8 -5263.0 -5303.2 -5318.0 -- -- -- -- 
3301100237 -5641.0 -5702.9 -5771.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100238 -5223.1 -5280.0 -5347.5 -- -5361.2 -5367.6 -5386.6 -5388.9 -5398.7 -5438.6 -5452.7 -5486.0 -- -- -- 
3301100242 -5098.3 -5154.7 -5220.1 -- -5231.0 -5239.9 -- -5257.8 -5271.5 -5315.6 -5321.2 -5356.9 -5395.4 -5441.5 -- 
3301100243 -5128.3 -5186.8 -5252.9 -- -5263.8 -5271.6 -- -5289.0 -5303.1 -5344.0 -5357.2 -5396.9 -- -- -- 
3301100244 -5124.3 -5180.7 -5246.8 -- -5257.0 -5266.5 -- -5282.9 -5294.5 -5332.6 -5354.3 -5388.4 -- -- -- 
3301100246 -6348.7 -6406.4 -6487.4 -- -6491.3 -6496.3 -6519.9 -6525.2 -6530.0 -6565.3 -6587.3 -6635.1 -6671.2 -6718.9 -- 
3301100247 -6461.7 -6516.2 -6593.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -6822.7 -- 
3301100248 -5896.7 -5951.7 -6025.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100250 -6159.7 -6218.2 -6289.6 -- -6299.9 -6310.1 -6327.4 -6330.9 -6342.2 -6376.3 -6400.4 -6427.7 -6472.6 -6527.5 -- 
3301100252 -6483.0 -6544.9 -6621.1 -- -6632.4 -6644.8 -6660.7 -6664.9 -6673.3 -6712.6 -6735.9 -6767.8 -6778.9 -6869.8 -- 
3301100253 -5769.9 -5827.7 -5899.9 -- -5906.6 -5914.0 -5933.4 -5935.9 -5944.8 -5978.9 -5986.1 -6028.3 -6056.3 -6122.9 -- 
3301100254 -6360.6 -6417.2 -6495.3 -- -6505.5 -6511.9 -6526.7 -6535.2 -6547.9 -6558.3 -6584.4 -6646.6 -6683.9 -6745.6 -- 
3301100256 -6266.9 -6322.7 -6398.2 -- -6406.0 -6417.3 -6435.3 -6438.8 -6448.8 -6484.1 -6497.7 -6533.0 -- -- -- 
3301100257 -6418.5 -6479.7 -6558.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100258 -6084.0 -6141.3 -6218.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100259 -6057.6 -6113.4 -6189.0 -- -6196.0 -6203.1 -- -6222.2 -6230.3 -6268.8 -6288.5 -6315.4 -6353.5 -6420.8 -- 
3301100262 -6072.4 -6127.2 -6202.4 -- -6211.6 -6219.0 -6237.7 -6242.6 -6246.9 -6284.2 -6298.7 -6332.4 -6370.1 -6435.9 -- 
3301100294 -6611.7 -6670.2 -6743.1 -- -- -- -6784.7 -6788.2 -6794.0 -6834.5 -6858.2 -6905.9 -6920.0 -6988.6 -- 
3301100297 -6310.0 -6367.2 -6445.4 -- -- -- -6483.6 -6488.5 -6496.0 -6534.1 -6555.8 -6585.1 -6628.4 -6687.0 -- 
3301100298 -6535.0 -6594.2 -6665.0 -- -6680.5 -6692.2 -6710.9 -6713.7 -6724.0 -6766.5 -6791.0 -6861.6 -6863.6 -6923.7 -- 
3301100299 -6203.2 -6272.5 -6342.7 -- -6352.9 -6360.0 -6381.9 -6385.4 -6394.9 -6432.2 -6453.4 -6486.3 -6527.2 -6585.4 -- 
3301100300 -5767.7 -5826.9 -5899.1 -- -5912.5 -5921.7 -5942.1 -5946.0 -5954.9 -5990.6 -6010.6 -6047.9 -6081.6 -6141.8 -- 
3301100302 -6172.8 -6234.7 -6304.9 -- -6316.5 -6326.8 -6346.2 -6349.7 -6359.1 -6395.6 -6419.6 -6449.3 -6481.8 -6549.6 -- 
3301100303 -6517.5 -6578.1 -6648.9 -- -6659.8 -6666.2 -6688.4 -6692.7 -6701.1 -6738.0 -6761.6 -6789.3 -6824.6 -6871.1 -- 
3301100304 -6536.4 -6594.8 -6666.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100305 -6086.0 -6144.4 -6217.3 -- -6227.2 -6235.0 -- -6254.7 -6267.9 -6316.4 -6328.0 -6353.3 -6395.4 -6438.7 -- 
3301100306 -6063.4 -6119.2 -6196.1 -- -6206.4 -6213.4 -- -6233.5 -6247.9 -6288.0 -6292.0 -6317.7 -6362.2 -6412.7 -- 
3301100308 -6369.8 -6430.3 -6501.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100309 -6092.6 -6152.5 -6224.0 -- -6234.9 -6251.1 -6268.1 -6270.2 -6282.2 -6319.5 -6341.1 -6374.4 -6402.1 -6470.7 -- 
3301100310 -7034.1 -7097.4 -7177.7 -- -7185.1 -7191.8 -7214.1 -- -7220.3 -7262.8 -7290.5 -7315.7 -7351.4 -7385.1 -- 
3301100311 -6057.7 -6112.1 -6185.6 -- -6197.6 -6201.9 -- -6222.7 -6229.8 -6267.5 -6290.3 -6309.6 -- -- -- 
3301100312 -5796.1 -5853.2 -5928.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100319 -6173.9 -6229.0 -6309.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100320 -5748.1 -5804.6 -5876.1 -- -5884.5 -5892.7 -- -5912.1 -5925.8 -5961.9 -5982.4 -6024.9 -6054.6 -6114.4 -- 
3301100322 -6425.1 -6484.9 -6563.2 -- -6570.3 -6576.6 -6600.3 -6606.3 -6615.0 -6650.3 -6674.8 -6700.4 -6757.8 -6807.9 -- 
3301100323 -6048.7 -6105.9 -6183.5 -- -6194.4 -6202.5 -6223.7 -6227.6 -6236.0 -6274.6 -6296.2 -6323.5 -6371.6 -6429.0 -- 
3301100324 -6030.8 -6088.6 -6166.9 -- -6174.3 -6181.4 -- -6204.7 -6213.9 -6253.6 -6276.9 -6302.5 -6341.4 -6410.4 -- 
3301100326 -6039.0 -6093.5 -6168.3 -- -6178.2 -6187.1 -- -6208.2 -6222.1 -6256.6 -6278.3 -6301.1 -6342.5 -6409.4 -- 




































3301100328 -5830.4 -5890.3 -5961.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100330 -5114.9 -5176.1 -5243.5 -- -5256.9 -5265.4 -- -5282.7 -5296.5 -5334.6 -5351.8 -5387.5 -5429.7 -5465.4 -- 
3301100331 -6261.1 -6320.9 -6395.1 -- -6405.4 -6417.4 -6435.4 -6438.2 -6449.7 -6485.4 -6504.3 -6530.7 -6579.7 -6630.6 -- 
3301100332 -6093.7 -6154.0 -6221.2 -- -6229.2 -6242.8 -6250.9 -6253.6 -6260.9 -6274.0 -6277.0 -6277.8 -6278.0 -6277.9 -- 
3301100333 -6629.1 -6688.3 -6761.8 -- -6770.6 -6780.9 -6801.3 -6803.8 -6814.0 -6851.3 -6875.3 -6930.7 -6939.1 -7007.3 -- 
3301100334 -5862.0 -5916.5 -5995.4 -- -6002.5 -6007.8 -6029.7 -6033.9 -6045.2 -6076.5 -6096.9 -6140.7 -6158.3 -6231.3 -- 
3301100335 -5615.9 -5675.8 -5747.9 -- -5759.2 -5768.1 -- -5792.4 -5805.3 -5839.0 -5860.3 -5891.2 -5922.5 -5991.5 -- 
3301100336 -5796.6 -5859.9 -5924.5 -- -5941.5 -5946.8 -5969.4 -5973.6 -5984.3 -6021.6 -6040.9 -6083.4 -6103.1 -6171.3 -- 
3301100337 -5875.3 -5929.7 -6008.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100339 -6117.2 -6177.1 -6249.3 -- -6259.5 -6268.0 -6287.0 -6290.6 -6301.4 -6335.1 -6357.6 -6383.7 -6420.2 -6484.3 -- 
3301100340 -5005.4 -5067.3 -5132.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100341 -6501.3 -6562.6 -6636.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100342 -5950.6 -6007.7 -6088.0 -- -6097.8 -6103.5 -6126.4 -6133.1 -6138.1 -6173.8 -6196.3 -6229.2 -6255.3 -6326.7 -- 
3301100343 -6073.1 -6128.9 -6203.1 -- -6213.3 -6220.0 -- -6240.2 -6250.8 -6291.4 -6314.2 -6370.4 -6377.2 -6445.8 -- 
3301100345 -6232.5 -6289.6 -6366.5 -- -6375.0 -6384.9 -6404.3 -6411.0 -6417.1 -6454.4 -6477.7 -6529.8 -6557.9 -6608.5 -- 
3301100346 -5642.4 -5702.2 -5772.4 -- -5784.0 -5790.7 -5811.9 -5815.8 -5826.2 -5863.1 -5887.1 -5916.0 -5981.8 -6013.5 -- 
3301100352 -5712.1 -5772.0 -5842.1 -- -5852.7 -5859.4 -- -5879.2 -5893.1 -5933.6 -5955.3 -6004.2 -6007.8 -6087.6 -- 
3301100353 -6032.0 -6089.9 -6159.3 -- -6169.2 -6179.1 -6196.0 -6199.9 -6210.3 -6244.0 -6264.4 -6288.1 -6335.4 -6390.4 -- 
3301100354 -6317.2 -6374.6 -6453.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100356 -6340.3 -6397.1 -6472.7 -- -6483.3 -6490.9 -6512.0 -6515.8 -6524.5 -6563.5 -6587.3 -6637.8 -6662.2 -6721.8 -- 
3301100357 -6327.4 -6389.5 -6470.5 -- -6474.6 -6480.0 -6503.9 -6509.3 -6515.8 -6550.0 -6573.3 -6593.3 -6649.7 -6707.7 -- 
3301100359 -6016.9 -6077.9 -6148.1 -- -6158.1 -6170.6 -6185.8 -6189.0 -6198.8 -6238.3 -6260.6 -6296.9 -6330.5 -6391.2 -- 
3301100365 -5712.4 -5775.0 -5845.2 -- -5854.7 -5860.1 -5879.6 -5882.9 -5894.8 -5931.7 -5953.3 -5998.3 -6007.5 -6091.6 -- 
3301100366 -6063.7 -6119.8 -6196.5 -- -- -- -6224.4 -6228.2 -6239.6 -- -6280.2 -6311.7 -6363.2 -6415.7 -- 
3301100367 -5990.1 -6050.5 -6121.2 -- -6129.6 -6137.8 -6154.6 -6157.8 -6169.7 -6206.6 -6225.6 -6272.7 -6298.2 -6354.0 -- 
3301100369 -5860.6 -5917.2 -5991.7 -- -- -- -- -6026.7 -6033.2 -6076.6 -6096.6 -6131.9 -6159.5 -6231.6 -- 
3301100370 -6268.6 -6325.4 -6401.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100371 -6410.1 -6469.7 -6549.1 -- -6556.4 -6563.0 -6585.7 -6590.1 -6598.7 -6632.9 -6654.0 -6700.6 -6728.8 -6750.5 -- 
3301100372 -5982.8 -6043.0 -6113.1 -- -6122.7 -6131.3 -6149.2 -6152.5 -6165.5 -6200.7 -6220.8 -6251.1 -6293.9 -6354.1 -- 
3301100373 -6379.3 -6437.6 -6512.1 -- -6522.2 -6528.7 -6549.3 -6551.4 -6563.9 -6598.6 -6620.3 -6644.7 -6701.6 -6750.4 -- 
3301100374 -5606.5 -5665.8 -5732.7 -- -5747.1 -5754.2 -- -5770.4 -5789.4 -5834.4 -5845.2 -5875.6 -5902.7 -6058.3 -- 
3301100376 -6230.3 -6287.7 -6360.6 -- -6369.0 -6378.8 -6397.2 -6400.5 -6408.1 -6446.0 -6468.2 -6497.5 -6531.1 -6598.9 -- 
3301100377 -6147.3 -6209.3 -6280.5 -- -6290.0 -6304.1 -6322.0 -6323.6 -6333.9 -6380.0 -6400.6 -6445.6 -6455.3 -6588.7 -- 
3301100382 -7040.9 -7103.7 -7183.5 -- -7191.3 -7196.9 -7218.7 -- -7225.2 -7269.0 -7291.9 -7319.4 -7351.3 -7422.9 -7709.8 
3301100383 -5016.2 -5081.8 -5147.1 -- -5160.4 -5172.9 -- -5185.3 -5202.7 -5235.7 -5255.3 -5291.6 -5297.5 -5371.3 -- 
3301100384 -5083.0 -5148.6 -5211.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100385 -5261.5 -5324.1 -5391.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100387 -5895.9 -5952.3 -6023.8 -- -6034.8 -6040.8 -- -6062.6 -6073.8 -6112.9 -6135.8 -6158.5 -6202.4 -6264.0 -6534.2 
3301100388 -5677.8 -5741.0 -5810.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100389 -5873.1 -5930.8 -6005.9 -- -6015.4 -6023.0 -6044.7 -6047.9 -6058.8 -6095.1 -6115.7 -6173.7 -6177.5 -6249.6 -- 
3301100390 -6354.7 -6415.5 -6493.3 -- -6502.3 -6508.2 -6531.5 -6535.3 -6546.2 -6581.9 -6592.8 -6636.7 -6672.5 -6731.6 -- 
3301100391 -5619.1 -5678.6 -5750.0 -- -5760.4 -5769.6 -- -5790.9 -5803.8 -5836.5 -5854.1 -5887.1 -5899.9 -5929.9 -- 
3301100392 -5684.1 -5748.5 -5814.9 -- -5823.8 -5832.0 -5852.0 -5855.3 -5866.6 -5905.7 -5925.7 -5973.4 -5985.9 -6064.0 -- 
3301100393 -5688.9 -5751.8 -5821.4 -- -5832.6 -5840.1 -5861.3 -5865.1 -5876.5 -5913.3 -5932.8 -5964.8 -6003.8 -6067.8 -- 
3301100394 -5580.9 -5640.0 -5711.3 -- -5727.8 -5731.6 -- -5750.6 -5765.8 -5802.6 -5822.1 -5872.0 -5894.2 -5954.9 -- 
3301100395 -5639.9 -5703.4 -5771.4 -- -5784.7 -5788.5 -- -5808.6 -5818.9 -5857.4 -5880.1 -5924.0 -5949.0 -6011.8 -- 
3301100396 -5625.1 -5682.2 -5752.4 -- -5766.0 -5769.5 -- -5786.0 -5803.3 -5841.6 -5863.2 -5907.2 -5921.0 -5995.0 -- 
3301100397 -5587.5 -5644.9 -5714.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100398 -6344.5 -6403.2 -6483.1 -- -6488.8 -6495.3 -6517.5 -6523.0 -6527.3 -6559.3 -6564.7 -6617.8 -6646.5 -6711.0 -- 
3301100399 -5999.4 -6062.0 -6132.2 -- -6144.4 -6152.5 -6173.7 -6176.4 -6186.1 -6231.7 -6249.5 -6289.1 -6296.7 -6384.5 -- 




































3301100401 -5625.9 -5685.9 -5754.9 -- -5765.0 -5774.2 -5791.6 -5795.9 -5805.1 -5846.8 -5867.4 -6000.2 -6020.3 -6058.8 -- 
3301100402 -6292.9 -6349.4 -6427.7 -- -6435.1 -6441.6 -6462.2 -6466.5 -6475.7 -6512.6 -6535.9 -6566.3 -6610.2 -6669.8 -- 
3301100403 -5256.5 -5321.6 -5388.5 -- -5401.8 -5412.6 -5427.8 -5431.1 -5438.1 -5478.8 -5496.7 -5528.1 -5547.6 -5632.2 -- 
3301100404 -5127.2 -5186.0 -5251.3 -- -5269.5 -5276.0 -- -5290.1 -5303.1 -5353.0 -5357.9 -5390.4 -5419.1 -- -- 
3301100407 -5704.6 -5765.8 -5834.9 -- -5844.9 -5851.5 -- -5871.0 -5882.9 -5923.0 -5942.0 -5990.2 -6000.5 -6134.9 -- 
3301100408 -5716.2 -5776.1 -5847.3 -- -5855.2 -5863.3 -- -5883.4 -5895.3 -5934.9 -5952.8 -5995.6 -6012.9 -6156.0 -- 
3301100409 -5705.2 -5764.5 -5834.7 -- -5843.6 -5849.1 -- -5870.7 -5883.7 -5921.1 -5940.1 -5974.8 -6010.0 -6072.9 -- 
3301100410 -5752.6 -5812.5 -5884.9 -- -5894.9 -5903.0 -5924.2 -5926.9 -5937.7 -5973.5 -5993.6 -6039.1 -6051.6 -6124.2 -- 
3301100412 -6353.7 -6411.7 -6490.6 -- -6497.9 -6507.7 -6526.1 -6533.7 -6541.8 -6577.6 -6599.8 -6626.9 -6667.1 -6700.7 -- 
3301100414 -5722.0 -5784.5 -5855.3 -- -5868.6 -5874.5 -- -5895.7 -5910.3 -5944.4 -5962.3 -6007.9 -6021.4 -6095.7 -- 
3301100415 -5741.1 -5799.1 -5869.8 -5882.0 -5884.7 -5889.6 -5909.6 -5913.4 -5929.1 -5963.3 -5983.4 -6024.5 -6030.0 -6123.7 -- 
3301100417 -5704.8 -5763.5 -5833.5 -- -5845.4 -5851.9 -5872.2 -5874.4 -5886.9 -5922.1 -5941.6 -5979.6 -6001.8 -6073.3 -- 
3301100418 -6338.5 -6396.8 -6477.3 -- -6481.9 -6487.9 -6510.1 -6513.9 -6521.5 -6559.4 -6582.7 -6631.5 -6640.7 -6723.7 -- 
3301100419 -5769.6 -5824.9 -5900.5 -- -5909.5 -5919.2 -5938.8 -5942.6 -5953.4 -5986.5 -6009.2 -6050.4 -6064.0 -6139.3 -- 
3301100420 -5923.7 -5982.1 -6061.5 -- -6072.6 -6078.6 -6101.3 -6104.6 -6114.3 -6151.2 -6172.9 -6230.3 -6235.8 -6310.6 -- 
3301100421 -5717.1 -5773.7 -5843.9 -- -5852.9 -5859.4 -- -5878.3 -5893.5 -- -5936.9 -5968.0 -6006.8 -6065.9 -- 
3301100423 -6364.9 -6423.8 -6499.9 -- -6508.4 -6520.3 -6539.8 -6543.6 -6556.6 -6595.6 -6618.9 -6669.9 -6689.9 -6753.9 -- 
3301100424 -6054.8 -6112.2 -6190.5 -- -6198.4 -6207.1 -6228.2 -6232.0 -6241.2 -6278.1 -6299.2 -6325.8 -6356.7 -6433.1 -- 
3301100425 -6310.3 -6366.5 -6444.5 -- -6453.2 -6462.4 -6483.3 -6486.5 -6493.0 -6532.1 -6554.3 -6605.8 -6616.6 -6688.7 -- 
3301100426 -6217.1 -6276.6 -6351.7 -- -6360.6 -6369.3 -- -6394.8 -6407.3 -6444.1 -6463.1 -6495.1 -6524.9 -6598.1 -- 
3301100427 -6226.5 -6285.6 -6358.8 -- -6368.0 -6383.2 -6401.4 -6403.6 -6418.2 -6455.1 -6477.3 -6526.1 -6533.1 -6608.5 -- 
3301100429 -6063.5 -6127.8 -6198.1 -- -6209.6 -6223.5 -6240.7 -6245.1 -6255.9 -6293.6 -6313.5 -6362.3 -6376.0 -6446.0 -- 
3301100430 -6080.3 -6142.0 -6214.9 -- -6225.0 -6236.9 -6254.2 -6257.0 -6270.0 -6305.2 -6324.7 -6355.1 -6386.5 -6459.1 -- 
3301100431 -5948.7 -6006.2 -6076.9 -- -6087.5 -6097.3 -6116.8 -6121.7 -6131.4 -6169.4 -6191.0 -6224.6 -6249.6 -6322.2 -- 
3301100432 -6046.8 -6105.2 -6179.1 -- -6187.5 -6197.3 -6214.1 -6216.3 -6225.5 -6264.0 -6285.1 -6311.7 -6331.7 -6417.9 -- 
3301100433 -6185.0 -6241.6 -6321.0 -- -6327.2 -6332.1 -6353.2 -6356.5 -6366.3 -6402.6 -6427.5 -6473.0 -6485.0 -6570.1 -- 
3301100434 -6414.6 -6475.0 -6550.6 -- -6559.0 -6570.9 -- -6589.9 -6600.7 -- -6640.8 -6682.6 -6696.1 -6836.0 -- 
3301100435 -5603.3 -5664.3 -5732.9 -- -5745.1 -5755.9 -- -5776.5 -5791.1 -5825.3 -5844.8 -5877.3 -5903.9 -5976.5 -- 
3301100436 -5861.9 -5924.2 -5993.9 -- -6008.8 -6023.4 -6040.8 -6044.0 -6057.0 -6091.7 -6100.9 -6243.5 -6261.4 -6299.9 -- 
3301100437 -5135.9 -5196.8 -5263.2 -- -5280.3 -5285.7 -- -5302.0 -5315.5 -5354.0 -5362.7 -5407.1 -5441.3 -5494.4 -- 
3301100438 -5341.1 -5402.9 -5466.5 -- -5484.2 -5495.0 -5511.8 -5515.1 -5524.3 -5567.6 -5585.0 -5617.0 -- -- -- 
3301100439 -6146.5 -6209.3 -6281.1 -- -6291.2 -6301.5 -6319.9 -6323.7 -6335.6 -6370.9 -6393.6 -6422.4 -6453.8 -6529.1 -- 
3301100440 -6166.6 -6227.7 -6301.6 -- -6310.1 -6322.0 -6337.7 -6342.6 -6354.0 -6390.8 -6410.9 -6445.6 -6470.5 -6548.0 -- 
3301100441 -6126.7 -6187.2 -6259.0 -- -6270.7 -6281.6 -6301.1 -6304.3 -6318.4 -6353.1 -6373.7 -6410.6 -6433.3 -6510.3 -- 
3301100445 -6115.4 -6174.7 -6245.4 -- -6254.9 -6264.1 -6284.2 -6288.5 -6298.8 -6336.2 -6360.1 -6385.0 -6424.6 -6489.1 -- 
3301100446 -6183.5 -6244.1 -6315.9 -- -6326.4 -6337.3 -- -6357.3 -6370.4 -6406.7 -6430.5 -6459.8 -6489.6 -6562.2 -- 
3301100447 -5156.9 -5219.7 -5282.3 -- -5297.2 -5311.3 -- -5324.9 -5339.5 -5374.8 -5398.1 -5431.7 -- -- -- 
3301100448 -5120.8 -5183.6 -5249.9 -- -5264.3 -5276.8 -- -5289.3 -5306.6 -5343.5 -5363.5 -5396.6 -5437.8 -5499.0 -- 
3301100449 -5159.1 -5217.1 -5281.8 -- -5298.3 -5309.1 -- -5324.9 -5340.3 -5379.4 -5396.0 -5441.2 -5449.0 -5524.0 -- 
3301100450 -5193.2 -5257.6 -5321.8 -- -5337.8 -5350.3 -- -5363.9 -5381.2 -5419.1 -5438.7 -5482.0 -- -- -- 
3301100451 -5146.8 -5214.1 -5277.5 -- -5292.7 -5306.2 -- -5319.5 -5337.4 -5370.0 -5389.5 -5424.2 -5444.2 -5526.6 -- 
3301100452 -6328.2 -6387.6 -6463.7 -- -6473.8 -6479.7 -6503.0 -6507.4 -6517.7 -6555.6 -6578.4 -6609.3 -6649.9 -6704.1 -- 
3301100457 -5853.9 -5916.6 -5985.8 -- -5997.9 -6006.3 -6025.4 -6027.4 -6038.4 -6076.0 -6097.3 -6125.5 -6166.6 -6227.8 -- 
3301100458 -6318.8 -6374.9 -6454.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100459 -6251.7 -6312.4 -6388.6 -- -6394.8 -6406.2 -- -6426.2 -6442.5 -6478.8 -6499.4 -6528.7 -6540.6 -6593.2 -- 
3301100460 -5916.8 -5979.0 -6048.7 -- -6059.3 -6073.4 -6091.8 -6096.1 -6108.6 -6144.9 -6166.6 -6205.1 -6238.7 -6301.0 -- 
3301100461 -6149.3 -6211.3 -6282.1 -- -6291.0 -6304.6 -6319.2 -6323.0 -6332.8 -6371.3 -6394.0 -6423.8 -- -- -- 
3301100462 -6108.8 -6168.8 -6241.1 -- -6251.7 -6263.1 -6282.1 -6285.8 -6296.7 -6331.9 -6353.6 -6384.0 -- -- -- 
3301100463 -6121.7 -6180.2 -6254.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100464 -6152.8 -6214.2 -6286.5 -- -6295.0 -6308.5 -6323.7 -6326.9 -6336.2 -6377.3 -6399.6 -6433.2 -- -- -- 




































3301100466 -6396.8 -6459.1 -6536.9 -- -6542.1 -6551.3 -- -6569.7 -6579.5 -- -6616.3 -6668.9 -- -- -- 
3301100467 -5996.5 -6052.9 -6127.4 -6128.8 -6131.0 -6142.3 -6160.8 -6163.5 -6172.1 -6209.5 -6231.8 -6253.5 -- -- -- 
3301100468 -6260.6 -6319.9 -6391.6 -- -6400.5 -6413.8 -6431.4 -6434.2 -6444.0 -6482.1 -6506.7 -6537.3 -6566.0 -6633.0 -- 
3301100469 -5605.7 -5666.1 -5734.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100470 -6110.6 -6170.1 -6242.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100471 -6057.6 -6116.7 -6188.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100472 -6029.2 -6087.3 -6160.2 -- -6169.7 -6180.0 -6195.7 -6199.0 -6210.9 -6245.0 -6266.7 -6287.3 -- -- -- 
3301100473 -5101.5 -5159.7 -5225.5 -- -5237.2 -5248.6 -- -5262.1 -5274.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100474 -5093.9 -5152.5 -5218.9 -- -5232.7 -5241.9 -- -5256.6 -5271.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100475 -5874.6 -5937.8 -6007.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100476 -5841.0 -5902.9 -5974.2 -- -5988.0 -6000.5 -6016.2 -6020.6 -6031.9 -6068.8 -6088.9 -6115.4 -- -- -- 
3301100477 -6395.4 -6455.3 -6530.9 -- -6536.6 -6546.9 -6567.0 -6574.0 -6583.2 -6617.4 -6637.4 -6672.7 -- -- -- 
3301100479 -5860.9 -5923.7 -5992.3 -- -6008.8 -6020.8 -6037.6 -6040.8 -6056.5 -6092.9 -6114.5 -6150.3 -- -- -- 
3301100481 -6075.7 -6141.3 -6209.9 -- -6224.6 -6229.2 -6255.2 -6259.4 -6267.7 -6306.0 -6314.6 -6364.1 -6389.9 -6453.0 -- 
3301100482 -5764.8 -5826.4 -5895.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100483 -5780.5 -5841.6 -5911.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100488 -6058.8 -6113.0 -6189.2 -- -6198.7 -6206.3 -6226.9 -6230.1 -6237.7 -6276.7 -6297.3 -6330.9 -- -- -- 
3301100490 -6019.4 -6084.5 -6153.6 -- -6169.1 -6173.1 -6201.0 -6204.8 -6215.2 -6251.9 -6272.7 -6317.1 -6335.9 -6400.6 -- 
3301100491 -6213.3 -6271.3 -6344.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100495 -5810.3 -5871.0 -5937.9 -- -5954.4 -5957.7 -5981.5 -5985.3 -5995.1 -6034.7 -6054.2 -6076.4 -- -- -- 
3301100499 -5943.7 -5986.7 -6032.7 -- -6038.9 -6043.5 -6054.4 -6057.8 -6062.0 -6078.2 -6086.3 -6098.5 -6106.9 -6111.0 -- 
3301100501 -5800.0 -5865.0 -5935.2 -- -5949.0 -5954.4 -5976.1 -5979.4 -5991.8 -6029.8 -6050.4 -6069.4 -- -- -- 
3301100503 -5874.1 -5930.0 -6001.8 -- -6010.7 -6018.9 -6038.9 -6042.2 -6054.6 -6088.8 -6101.8 -6172.3 -- -- -- 
3301100505 -5212.6 -5278.5 -5345.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100519 -5749.0 -5813.3 -5880.0 -- -5894.6 -5905.8 -5925.9 -5930.1 -5939.8 -5979.7 -6011.8 -6055.0 -6060.6 -6126.2 -- 
3301100555 -5664.4 -5713.2 -5759.5 -- -5766.9 -5770.8 -5782.2 -5783.6 -5789.7 -5808.1 -5817.7 -5826.6 -5834.8 -5843.0 -- 
3301100556 -5692.3 -5747.0 -5794.0 -- -- -- -5819.0 -5820.7 -5828.3 -5842.5 -5850.7 -5860.1 -5867.5 -5874.3 -- 
3301100558 -6180.3 -6235.3 -6281.2 -- -6289.2 -6291.3 -6304.5 -6305.6 -6313.1 -6328.9 -6337.1 -6353.1 -6360.9 -- -- 
3301100559 -5666.1 -5727.9 -5796.0 -- -5807.0 -5814.0 -5834.0 -5837.0 -5846.6 -5886.5 -5909.3 -5955.4 -5972.0 -6040.0 -- 
3301100588 -6073.9 -6139.0 -6207.9 -- -6219.2 -6235.1 -6250.7 -6253.8 -6265.0 -6304.3 -6324.1 -6376.3 -6383.0 -6520.8 -- 
3301100589 -6011.0 -6057.9 -6101.4 -- -6107.3 -6110.0 -6122.4 -6124.2 -6129.2 -6145.2 -6152.8 -6169.8 -6173.6 -6191.2 -- 
3301100590 -6043.4 -6084.9 -6126.5 -- -6131.4 -6139.5 -- -6146.6 -6153.5 -6170.1 -6178.2 -6189.7 -6198.6 -6211.9 -- 
3301100591 -6112.3 -6174.9 -6247.7 -- -6259.0 -6270.7 -6286.6 -6291.4 -6304.8 -6340.5 -6360.3 -6386.8 -6418.3 -6493.3 -- 
3301100593 -5871.3 -5934.3 -6003.2 -- -6018.9 -6025.0 -6046.0 -6049.6 -6061.0 -6097.3 -6117.4 -6148.3 -6181.5 -6249.0 -- 
3301100594 -5829.8 -5876.3 -5916.5 -- -- -- -5939.6 -5940.6 -5946.4 -5965.2 -5974.2 -5990.7 -5997.4 -6025.8 -- 
3301100599 -5645.0 -5704.3 -5770.9 -- -5784.2 -5792.5 -5812.1 -5814.3 -5823.2 -5868.7 -5890.5 -5951.3 -5958.8 -6015.4 -- 
3301100603 -5804.7 -5864.0 -5934.3 -- -- -- -5975.4 -5979.0 -5989.9 -6027.0 -6048.8 -6099.5 -6116.3 -6147.5 -- 
3301100617 -5483.9 -5544.1 -5606.5 -- -5619.0 -5632.0 -5646.5 -5648.6 -5655.8 -5689.3 -5705.4 -5731.9 -5756.6 -5798.5 -- 
3301100663 -5982.6 -6022.1 -6067.7 -- -6072.7 -6076.7 -6088.0 -6089.1 -6095.3 -6114.2 -6122.9 -6135.4 -6147.7 -6166.3 -- 
3301100680 -5437.4 -5500.3 -5563.7 -- -5574.1 -5587.2 -5598.7 -5603.1 -5618.8 -5660.0 -5680.7 -5745.4 -5782.5 -5812.1 -- 
3301100685 -6216.5 -6278.3 -6350.0 -- -6360.7 -6370.2 -6389.8 -6393.9 -6404.0 -6441.1 -6462.0 -6491.8 -6525.3 -6597.3 -- 
3301100696 -6190.9 -6251.9 -6323.0 -- -6334.0 -6347.9 -6365.0 -6366.9 -6376.1 -6415.5 -6434.7 -6468.2 -6492.7 -6568.9 -- 
3301100704 -5724.9 -5786.4 -5855.3 -- -5867.4 -5873.3 -5895.3 -5899.0 -5908.2 -5946.4 -5968.7 -5994.4 -6051.3 -6098.7 -- 
3301100727 -5633.9 -5691.8 -5761.0 -- -5774.0 -5782.3 -5802.1 -5805.8 -5815.5 -5854.0 -5877.2 -5935.5 -5971.2 -6006.9 -- 
3301100761 -5311.5 -5374.1 -5438.8 -- -5453.2 -5472.1 -5477.2 -5481.9 -5495.6 -5533.5 -5553.1 -5587.1 -5616.9 -5653.5 -- 
3301100772 -5864.2 -5926.3 -5994.1 -- -6007.9 -6012.0 -6037.4 -6041.1 -6049.4 -6089.6 -6108.9 -6150.1 -6165.5 -6243.6 -- 
3301100804 -5839.0 -5902.2 -5971.3 -- -- -- -6012.2 -6016.4 -6029.2 -6064.9 -6085.3 -6109.0 -6149.7 -6195.5 -- 
3301100809 -6298.6 -6354.8 -6427.8 -- -6434.3 -6439.2 -6452.9 -6455.9 -6458.9 -6469.0 -6472.5 -6474.3 -6475.8 -6479.4 -- 
3301100813 -5209.1 -5269.0 -5336.5 -- -5346.4 -5355.0 -5372.9 -5376.8 -5387.4 -5416.4 -5437.1 -5470.0 -5497.9 -5570.4 -- 
3301100818 -5854.9 -5917.8 -5985.0 -- -- -- -6027.3 -6033.4 -6045.7 -6082.2 -6104.0 -6128.5 -6164.2 -6233.1 -- 




































3301100862 -6384.9 -6441.1 -6516.2 -- -- -- -6550.6 -6555.6 -6563.4 -6599.1 -6622.3 -6646.8 -- -- -- 
3301100864 -5927.9 -5983.4 -6063.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301100865 -6317.0 -6376.9 -6454.1 -- -6462.6 -6473.2 -6493.6 -6498.6 -6506.7 -6546.9 -6558.6 -6606.6 -6618.0 -6688.3 -- 
3301100869 -6255.0 -6311.8 -6391.3 -- -6396.8 -6404.0 -6425.5 -6431.3 -6439.7 -6479.6 -6503.3 -6546.0 -6570.0 -6643.6 -- 
3301100897 -5615.4 -5672.2 -5743.0 -- -5753.7 -5761.0 -5783.0 -5786.4 -5797.0 -5830.7 -5851.6 -5889.9 -5910.5 -5980.5 -- 
3301100898 -6376.1 -6433.1 -6508.2 -- -6516.7 -6524.7 -6545.7 -6550.1 -6558.5 -6597.6 -6619.6 -6657.8 -6683.7 -6751.5 -- 
3301100900 -6286.3 -6347.2 -6425.9 -- -6434.0 -6440.0 -6463.1 -6470.6 -6477.4 -6513.9 -6535.8 -6561.0 -6604.0 -6669.0 -- 
3301100902 -6237.6 -6295.5 -6375.0 -- -6382.4 -6390.2 -6409.7 -6416.1 -6422.6 -6462.7 -6485.9 -6512.4 -6552.3 -6628.7 -- 
3301100904 -6047.5 -6102.0 -6179.9 -- -6187.2 -6196.4 -6215.7 -6219.6 -6233.0 -6267.0 -6289.6 -6332.0 -6356.8 -6422.9 -- 
3301100905 -5845.8 -5901.8 -5977.1 -- -5985.6 -5993.6 -6012.6 -6017.6 -6029.4 -6063.1 -6083.2 -6135.6 -6147.3 -6213.5 -6476.2 
3301100910 -6286.7 -6347.4 -6428.5 -- -6435.4 -6442.6 -6464.9 -6473.3 -6479.4 -6516.5 -6539.4 -6583.2 -6605.5 -6683.6 -- 
3301100914 -6249.2 -6306.7 -6381.7 -- -6387.2 -6392.8 -6404.9 -6408.2 -6410.7 -6421.3 -6425.0 -6428.2 -6429.4 -6431.7 -- 
3301100915 -6056.7 -6114.9 -6190.2 -- -6199.3 -6210.7 -6225.5 -6228.6 -6236.7 -6275.5 -6297.8 -6328.2 -6358.9 -6426.9 -- 
3301100916 -5164.6 -5226.1 -5290.0 -- -5305.7 -5318.3 -5328.9 -5333.7 -5347.9 -5386.1 -5405.6 -5442.4 -5468.7 -5542.6 -- 
3301100917 -5095.5 -5156.4 -5222.0 -- -5238.6 -5250.3 -5259.8 -5263.7 -5281.6 -5316.7 -5332.0 -5366.9 -5398.2 -5469.6 -- 
3301100918 -5820.1 -5879.4 -5950.0 -- -5959.1 -5966.3 -5986.1 -5987.8 -5997.6 -6034.9 -6058.1 -6125.9 -6130.9 -6190.0 -- 
3301100940 -6348.3 -6405.1 -6483.7 -- -6492.5 -6499.2 -6520.7 -6524.9 -6534.1 -6570.1 -6593.8 -6637.6 -6656.5 -6729.3 -- 
3301100952 -6453.8 -6511.7 -6588.2 -- -6595.8 -6607.8 -6625.1 -6630.7 -6638.8 -6677.0 -6700.1 -6752.3 -6763.2 -6832.9 -- 
3301100997 -6266.2 -6324.4 -6403.9 -- -6411.8 -6423.5 -6440.6 -6447.3 -6454.2 -6491.9 -6515.6 -6551.9 -6576.4 -6652.6 -- 
3301101032 -5272.6 -5333.6 -5399.7 -- -5416.8 -5427.7 -5441.4 -5444.2 -5451.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301101059 -6228.9 -6287.1 -6365.7 -- -6373.4 -6383.2 -6402.1 -6409.1 -6415.5 -6449.0 -6473.3 -6497.8 -6555.6 -6603.8 -- 
3301101064 -5220.4 -5277.7 -5344.1 -- -5359.9 -5366.3 -- -5385.3 -5401.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301101065 -6260.3 -6316.8 -6389.9 -- -6399.8 -6412.3 -6429.4 -6432.7 -6444.2 -6481.8 -- -- -- -- -- 
3301101077 -5207.2 -5265.9 -5331.2 -- -5345.0 -5356.1 -- -5374.0 -5383.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301101098 -5291.7 -5357.3 -5421.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301101108 -5193.5 -5253.6 -5319.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301101123 -5144.5 -5202.3 -5268.8 -- -5282.6 -5292.4 -- -5309.7 -5321.9 -5352.6 -5376.2 -5411.9 -5442.8 -5512.0 -- 
3301101168 -5197.7 -5262.0 -5326.8 -5333.0 -5337.9 -5354.6 -5373.4 -5376.2 -5385.3 -5423.4 -5443.9 -5480.8 -5502.7 -5575.5 -- 
3301101190 -5188.6 -5245.9 -5312.6 -- -5326.1 -5333.9 -5344.3 -5350.7 -5366.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301101191 -5281.0 -5341.5 -5404.9 -- -5421.1 -5426.5 -- -5444.8 -5455.1 -5492.8 -5511.0 -5548.1 -5565.8 -5636.0 -- 
3301101222 -5759.9 -5826.7 -5892.8 -- -5908.2 -5914.4 -5937.5 -5941.3 -5950.2 -5988.7 -6008.1 -6063.3 -6077.8 -6138.1 -- 
3301101319 -6066.4 -6124.4 -6196.1 -- -6205.3 -6216.9 -6234.7 -6237.9 -6251.5 -6285.8 -6308.0 -6338.2 -- -- -- 
3301101320 -5917.3 -5973.4 -6053.9 -- -6060.4 -6067.0 -6087.2 -6092.8 -6098.6 -6134.5 -6157.1 -6196.6 -6217.8 -6290.0 -- 
3301101347 -6297.6 -6355.7 -6430.0 -- -6439.0 -6449.4 -6468.4 -6475.7 -6484.5 -6518.6 -6540.2 -6581.2 -6606.9 -6671.4 -- 
3301101361 -5764.2 -5825.9 -5892.3 -- -5908.2 -5921.1 -5938.8 -5942.2 -5952.2 -5989.2 -6010.1 -6036.1 -6068.8 -6139.8 -6414.2 
3301101381 -5174.3 -5234.9 -5298.1 -- -5313.6 -5318.1 -- -5338.7 -5349.9 -5388.8 -5409.5 -5434.7 -5472.8 -5524.6 -- 
3301101392 -6453.8 -6515.1 -6588.4 -- -6600.9 -6603.3 -6627.7 -6631.3 -6641.3 -6678.3 -6701.7 -6748.6 -6764.4 -6828.4 -- 
3301101500 -6119.4 -6179.4 -6250.4 -- -6260.9 -6267.7 -6288.3 -6290.5 -6298.1 -6336.3 -6361.3 -6384.9 -6424.6 -6492.4 -- 
3301101501 -6165.5 -6221.5 -6300.4 -- -6307.8 -6315.2 -6338.6 -6345.2 -6351.6 -6384.9 -6407.9 -6443.7 -6476.0 -6539.4 -- 
3301300722 -9408.1 -9493.8 -9542.5 -9568.4 -9572.0 -9575.7 -9594.0 -9600.8 -9623.9 -9636.1 -9648.5 -9750.6 -- -- -- 
3301300749 -9407.7 -9496.3 -9544.2 -9571.0 -9573.3 -9578.1 -9599.5 -9604.6 -9622.1 -9640.4 -9654.5 -9744.0 -- -- -- 
3301300806 -9681.0 -9768.7 -9824.3 -9854.2 -9862.1 -9867.2 -9879.9 -9886.9 -9907.2 -9932.3 -9949.8 -10031.9 -- -- -- 
3301300869 -7766.0 -7843.3 -7899.6 -7926.9 -- -7930.0 -7948.0 -7954.5 -7974.5 -7988.6 -8014.3 -8077.0 -- -- -8443.4 
3301301170 -9868.3 -9958.0 -10012.5 -10044.9 -10046.6 -10057.0 -10073.1 -10080.7 -10105.0 -10126.4 -10140.5 -10231.1 -- -- -- 
3301301172 -9705.3 -9793.6 -9845.5 -9876.3 -9879.7 -9896.0 -9905.6 -9911.6 -9934.4 -9953.3 -9994.5 -10066.2 -- -- -- 
3301301174 -9828.0 -9915.7 -9965.2 -- -9994.1 -10013.6 -10021.8 -10035.9 -10052.0 -10072.3 -10087.0 -10244.1 -- -- -- 
3301301188 -9935.2 -10024.1 -10075.5 -- -10107.6 -10112.6 -10134.9 -10140.9 -10166.5 -10186.6 -10202.1 -10291.2 -- -- -- 
3301301190 -9720.2 -9810.2 -9861.4 -9891.5 -9895.4 -9898.5 -9918.0 -9925.9 -9947.6 -9969.1 -9982.9 -10076.0 -- -- -- 
3301301193 -9827.0 -9916.5 -9971.8 -10003.4 -10008.4 -10011.8 -10031.6 -10041.4 -10062.0 -10085.2 -10100.1 -10197.5 -- -- -- 
3301301313 -8946.0 -9034.6 -9079.5 -- -9106.9 -9115.9 -9129.4 -9135.4 -9157.6 -9174.6 -9190.1 -9362.8 -- -- -- 




































3301301316 -8998.2 -9084.8 -9129.1 -9153.6 -9155.6 -9163.8 -9176.8 -9183.8 -9207.2 -9222.5 -9240.0 -- -- -- -9639.7 
3301500001 -3797.5 -3826.8 -3943.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4528.3 
3301500002 -3014.3 -3051.2 -3151.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3703.9 
3301500003 -4830.7 -4878.9 -4975.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5582.7 
3301500006 -3238.0 -3278.4 -3380.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3928.0 
3301500007 -3007.5 -3044.7 -3148.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3660.1 
3301500008 -3287.2 -3323.3 -3428.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3946.1 
3301500009 -3966.5 -4012.6 -4108.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4703.4 
3301500010 -3702.5 -3749.5 -3847.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4414.3 
3301500011 -4213.0 -4258.3 -4354.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4925.7 
3301500014 -3542.6 -3588.9 -3685.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4237.8 
3301500019 -4860.2 -4897.9 -5015.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301500027 -4801.8 -4850.5 -4946.6 -- -4949.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5568.0 
3301500032 -3192.8 -3234.7 -3333.1 -- -- -- -- -3351.7 -3373.9 -- -3407.8 -3470.9 -- -- -3891.5 
3301500042 -3781.3 -3823.4 -3919.6 -- -- -- -- -3940.5 -3948.1 -- -3995.4 -4043.3 -- -- -4490.0 
3301500043 -3605.4 -3650.3 -3748.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4318.1 
3301500045 -3241.6 -3284.9 -3383.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301500046 -4857.9 -4903.6 -4997.0 -- -5000.2 -5006.7 -5021.1 -5039.2 -5056.0 -5080.5 -5105.3 -5155.3 -5180.9 -5215.8 -5607.6 
3301900001 -976.3 -1021.9 -1118.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1620.9 
3301900002 -466.4 -507.9 -608.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301900003 -368.4 -404.0 -508.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301900004 -1094.6 -1146.5 -1231.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3301900010 -922.3 -989.7 -1058.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1560.3 
3301900011 100.4 37.8 -35.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -438.1 
3301900012 -748.1 -797.0 -887.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302100003 -- -- -70.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302100005 -- -- -268.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -634.6 
3302300008 -8747.1 -8841.5 -8881.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -9360.1 
3302300010 -8733.9 -8832.6 -8876.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -9284.6 
3302300024 -8041.4 -8156.6 -8186.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -8603.3 
3302300103 -8793.0 -8892.0 -8918.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300115 -8757.1 -8855.2 -8889.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300116 -9436.6 -9532.6 -9569.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300119 -9807.1 -9899.8 -9948.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300123 -9335.1 -9427.8 -9477.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300124 -9432.8 -9521.6 -9573.6 -- -9592.9 -9598.4 -9619.3 -9626.4 -9645.6 -9663.7 -9678.7 -9801.3 -9825.7 -9867.7 -- 
3302300125 -8965.9 -9055.3 -9102.9 -- -- -- -9146.9 -9155.7 -9175.8 -9182.6 -9207.0 -9304.2 -- -- -- 
3302300126 -9491.9 -9583.5 -9631.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300143 -8260.5 -8354.8 -8386.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300150 -8520.2 -8615.1 -8647.8 -- -8676.5 -8686.9 -8700.6 -8714.4 -8725.3 -8746.2 -8766.1 -8800.3 -- -- -- 
3302300152 -8692.1 -8786.4 -8813.9 -8849.0 -8852.3 -8855.5 -8874.7 -8891.7 -8906.5 -8919.3 -8940.5 -8967.8 -8993.2 -9030.8 -- 
3302300157 -8703.7 -8803.5 -8833.7 -8862.7 -8867.1 -8876.5 -8888.5 -8907.2 -8913.2 -8933.7 -8952.0 -9030.1 -- -- -- 
3302300158 -9323.3 -9415.5 -9445.1 -- -9465.4 -9470.3 -9501.6 -9520.2 -9535.0 -9548.9 -9567.3 -9613.2 -9621.0 -9733.8 -- 
3302300161 -8749.3 -8844.7 -8875.8 -- -8902.3 -8911.1 -8933.6 -8948.4 -8963.8 -8976.4 -8997.1 -9031.3 -9049.3 -9149.0 -- 
3302300163 -8772.0 -8867.4 -8899.6 -- -8930.5 -8937.1 -8953.0 -8970.5 -8981.5 -9000.7 -9015.9 -9056.0 -9068.7 -9173.2 -- 
3302300167 -8852.4 -8946.3 -8987.2 -- -9017.0 -9024.1 -9042.2 -9049.9 -9070.2 -9088.3 -9108.4 -9180.7 -- -- -9478.8 
3302300168 -8795.0 -8890.5 -8926.0 -- -- -- -8981.5 -8998.0 -9009.5 -9026.5 -9046.2 -9087.2 -9099.5 -9160.0 -- 
3302300170 -8758.5 -8858.6 -8893.6 -- -8919.5 -8923.9 -8946.9 -8960.1 -8978.2 -8992.5 -9009.4 -9048.5 -- -- -- 
3302300171 -8506.0 -8598.6 -8642.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -8730.1 -8747.8 -8908.0 -- -- -9116.1 
3302300172 -9740.7 -9817.4 -9857.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































3302300177 -8532.1 -8621.7 -8655.7 -- -8686.4 -8690.8 -8707.8 -8721.5 -8734.7 -8753.5 -8772.6 -8956.2 -- -- -9114.6 
3302300178 -8532.5 -8627.5 -8659.3 -- -8691.1 -8696.0 -8710.8 -8724.0 -8729.5 -8757.1 -8774.7 -8812.7 -8821.5 -8932.9 -- 
3302300179 -9414.0 -9500.3 -9548.4 -- -9576.6 -9581.5 -9600.2 -9604.6 -9625.4 -9645.7 -9653.1 -9700.4 -- -- -- 
3302300181 -9733.9 -9832.7 -9877.5 -- -9899.6 -9905.1 -9928.1 -9950.6 -9959.4 -9974.2 -9988.4 -10032.4 -10051.0 -10171.1 -- 
3302300184 -8574.6 -8672.5 -8700.4 -- -8734.4 -8741.6 -8755.8 -8769.5 -8782.7 -8802.6 -8822.7 -8863.2 -8874.9 -8982.9 -- 
3302300187 -9370.6 -9468.4 -9496.8 -- -9529.3 -9543.6 -9558.4 -9569.4 -- -9602.8 -9620.0 -9664.4 -9677.1 -9790.9 -- 
3302300188 -8478.1 -8567.7 -8603.1 -- -8632.4 -8640.0 -8658.1 -8670.2 -8684.5 -8700.9 -8719.0 -8794.2 -8799.6 -8882.1 -- 
3302300189 -8552.2 -8645.7 -8673.0 -- -8707.2 -8714.9 -8730.8 -8742.8 -8754.3 -8777.9 -8797.2 -8966.6 -- -- -9122.4 
3302300191 -8958.9 -9059.5 -9090.2 -- -9121.5 -9131.3 -9150.5 -9166.4 -9182.4 -9191.9 -9210.5 -9257.4 -9264.2 -9374.6 -- 
3302300192 -8751.4 -8844.2 -8872.5 -- -8901.2 -8906.7 -8928.6 -8942.9 -8962.1 -8968.7 -8989.4 -9017.7 -- -- -- 
3302300193 -9432.6 -9518.4 -9565.9 -- -9597.4 -9601.2 -9619.9 -9636.3 -9651.1 -9664.7 -9677.3 -9782.9 -- -- -10086.2 
3302300194 -8301.9 -8392.4 -8421.9 -- -8458.8 -8464.3 -8478.0 -8494.4 -8502.7 -8524.6 -8546.5 -8584.1 -8602.7 -8703.8 -- 
3302300195 -9182.3 -9277.7 -9319.2 -- -9343.5 -9350.7 -9373.1 -9386.3 -9398.9 -9414.3 -9427.3 -9596.7 -- -- -- 
3302300196 -9371.8 -9466.2 -9497.2 -- -9529.8 -9536.4 -9557.2 -9566.0 -9582.0 -9604.4 -9621.9 -9661.5 -9679.5 -9689.9 -- 
3302300199 -8575.5 -8669.9 -8702.0 -- -8732.4 -8740.1 -8758.2 -8764.2 -8783.4 -8799.3 -8819.4 -8881.4 -- -- -- 
3302300202 -9534.8 -9628.7 -9660.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300203 -9093.0 -9193.3 -9233.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300205 -9193.0 -9286.5 -9326.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300210 -8363.8 -8454.8 -8486.5 -- -8521.7 -8531.1 -8544.2 -8551.9 -8567.8 -8589.2 -8610.1 -8643.8 -8652.6 -8713.2 -8910.2 
3302300211 -8478.8 -8573.3 -8600.7 -- -8638.5 -8645.1 -8662.1 -8665.9 -8685.1 -8700.5 -8718.0 -8744.9 -8759.0 -8778.1 -9080.5 
3302300212 -8424.9 -8521.3 -8554.1 -- -8583.9 -8587.7 -8605.8 -8615.1 -8628.8 -8650.8 -8671.9 -8709.5 -8714.4 -8841.4 -8993.0 
3302300213 -8896.4 -8983.3 -9027.8 -- -9054.1 -9062.3 -9077.1 -9082.6 -9110.6 -9123.2 -9142.2 -- -9290.6 -9325.3 -- 
3302300216 -8191.0 -8288.6 -8313.7 -- -8345.7 -8353.3 -8369.2 -8383.5 -8397.8 -8412.6 -8435.4 -8464.7 -8482.8 -8585.8 -8744.4 
3302300217 -8489.5 -8586.0 -8614.6 -- -8645.8 -8652.4 -8668.9 -8673.8 -8691.3 -8711.6 -8731.9 -8807.1 -- -- -- 
3302300219 -8557.4 -8654.0 -8682.3 -- -8713.7 -8725.3 -8734.6 -8754.9 -8764.7 -8782.8 -8805.5 -8866.1 -- -- -- 
3302300220 -8281.4 -8372.4 -8402.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300221 -8430.2 -8525.7 -8553.4 -- -8592.6 -8599.4 -8620.5 -8624.4 -8639.7 -8666.6 -8685.9 -8785.6 -8799.7 -8834.9 -9034.7 
3302300222 -8503.2 -8598.7 -8628.8 -- -8663.4 -8670.0 -8687.5 -8693.0 -8710.5 -8733.6 -8752.0 -8929.3 -- -- -- 
3302300223 -8482.9 -8579.5 -8613.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300224 -8615.5 -8683.0 -8703.1 -- -8725.7 -8732.3 -8742.8 -8751.0 -8757.0 -8772.4 -8785.7 -8854.1 -- -- -9023.8 
3302300227 -8202.4 -8293.9 -8320.6 -- -8347.7 -8357.0 -8370.2 -8377.9 -8411.3 -8417.1 -8434.6 -- -- -- -- 
3302300231 -8483.2 -8574.3 -8603.7 -- -8636.8 -8645.6 -8663.7 -8675.8 -8685.1 -8706.5 -8724.5 -8784.6 -- -- -- 
3302300232 -8278.8 -8374.5 -8403.9 -- -8439.2 -8446.8 -8462.2 -8467.1 -8489.6 -8508.8 -8528.1 -8696.1 -- -- -- 
3302300233 -8370.4 -8457.9 -8486.0 -- -8524.1 -8533.1 -8548.1 -8562.7 -8571.4 -8593.5 -8613.3 -8677.4 -- -- -- 
3302300234 -8400.6 -8489.2 -8525.1 -8557.1 -8560.2 -8568.2 -8579.2 -8591.5 -8610.0 -8622.5 -8641.0 -8748.1 -8758.0 -8792.0 -- 
3302300235 -9393.1 -9483.6 -9522.0 -- -9553.3 -9557.1 -9579.0 -9592.2 -9609.2 -9620.7 -9650.4 -9817.2 -- -- -- 
3302300237 -8429.1 -8522.4 -8550.2 -- -8583.4 -8590.7 -8605.8 -8623.1 -8647.0 -8653.2 -8674.9 -8702.2 -8726.0 -8832.0 -- 
3302300238 -8785.3 -8879.7 -8912.4 -- -- -- -8966.9 -8978.9 -8987.7 -9008.0 -9027.3 -9061.5 -9076.6 -9140.6 -- 
3302300239 -8475.0 -8566.6 -8598.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300240 -8372.1 -8463.1 -8503.0 -8523.5 -8527.3 -8539.9 -8547.0 -8560.2 -8571.7 -8594.8 -8614.0 -8720.9 -8727.3 -8769.3 -- 
3302300242 -8854.8 -8950.3 -8981.9 -- -9009.7 -9017.5 -9036.8 -9050.1 -9073.7 -9080.7 -9099.7 -9140.2 -9157.4 -9208.6 -- 
3302300246 -8470.6 -8560.0 -8588.9 -- -8625.3 -8630.7 -8649.4 -8654.9 -8671.9 -8691.6 -8711.6 -8742.8 -8752.6 -- -- 
3302300252 -8458.3 -8554.2 -8584.4 -- -8614.0 -8622.8 -8640.3 -8652.4 -8668.3 -8681.5 -8700.3 -8755.9 -- -- -- 
3302300253 -8336.4 -8429.6 -8456.9 -- -8491.0 -8497.5 -8515.8 -8528.6 -8539.5 -8561.4 -8581.5 -8630.9 -8635.0 -8739.0 -- 
3302300255 -8795.5 -8887.7 -8920.0 -- -8944.7 -8950.2 -8973.2 -8987.5 -9006.7 -9018.7 -9037.8 -9076.4 -9092.1 -9144.3 -- 
3302300256 -8394.7 -8488.9 -8520.5 -- -8548.7 -8557.5 -8569.0 -8585.4 -8593.7 -8614.0 -8635.0 -8672.6 -8680.4 -8744.4 -- 
3302300257 -9609.0 -9705.4 -9748.0 -- -9771.2 -9776.1 -9799.7 -9813.4 -9832.1 -9843.6 -9858.0 -9886.4 -9896.8 -9953.7 -- 
3302300259 -9042.7 -9143.2 -9183.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300260 -9413.9 -9508.2 -9552.5 -- -9574.1 -9582.3 -9600.9 -9614.6 -9628.0 -9641.5 -9658.1 -9784.1 -9798.3 -9843.2 -- 
3302300261 -8315.0 -8404.4 -8430.6 -- -8465.8 -8471.3 -8485.0 -8501.5 -8510.3 -8531.1 -8552.0 -8580.8 -8642.7 -8684.9 -- 




































3302300266 -8266.5 -8356.9 -8388.4 -- -8419.6 -8426.9 -8444.9 -8458.8 -8485.7 -8493.5 -8514.7 -8551.4 -8563.7 -- -- 
3302300268 -8327.6 -8413.4 -8442.4 -- -8481.0 -8489.1 -8504.7 -8517.6 -8530.8 -8553.0 -8574.6 -- -- -- -- 
3302300269 -9031.2 -9110.3 -9138.8 -9158.8 -- -9164.3 -9199.4 -9214.5 -9228.8 -9243.5 -9262.2 -9329.2 -9350.8 -9372.5 -- 
3302300270 -9488.5 -9578.6 -9621.7 -9650.7 -9652.9 -9657.3 -9679.0 -9691.2 -9705.9 -9723.0 -9736.9 -9915.3 -- -- -- 
3302300271 -8619.3 -8708.4 -8736.7 -8770.0 -- -8776.8 -8791.5 -8802.1 -8816.4 -8832.7 -8849.1 -8891.9 -- -- -- 
3302300272 -8313.3 -8400.2 -8428.0 -- -8465.0 -8468.6 -8484.4 -8491.4 -8506.9 -8528.7 -8551.0 -8591.0 -8593.0 -8713.0 -- 
3302300274 -8129.1 -8214.9 -8242.8 -- -8277.7 -8284.9 -8301.9 -8318.2 -8325.8 -8347.4 -8368.0 -8397.7 -8412.8 -8519.7 -- 
3302300275 -8305.4 -8393.0 -8420.6 -- -8452.9 -8459.0 -8477.4 -8491.2 -8505.7 -8521.2 -8542.0 -8571.0 -- -- -- 
3302300279 -9108.3 -9191.4 -9235.4 -- -9263.5 -9269.4 -9285.7 -9298.0 -9311.0 -9329.0 -9346.9 -9439.2 -- -- -- 
3302300280 -8026.8 -8112.1 -8142.3 -- -8173.3 -8182.6 -8196.1 -8209.4 -8224.3 -8241.0 -8262.1 -8300.5 -8314.0 -8408.0 -- 
3302300282 -8277.3 -8365.4 -8393.2 -8430.4 -8434.1 -8441.3 -8455.2 -8470.4 -8483.4 -8499.0 -8519.0 -8546.2 -8576.0 -8621.0 -- 
3302300284 -9336.5 -9427.1 -9470.5 -9496.6 -9498.7 -9503.3 -9525.8 -9538.0 -9550.3 -9565.4 -9578.8 -9697.6 -- -- -- 
3302300285 -8494.1 -8589.0 -8623.6 -- -8649.4 -8660.1 -8669.1 -8683.4 -8694.8 -8716.4 -8734.8 -8773.2 -8828.3 -8900.1 -- 
3302300287 -8407.7 -8501.4 -8527.9 -8560.6 -8564.7 -8569.2 -8588.8 -8601.1 -8613.3 -8632.5 -8652.9 -8683.5 -8686.8 -8817.0 -- 
3302300291 -8288.4 -8377.0 -8404.3 -- -8437.1 -8444.1 -8458.1 -8475.4 -8497.1 -8503.2 -8521.1 -8566.0 -8578.0 -8718.0 -- 
3302300292 -8241.4 -8328.7 -8359.1 -8391.8 -8394.5 -8398.0 -8409.0 -8424.1 -8447.0 -8455.2 -8476.0 -8514.8 -8523.7 -8628.7 -- 
3302300293 -8155.5 -8239.4 -8266.4 -- -8302.5 -8309.0 -8326.6 -8339.3 -8348.6 -8369.9 -8390.3 -8428.7 -8436.0 -8583.4 -- 
3302300294 -8457.9 -8552.8 -8584.4 -8611.4 -8616.5 -8624.9 -8634.7 -8651.5 -8661.3 -8682.9 -8702.1 -8808.7 -- -- -- 
3302300296 -8528.9 -8615.3 -8655.9 -8680.5 -8683.5 -8688.3 -8702.2 -8716.5 -8732.8 -8746.7 -8764.7 -8861.8 -8864.7 -8903.1 -- 
3302300297 -8241.7 -8332.4 -8360.9 -- -8392.4 -8399.4 -8411.7 -8426.4 -8448.4 -8459.0 -8479.8 -8650.1 -- -- -- 
3302300298 -8433.6 -8526.7 -8555.5 -- -8584.6 -8594.0 -8603.4 -8618.9 -8630.7 -8652.0 -8671.1 -8829.1 -- -- -- 
3302300299 -8359.3 -8448.1 -8476.0 -8509.0 -8511.1 -8515.2 -8532.9 -8545.1 -8563.1 -8578.6 -8600.2 -8636.6 -8647.6 -8757.0 -- 
3302300303 -9525.4 -9622.1 -9666.1 -- -9687.0 -9696.8 -9714.4 -9725.0 -9737.7 -9752.3 -9767.5 -9897.3 -9911.6 -9952.4 -- 
3302300307 -8416.4 -8508.0 -8536.5 -- -8568.3 -8576.2 -8588.1 -8603.2 -8629.3 -8636.7 -8655.9 -8694.6 -8699.9 -8811.4 -- 
3302300308 -8542.6 -8632.0 -8663.3 -- -8693.9 -8701.8 -8720.1 -8734.0 -8749.1 -8767.1 -8784.2 -8822.6 -8827.1 -8945.5 -- 
3302300309 -8769.7 -8856.5 -8899.5 -8932.6 -8935.6 -8942.9 -8951.9 -8959.3 -8974.8 -8998.9 -9016.4 -9034.0 -- -- -- 
3302300310 -8723.2 -8806.2 -8848.1 -- -8884.5 -8897.6 -8904.2 -8909.5 -8928.3 -8950.7 -8967.1 -8992.0 -- -- -- 
3302300311 -8694.7 -8788.7 -8817.2 -- -8851.5 -8857.8 -8873.3 -8889.6 -8898.2 -8914.5 -8932.5 -8974.6 -- -- -- 
3302300313 -8322.4 -8412.1 -8440.0 -- -8473.8 -8482.6 -8494.7 -8512.0 -8529.0 -8541.9 -8561.0 -8588.9 -- -- -- 
3302300317 -8209.9 -8299.3 -8328.1 -- -8361.8 -8368.7 -8384.6 -8398.5 -8407.9 -8430.3 -8451.6 -8488.7 -8507.9 -8552.4 -- 
3302300318 -8039.5 -8125.6 -8155.9 -- -8187.5 -8198.1 -8210.8 -8225.1 -8232.4 -8255.3 -8279.0 -8314.5 -8327.6 -- -- 
3302300319 -8262.8 -8355.6 -8385.6 -- -8417.4 -8424.1 -8442.9 -8455.1 -8467.4 -8487.8 -8508.6 -8533.5 -8545.3 -8685.0 -- 
3302300322 -8394.0 -8475.4 -8516.3 -- -- -- -8562.6 -8567.1 -8576.4 -8609.5 -8628.7 -- -- -- -- 
3302300324 -8305.2 -8396.5 -8425.6 -- -8460.4 -8464.5 -8478.0 -8493.1 -8502.1 -8526.2 -8545.8 -8583.3 -- -- -- 
3302300325 -8464.1 -8559.4 -8587.9 -- -8620.6 -8626.8 -8640.7 -8658.2 -8668.0 -8688.8 -8710.1 -8737.8 -8750.9 -- -- 
3302300326 -8395.6 -8490.2 -8519.3 -- -8551.7 -8559.8 -8575.7 -8589.2 -8599.8 -8622.3 -8642.7 -8687.6 -8759.5 -8804.4 -- 
3302300327 -8456.7 -8550.8 -8578.0 -- -8610.8 -8621.0 -8632.0 -8650.8 -8671.0 -8683.5 -8705.1 -8743.9 -8751.0 -8860.2 -- 
3302300328 -8412.8 -8488.3 -8511.5 -- -8536.6 -8542.6 -8549.8 -8561.8 -8567.4 -8581.0 -8592.9 -8605.9 -8616.8 -8648.7 -- 
3302300332 -8467.2 -8560.1 -8587.2 -- -8620.5 -8630.5 -8640.1 -8651.5 -8684.2 -8692.4 -8713.2 -8750.1 -8757.2 -8822.1 -- 
3302300338 -9829.1 -9926.7 -9974.6 -- -- -- -10025.0 -10033.6 -10055.6 -10076.0 -10089.9 -10184.6 -- -- -- 
3302300355 -8727.7 -8826.0 -8858.4 -- -8886.3 -8894.5 -8913.7 -8926.3 -8938.6 -8956.9 -8976.9 -9007.1 -9019.8 -9087.6 -- 
3302300363 -8607.0 -8696.7 -8733.1 -8766.4 -8769.5 -8774.9 -8790.8 -8807.5 -8818.1 -8840.2 -8859.0 -9011.3 -- -- -- 
3302300383 -8885.6 -8984.4 -9020.4 -- -9046.5 -9058.1 -9078.5 -9090.0 -9105.5 -9116.1 -9130.0 -9178.6 -9182.7 -9303.5 -- 
3302300394 -8809.6 -8903.3 -8939.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300396 -9479.7 -9572.8 -9623.8 -- -9655.0 -9659.0 -9679.4 -9693.7 -9710.9 -9726.8 -9740.7 -9848.9 -- -- -- 
3302300404 -9151.3 -9249.6 -9285.7 -9319.0 -9322.6 -9328.3 -9345.4 -9360.5 -9369.5 -9388.3 -9400.1 -9417.7 -9429.9 -9522.2 -- 
3302300419 -9458.0 -9554.2 -9600.6 -- -9628.4 -9638.7 -9647.2 -9654.2 -9679.1 -9696.6 -9712.6 -9755.8 -9764.4 -9814.2 -- 
3302300422 -9275.3 -9366.6 -9412.7 -- -9429.8 -9439.6 -9456.9 -9471.7 -9482.8 -9503.0 -9518.7 -- -- -- -- 
3302300433 -8709.0 -8808.1 -8840.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302300439 -9119.9 -9215.7 -9255.8 -9290.6 -9293.9 -9297.6 -9309.0 -9322.0 -9326.5 -9349.8 -9360.4 -9392.3 -9399.2 -9453.1 -- 




































3302300453 -9831.1 -9928.4 -9973.9 -9998.4 -10001.8 -10010.4 -10025.9 -10042.2 -10058.1 -10072.8 -10086.3 -10117.7 -10128.8 -- -- 
3302300481 -8197.5 -8285.4 -8314.3 -8343.1 -8345.5 -8352.8 -8367.5 -8382.6 -8392.0 -8412.8 -8436.5 -8598.6 -- -- -- 
3302300510 -8143.0 -8232.4 -8258.5 -- -- -- -8315.8 -8330.5 -8340.3 -8359.9 -8380.7 -8415.0 -8438.7 -8534.6 -- 
3302300688 -8713.9 -8813.9 -8841.9 -- -8877.2 -8890.0 -8900.7 -8916.3 -8925.7 -8946.8 -8966.8 -9006.4 -9014.0 -9078.0 -9302.5 
3302500002 -9868.7 -9930.1 -10024.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500005 -10806.0 -10879.7 -10964.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500015 -11391.4 -11481.8 -11557.7 -11592.6 -11597.6 -11603.1 -11624.3 -11637.9 -11659.7 -11694.8 -11720.9 -11745.9 -- -- -- 
3302500020 -9652.8 -9730.3 -9819.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500024 -10633.5 -10717.7 -10802.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500031 -11173.7 -11254.1 -11335.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500035 -11696.7 -11788.5 -11863.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500038 -10981.6 -11063.5 -11148.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500057 -10058.1 -10132.8 -10215.2 -- -- -- -10256.9 -10273.2 -10286.7 -10320.5 -10350.6 -10384.0 -- -- -- 
3302500061 -10091.9 -10169.7 -10256.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500062 -10799.3 -10880.0 -10964.2 -- -10992.8 -11000.5 -11023.1 -11039.4 -11062.3 -11091.3 -11127.6 -11149.2 -11185.6 -11252.7 -- 
3302500063 -10809.7 -10892.4 -10969.7 -- -10995.0 -11004.1 -11026.3 -11043.2 -11077.9 -11090.1 -11120.3 -11144.4 -11181.1 -11232.8 -- 
3302500067 -10906.5 -10989.2 -11067.2 -- -11094.1 -11098.4 -11120.5 -11136.7 -11167.5 -11183.1 -11212.2 -11221.5 -- -- -- 
3302500069 -10763.0 -10841.3 -10923.5 -10951.2 -10945.2 -10956.2 -10979.4 -10996.3 -11024.1 -11045.3 -11080.7 -11091.9 -- -- -11547.9 
3302500072 -10751.5 -10831.9 -10915.3 -10942.5 -10946.9 -10951.6 -10972.7 -10989.6 -11019.4 -11039.5 -11059.6 -11110.9 -- -- -- 
3302500073 -11136.7 -11223.1 -11300.1 -11330.9 -11335.7 -11339.8 -11361.3 -11376.9 -11411.3 -11429.5 -11451.3 -11474.8 -- -- -- 
3302500079 -9833.6 -9906.7 -9992.5 -- -10010.3 -10018.7 -10036.2 -10055.1 -10065.0 -10102.1 -10130.5 -10170.2 -- -- -10607.8 
3302500087 -11234.6 -11317.3 -11399.5 -- -11429.2 -11436.2 -11459.7 -11477.6 -11493.8 -11530.9 -11550.4 -11574.2 -- -- -- 
3302500088 -11492.9 -11582.9 -11655.2 -11689.2 -- -11693.3 -11717.7 -11729.0 -11750.8 -11774.0 -11789.2 -11847.5 -- -- -- 
3302500105 -10836.6 -10916.5 -11000.8 -11025.3 -11029.7 -11041.5 -11054.1 -11072.3 -11089.5 -11121.9 -11153.7 -11192.7 -- -- -- 
3302500106 -10007.8 -10080.6 -10162.6 -- -10179.5 -10187.4 -10207.6 -10223.5 -10251.3 -10270.5 -10302.2 -10347.2 -10368.1 -10423.0 -- 
3302500110 -11009.8 -11091.0 -11172.9 -11195.0 -- -11201.7 -11224.5 -11242.4 -11272.5 -11292.0 -11309.3 -11332.4 -- -- -- 
3302500112 -11310.0 -11398.1 -11475.7 -11506.1 -11510.5 -11513.7 -11536.6 -11552.1 -11573.0 -11605.4 -11623.9 -11633.5 -- -- -- 
3302500114 -10793.0 -10870.3 -10952.5 -- -10973.4 -10979.9 -10999.1 -11014.7 -11031.9 -11061.0 -11090.1 -11130.2 -- -- -- 
3302500115 -9822.2 -9903.9 -9986.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500119 -11205.5 -11291.7 -11371.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500120 -9689.8 -9757.5 -9842.6 -9861.1 -- -9869.7 -9890.6 -9906.1 -9921.7 -9957.7 -9992.8 -10002.1 -- -- -10463.5 
3302500124 -11717.9 -11810.5 -11887.2 -11922.8 -11926.8 -11932.6 -11951.8 -11965.0 -11994.8 -12028.9 -12054.3 -12062.6 -- -- -- 
3302500127 -10103.6 -10184.0 -10267.5 -- -10290.4 -10297.6 -10319.5 -10338.0 -10352.2 -10386.3 -10425.7 -10435.0 -- -- -- 
3302500128 -11162.1 -11245.1 -11324.5 -11352.1 -- -11356.2 -11381.0 -11398.3 -11422.1 -11450.2 -11474.0 -11521.7 -- -- -- 
3302500130 -11280.6 -11360.2 -11439.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500134 -9906.4 -9978.7 -10065.8 -- -10083.2 -10103.2 -10108.9 -10126.7 -10141.3 -10178.7 -10206.2 -10242.9 -- -- -- 
3302500135 -10918.0 -11001.0 -11083.5 -- -11109.2 -11125.2 -11139.1 -11156.9 -11182.4 -11207.9 -11227.4 -11250.9 -- -- -- 
3302500140 -11257.7 -11338.9 -11417.7 -11449.0 -11452.5 -11459.4 -11476.6 -11498.1 -11512.0 -11547.4 -11567.6 -11603.0 -- -- -- 
3302500142 -11345.2 -11430.5 -11508.8 -11540.9 -11546.4 -11550.8 -11573.4 -11588.9 -11616.7 -11643.2 -11662.4 -11716.0 -11727.6 -11792.7 -- 
3302500147 -11077.1 -11159.3 -11243.0 -11271.9 -11276.7 -11291.0 -11297.6 -11310.9 -11327.8 -11365.8 -11383.0 -11428.7 -- -- -- 
3302500150 -10091.0 -10176.0 -10261.1 -- -10283.6 -10291.2 -10312.0 -10329.9 -10344.5 -10378.2 -10417.9 -10443.7 -- -- -- 
3302500151 -9977.1 -10050.2 -10136.3 -10158.4 -10161.2 -10177.3 -10186.9 -10205.1 -10222.0 -10251.5 -10282.9 -10315.3 -10342.5 -10398.1 -- 
3302500155 -9700.5 -9778.8 -9864.1 -- -9889.4 -9900.6 -9913.5 -9932.0 -9947.5 -9989.6 -10026.0 -10135.2 -- -- -10511.1 
3302500156 -10595.5 -10678.8 -10763.1 -10786.0 -10791.1 -10804.8 -10817.7 -10836.5 -10863.0 -10887.5 -10926.5 -10960.0 -- -- -11411.8 
3302500157 -11395.2 -11474.8 -11555.5 -11587.9 -- -11594.2 -11620.3 -11638.2 -11659.4 -11683.9 -11707.0 -11753.0 -- -- -- 
3302500159 -11295.8 -11381.9 -11463.1 -11495.9 -- -11499.5 -11529.0 -11544.5 -11578.9 -11600.1 -11618.3 -11649.7 -- -- -- 
3302500160 -10438.3 -10518.7 -10606.3 -10630.9 -10635.2 -10646.1 -10659.6 -10679.2 -10706.6 -10732.1 -10769.5 -10803.9 -- -- -- 
3302500161 -10637.8 -10721.3 -10806.8 -10830.9 -10835.3 -10842.2 -10859.4 -- -10878.0 -10933.2 -10973.3 -11009.7 -- -- -- 
3302500162 -11138.2 -11222.4 -11301.8 -11332.6 -- -11336.9 -11361.0 -11374.3 -11406.0 -11429.5 -11450.7 -- -- -- -- 
3302500164 -10996.4 -11075.5 -11157.7 -11182.2 -11186.2 -11190.1 -11210.0 -11229.2 -11247.7 -11279.8 -11315.2 -11332.4 -11370.1 -11434.3 -11800.7 




































3302500167 -10434.9 -10518.7 -10603.5 -10629.9 -- -10640.5 -10659.1 -10675.9 -10696.1 -10730.9 -10771.2 -10794.4 -- -- -- 
3302500169 -10830.7 -10913.4 -10997.7 -11026.2 -11031.3 -11035.7 -11050.3 -11067.8 -11084.7 -11118.1 -11157.2 -11170.1 -- -- -- 
3302500170 -10654.1 -10740.4 -10823.2 -10847.7 -10850.4 -10855.6 -10871.1 -- -10889.0 -10948.2 -10968.8 -11022.7 -11038.3 -11055.1 -- 
3302500173 -11310.8 -11397.9 -11479.6 -11512.8 -- -11516.3 -11542.1 -11556.0 -11575.9 -11614.6 -11649.7 -11680.1 -11700.3 -11754.9 -- 
3302500174 -10041.1 -10116.8 -10202.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500177 -11270.4 -11353.3 -11438.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500178 -11313.5 -11399.9 -11479.0 -11509.8 -11514.6 -11520.3 -11541.2 -11553.1 -11573.3 -11608.0 -11627.2 -- -- -- -12120.0 
3302500179 -11469.4 -11555.6 -11637.2 -11664.7 -11669.0 -11676.1 -11695.6 -11706.5 -11731.9 -11766.8 -11776.9 -11800.1 -- -- -- 
3302500181 -11320.3 -11405.6 -11484.9 -11517.9 -11521.3 -11524.3 -11547.4 -11560.8 -11582.1 -11612.6 -11633.2 -11691.3 -- -- -- 
3302500183 -10678.1 -10762.9 -10847.9 -10867.7 -10871.6 -10878.0 -10891.9 -10912.5 -10927.7 -10970.7 -11005.4 -11041.5 -- -- -- 
3302500187 -9721.1 -9801.0 -9889.4 -- -9910.3 -9918.2 -9936.7 -- -9954.6 -10000.6 -10038.0 -10045.3 -- -- -- 
3302500188 -9212.3 -9288.8 -9375.2 -- -9396.5 -9403.0 -9424.5 -9442.7 -9460.9 -9494.3 -9529.1 -9538.0 -- -- -- 
3302500193 -11317.7 -11401.7 -11481.5 -11513.2 -11517.2 -11522.9 -11542.4 -11556.3 -11585.1 -11615.9 -11639.1 -11670.5 -11702.9 -11763.5 -- 
3302500195 -10528.8 -10610.0 -10693.2 -10720.1 -10723.3 -10732.0 -10748.2 -- -10766.7 -10818.3 -10856.7 -10861.7 -- -- -11345.9 
3302500199 -10956.7 -11031.7 -11115.4 -11138.4 -11141.1 -11145.9 -11165.4 -11182.0 -11199.8 -11227.3 -11261.7 -11282.9 -- -- -- 
3302500201 -10706.3 -10792.7 -10877.2 -10902.9 -10905.7 -10911.3 -10924.9 -10942.4 -10958.6 -11001.6 -11041.7 -11082.0 -11088.0 -11112.5 -- 
3302500202 -9983.5 -10059.4 -10142.2 -- -- -- -10187.2 -10201.4 -10215.0 -10250.7 -10279.5 -10311.6 -10349.0 -10400.9 -- 
3302500209 -10981.9 -11065.2 -11149.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500211 -10007.8 -10082.2 -10165.2 -- -10185.3 -10195.0 -10212.2 -10227.7 -10242.3 -10275.7 -10313.4 -10349.2 -10363.7 -10436.5 -10787.9 
3302500212 -11110.6 -11195.7 -11277.1 -11303.2 -11306.3 -11310.5 -11330.7 -11346.9 -11372.7 -11396.5 -11431.9 -11472.0 -- -- -- 
3302500213 -10360.9 -10444.4 -10530.5 -- -- -- -10581.1 -10600.0 -10614.8 -10647.9 -10687.6 -10700.6 -- -- -11158.3 
3302500218 -11335.4 -11418.9 -11500.1 -11531.4 -11534.5 -11540.1 -11561.3 -11574.9 -11603.0 -11635.1 -11656.3 -11665.9 -- -- -- 
3302500227 -10273.8 -10357.6 -10442.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11080.2 
3302500230 -10344.7 -10425.1 -10511.2 -10536.1 -10540.8 -10545.2 -10565.8 -10584.3 -10598.9 -10632.3 -10670.7 -10676.6 -- -- -- 
3302500232 -10949.5 -11034.3 -11119.4 -11150.2 -- -11155.5 -11182.3 -11198.5 -11216.3 -11246.1 -11266.3 -11285.2 -- -- -11769.0 
3302500238 -10438.8 -10521.5 -10608.4 -10632.9 -10637.3 -10643.8 -10658.7 -10676.6 -10694.1 -10733.5 -10771.5 -10804.6 -- -- -- 
3302500240 -10037.0 -10112.0 -10194.9 -- -- -- -10241.6 -10258.8 -10272.7 -10303.5 -10335.6 -10376.3 -10393.5 -10454.4 -- 
3302500242 -11318.3 -11401.3 -11481.7 -11518.7 -11520.8 -11525.9 -11548.4 -11561.7 -11587.7 -11618.7 -11649.8 -11675.8 -- -- -- 
3302500243 -11354.6 -11443.0 -11520.0 -- -11554.0 -11558.7 -11583.5 -11600.1 -11630.2 -11654.4 -11671.9 -11687.4 -- -- -- 
3302500244 -11320.0 -11406.7 -11487.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500245 -10440.5 -10522.7 -10608.2 -10631.4 -10635.6 -10640.3 -10659.4 -10677.9 -10692.5 -10730.6 -10769.6 -10774.1 -- -- -11255.5 
3302500246 -11298.1 -11383.9 -11462.5 -11498.6 -11502.7 -11508.1 -11529.2 -11544.1 -11563.2 -11598.3 -11629.6 -11640.6 -11674.3 -11720.4 -- 
3302500253 -9424.7 -9499.2 -9585.3 -9607.0 -9609.7 -9613.0 -9635.6 -9651.4 -9666.9 -9699.3 -9737.8 -9745.8 -- -- -- 
3302500258 -11213.4 -11304.2 -11381.3 -11408.7 -11412.0 -11418.3 -11440.0 -11454.9 -11470.7 -11489.1 -11498.1 -11527.6 -- -- -- 
3302500260 -11358.9 -11444.7 -11524.5 -11554.9 -11559.0 -11563.5 -11586.1 -11604.9 -11619.8 -11658.2 -11677.0 -11701.1 -11712.1 -11733.0 -- 
3302500267 -9979.3 -10057.7 -10142.8 -10159.8 -10163.4 -10171.4 -10189.9 -10209.0 -10221.8 -10261.4 -10302.5 -10326.9 -- -- -10781.2 
3302500268 -11439.8 -11524.9 -11607.7 -11639.6 -11642.6 -11648.8 -11666.7 -11682.2 -11700.3 -11733.1 -11754.0 -11782.8 -- -- -- 
3302500269 -10686.7 -10772.2 -10857.0 -10883.3 -10887.1 -10890.1 -10912.5 -10929.4 -10944.0 -10981.6 -11002.4 -11026.5 -11073.0 -11130.5 -11505.7 
3302500273 -10870.8 -10948.2 -11034.9 -11056.3 -11060.5 -11063.2 -11084.9 -11103.1 -11117.7 -11153.1 -11187.1 -11192.7 -- -- -- 
3302500274 -10079.7 -10156.8 -10244.7 -10266.4 -10269.4 -10273.6 -10292.9 -10312.0 -10326.3 -10359.3 -10398.3 -10405.8 -- -- -10879.0 
3302500280 -11323.5 -11409.8 -11489.9 -11521.9 -11526.5 -11534.6 -11550.3 -11567.1 -11581.4 -11616.8 -11634.4 -11691.1 -11699.9 -11771.0 -- 
3302500281 -9821.6 -9898.5 -9988.4 -- -10009.3 -10015.8 -10035.5 -10054.5 -10068.2 -10105.7 -10143.6 -10148.0 -- -- -- 
3302500286 -9810.1 -9882.2 -9963.5 -- -9981.6 -9987.0 -10008.7 -10023.0 -10035.2 -10072.8 -10108.5 -10139.5 -10161.2 -10233.9 -- 
3302500292 -10493.9 -10575.2 -10658.9 -10687.5 -10689.9 -10695.3 -10712.2 -10729.2 -10743.8 -10776.9 -10817.1 -10828.1 -10859.1 -10925.8 -- 
3302500299 -10537.3 -10618.3 -10704.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500303 -11319.5 -11403.1 -11485.6 -11513.3 -11516.6 -11522.0 -11544.6 -11563.1 -11576.2 -11614.9 -11634.5 -11658.7 -11700.1 -11761.4 -- 
3302500310 -10662.9 -10747.2 -10831.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11467.7 
3302500311 -11187.3 -11275.7 -11357.6 -11385.6 -11389.5 -11392.8 -11417.5 -11435.9 -11453.5 -11486.9 -11505.9 -11533.3 -11571.5 -11640.0 -- 
3302500319 -11334.8 -11421.5 -11500.4 -11531.7 -11535.9 -11539.7 -11565.1 -11574.9 -11591.6 -11635.9 -11657.1 -11718.4 -- -- -- 
3302500323 -10836.3 -10912.0 -10992.7 -11014.4 -11016.8 -11019.8 -11040.0 -11054.6 -11071.3 -11103.2 -11139.8 -11174.6 -11200.2 -11262.2 -- 




































3302500332 -11007.7 -11086.0 -11167.6 -11187.8 -11191.1 -11195.9 -11216.1 -11231.0 -11248.0 -11277.5 -11311.4 -11348.7 -11381.4 -11441.3 -- 
3302500344 -11381.3 -11469.8 -11549.0 -11580.0 -11583.9 -11588.0 -11610.7 -11624.1 -11639.6 -11684.8 -11705.4 -11749.2 -11767.0 -11825.4 -- 
3302500345 -11312.0 -11395.1 -11474.9 -11505.6 -11508.9 -11513.9 -11536.9 -11549.7 -11567.8 -11604.2 -11625.3 -11641.1 -- -- -- 
3302500348 -11441.7 -11528.3 -11609.3 -- -11643.3 -11648.0 -11677.5 -11687.6 -11710.9 -11746.0 -11765.4 -11815.4 -11835.4 -11882.7 -- 
3302500351 -9677.0 -9743.7 -9829.5 -- -9848.6 -9854.5 -9875.7 -9891.4 -9905.1 -9942.4 -9980.5 -9984.7 -10026.7 -10109.4 -- 
3302500355 -10381.2 -10456.5 -10542.6 -10568.2 -10571.5 -10575.7 -10597.1 -10615.3 -10630.5 -10666.8 -10708.2 -10715.9 -- -- -- 
3302500357 -10249.0 -10328.9 -10412.5 -10439.6 -10442.9 -10448.0 -10465.3 -10484.6 -10499.5 -10530.5 -10568.6 -10580.5 -10616.8 -- -- 
3302500358 -11012.4 -11098.7 -11183.6 -11213.1 -- -11216.7 -11244.4 -11256.3 -11275.6 -11309.6 -11327.7 -11371.5 -- -- -11814.6 
3302500360 -10344.1 -10421.8 -10503.4 -- -10524.5 -10529.9 -10551.6 -10568.3 -10584.4 -10609.1 -10646.6 -10671.7 -10733.6 -10773.5 -- 
3302500361 -11323.1 -11407.7 -11489.0 -11525.0 -11528.6 -11533.4 -11557.2 -11569.4 -11590.8 -11627.2 -11645.9 -11685.5 -11710.9 -11757.3 -- 
3302500369 -11313.1 -11400.9 -11480.1 -11516.5 -11520.3 -11525.1 -11547.1 -11558.5 -11576.3 -11617.7 -11637.1 -11677.0 -11694.9 -11756.5 -- 
3302500375 -10684.7 -10772.5 -10855.3 -10881.8 -10883.3 -10888.4 -10905.0 -10923.5 -10940.8 -10981.6 -11017.6 -11052.5 -11063.2 -11122.2 -- 
3302500380 -11368.6 -11461.8 -11538.9 -11567.8 -11570.2 -11575.8 -11599.1 -11611.3 -11626.8 -11668.8 -11689.3 -11734.9 -11753.3 -11813.8 -- 
3302500382 -11325.0 -11415.5 -11494.2 -11524.2 -11526.3 -11530.8 -11554.0 -11566.5 -11582.0 -11623.4 -11646.1 -11677.6 -11707.4 -11755.7 -- 
3302500384 -10988.1 -11065.0 -11149.9 -11172.5 -11175.5 -11179.0 -11196.9 -11213.6 -11231.5 -11263.9 -11298.8 -11331.2 -11350.0 -11409.5 -- 
3302500385 -11054.4 -11138.1 -11218.2 -11242.6 -- -11246.5 -11272.1 -11288.2 -11305.1 -11331.9 -11364.1 -11395.1 -11415.9 -11476.1 -- 
3302500387 -9798.6 -9874.2 -9960.9 -9983.8 -9985.6 -9989.2 -10013.6 -10031.2 -10045.5 -10085.7 -10125.3 -10149.7 -- -- -10582.0 
3302500388 -9230.5 -9302.3 -9390.7 -- -9409.5 -9417.5 -9439.3 -9455.6 -9470.5 -9504.2 -9539.3 -9549.2 -- -- -10005.6 
3302500391 -11127.2 -11211.8 -11294.3 -11322.0 -11324.4 -11329.8 -11352.1 -11370.3 -11386.9 -11421.5 -11441.1 -11475.4 -- -- -- 
3302500393 -10569.2 -10647.2 -10731.8 -10758.3 -10761.6 -10765.8 -10789.9 -10807.8 -10823.8 -10863.4 -10903.6 -10940.6 -- -- -- 
3302500396 -11356.7 -11445.5 -11525.9 -11557.2 -11559.5 -11564.6 -11588.4 -11599.5 -11626.3 -11662.6 -11683.4 -11727.5 -- -- -- 
3302500405 -9652.9 -9726.5 -9815.2 -9838.8 -9841.7 -9844.7 -9866.8 -9884.6 -9898.0 -9936.4 -9976.0 -9986.5 -10023.4 -10088.0 -- 
3302500407 -11550.5 -11644.0 -11717.6 -- -- -- -11778.6 -11788.4 -11805.7 -11837.3 -11858.7 -11906.7 -- -- -- 
3302500408 -9922.4 -9997.2 -10085.6 -10110.0 -10113.0 -10118.4 -10136.6 -10155.9 -10171.4 -10203.0 -10240.5 -10275.6 -- -- -10711.9 
3302500411 -10697.1 -10776.0 -10860.2 -10887.4 -10890.4 -10896.0 -10915.7 -10934.7 -10951.7 -10990.7 -11028.8 -11056.5 -11079.8 -11146.2 -- 
3302500415 -10037.1 -10113.1 -10193.8 -- -10210.7 -10217.3 -10238.7 -10252.7 -10265.2 -10301.6 -10329.3 -10345.7 -10391.2 -10453.8 -- 
3302500421 -11336.7 -11426.3 -11505.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3302500438 -10095.9 -10174.8 -10254.9 -- -10274.3 -10279.0 -10299.6 -10315.1 -10328.5 -10360.3 -10397.6 -10432.7 -- -- -10853.7 
3302500440 -11521.6 -11606.2 -11687.8 -11721.2 -11723.9 -11729.2 -11746.5 -11758.7 -11784.3 -11816.8 -11838.2 -11857.3 -11907.0 -11962.1 -- 
3302500474 -9682.5 -9751.9 -9838.9 -- -9860.0 -9866.3 -9885.6 -9902.9 -9914.5 -9952.7 -9986.6 -10022.0 -10039.0 -10124.5 -- 
3302500477 -9683.0 -9750.9 -9836.4 -- -- -- -9880.8 -9896.6 -9911.2 -9949.6 -9979.1 -- -- -- -- 
3302500479 -9647.0 -9714.6 -9800.9 -- -9820.6 -9828.9 -9849.2 -9866.5 -9879.6 -9916.5 -9949.3 -9958.8 -- -- -- 
3302500487 -9637.0 -9706.4 -9791.6 -9809.2 -- -9814.2 -9836.6 -9853.5 -9866.9 -9904.2 -9935.4 -9948.5 -- -- -- 
3302500513 -9852.9 -9924.7 -10005.4 -10028.3 -- -10033.4 -10053.9 -10072.4 -10085.2 -10119.5 -10146.9 -10169.2 -10200.2 -10276.4 -- 
3302500514 -9483.9 -9557.8 -9644.7 -9668.3 -- -9671.2 -9691.5 -9708.8 -9722.8 -9753.4 -9793.0 -9813.9 -9840.7 -9910.1 -10249.7 
3302500524 -10884.2 -10966.1 -11050.4 -11075.1 -11080.2 -11082.8 -11107.0 -11124.5 -11138.8 -11177.3 -11210.3 -11223.1 -11253.8 -11328.2 -- 
3302500525 -10789.3 -10870.3 -10955.2 -10979.9 -10984.9 -10987.6 -11007.3 -11025.7 -11041.2 -11078.5 -11113.6 -11148.7 -11164.8 -11231.8 -- 
3302500527 -10894.5 -10976.1 -11061.6 -11086.9 -11091.7 -11098.6 -11115.2 -11133.1 -11148.0 -11183.7 -11218.3 -11232.6 -- -- -- 
3302500539 -10756.3 -10838.8 -10925.2 -10953.2 -- -10956.8 -10981.2 -11000.3 -11014.2 -11051.5 -11069.9 -11102.1 -- -- -- 
3302500557 -11197.5 -11280.0 -11363.0 -11387.5 -11392.6 -11399.1 -11417.0 -11434.8 -11450.6 -11487.6 -11506.6 -11522.7 -- -- -- 
3302501351 -10061.9 -10132.5 -10211.3 -10227.5 -- -10233.4 -10255.8 -10271.2 -10282.9 -10315.9 -10344.5 -10354.6 -10393.6 -10470.8 -- 
3302502122 -9495.2 -9564.9 -9652.3 -- -9670.2 -9675.1 -9691.3 -9706.9 -9719.4 -9761.9 -9796.0 -9839.1 -9862.3 -9920.9 -10258.6 
3302502631 -9517.3 -9589.7 -9679.3 -- -- -- -9724.9 -9741.3 -9756.2 -9801.8 -9838.4 -9874.4 -9892.0 -9953.1 -10296.6 
3302700001 -1696.8 -1752.5 -1853.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2374.7 
3302700002 -1287.9 -1343.7 -1444.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1948.0 
3302700005 -547.4 -608.7 -692.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1184.4 
3302700009 -1162.1 -1219.3 -1319.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1837.2 
3302900001 -2135.3 -2163.2 -2262.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2815.8 
3302900002 -2337.1 -2363.4 -2460.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2988.7 
3302900003 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3480.9 




































3302900019 -2467.1 -2505.0 -2604.5 -- -- -- -- -2619.5 -2640.0 -- -2663.6 -2721.8 -- -- -3146.3 
3302900021 -2413.2 -2449.1 -2550.0 -- -- -- -- -2565.6 -2589.2 -- -2606.2 -2705.7 -- -- -3099.2 
3302900027 -2647.1 -2681.7 -2782.9 -- -- -- -- -2800.3 -2817.2 -- -2831.8 -2943.4 -- -- -3319.6 
3303100002 -585.1 -- -771.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1262.2 
3303100003 -425.9 -- -534.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1041.7 
3303100004 -771.7 -- -957.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1412.0 
3303100005 -1135.6 -1170.6 -1270.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1759.8 
3303100008 -1111.2 -- -1236.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1733.4 
3303100009 -1244.0 -- -1392.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1889.2 
3303100010 -1497.6 -- -1697.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2201.4 
3303100013 -973.5 -- -1091.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1488.1 
3303300001 -9741.7 -9818.1 -9891.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10456.2 
3303300002 -8694.4 -8771.6 -8837.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -9379.7 
3303300008 -8026.2 -8101.4 -8166.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303300030 -8872.3 -8953.1 -9020.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303300037 -8705.9 -8783.1 -8847.7 -- -- -- -8895.5 -8902.2 -8914.1 -8955.1 -8962.4 -9035.6 -9054.4 -9086.6 -- 
3303300044 -7261.3 -7328.3 -7388.1 -- -7406.4 -7410.9 -7419.7 -7421.8 -7441.3 -7470.9 -7486.6 -7506.1 -7567.2 -7596.8 -7865.5 
3303300045 -7543.6 -7611.3 -7679.5 -- -7688.3 -7696.2 -7718.9 -7723.1 -7732.5 -7772.3 -7793.9 -7827.0 -7835.5 -7944.9 -- 
3303300049 -9858.3 -9938.5 -10004.4 -- -10028.6 -10032.7 -10054.5 -10066.5 -10100.5 -10111.8 -10120.6 -10139.1 -10197.5 -10249.4 -- 
3303300050 -8826.4 -8903.3 -8971.2 -- -8993.3 -8998.9 -9016.0 -- -9025.7 -9072.5 -9085.5 -9136.0 -9166.3 -9209.8 -9509.6 
3303300051 -9834.4 -9912.9 -9981.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303300053 -8535.6 -8610.2 -8677.7 -- -8697.7 -8702.9 -8720.8 -- -8729.3 -8777.1 -8802.7 -8822.1 -8868.0 -8928.0 -9212.9 
3303300054 -8267.2 -8337.5 -8406.4 -- -8427.7 -8435.0 -8453.9 -8462.1 -8472.1 -8508.3 -8518.3 -8557.2 -- -- -- 
3303300055 -9658.8 -9731.7 -9803.2 -9827.4 -9829.7 -9834.1 -9855.4 -9866.8 -9896.9 -9915.1 -9944.3 -10065.8 -10099.6 -10137.8 -- 
3303300056 -9637.5 -9711.1 -9781.3 -- -9807.2 -9811.6 -9834.3 -9846.1 -9875.9 -9890.5 -9919.0 -9925.7 -9944.5 -10033.3 -- 
3303300057 -9902.3 -9984.1 -10050.5 -- -10079.9 -10084.6 -10102.6 -10115.8 -10147.8 -10160.3 -10171.2 -10228.9 -10264.5 -10293.5 -- 
3303300058 -8132.9 -8206.5 -8271.3 -- -8294.6 -8299.3 -8317.3 -8324.0 -8334.6 -8372.3 -8385.0 -8437.9 -8465.2 -8509.6 -- 
3303300060 -9044.6 -9126.4 -9199.2 -- -9220.2 -9224.9 -9246.1 -9253.7 -9274.0 -9299.9 -9326.6 -9365.2 -9396.2 -9432.6 -- 
3303300061 -9670.7 -9745.6 -9818.1 -9841.1 -9843.4 -9846.9 -9868.8 -9880.2 -9909.0 -9921.5 -9951.9 -10000.8 -10019.6 -10061.2 -- 
3303300062 -9958.5 -10037.6 -10105.0 -- -- -- -10157.7 -10172.0 -10185.3 -10215.1 -10222.4 -10281.9 -10315.7 -10348.2 -- 
3303300063 -9915.9 -9993.4 -10058.8 -- -- -- -10110.6 -10121.2 -10154.6 -10169.5 -10178.9 -10234.8 -10259.7 -10311.7 -- 
3303300064 -9842.1 -9922.2 -9988.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303300065 -9710.7 -9784.3 -9854.9 -- -9879.1 -9884.4 -9905.6 -9916.7 -9945.3 -9959.8 -9973.5 -10034.3 -10044.9 -10108.4 -- 
3303300068 -9884.4 -9962.2 -10033.5 -- -10059.8 -10063.3 -10086.0 -10097.4 -10111.7 -10142.7 -10157.9 -10208.3 -10237.8 -10283.7 -- 
3303300069 -9604.3 -9676.5 -9748.7 -9771.5 -9773.3 -9777.5 -9798.6 -9809.2 -9839.0 -9856.2 -9869.3 -9889.0 -9947.8 -9993.1 -- 
3303300073 -7206.0 -7272.7 -7339.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303300076 -9669.1 -9742.7 -9814.4 -- -9838.1 -9842.9 -9864.6 -9876.2 -9904.9 -9922.4 -9952.4 -10017.3 -10021.0 -10063.0 -- 
3303300077 -9856.7 -9934.2 -10002.2 -- -10027.8 -10033.6 -10052.8 -10065.5 -10079.7 -10109.2 -10124.1 -10182.7 -10207.3 -10240.5 -- 
3303300078 -9042.4 -9120.8 -9192.8 -- -9215.5 -9226.0 -9238.5 -9245.8 -9272.8 -9295.9 -9320.2 -9360.6 -9374.6 -9434.7 -- 
3303300080 -8939.4 -9020.2 -9087.8 -9110.3 -9111.7 -9116.1 -9136.8 -9144.8 -9164.5 -9193.1 -9207.0 -9257.2 -9292.1 -9324.6 -9629.9 
3303300081 -9689.4 -9765.3 -9836.8 -- -- -- -9885.7 -9896.1 -9926.5 -9938.7 -9952.7 -9974.5 -10003.7 -10078.4 -- 
3303300082 -7244.6 -7312.3 -7377.7 -- -7393.1 -7398.4 -7418.5 -7420.9 -7430.3 -7468.6 -7477.1 -7510.2 -7552.8 -7593.2 -- 
3303300084 -8181.8 -8253.8 -8326.6 -8340.0 -8341.5 -8347.6 -8370.9 -8373.5 -8383.5 -8425.4 -8446.4 -8479.8 -8481.9 -8559.4 -- 
3303300085 -8742.4 -8824.5 -8888.2 -- -8912.1 -8917.9 -8939.5 -8944.2 -8963.9 -8995.2 -9002.5 -9062.1 -9065.4 -9128.9 -9411.0 
3303300086 -8602.5 -8678.4 -8751.7 -8764.8 -8767.5 -8771.8 -8793.6 -8799.2 -8811.0 -8847.8 -8856.6 -8919.8 -8944.7 -8981.5 -- 
3303300088 -7559.6 -7630.6 -7696.0 -- -7714.8 -7719.3 -7740.6 -7745.0 -7755.0 -7795.4 -7815.8 -7870.2 -7882.0 -7999.9 -- 
3303300092 -8943.6 -9026.7 -9093.3 -- -9116.1 -9121.0 -9141.7 -9149.0 -9175.4 -9201.9 -9214.6 -9270.2 -9296.4 -9354.7 -- 
3303300096 -8870.3 -8949.5 -9014.9 -9037.4 -9038.8 -9042.9 -9064.4 -9071.5 -9097.0 -9121.6 -9135.6 -9257.7 -- -- -- 
3303300097 -9210.1 -9286.6 -9355.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303300100 -9063.7 -9143.5 -9212.2 -9233.6 -9235.3 -9239.0 -9259.9 -9267.9 -9287.6 -9317.7 -9346.2 -9384.8 -9400.6 -9454.7 -- 




































3303300103 -9543.1 -9623.9 -9689.4 -- -- -- -9738.6 -9749.0 -9778.8 -9796.4 -9811.9 -9858.4 -9886.9 -9920.1 -- 
3303300105 -8926.6 -9005.4 -9075.3 -- -9096.9 -9103.0 -9113.8 -- -9118.5 -9174.1 -9203.9 -9250.4 -9269.5 -9313.9 -- 
3303300106 -9073.0 -9150.8 -9222.3 -9245.4 -- -9249.5 -9270.4 -9278.7 -9306.3 -9324.2 -9338.2 -9389.5 -9420.2 -9455.8 -- 
3303300107 -9020.2 -9103.3 -9172.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303300109 -9517.8 -9598.3 -9663.6 -- -9688.4 -9694.5 -9713.4 -9722.6 -9754.2 -9770.6 -9779.1 -9836.9 -9842.3 -9897.6 -- 
3303300110 -8767.6 -8849.4 -8911.1 -- -8934.9 -8941.4 -8961.5 -8967.1 -8994.1 -9018.4 -9026.6 -9098.0 -9104.7 -9164.6 -- 
3303300111 -9449.3 -9524.9 -9592.6 -- -9615.9 -9621.7 -9642.1 -9650.1 -9678.0 -9699.9 -9715.7 -9768.0 -9783.5 -9829.6 -- 
3303300112 -9805.9 -9885.7 -9952.7 -- -9980.0 -9984.4 -10006.0 -10017.2 -10049.1 -10063.7 -10072.2 -10129.3 -10152.4 -10217.7 -- 
3303300113 -8869.7 -8951.5 -9018.6 -- -9039.1 -9044.2 -9064.9 -9071.8 -9097.6 -9120.7 -9134.7 -9183.9 -9212.8 -9271.7 -- 
3303300114 -8623.5 -8704.7 -8771.9 -- -8795.1 -8799.3 -8821.2 -8826.4 -8850.1 -8879.0 -8892.3 -8950.1 -8959.8 -9029.4 -- 
3303300118 -9088.1 -9167.6 -9229.0 -- -9254.7 -9264.2 -9282.6 -9288.0 -9317.2 -9346.1 -9354.6 -9408.0 -9416.5 -9492.5 -- 
3303300119 -9681.3 -9755.9 -9827.2 -- -9853.8 -9858.1 -9874.7 -9887.1 -9916.9 -9932.4 -9946.1 -10000.5 -10026.3 -10074.9 -- 
3303300120 -8362.5 -8437.4 -8506.6 -- -8525.3 -8531.1 -8551.2 -8557.7 -8578.4 -8605.4 -8615.2 -8649.8 -8703.9 -8758.6 -9042.2 
3303300121 -9028.1 -9110.6 -9181.8 -- -9204.3 -9210.0 -9230.4 -9240.5 -9259.0 -9284.6 -9311.9 -9349.9 -9358.7 -9439.5 -- 
3303300123 -8881.5 -8960.7 -9025.7 -- -9047.0 -9052.5 -9072.9 -9079.5 -9092.0 -9130.3 -9136.7 -9164.9 -9231.1 -9282.5 -- 
3303300124 -9245.5 -9326.4 -9394.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303300126 -8874.3 -8955.8 -9023.5 -- -9043.4 -9050.9 -9066.6 -9074.6 -9084.3 -9125.4 -9139.0 -9174.9 -9219.8 -9277.9 -- 
3303300127 -9484.3 -9562.8 -9626.9 -- -9653.7 -9658.1 -9677.0 -9686.8 -9718.4 -9735.1 -9743.6 -9766.7 -9798.9 -9880.1 -- 
3303300129 -8755.3 -8831.8 -8901.7 -- -8918.5 -8926.2 -8947.2 -8952.6 -8963.8 -9000.3 -9011.2 -9059.8 -9083.8 -9154.9 -9435.4 
3303300133 -10137.7 -10220.7 -10291.4 -- -10318.5 -10324.9 -10343.8 -10357.1 -10382.0 -10398.7 -10407.5 -10432.2 -10461.9 -10485.3 -- 
3303300135 -9873.6 -9950.5 -10019.7 -- -10045.0 -10050.6 -10067.8 -10081.5 -10105.8 -10126.7 -10139.2 -10203.3 -10223.7 -10277.1 -- 
3303300136 -10019.3 -10094.8 -10163.8 -- -10189.7 -10194.6 -10216.5 -10230.1 -10244.1 -10273.8 -10288.7 -10351.3 -10367.4 -10410.9 -- 
3303300141 -7981.8 -8053.4 -8118.4 -- -8140.1 -8152.2 -8164.4 -8171.4 -8195.7 -8220.3 -8244.3 -8255.2 -8307.2 -8370.4 -- 
3303300142 -9854.4 -9931.9 -9999.5 -10032.0 -10026.1 -10039.7 -10050.5 -10062.8 -10087.4 -10108.1 -10113.8 -10139.0 -10201.6 -10241.7 -- 
3303300151 -9854.1 -9933.3 -10000.0 -- -10025.6 -10032.3 -10050.6 -10063.0 -10076.6 -10104.9 -10112.8 -10154.9 -10167.9 -10265.3 -- 
3303300152 -9855.8 -9936.9 -10001.7 -- -10027.7 -10032.3 -10053.1 -10065.5 -10100.4 -10113.1 -10120.9 -10143.1 -10175.1 -10257.3 -- 
3303300154 -9723.2 -9799.4 -9868.5 -- -9894.8 -9900.0 -9918.2 -9932.3 -9947.6 -9973.5 -9982.8 -10047.1 -10062.7 -10119.8 -- 
3303300156 -8371.9 -8445.7 -8507.9 -- -8531.6 -8537.4 -8554.4 -8560.7 -8588.4 -8609.5 -8621.3 -8687.3 -8710.4 -8760.6 -- 
3303300158 -7580.4 -7650.9 -7718.9 -- -7731.9 -7737.1 -7757.0 -7761.9 -7771.7 -7808.9 -7816.7 -7868.6 -7897.5 -7942.7 -- 
3303300163 -9726.8 -9802.6 -9870.3 -- -9897.2 -9902.1 -9922.0 -9934.9 -9947.6 -9974.5 -9989.7 -10036.2 -10080.6 -10113.7 -- 
3303300180 -9051.2 -9130.8 -9200.8 -- -- -- -9249.0 -9257.4 -9282.7 -9307.8 -9317.9 -9371.0 -9375.0 -9445.1 -- 
3303300182 -7261.4 -7329.6 -7390.1 -- -7411.5 -7415.2 -7434.6 -7437.4 -7446.7 -7483.6 -7494.0 -7528.0 -7553.4 -7604.7 -- 
3303300188 -9696.0 -9770.3 -9840.7 -- -9866.7 -9872.1 -9894.6 -9905.0 -9935.6 -9953.8 -9959.5 -10044.9 -10047.5 -10098.5 -- 
3303300199 -8703.0 -8782.7 -8844.9 -- -8855.9 -8879.9 -8894.9 -8900.0 -8920.5 -8951.7 -8965.5 -9031.5 -9044.8 -9103.6 -- 
3303300212 -9823.5 -9899.9 -9969.1 -- -- -- -10018.7 -10032.6 -10046.4 -10075.5 -10103.5 -10140.1 -10171.3 -10233.0 -- 
3303300213 -9663.9 -9738.1 -9810.5 -- -9834.5 -9840.2 -9861.3 -9873.1 -9902.8 -9916.4 -9928.5 -9952.7 -9974.3 -10071.8 -- 
3303300217 -8355.3 -8431.3 -8498.8 -- -8519.3 -8524.8 -8542.4 -8549.0 -8579.9 -8599.2 -8612.2 -8649.9 -8692.3 -8754.6 -- 
3303300219 -9718.0 -9795.0 -9867.9 -- -9889.6 -9894.8 -9914.9 -9927.3 -9958.2 -9969.7 -9983.3 -10005.8 -10060.6 -- -- 
3303300223 -9715.3 -9792.0 -9863.7 -- -9888.6 -9894.4 -9914.3 -9925.8 -9958.7 -9970.5 -9978.0 -10005.7 -10025.3 -- -- 
3303300225 -9312.1 -9391.5 -9458.7 -- -9481.2 -9487.3 -9506.3 -9516.1 -9546.7 -9570.9 -9585.0 -9647.0 -9649.3 -9727.2 -- 
3303300226 -9811.6 -9889.0 -9958.2 -- -9983.6 -9990.5 -10008.1 -10021.1 -10033.8 -10066.1 -10081.4 -10139.6 -10151.4 -10195.9 -- 
3303300227 -9666.4 -9740.4 -9813.3 -- -9837.0 -9843.3 -9865.8 -9878.5 -9907.6 -9922.6 -9934.7 -10006.3 -10009.1 -10074.9 -- 
3303300228 -9809.7 -9886.7 -9955.6 -- -9983.0 -9989.1 -10008.7 -10021.1 -10044.2 -10064.6 -10076.5 -- -- -- -- 
3303300230 -9693.7 -9769.4 -9841.1 -- -9861.7 -9866.6 -9887.0 -9898.6 -9928.9 -9943.3 -9957.4 -9976.4 -10040.8 -10086.3 -- 
3303300231 -9820.2 -9897.5 -9965.8 -- -9990.6 -9997.3 -10016.0 -10027.8 -10042.6 -10073.4 -10087.8 -- -- -- -- 
3303300233 -9749.0 -9821.0 -9897.3 -- -9928.5 -9934.6 -9945.6 -9958.2 -9990.0 -10001.8 -10014.8 -- -- -- -- 
3303300234 -9879.0 -9957.3 -10026.5 -- -10058.0 -10066.0 -10075.3 -10087.4 -10103.2 -10135.5 -10150.8 -- -- -- -- 
3303300239 -9787.7 -9864.4 -9933.3 -- -9958.4 -9964.5 -9982.1 -9995.0 -10018.1 -10037.1 -10050.4 -10103.2 -10124.8 -10172.4 -- 
3303300241 -9668.5 -9741.7 -9812.6 -- -9834.8 -9840.3 -9860.5 -9871.2 -9899.4 -9915.9 -9942.4 -9951.9 -9969.8 -10050.5 -- 
3303300251 -9495.7 -9568.7 -9642.2 -- -9664.2 -9667.6 -9692.4 -9703.4 -9731.4 -9754.1 -9765.7 -9789.0 -9797.1 -9896.9 -- 




































3303300288 -9471.2 -9544.8 -9618.0 -- -9640.5 -9646.6 -9666.5 -9677.2 -9706.0 -9722.5 -9736.3 -9760.2 -9782.4 -9862.9 -- 
3303300297 -9850.3 -9928.5 -9996.2 -- -10021.6 -10025.7 -10047.9 -10059.4 -10073.0 -10102.7 -10119.4 -10148.5 -10163.5 -10237.6 -- 
3303300298 -9023.8 -9102.4 -9170.4 -- -9194.1 -9199.5 -9218.6 -9227.8 -9249.1 -9281.2 -9293.0 -9346.6 -9349.2 -9422.5 -- 
3303300299 -8836.7 -8916.3 -8982.3 -- -9003.4 -9010.3 -9033.1 -9038.6 -9066.2 -9092.8 -9098.8 -9163.7 -9166.0 -9232.6 -- 
3303300300 -8751.9 -8831.3 -8895.4 -- -8917.0 -8924.3 -8943.6 -8950.0 -8961.9 -9004.3 -9019.4 -9070.5 -9074.8 -9141.7 -- 
3303300309 -8866.7 -8943.9 -9010.7 -- -9032.4 -9037.0 -9057.5 -- -9065.3 -9118.1 -9131.3 -9192.2 -9196.5 -9349.1 -- 
3303300310 -8851.5 -8932.0 -8997.1 -- -9018.6 -9025.9 -9046.0 -9053.3 -9065.1 -9106.2 -9123.3 -9153.6 -- -- -9533.0 
3303300311 -9011.6 -9090.5 -9159.8 -- -9182.4 -9188.0 -9207.6 -9215.9 -9224.2 -9268.6 -9279.3 -9342.1 -9345.9 -9406.4 -9709.2 
3303300312 -8892.8 -8972.4 -9037.2 -- -9060.2 -9065.0 -9087.9 -9094.2 -9121.2 -9146.7 -9161.1 -9218.9 -9221.2 -9285.0 -- 
3303300313 -8767.9 -8848.8 -8913.8 -- -8934.9 -8940.5 -8960.4 -8967.7 -8979.3 -9017.4 -9032.2 -9067.5 -9072.3 -9087.4 -- 
3303300315 -8771.4 -8854.6 -8917.1 -- -8941.9 -8951.0 -8971.2 -8975.8 -9002.3 -9030.6 -9045.9 -9097.2 -9099.5 -9165.0 -9440.3 
3303300316 -9068.8 -9149.9 -9220.2 -- -9243.0 -9249.1 -9268.6 -9276.6 -9296.9 -9326.7 -9338.6 -9393.1 -9396.3 -9469.3 -- 
3303300317 -8729.6 -8807.3 -8874.6 -- -8894.6 -8900.0 -8920.5 -8927.4 -8938.2 -8980.2 -8993.9 -9038.4 -- -- -9413.8 
3303300318 -8789.0 -8868.8 -8932.2 -- -8953.3 -8959.7 -8981.4 -8987.5 -8998.9 -9040.4 -9056.4 -9109.0 -9113.0 -9177.2 -9461.1 
3303300319 -8831.9 -8910.3 -8976.5 -- -8999.0 -9012.2 -9025.3 -9032.8 -9059.0 -9086.6 -9099.3 -9160.7 -9162.8 -9225.8 -- 
3303300323 -8867.7 -8947.4 -9013.5 -- -9033.7 -9041.7 -9058.9 -- -9066.7 -9120.9 -9126.3 -9169.1 -9179.1 -9264.0 -- 
3303300324 -9064.3 -9145.4 -9216.1 -- -9238.0 -9243.4 -9262.9 -9268.9 -9280.5 -9318.7 -9330.3 -9396.2 -9401.0 -9459.3 -- 
3303300325 -9191.0 -9266.4 -9333.3 -- -9356.4 -9363.1 -9385.5 -9391.7 -9420.0 -9445.9 -9452.8 -9511.7 -9522.8 -9583.4 -- 
3303300326 -8852.5 -8930.0 -8996.9 -- -9019.8 -9025.0 -9045.4 -9053.7 -9075.1 -9107.5 -9120.5 -9157.2 -9161.3 -9248.3 -- 
3303300329 -8901.2 -8984.7 -9051.7 -- -9072.9 -9076.8 -9098.2 -- -9105.2 -9157.0 -9170.0 -9229.4 -9236.7 -9288.4 -- 
3303300330 -8932.3 -9013.2 -9079.8 -- -9102.1 -9106.7 -9129.8 -9133.5 -9146.1 -9189.0 -9195.3 -9260.3 -9263.4 -9316.5 -- 
3303300331 -8982.6 -9063.0 -9130.8 -- -9154.6 -9158.6 -9179.9 -9187.4 -9213.2 -9241.4 -9252.3 -9335.1 -9337.2 -9381.5 -- 
3303300332 -9036.0 -9114.0 -9181.0 -- -9204.4 -9210.2 -9231.2 -9237.3 -9264.0 -9289.5 -9305.3 -9401.1 -9402.9 -9426.9 -9707.0 
3303300337 -9088.1 -9165.4 -9232.3 -- -9254.2 -9260.7 -9281.3 -9288.3 -9312.7 -9340.9 -9347.0 -9415.9 -9418.3 -9480.4 -- 
3303300338 -9178.0 -9255.6 -9320.1 -- -9344.0 -9349.0 -9369.7 -9377.2 -9389.1 -9431.8 -9438.6 -9498.1 -9504.9 -9569.0 -- 
3303300339 -8704.5 -8783.8 -8844.2 -- -8867.8 -8874.2 -8895.6 -8900.9 -8921.1 -8953.8 -8959.8 -9056.3 -9058.1 -9090.7 -9366.9 
3303300342 -8777.0 -8854.1 -8921.0 -- -8944.1 -8949.8 -8968.0 -8976.2 -9002.7 -9030.2 -9042.8 -9096.9 -9104.9 -9168.1 -9462.0 
3303300343 -9049.9 -9131.2 -9201.0 -- -9222.1 -9228.1 -9248.9 -9255.5 -9281.9 -9304.9 -9314.5 -9370.2 -9375.9 -9444.1 -- 
3303500002 -- 493.1 456.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 374.0 
3303500003 -- 437.7 392.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 203.0 
3303500006 -- 611.1 586.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 523.6 
3303500010 -- -- 207.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303500011 -- 392.4 355.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 251.3 
3303500012 -- 392.2 353.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 284.1 
3303500014 -- 395.5 361.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 242.9 
3303700002 -6178.7 -6226.2 -6312.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303700016 -4930.2 -4967.4 -5057.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303700018 -4686.7 -4729.6 -4818.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3303700019 -6510.2 -6558.7 -6643.9 -- -- -- -6676.5 -6685.5 -6696.9 -6748.5 -6761.2 -6808.6 -6825.7 -- -- 
3303700020 -4775.8 -4813.7 -4904.6 -- -- -- -4935.8 -4938.8 -4952.3 -4996.2 -5002.2 -5047.2 -5055.3 -5141.0 -5511.9 
3303700021 -4983.1 -5018.3 -5113.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5692.5 
3303700022 -6451.1 -6500.0 -6587.7 -- -- -- -6625.9 -6629.8 -6642.7 -6687.7 -6700.4 -6744.5 -6764.6 -6841.2 -7182.5 
3303700023 -7030.8 -7083.8 -7171.3 -- -- -- -7210.4 -7224.2 -7238.6 -7275.2 -7304.1 -7312.2 -7333.8 -7423.0 -7772.9 
3303700024 -5694.2 -5735.8 -5820.8 -- -- -- -5851.0 -5853.5 -5864.4 -5912.3 -5922.6 -5978.9 -5989.0 -6053.0 -6416.4 
3303700025 -4876.1 -4914.1 -5003.1 -- -- -- -5029.0 -5031.4 -5046.4 -5088.8 -5111.6 -5155.7 -5161.7 -5229.6 -5592.7 
3303900004 -330.3 -384.8 -486.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1018.4 
3303900008 -238.0 -272.0 -369.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -842.0 
3304100006 -7163.9 -7230.1 -7318.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3304100007 -7392.4 -7458.6 -7545.4 -- -7550.0 -7552.9 -7577.5 -7588.2 -7602.6 -7647.7 -7676.6 -7718.0 -- -- -- 
3304100009 -7285.8 -7346.0 -7427.2 -- -7435.3 -7438.2 -7460.2 -7466.8 -7476.9 -7521.8 -7552.1 -7591.4 -7594.9 -- -- 




































3304100012 -6591.1 -6649.5 -6732.6 -- -6739.4 -6742.6 -6766.9 -6773.6 -6786.0 -6825.9 -6851.3 -6868.4 -- -- -- 
3304100013 -8340.7 -8402.3 -8481.8 -- -8497.5 -8504.1 -8522.6 -8528.1 -8539.1 -8575.5 -8606.5 -8654.5 -8668.3 -8740.3 -- 
3304100015 -6688.9 -6747.6 -6832.3 -- -6837.2 -6848.2 -6863.8 -6870.8 -6880.6 -6924.9 -6952.3 -6998.3 -7003.2 -7104.1 -7401.9 
3304100018 -7156.2 -7219.0 -7303.4 -- -7310.6 -7320.7 -7339.0 -7344.7 -7357.8 -7397.1 -7426.0 -7461.3 -7470.8 -7575.2 -- 
3304100020 -7183.8 -7244.8 -7322.9 -- -7327.2 -7329.6 -7354.1 -7356.4 -7362.5 -7407.9 -7433.6 -7465.2 -7470.4 -7590.9 -7882.8 
3304100021 -7221.8 -7282.8 -7363.3 -- -- -- -7399.4 -7404.6 -7411.5 -7452.3 -7478.9 -7508.9 -7519.6 -7651.8 -- 
3304100022 -8103.6 -8167.6 -8249.0 -- -- -- -8288.1 -8294.5 -8306.9 -8345.8 -8380.6 -8397.1 -8436.4 -8503.4 -- 
3304100023 -7466.7 -7526.2 -7606.9 -- -- -- -7642.8 -7648.8 -7660.4 -7696.3 -7725.2 -7757.0 -7789.4 -7859.6 -- 
3304100024 -7192.9 -7255.2 -7335.8 -- -7344.2 -7353.7 -7371.7 -7377.2 -7387.3 -7425.0 -7457.8 -7505.0 -7512.9 -7587.6 -- 
3304100025 -7052.7 -7114.3 -7200.8 -- -7206.9 -7217.0 -7235.8 -7242.1 -7255.7 -7295.9 -7324.0 -7365.9 -7378.0 -7446.0 -- 
3304100026 -6504.7 -6562.8 -6646.9 -- -6651.5 -6661.7 -6677.6 -6685.1 -6697.2 -6739.2 -6764.3 -6798.4 -6814.9 -6899.9 -- 
3304100027 -7694.3 -7758.5 -7839.8 -- -7851.0 -7857.1 -7878.2 -7885.1 -7897.6 -7936.3 -7963.2 -8007.2 -8021.3 -8098.2 -8424.9 
3304100029 -7445.3 -7509.2 -7588.4 -- -7595.7 -7598.6 -7623.7 -7628.9 -7639.6 -7674.0 -7701.5 -7713.9 -7767.4 -7836.5 -- 
3304100032 -7892.8 -7959.0 -8041.1 -- -- -- -8078.7 -8085.1 -8109.1 -8136.3 -8168.9 -8179.6 -8213.2 -8298.8 -8634.0 
3304300003 -2459.7 -2513.6 -2612.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3001.1 
3304300004 -2178.1 -2239.8 -2345.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2860.5 
3304300005 -3039.0 -3084.6 -3183.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3694.9 
3304500003 -378.1 -388.2 -427.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -677.6 
3304700002 -2163.1 -2204.9 -2306.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2789.0 
3304700003 -1661.4 -1696.7 -1799.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3304700004 -1512.8 -1549.9 -1653.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2141.7 
3304700020 -1980.8 -2018.2 -2122.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2615.8 
3304900001 -4671.9 -4720.7 -4796.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5349.5 
3304900002 -4635.3 -4685.1 -4777.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5329.0 
3304900125 -4659.9 -4712.9 -4794.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5353.5 
3304900127 -5634.1 -5681.7 -5768.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -6349.5 
3304900151 -4774.5 -4829.0 -4896.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5450.0 
3305100001 -1581.9 -1594.5 -1644.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2143.5 
3305100003 -581.6 -605.0 -650.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1156.3 
3305100004 -764.1 -783.9 -841.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1322.0 
3305100005 -847.1 -864.8 -926.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1368.3 
3305300078 -10275.9 -10366.0 -10423.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300209 -10976.5 -11071.9 -11150.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300410 -10809.8 -10897.7 -10973.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11630.6 
3305300442 -10403.0 -10484.1 -10559.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300449 -10773.2 -10862.6 -10935.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300474 -10750.5 -10838.8 -10901.6 -- -- -- -10961.9 -10975.8 -10990.6 -11013.6 -11031.7 -11060.1 -11076.9 -11161.6 -- 
3305300499 -9907.1 -9998.2 -10058.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300526 -9659.4 -9743.9 -9804.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300531 -10970.2 -11059.9 -11136.7 -11174.8 -11179.4 -11183.6 -11196.8 -11210.2 -11229.6 -11262.5 -11278.3 -11315.7 -11332.8 -11403.1 -- 
3305300547 -10963.9 -11055.4 -11123.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300566 -10770.4 -10869.9 -10921.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300568 -10565.8 -10651.8 -10723.2 -10750.6 -10753.0 -10757.3 -10777.4 -10792.5 -10808.7 -10836.9 -10865.5 -10918.0 -10922.8 -10987.7 -- 
3305300572 -11217.0 -11306.8 -11367.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300577 -11302.9 -11396.5 -11456.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300581 -10251.6 -10336.1 -10398.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300587 -10245.5 -10330.7 -10400.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300591 -11006.6 -11095.0 -11158.8 -11191.7 -- -11196.2 -11222.0 -11231.7 -11247.8 -11271.5 -11289.5 -11350.1 -11398.6 -11451.5 -- 
3305300647 -10438.5 -10529.6 -10585.4 -10615.9 -- -10624.7 -10644.3 -10659.3 -10674.1 -10701.7 -10721.1 -10749.4 -10768.5 -10795.2 -- 
3305300651 -10694.4 -10784.8 -10849.7 -- -10875.6 -10882.8 -10906.7 -10915.4 -10932.1 -10956.1 -10960.4 -10970.0 -11016.4 -11041.0 -- 




































3305300656 -10085.8 -10174.4 -10225.3 -- -10254.8 -10261.1 -10280.7 -10294.6 -10308.5 -10339.1 -10355.1 -10388.8 -10409.5 -10476.0 -- 
3305300657 -10764.8 -10852.8 -10918.3 -- -- -- -10975.3 -10988.6 -11001.4 -11030.3 -11049.1 -11147.9 -11151.7 -11173.5 -- 
3305300659 -10694.2 -10780.8 -10842.5 -10875.5 -- -10880.5 -10902.1 -10918.3 -10929.6 -10951.7 -10971.1 -10992.2 -11019.0 -11083.0 -11384.4 
3305300660 -10494.2 -10589.1 -10642.5 -- -10674.4 -10679.9 -10702.8 -10716.6 -10733.1 -10767.0 -10786.4 -10826.6 -10831.4 -10928.4 -- 
3305300661 -10726.9 -10815.2 -10876.2 -- -10908.8 -10917.5 -10939.4 -10954.2 -10968.5 -10988.9 -11001.7 -11043.3 -11056.6 -11153.6 -- 
3305300662 -10693.0 -10781.4 -10846.9 -- -10875.7 -10880.1 -10903.0 -10915.9 -10930.0 -10955.0 -10972.8 -10990.1 -11035.5 -11075.8 -- 
3305300664 -10460.7 -10553.6 -10606.9 -10639.5 -- -10644.8 -10668.2 -10681.6 -10697.9 -10724.5 -10736.4 -10748.7 -10760.7 -10807.8 -- 
3305300665 -11521.4 -11605.9 -11676.7 -11706.8 -11709.2 -11715.0 -11736.5 -11746.5 -11765.7 -11786.4 -11804.5 -11809.9 -11854.3 -11941.8 -- 
3305300671 -9945.2 -10025.5 -10089.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300676 -9975.4 -10057.1 -10119.9 -- -10146.5 -10153.0 -10172.5 -10185.0 -10199.3 -10232.5 -10243.1 -10295.8 -10327.2 -10365.8 -- 
3305300677 -10497.3 -10587.0 -10650.8 -- -- -- -10706.8 -10720.7 -10735.9 -10760.2 -10772.4 -10799.8 -10831.2 -10842.5 -- 
3305300679 -9944.7 -10026.0 -10089.5 -- -10115.1 -10123.1 -10141.7 -10153.2 -10187.1 -10203.2 -10215.3 -10357.7 -10368.3 -10419.5 -- 
3305300680 -10731.5 -10823.0 -10881.5 -- -- -- -10945.9 -10958.1 -10971.9 -10994.9 -11015.6 -11037.4 -11060.2 -11146.3 -- 
3305300687 -10764.1 -10853.9 -10913.8 -- -- -- -10974.7 -10988.5 -11002.8 -11026.8 -11033.1 -11078.9 -11084.7 -11175.2 -- 
3305300688 -10965.4 -11058.3 -11132.6 -11168.7 -11172.5 -11177.7 -11191.0 -11205.3 -11229.5 -11258.4 -11273.9 -11308.9 -11359.8 -11382.0 -11755.8 
3305300692 -10748.8 -10841.3 -10902.3 -- -- -- -10963.2 -10975.0 -10992.3 -11015.0 -11042.4 -11063.9 -11110.0 -11157.2 -- 
3305300723 -9987.3 -10068.3 -10131.8 -- -10158.1 -10166.3 -10184.5 -10197.8 -10219.8 -10244.1 -10253.4 -10389.7 -- -- -- 
3305300734 -10284.4 -10378.0 -10434.1 -- -10463.9 -10474.9 -10494.9 -10511.6 -10537.9 -10560.3 -10579.3 -10612.1 -10629.6 -10691.0 -10971.3 
3305300739 -10305.6 -10399.9 -10449.4 -- -10484.7 -10493.0 -10511.1 -10527.8 -10543.6 -10573.9 -10589.1 -10629.4 -- -- -10979.9 
3305300750 -10303.6 -10393.7 -10449.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300757 -11535.8 -11623.5 -11693.6 -11725.8 -- -11729.1 -11754.4 -11765.4 -11786.2 -11808.6 -11826.2 -11852.8 -11873.7 -11948.5 -- 
3305300758 -11054.9 -11150.0 -11227.1 -11265.3 -- -11271.2 -11288.4 -11302.7 -11324.8 -11362.5 -11378.5 -11429.0 -11447.8 -11487.4 -- 
3305300759 -11023.2 -11118.1 -11172.2 -11210.6 -11217.2 -11222.5 -11239.4 -11248.5 -- -11283.3 -11292.9 -11304.5 -11314.0 -11323.0 -11708.8 
3305300768 -10694.5 -10780.9 -10846.5 -- -10874.8 -10878.6 -10902.0 -10914.4 -10929.2 -10955.9 -10969.5 -11003.6 -11026.5 -11076.0 -- 
3305300770 -9951.8 -10035.4 -10099.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300771 -10950.6 -11043.1 -11115.3 -11152.8 -- -11163.2 -11174.2 -11187.1 -11206.6 -11243.5 -11260.2 -11363.4 -- -- -- 
3305300790 -11348.7 -11444.1 -11515.9 -11555.1 -11560.5 -11566.7 -11582.9 -11595.8 -11620.1 -11650.3 -11676.8 -11716.5 -- -- -- 
3305300791 -10237.7 -10330.2 -10386.0 -- -10415.1 -10421.5 -10442.5 -10458.3 -10492.1 -10509.9 -10521.7 -10556.1 -10581.1 -10619.3 -- 
3305300794 -10142.6 -10234.5 -10289.2 -- -10319.0 -10327.1 -10348.1 -10364.3 -10380.8 -10410.8 -10425.9 -10455.9 -- -- -- 
3305300797 -11106.2 -11203.3 -11261.8 -11292.3 -- -11300.7 -11320.3 -11330.3 -11346.6 -11370.9 -11378.7 -11489.7 -- -- -- 
3305300807 -9995.1 -10077.1 -10142.0 -- -10165.5 -10174.2 -10193.2 -10206.6 -10240.2 -10252.0 -10260.2 -10326.5 -10350.7 -10411.2 -- 
3305300815 -10825.1 -10917.3 -10986.0 -- -11016.5 -11023.0 -11046.8 -11061.1 -11083.9 -11101.3 -11128.9 -11138.4 -11176.0 -11243.3 -- 
3305300819 -10214.0 -10305.2 -10363.7 -- -10392.8 -10401.2 -10420.2 -10435.0 -10448.5 -10486.3 -10518.2 -10612.8 -- -- -- 
3305300822 -10253.1 -10344.9 -10399.7 -- -- -- -10461.2 -10476.7 -10504.8 -10526.8 -10542.5 -10578.7 -10600.6 -10657.6 -- 
3305300824 -10662.0 -10750.2 -10817.2 -- -10845.4 -10849.5 -10872.5 -10887.0 -10898.9 -10926.3 -10945.8 -10967.8 -10998.0 -11054.0 -- 
3305300836 -10605.3 -10703.7 -10753.9 -- -10784.4 -10794.2 -10810.9 -10828.1 -10853.5 -10876.8 -10895.4 -11004.0 -- -- -- 
3305300837 -10414.9 -10507.4 -10558.3 -10588.8 -10593.3 -10598.1 -10622.0 -10639.6 -10662.8 -10687.8 -10710.7 -10741.1 -10754.8 -10889.7 -- 
3305300842 -11028.5 -11126.4 -11180.6 -11217.3 -- -11226.1 -11246.2 -11256.4 -11272.2 -11304.0 -11317.0 -11459.7 -- -- -11726.2 
3305300848 -10261.3 -10350.4 -10403.0 -10432.8 -- -10441.9 -10461.0 -10476.2 -10490.7 -10523.6 -10539.7 -10580.7 -- -- -- 
3305300850 -11651.2 -11741.7 -11813.8 -11847.5 -11852.7 -11857.5 -11880.8 -11890.9 -11909.1 -11936.4 -11960.8 -11972.0 -11987.4 -12018.8 -- 
3305300852 -10262.1 -10346.3 -10407.6 -- -- -- -10462.9 -10477.5 -10494.0 -10524.6 -10534.1 -10596.6 -10610.6 -10656.7 -- 
3305300855 -10521.5 -10618.9 -10670.2 -10705.6 -- -10712.8 -10734.5 -10751.5 -10764.1 -10793.1 -10808.6 -10833.8 -10863.2 -10908.0 -- 
3305300859 -10542.1 -10627.6 -10698.4 -- -- -- -10752.0 -10766.4 -10781.2 -10804.6 -10832.4 -10868.2 -10890.5 -10953.0 -- 
3305300876 -10207.2 -10295.6 -10356.9 -- -10386.4 -10390.0 -10409.8 -10423.9 -10456.1 -10467.3 -10476.2 -10543.8 -10546.9 -10610.4 -- 
3305300878 -10218.4 -10310.3 -10368.8 -- -10398.3 -10403.9 -10425.9 -10437.8 -10461.8 -10487.5 -10503.8 -10534.2 -- -- -- 
3305300879 -10838.4 -10936.5 -10991.6 -11022.7 -- -11032.8 -11055.2 -11066.7 -11084.2 -11113.1 -11130.3 -11166.8 -11187.3 -11237.9 -- 
3305300884 -11560.2 -11647.9 -11719.0 -11748.5 -11750.5 -11755.0 -11779.8 -11790.8 -11809.7 -11831.0 -11848.5 -11856.0 -11896.7 -11968.4 -- 
3305300886 -11101.6 -11201.5 -11255.5 -11292.0 -11295.8 -11300.6 -11318.7 -11328.3 -11344.6 -11372.5 -11382.0 -11487.9 -- -- -- 
3305300887 -10594.3 -10668.7 -10739.9 -- -10766.9 -10770.6 -10795.4 -10813.1 -10835.1 -10853.2 -10867.0 -10899.4 -10944.5 -10991.0 -- 
3305300891 -10015.1 -10098.2 -10161.5 -- -10189.2 -10194.5 -10214.0 -10226.6 -10241.3 -10273.8 -10284.5 -10333.6 -10368.0 -10408.0 -- 




































3305300898 -11051.7 -11154.0 -11205.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305300900 -10768.6 -10859.4 -10932.3 -10965.2 -10972.5 -10977.3 -10987.8 -11002.6 -11026.9 -11059.1 -11073.7 -11133.5 -11143.7 -11190.2 -11550.4 
3305300901 -10818.0 -10908.5 -10984.9 -11017.4 -- -11024.7 -11040.9 -11054.3 -11087.0 -11106.4 -11121.5 -11159.5 -11167.7 -11225.7 -- 
3305300905 -10833.7 -10930.8 -10989.0 -11020.5 -11025.8 -11031.7 -11051.7 -11063.6 -11080.0 -11108.3 -11124.3 -11149.6 -- -- -- 
3305300921 -11553.9 -11644.0 -11715.1 -11746.7 -11751.9 -11757.8 -11781.7 -11791.7 -11811.0 -11836.0 -11862.7 -11909.5 -11924.9 -11976.5 -- 
3305300922 -11085.4 -11185.6 -11240.4 -11277.5 -- -11287.3 -11304.5 -11316.4 -11337.3 -11362.3 -11382.2 -11442.6 -11447.1 -11494.6 -- 
3305300929 -10125.3 -10211.2 -10271.2 -- -- -- -10327.9 -10342.0 -10365.8 -10395.1 -10406.5 -10454.3 -10470.1 -10518.9 -- 
3305300932 -10849.1 -10939.2 -11002.7 -11033.2 -- -11042.9 -11065.9 -11078.7 -11095.3 -11119.3 -11138.0 -11161.2 -11185.5 -11269.5 -- 
3305300934 -11073.5 -11165.0 -11232.3 -11266.6 -11269.8 -11272.6 -11299.8 -11308.9 -11325.9 -11353.2 -11373.1 -11412.7 -11417.5 -11482.4 -- 
3305300945 -9785.8 -9878.4 -9935.2 -- -- -- -9990.1 -10000.8 -10035.4 -10054.1 -10068.1 -10104.3 -10116.6 -10176.8 -- 
3305300946 -11535.6 -11620.6 -11691.9 -11723.9 -11726.4 -11728.8 -11753.2 -11762.6 -11780.8 -11804.2 -11822.8 -11836.3 -11906.0 -11940.0 -12276.7 
3305300947 -9905.6 -9995.1 -10052.0 -- -10082.1 -10086.5 -10106.7 -10118.8 -10132.2 -10171.5 -10184.1 -10228.9 -10235.0 -10290.5 -- 
3305300949 -9977.2 -10068.7 -10125.9 -- -10152.9 -10158.1 -10177.6 -10189.1 -10202.1 -10241.6 -10258.5 -10295.4 -10305.6 -10363.7 -- 
3305300950 -10311.0 -10401.5 -10452.0 -10484.9 -- -10495.2 -10516.2 -10530.5 -10545.9 -10576.9 -10595.2 -10634.1 -10650.9 -10691.5 -- 
3305300952 -10274.8 -10369.7 -10425.5 -- -10459.3 -10465.6 -10486.7 -10501.6 -10515.3 -10548.2 -10566.0 -10594.4 -10630.7 -10673.1 -- 
3305300955 -9991.3 -10071.4 -10135.5 -- -10161.8 -10173.0 -10186.4 -10198.1 -10233.7 -10245.5 -10256.2 -10318.6 -10334.0 -10384.0 -- 
3305300956 -11453.8 -11540.5 -11612.9 -11646.4 -11649.4 -11653.7 -11679.1 -11687.2 -11706.6 -11728.4 -11746.1 -11751.4 -11812.0 -11881.3 -- 
3305300958 -11592.7 -11682.3 -11753.4 -11784.9 -- -11790.1 -11814.9 -11824.7 -11841.1 -11868.8 -11887.7 -11923.1 -11933.0 -12008.2 -- 
3305300961 -12082.0 -12184.6 -12252.6 -- -- -- -12326.4 -12334.3 -12354.7 -12386.9 -- -12400.3 -12465.0 -12503.2 -- 
3305300963 -11159.4 -11257.5 -11309.2 -11349.9 -- -11356.3 -11376.7 -11385.9 -11401.2 -11421.3 -11445.8 -11462.1 -11501.6 -11541.1 -- 
3305300969 -10740.0 -10827.9 -10897.2 -- -10924.8 -10929.5 -10950.9 -10966.8 -10990.7 -11005.1 -11022.6 -11064.0 -11080.6 -11133.8 -- 
3305300973 -9746.5 -9836.0 -9893.1 -- -9922.0 -9927.8 -9949.7 -9960.9 -9995.3 -10015.1 -10027.5 -10071.5 -10078.5 -10134.2 -- 
3305300979 -10783.7 -10877.7 -10938.3 -10973.6 -10976.1 -10979.3 -11004.8 -11015.3 -11030.0 -11054.2 -11073.3 -11092.7 -11119.5 -11197.6 -- 
3305301008 -10798.6 -10899.6 -10953.1 -10987.1 -10989.9 -10992.5 -11019.1 -11036.3 -11049.4 -11079.2 -11098.3 -11128.6 -11155.6 -11203.4 -- 
3305301012 -10628.4 -10716.0 -10786.9 -- -10811.6 -10817.0 -10841.3 -10854.3 -10873.4 -10893.5 -10905.3 -10928.2 -10993.9 -11022.5 -- 
3305301023 -10767.6 -10860.6 -10918.4 -10949.8 -10953.0 -10956.9 -10980.7 -10993.5 -11007.8 -11030.8 -11038.7 -11069.6 -11106.6 -11147.4 -- 
3305301024 -10980.7 -11071.1 -11142.6 -11168.0 -11172.1 -11177.9 -11199.2 -11215.5 -11231.4 -11255.3 -11284.3 -11293.2 -- -- -11758.2 
3305301030 -10550.2 -10639.7 -10709.3 -10733.4 -10735.3 -10739.8 -10761.5 -10775.8 -10800.6 -10817.5 -10825.2 -10889.5 -10903.5 -10944.6 -- 
3305301032 -10730.8 -10819.7 -10891.2 -10919.1 -10923.0 -10927.1 -10948.4 -10963.4 -10986.7 -11005.8 -11017.9 -11066.0 -11084.8 -11140.6 -- 
3305301034 -10655.5 -10730.3 -10804.4 -- -- -- -10861.3 -10876.6 -10890.6 -10918.6 -10930.7 -10977.9 -10991.0 -11057.2 -- 
3305301037 -10701.0 -10789.3 -10849.3 -- -10881.7 -10887.1 -10911.3 -10925.3 -10939.4 -10961.0 -10975.4 -11010.7 -11029.2 -11104.4 -- 
3305301038 -10554.7 -10641.6 -10713.8 -- -10739.5 -10745.5 -10767.8 -10779.3 -10807.6 -10821.0 -10849.1 -10860.2 -10908.0 -10963.8 -- 
3305301049 -10599.5 -10675.7 -10749.1 -- -- -- -10804.7 -10819.1 -10835.0 -10858.2 -10888.5 -10915.3 -10923.6 -10999.1 -- 
3305301050 -10599.3 -10678.0 -10749.8 -- -10776.2 -10783.2 -10806.1 -10821.7 -10838.0 -10862.8 -10891.8 -10896.5 -10975.8 -11002.2 -- 
3305301054 -10163.1 -10256.1 -10312.0 -- -10341.2 -10347.9 -10368.9 -10384.2 -10399.8 -10435.8 -10450.5 -10484.2 -10510.4 -10561.3 -- 
3305301055 -11105.1 -11201.8 -11278.0 -11315.3 -11319.4 -11327.3 -11349.8 -11360.8 -11387.0 -11412.0 -11439.8 -11474.2 -11498.0 -11533.0 -11925.9 
3305301056 -11115.1 -11214.2 -11286.9 -11320.6 -11327.0 -11331.4 -11351.5 -11363.9 -11380.8 -11419.1 -11444.5 -11486.3 -11501.3 -11550.6 -11922.8 
3305301058 -9980.6 -10065.3 -10129.8 -- -10157.1 -10163.1 -10181.6 -10194.0 -10217.9 -10242.1 -10251.7 -10272.1 -10325.9 -10367.4 -- 
3305301059 -10761.4 -10852.8 -10915.1 -- -10946.8 -10950.7 -10976.8 -10987.0 -10999.7 -11027.1 -11048.8 -11085.4 -11089.6 -11172.1 -- 
3305301060 -10425.2 -10512.2 -10579.2 -- -10605.2 -10611.9 -10632.6 -10647.0 -10673.4 -10688.7 -10706.9 -10782.7 -10786.8 -10855.3 -- 
3305301062 -9993.5 -10080.5 -10141.1 -- -10166.8 -10174.2 -10193.9 -10206.0 -10223.5 -10254.4 -10267.5 -10313.1 -10330.6 -10390.2 -- 
3305301066 -10817.4 -10909.5 -10979.7 -11019.7 -11024.8 -11029.9 -11042.3 -11056.4 -11079.3 -11109.9 -11127.1 -11170.7 -11178.7 -11231.6 -11605.8 
3305301069 -10996.6 -11084.6 -11156.0 -- -11183.0 -11188.7 -11210.4 -11224.4 -11239.4 -11265.5 -11280.8 -11311.4 -- -- -- 
3305301071 -11527.3 -11614.4 -11677.9 -11711.0 -11715.8 -11718.9 -11739.9 -11751.0 -11769.9 -11789.2 -11809.1 -11829.2 -11865.5 -11917.0 -12231.2 
3305301075 -10374.2 -10465.8 -10516.2 -10551.3 -10555.3 -10560.3 -10580.2 -10596.9 -10609.5 -10644.2 -10662.2 -10697.3 -10716.0 -10761.1 -- 
3305301076 -10630.3 -10720.2 -10780.4 -- -- -- -10838.7 -10851.8 -10864.8 -10893.5 -10903.1 -10936.5 -10959.5 -11038.8 -- 
3305301077 -10813.1 -10909.7 -10967.1 -10999.2 -11003.3 -11006.8 -11030.1 -11042.5 -11059.4 -11094.5 -11109.1 -11147.4 -11158.2 -11203.4 -- 
3305301078 -11123.3 -11221.2 -11275.4 -11311.6 -11315.8 -11321.2 -11340.0 -11348.0 -11363.6 -11388.1 -11406.6 -11531.5 -- -- -- 
3305301082 -9789.5 -9881.3 -9940.6 -- -9969.5 -9975.9 -9997.3 -10008.4 -10024.0 -10058.7 -10077.2 -10111.3 -10134.9 -10188.7 -- 
3305301084 -11423.1 -11517.8 -11593.4 -11630.2 -11635.3 -11640.4 -11666.9 -11678.0 -11702.5 -11732.8 -11756.1 -11781.9 -- -- -- 




































3305301086 -11215.6 -11305.7 -11375.9 -11404.2 -11408.7 -11412.8 -11437.3 -11448.2 -11466.6 -11492.8 -11506.8 -11525.9 -- -- -- 
3305301089 -11028.6 -11117.2 -11185.5 -11219.5 -11222.3 -11226.2 -11253.2 -11263.1 -11277.5 -11303.9 -11313.1 -11328.8 -11399.8 -11437.1 -- 
3305301092 -11808.8 -11906.0 -11976.8 -12007.3 -12010.5 -12015.6 -12038.2 -12047.8 -12068.8 -12094.3 -12120.4 -12168.5 -12183.2 -12229.7 -- 
3305301094 -10965.8 -11062.3 -11123.0 -11153.8 -11158.9 -11164.0 -11185.9 -11196.4 -11212.1 -11241.7 -11253.2 -11359.3 -- -- -- 
3305301099 -11437.7 -11537.8 -11612.7 -11645.8 -11648.3 -11657.9 -11676.7 -11685.9 -11713.9 -11739.1 -11752.2 -11795.8 -11814.6 -11875.8 -- 
3305301106 -10249.8 -10326.6 -10391.7 -- -10419.6 -10425.6 -10445.7 -10459.7 -10476.6 -10504.3 -10521.5 -10644.5 -10678.6 -10720.7 -- 
3305301113 -11262.8 -11354.5 -11415.2 -11447.3 -11449.5 -11453.3 -11475.6 -11486.1 -11503.6 -11527.2 -11550.8 -11570.9 -11621.2 -11636.2 -- 
3305301114 -11698.9 -11786.2 -11858.9 -11890.3 -11896.4 -11900.5 -11918.4 -11929.9 -11948.3 -11973.2 -11996.4 -11999.3 -- -- -- 
3305301118 -10456.2 -10547.0 -10608.9 -- -10640.0 -10644.8 -10666.8 -10682.1 -10706.6 -10728.0 -10737.8 -10890.8 -10897.8 -10937.6 -- 
3305301122 -10329.4 -10420.2 -10472.5 -10505.3 -10509.1 -10513.9 -10536.2 -10549.5 -10565.5 -10591.0 -10609.8 -10613.6 -10666.8 -10721.0 -- 
3305301123 -10409.4 -10497.4 -10561.5 -- -10589.4 -10595.2 -10616.5 -10630.8 -10646.5 -10671.9 -10680.2 -10708.0 -10739.2 -10749.7 -- 
3305301124 -11135.8 -11235.9 -11291.1 -11326.0 -11329.6 -11335.0 -11356.0 -11364.9 -11381.5 -11402.8 -11409.2 -11450.6 -11466.6 -11524.5 -- 
3305301125 -11064.4 -11165.0 -11225.0 -11258.1 -11261.9 -11265.1 -11287.1 -11300.8 -11313.2 -11347.0 -11367.7 -11435.2 -11440.6 -11489.1 -- 
3305301130 -10170.4 -10256.7 -10318.6 -- -10347.2 -10352.9 -10371.7 -10385.1 -10399.1 -10431.3 -10441.8 -10467.3 -10529.1 -10556.5 -- 
3305301132 -10735.1 -10826.6 -10886.3 -- -10916.7 -10923.1 -10944.5 -10958.8 -10970.9 -10994.8 -11003.7 -11036.5 -11060.7 -11113.0 -- 
3305301137 -11157.1 -11250.8 -11312.4 -11343.2 -11347.7 -11352.1 -11375.1 -11384.6 -11399.6 -11429.2 -11448.7 -11501.6 -11512.1 -11550.3 -- 
3305301138 -10560.4 -10648.3 -10714.7 -- -10744.5 -10748.7 -10771.3 -10785.6 -10800.6 -10823.9 -10843.0 -10858.6 -10923.0 -10947.8 -- 
3305301139 -11028.6 -11129.0 -11181.8 -11216.3 -- -11225.2 -11244.3 -11259.3 -11274.9 -11303.0 -11318.3 -11385.2 -11389.0 -11452.4 -- 
3305301140 -11654.9 -11747.2 -11815.1 -11848.3 -11855.3 -11858.4 -11882.5 -11892.1 -11912.4 -11936.9 -11956.2 -11986.7 -12020.4 -12071.0 -12410.5 
3305301143 -11308.6 -11396.5 -11462.9 -11497.4 -11500.9 -11504.8 -11528.6 -11536.0 -11551.4 -11577.2 -11595.6 -11627.3 -11658.8 -11730.9 -- 
3305301144 -11285.2 -11385.9 -11462.3 -11496.1 -11501.7 -11508.0 -11527.7 -11538.0 -11564.4 -11592.4 -11608.2 -11648.5 -11679.4 -11712.5 -- 
3305301149 -10332.1 -10425.4 -10477.6 -- -10510.5 -10516.1 -10536.6 -10550.1 -10566.2 -10602.9 -10620.3 -10655.8 -10668.6 -10722.2 -- 
3305301150 -10535.2 -10633.9 -10686.4 -10722.7 -10726.2 -10730.8 -10752.4 -10765.6 -10782.4 -10817.5 -10833.6 -10871.7 -10882.6 -10944.7 -- 
3305301151 -11122.4 -11221.4 -11277.7 -11312.0 -11316.1 -11321.0 -11342.5 -11353.4 -11368.2 -11395.6 -11416.8 -11447.7 -11462.4 -11531.7 -- 
3305301152 -10732.8 -10824.4 -10884.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301154 -10537.4 -10637.1 -10689.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301155 -11538.1 -11626.4 -11699.5 -11729.5 -- -11735.1 -11760.3 -11769.7 -11786.4 -11810.6 -11829.9 -11858.9 -11878.8 -11940.0 -- 
3305301156 -10682.3 -10767.5 -10833.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301161 -10467.5 -10560.1 -10613.7 -10647.2 -10649.3 -10654.9 -10675.5 -10691.6 -10707.4 -10737.4 -10756.4 -10796.5 -10811.5 -10857.4 -- 
3305301164 -10559.0 -10657.1 -10709.9 -- -- -- -10769.9 -10783.7 -10798.5 -10830.7 -10848.4 -10881.8 -10897.4 -10949.6 -- 
3305301165 -10353.5 -10441.4 -10504.7 -- -10536.2 -10541.4 -10562.1 -10577.5 -10598.5 -10618.8 -10638.1 -10675.7 -10686.0 -10754.7 -- 
3305301167 -10794.2 -10885.8 -10955.8 -10985.5 -10988.6 -10995.2 -11009.3 -11021.2 -11041.5 -11074.6 -11089.8 -11148.0 -11157.3 -11193.8 -11558.0 
3305301170 -11489.8 -11579.8 -11647.7 -11680.9 -- -11687.2 -11710.2 -11718.3 -11734.4 -11764.0 -11781.4 -11844.6 -11847.1 -11898.3 -- 
3305301172 -10847.3 -10937.6 -11000.4 -- -- -- -11062.3 -11073.5 -11087.4 -11114.4 -11135.4 -11169.8 -11174.2 -11271.6 -- 
3305301174 -10826.8 -10908.7 -10976.9 -- -11005.5 -11011.8 -11032.6 -11046.8 -11058.7 -11084.1 -11098.3 -11124.1 -- -- -- 
3305301176 -11596.1 -11688.7 -11758.0 -11792.9 -11795.4 -11798.9 -11822.5 -11833.4 -11850.8 -11879.4 -11899.4 -11954.9 -11957.7 -12047.3 -- 
3305301177 -11131.8 -11219.7 -11295.1 -11336.6 -11341.5 -11345.7 -11365.6 -11377.5 -11403.9 -11433.6 -11448.4 -11485.4 -- -- -11937.0 
3305301182 -10273.1 -10352.7 -10420.4 -- -10447.6 -10453.9 -10471.3 -10487.0 -10500.9 -10527.9 -10545.0 -10605.4 -10622.2 -10664.7 -- 
3305301187 -11171.4 -11270.9 -11344.3 -11379.3 -11385.0 -11391.0 -11406.8 -11417.0 -11443.2 -11474.0 -11498.2 -11539.0 -11559.0 -11647.0 -11972.8 
3305301188 -10593.8 -10680.8 -10754.1 -- -10782.4 -10786.9 -10809.2 -10823.7 -10845.6 -10862.6 -10882.9 -10924.1 -10944.1 -11001.8 -- 
3305301189 -11058.7 -11157.7 -11213.0 -11249.3 -11253.2 -11257.7 -11278.4 -11290.6 -11305.8 -11330.5 -11345.7 -11372.4 -- -- -- 
3305301190 -11036.0 -11127.3 -11202.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11809.6 
3305301191 -11688.4 -11779.6 -11846.6 -11879.3 -11882.1 -11884.9 -11908.6 -11918.1 -11940.1 -11964.3 -11986.2 -12099.4 -- -- -12437.7 
3305301192 -10583.0 -10678.0 -10730.9 -10764.8 -10767.9 -10773.9 -10793.1 -10805.0 -10823.0 -10856.5 -10874.5 -10913.4 -10917.2 -10988.3 -- 
3305301199 -11257.6 -11352.9 -11426.2 -11459.8 -11467.8 -11472.0 -11489.4 -11501.0 -11519.3 -11558.6 -11576.0 -11617.5 -11631.5 -11674.6 -- 
3305301202 -11742.3 -11834.6 -11898.7 -11930.7 -11935.9 -11939.6 -11961.4 -11972.3 -11991.5 -12013.5 -12036.0 -12052.1 -12095.3 -12132.0 -12491.4 
3305301205 -11245.1 -11337.1 -11400.1 -11433.6 -11438.1 -11442.7 -11463.2 -11472.2 -11488.0 -11517.3 -11535.3 -11643.1 -- -- -- 
3305301208 -10526.3 -10624.3 -10675.8 -10709.0 -- -10716.7 -10736.7 -10751.5 -10765.4 -10796.6 -10817.2 -10860.2 -10865.5 -10902.4 -- 
3305301211 -11232.8 -11323.1 -11380.6 -11412.8 -11417.6 -11422.9 -11442.8 -11453.1 -11468.2 -11493.7 -11506.2 -11527.6 -11580.6 -11601.8 -11929.9 
3305301212 -11287.9 -11377.2 -11448.9 -11476.4 -11479.9 -11483.8 -11508.1 -11521.7 -11536.2 -11564.8 -11582.5 -11709.1 -- -- -- 




































3305301215 -11825.1 -11920.8 -11999.5 -12033.8 -12040.1 -12045.6 -12062.7 -12073.9 -12093.6 -12133.2 -12145.7 -12207.3 -12220.1 -12262.6 -- 
3305301218 -10437.0 -10530.6 -10582.7 -10614.4 -- -10624.2 -10642.0 -10658.4 -10675.4 -10713.8 -10730.8 -10915.9 -- -- -- 
3305301220 -11037.9 -11125.4 -11192.2 -11224.4 -11228.7 -11234.3 -11258.6 -11266.6 -11281.5 -11306.1 -11325.2 -11362.0 -11399.0 -11443.0 -11750.0 
3305301221 -10501.9 -10591.5 -10657.8 -10687.5 -- -10696.3 -10714.5 -10730.0 -10744.8 -10771.2 -10788.9 -10810.1 -10844.1 -10915.9 -11212.7 
3305301228 -10791.9 -10883.5 -10950.3 -- -10979.3 -10984.5 -11009.3 -11020.9 -11042.7 -11061.7 -11069.8 -11184.3 -- -- -- 
3305301229 -11141.3 -11224.5 -11299.5 -11325.4 -11329.9 -11333.8 -11359.1 -11371.7 -11386.8 -11411.6 -11425.8 -11481.7 -- -- -- 
3305301232 -11032.8 -11122.4 -11192.8 -- -11222.1 -11226.6 -11249.8 -11264.0 -11288.7 -11303.9 -11318.0 -11339.1 -- -- -- 
3305301234 -10435.5 -10526.8 -10580.5 -- -- -- -10639.8 -10654.3 -10670.7 -10710.9 -10738.6 -10860.7 -- -- -- 
3305301239 -10231.1 -10320.4 -10381.0 -- -10411.3 -10417.3 -10440.6 -10455.1 -10480.5 -10496.6 -10509.2 -10551.3 -10571.3 -10625.9 -- 
3305301240 -11051.3 -11145.0 -11198.7 -11231.9 -11234.7 -11238.2 -11262.5 -11274.4 -11292.4 -11319.2 -11328.5 -11463.9 -- -- -- 
3305301245 -11050.5 -11147.5 -11203.4 -11236.2 -11240.1 -11243.9 -11265.6 -11280.4 -11297.8 -11328.0 -11344.8 -11355.6 -11382.2 -11478.0 -11751.8 
3305301248 -10983.9 -11084.6 -11137.1 -11173.4 -11176.9 -11180.4 -11201.6 -11213.2 -11228.9 -11252.8 -11268.2 -11297.8 -11311.8 -11363.3 -- 
3305301249 -9983.5 -10074.5 -10131.9 -- -10159.8 -10166.4 -10187.6 -10200.8 -10234.3 -10252.3 -10265.5 -10306.0 -10320.3 -10383.3 -- 
3305301254 -11073.6 -11162.9 -11226.6 -11256.3 -11260.8 -11264.7 -11290.1 -11299.1 -11313.9 -11339.6 -11355.7 -11378.8 -- -- -11782.5 
3305301255 -10854.6 -10935.5 -11010.7 -11039.4 -11043.2 -11049.1 -11071.9 -11088.0 -11103.5 -11129.6 -11145.3 -11168.6 -11201.0 -11280.0 -- 
3305301256 -10419.0 -10506.9 -10567.7 -- -- -- -10624.1 -10637.5 -10650.8 -10679.1 -10693.0 -10717.5 -- -- -11101.3 
3305301258 -10962.9 -11063.2 -11120.5 -11154.3 -11158.5 -11163.1 -11182.3 -11194.2 -11210.0 -11243.8 -11259.6 -11315.5 -11342.0 -11366.0 -- 
3305301259 -10322.5 -10419.6 -10474.4 -- -10506.9 -10513.6 -10534.0 -10547.2 -10562.4 -10598.1 -10616.2 -10652.6 -10670.1 -10719.7 -- 
3305301263 -11164.7 -11264.1 -11340.4 -- -- -- -11410.0 -11418.7 -11447.4 -11472.8 -11489.2 -11541.4 -11558.2 -11600.0 -- 
3305301264 -10384.4 -10462.6 -10535.6 -- -10561.8 -10567.0 -10588.8 -10603.6 -10618.4 -10643.8 -10649.3 -10696.6 -10733.1 -10779.6 -- 
3305301266 -11432.6 -11529.6 -11605.9 -11636.3 -11643.0 -11647.8 -11670.4 -11680.0 -11705.8 -11729.9 -11744.4 -- -- -- -- 
3305301267 -11167.1 -11264.4 -11326.7 -11358.4 -11365.1 -11370.3 -11389.5 -11399.5 -11415.6 -11444.6 -11454.2 -11491.7 -11509.5 -11572.2 -- 
3305301273 -11459.1 -11549.0 -11613.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -12198.0 
3305301276 -11055.8 -11155.5 -11216.1 -11248.6 -11252.1 -11257.3 -11277.9 -11290.2 -11305.0 -11334.0 -11344.6 -11388.0 -11406.7 -11469.1 -- 
3305301277 -10211.9 -10294.1 -10361.4 -- -10385.5 -10390.4 -10411.3 -10426.5 -10444.5 -10465.1 -10470.9 -10503.6 -10564.2 -10608.8 -- 
3305301278 -11657.7 -11750.3 -11820.9 -11852.4 -- -11860.8 -11883.8 -11891.2 -11909.2 -11937.9 -11957.2 -12009.4 -12013.1 -12082.1 -- 
3305301281 -10589.8 -10684.1 -10741.2 -10771.2 -- -10777.9 -10800.8 -10812.4 -10828.8 -10859.1 -10874.8 -10900.6 -- -- -- 
3305301282 -10407.0 -10499.6 -10550.5 -- -10580.9 -10590.0 -10608.8 -10620.4 -10634.6 -10664.8 -10681.9 -10722.1 -10735.2 -10799.8 -- 
3305301284 -11220.0 -11317.7 -11380.1 -11412.2 -11417.8 -11423.4 -11445.8 -11457.8 -11486.1 -11502.5 -11523.1 -11665.6 -- -- -- 
3305301286 -11308.0 -11401.7 -11460.9 -11492.4 -11495.2 -11499.0 -11519.9 -11529.9 -11546.6 -11571.7 -11591.7 -11633.2 -11660.6 -11694.3 -- 
3305301288 -11170.8 -11260.4 -11334.4 -11365.8 -11371.1 -11373.9 -11396.6 -11405.3 -11423.3 -11443.9 -11457.1 -11478.4 -11535.3 -11608.3 -- 
3305301292 -11176.8 -11273.8 -11335.1 -11367.2 -11371.4 -11376.3 -11399.2 -11409.5 -11424.9 -11455.2 -11466.1 -11603.9 -- -- -- 
3305301294 -10512.0 -10595.3 -10666.3 -- -10691.7 -10698.4 -10720.4 -10734.6 -10749.7 -10773.8 -10785.7 -10809.4 -10870.6 -10902.8 -11247.9 
3305301295 -11589.4 -11687.4 -11761.1 -11794.3 -11798.1 -11800.2 -11823.0 -11834.6 -11851.9 -11890.6 -11918.3 -- -- -- -- 
3305301299 -10696.7 -10788.4 -10858.4 -10887.7 -- -10893.3 -10917.0 -10932.8 -10956.6 -10975.9 -10991.1 -11034.2 -11056.8 -- -- 
3305301300 -10390.6 -10477.9 -10544.8 -- -10575.9 -10581.2 -10600.9 -10615.1 -10640.5 -10656.0 -10672.1 -10699.7 -10752.0 -10797.6 -- 
3305301303 -10308.6 -10390.8 -10458.1 -- -10484.0 -10490.2 -10508.4 -10522.2 -10539.3 -10561.5 -10578.9 -10641.7 -10660.9 -10704.6 -- 
3305301304 -10657.9 -10751.9 -10817.9 -- -10847.6 -10851.4 -10873.0 -10886.8 -10909.7 -10927.4 -10943.8 -10968.0 -11003.5 -11069.7 -- 
3305301307 -10997.5 -11098.9 -11156.8 -11191.7 -11194.5 -11197.0 -11219.3 -11229.6 -11246.0 -11275.6 -11291.7 -11323.6 -11338.1 -11421.4 -- 
3305301309 -11312.2 -11398.8 -11471.4 -11503.2 -11507.8 -11512.0 -11535.2 -11546.2 -11576.1 -11591.6 -11602.2 -11656.9 -11683.9 -11733.8 -- 
3305301311 -10476.5 -10576.9 -10627.7 -10663.0 -10666.5 -10671.0 -10692.8 -10707.9 -10720.2 -10749.1 -10768.1 -10773.7 -10818.4 -10872.0 -11152.0 
3305301316 -10603.6 -10695.9 -10767.2 -- -10797.6 -10801.8 -10824.9 -10837.7 -10851.9 -10880.6 -10897.0 -10951.7 -10977.8 -11023.7 -- 
3305301320 -10917.0 -11007.6 -11079.3 -11115.6 -- -11124.4 -11140.2 -11153.4 -11179.8 -11204.6 -11218.1 -- -- -- -- 
3305301321 -10692.4 -10788.8 -10845.9 -- -10879.8 -10885.1 -10907.8 -10918.7 -10932.3 -10959.9 -10975.1 -11034.3 -11047.8 -11086.5 -- 
3305301324 -10919.4 -11012.1 -11084.9 -11114.6 -11117.4 -11122.6 -11144.5 -11159.7 -11183.8 -11199.6 -11217.6 -11237.3 -11272.7 -11342.3 -- 
3305301325 -10272.9 -10353.8 -10420.4 -- -10446.9 -10453.2 -10472.3 -10485.5 -10503.8 -10526.0 -10552.8 -10561.5 -10594.8 -10612.6 -- 
3305301334 -11910.3 -12010.0 -12077.2 -12111.1 -12115.6 -12120.2 -12137.8 -12147.8 -12167.1 -12192.2 -12220.5 -12236.6 -12283.1 -12326.5 -12672.0 
3305301337 -10102.2 -10194.5 -10252.2 -- -10282.6 -10289.6 -10308.9 -10322.5 -10338.9 -10370.4 -10384.9 -10429.4 -10450.0 -10495.0 -- 
3305301341 -11163.3 -11248.5 -11323.9 -11350.4 -11354.6 -11357.8 -11382.2 -11391.2 -11408.3 -11432.1 -11450.5 -11475.8 -11490.2 -11570.4 -11945.9 
3305301344 -10341.4 -10422.8 -10489.0 -10513.9 -10516.8 -10521.6 -10539.7 -10554.3 -10573.2 -10597.4 -10614.2 -10674.3 -10695.0 -10749.9 -- 




































3305301348 -11025.5 -11122.9 -11177.0 -11210.7 -11221.4 -11225.5 -11238.4 -11250.5 -11267.2 -11291.5 -11307.3 -11341.0 -11348.0 -11405.6 -- 
3305301349 -11868.2 -11967.4 -12031.9 -12064.6 -- -12073.4 -12094.4 -12105.3 -12125.5 -12146.4 -12173.6 -12180.5 -12192.5 -12278.5 -- 
3305301350 -11684.0 -11776.3 -11843.3 -11875.1 -- -11881.1 -11905.7 -11914.6 -11932.0 -11957.8 -11978.7 -12001.6 -12039.8 -12092.4 -- 
3305301353 -11132.2 -11228.2 -11288.7 -11321.3 -11326.1 -11329.4 -11351.1 -11361.6 -11382.2 -11407.2 -11424.8 -11444.1 -11487.5 -11540.4 -- 
3305301355 -10958.4 -11050.0 -11111.7 -11143.9 -11146.3 -11152.0 -11175.4 -11185.4 -11202.4 -11227.8 -11248.2 -11385.5 -- -- -- 
3305301356 -10913.8 -10998.9 -11074.7 -11099.7 -11102.9 -11108.6 -11129.5 -11146.1 -11170.3 -11188.0 -11220.7 -11261.8 -11294.5 -11346.3 -- 
3305301358 -10655.0 -10744.5 -10808.3 -- -- -- -10867.1 -10881.2 -10894.1 -10920.3 -10936.9 -11064.9 -- -- -11367.8 
3305301359 -11926.2 -12021.3 -12094.7 -12125.4 -12131.0 -12136.6 -12153.6 -12163.7 -12175.8 -12209.2 -12233.3 -12286.4 -12304.2 -12349.0 -- 
3305301360 -11370.9 -11469.7 -11547.2 -11579.8 -11587.4 -11593.9 -11612.4 -11621.7 -11642.3 -11673.7 -11690.0 -11741.1 -11765.0 -11796.0 -- 
3305301361 -10521.4 -10610.9 -10679.9 -- -10706.4 -10713.3 -10734.3 -10749.2 -10774.2 -10788.7 -10795.9 -10830.1 -10869.8 -10933.6 -- 
3305301364 -11567.3 -11657.6 -11726.6 -11762.4 -- -11767.2 -11794.7 -11803.5 -11821.7 -11846.7 -11863.2 -11881.7 -11926.8 -12020.2 -- 
3305301366 -11591.0 -11688.6 -11749.1 -11782.2 -11787.4 -11791.8 -11812.4 -11824.1 -11842.6 -11862.0 -11884.3 -11993.7 -- -- -- 
3305301367 -11044.9 -11141.0 -11195.0 -11229.5 -11234.0 -11238.9 -11255.9 -11267.5 -11284.8 -11305.8 -11313.1 -11346.6 -11352.7 -11420.8 -- 
3305301372 -11155.9 -11246.6 -11319.6 -11345.0 -11348.6 -11353.9 -11376.8 -11391.0 -11403.9 -11434.9 -11451.2 -11490.3 -11514.1 -11578.5 -- 
3305301374 -11013.2 -11113.6 -11169.3 -11203.2 -11205.2 -11209.6 -11230.6 -11241.5 -11256.0 -11290.6 -11307.5 -11427.4 -- -- -- 
3305301383 -11058.9 -11162.1 -11216.2 -11252.9 -11256.1 -11262.1 -11281.5 -11290.4 -11306.5 -11333.5 -11344.0 -11366.7 -- -- -- 
3305301384 -11194.7 -11283.0 -11353.2 -11382.2 -11384.6 -11387.8 -11412.4 -11426.9 -11440.6 -11469.7 -11485.3 -11520.4 -11557.2 -11626.7 -- 
3305301385 -11108.7 -11209.9 -11263.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11798.2 
3305301386 -10667.9 -10755.8 -10820.0 -- -- -- -10876.8 -10891.3 -10905.0 -10928.8 -10937.7 -10976.8 -10988.6 -11070.0 -- 
3305301388 -11482.0 -11570.8 -11641.7 -- -11676.0 -11680.0 -11707.8 -11715.9 -11733.2 -11758.6 -11773.9 -11795.7 -11830.2 -11902.4 -- 
3305301389 -11209.5 -11305.4 -11361.5 -11394.5 -11398.2 -11401.8 -11425.2 -11434.0 -11449.4 -11476.0 -11487.6 -11541.4 -11559.5 -11581.0 -- 
3305301390 -10520.9 -10610.4 -10663.3 -10695.5 -10699.5 -10705.6 -10723.7 -10734.6 -10749.9 -10779.0 -10791.4 -10817.3 -10855.5 -10908.7 -- 
3305301392 -10657.8 -10752.5 -10807.0 -- -10841.6 -10846.1 -10869.1 -10881.6 -10895.7 -10929.5 -10947.8 -10980.8 -10994.6 -11080.0 -- 
3305301398 -11189.6 -11289.2 -11359.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301400 -11275.6 -11365.5 -11426.4 -11458.6 -- -11461.4 -11485.2 -11494.9 -11511.8 -11534.0 -11551.0 -11564.2 -- -- -- 
3305301402 -11081.1 -11177.1 -11239.2 -11273.4 -- -11277.5 -11305.7 -11315.4 -11331.5 -11356.5 -11377.1 -11419.3 -11431.4 -11484.6 -- 
3305301403 -11112.0 -11212.0 -11267.2 -11301.5 -11304.7 -11310.8 -11328.9 -11337.0 -11354.3 -11374.1 -11380.7 -11420.6 -11439.0 -11502.3 -- 
3305301405 -11671.2 -11762.7 -11830.9 -11863.1 -11870.0 -11874.8 -11896.6 -11906.6 -11926.0 -11949.8 -11968.5 -11988.6 -12011.9 -12084.0 -- 
3305301408 -11460.6 -11553.3 -11612.2 -11646.8 -- -11651.7 -11675.5 -11687.2 -11704.9 -11725.9 -11744.9 -11775.1 -11805.6 -11851.0 -- 
3305301409 -11495.0 -11587.3 -11649.4 -11682.5 -11685.3 -11688.9 -11712.3 -11722.4 -11741.7 -11759.9 -11766.6 -11796.2 -- -- -- 
3305301410 -10694.3 -10797.1 -10847.9 -10881.3 -10887.0 -10893.0 -10908.4 -10925.7 -10949.5 -10968.0 -10985.5 -11008.2 -11043.3 -11103.7 -- 
3305301411 -11761.0 -11858.2 -11931.6 -11963.0 -11967.5 -11972.3 -11991.3 -12001.3 -12022.7 -12045.0 -12071.5 -12122.9 -12140.1 -12194.8 -12541.1 
3305301412 -10380.1 -10472.1 -10522.5 -- -10555.9 -10561.2 -10584.1 -10595.4 -10607.5 -10644.2 -10659.2 -10707.2 -- -- -- 
3305301414 -11281.9 -11379.9 -11455.3 -11490.0 -11496.0 -11503.7 -11525.9 -11534.7 -11554.9 -11583.9 -11599.0 -11638.1 -11660.2 -11723.2 -- 
3305301416 -11452.8 -11543.9 -11606.8 -11643.5 -11647.1 -11651.1 -11675.3 -11684.6 -11705.6 -11726.5 -11734.0 -11793.8 -11825.2 -11855.7 -12185.0 
3305301417 -10576.1 -10655.5 -10724.9 -- -10753.5 -10758.7 -10781.3 -10795.8 -10809.5 -10837.8 -10864.6 -10896.4 -10914.8 -10969.7 -11324.2 
3305301418 -11071.0 -11167.8 -11222.9 -11258.5 -- -11264.9 -11286.9 -11298.1 -11317.1 -11339.2 -11362.2 -11384.9 -11419.0 -11455.0 -11767.5 
3305301424 -11553.3 -11643.2 -11720.7 -11752.5 -11758.5 -11761.8 -11787.2 -11799.7 -11820.6 -11857.7 -11880.1 -11892.5 -11945.1 -11974.1 -- 
3305301428 -11098.1 -11198.5 -11276.3 -11308.5 -11315.4 -11322.2 -11340.0 -11351.7 -11373.0 -11402.1 -11414.5 -11430.6 -11487.5 -11527.4 -- 
3305301429 -11588.1 -11674.0 -11746.2 -- -- -- -11811.1 -11819.1 -11837.7 -11862.3 -11877.2 -11882.0 -- -- -- 
3305301432 -11579.8 -11671.7 -11736.7 -11768.9 -11775.7 -11780.2 -11800.3 -11811.2 -11827.0 -11853.6 -11861.3 -11890.4 -11950.2 -11990.1 -- 
3305301433 -10965.0 -11067.0 -11123.0 -11159.3 -- -11162.9 -11188.3 -11198.4 -11218.2 -11252.0 -11267.3 -11284.5 -11287.9 -11402.1 -- 
3305301434 -11084.7 -11181.5 -11238.0 -11270.6 -11275.9 -11279.9 -11300.1 -11310.5 -11328.7 -11352.5 -11370.1 -11399.7 -11413.8 -11471.9 -- 
3305301435 -11267.0 -11366.6 -11440.0 -11477.1 -11484.8 -11489.6 -11509.4 -11522.7 -11544.0 -11571.5 -11603.5 -11618.4 -11659.6 -11708.4 -- 
3305301436 -11240.1 -11335.6 -11393.7 -11427.2 -11432.4 -11436.4 -11456.6 -11465.9 -11483.6 -11509.0 -11522.4 -11540.2 -11596.9 -11669.0 -- 
3305301437 -11165.5 -11253.0 -11327.6 -11355.0 -- -11359.0 -11384.8 -11401.7 -11427.6 -11444.5 -11453.4 -11512.0 -11537.3 -11596.3 -- 
3305301441 -11106.0 -11193.5 -11268.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301443 -10420.9 -10513.2 -10566.0 -10597.1 -- -10601.9 -10626.5 -10640.2 -10655.9 -10688.2 -10703.9 -10726.9 -- -- -- 
3305301445 -11360.6 -11454.5 -11512.6 -11546.4 -11550.1 -11554.5 -11575.4 -11585.9 -11604.5 -11624.6 -11645.0 -11665.1 -11680.4 -11772.3 -- 
3305301447 -11754.9 -11846.1 -11918.7 -11951.3 -- -11954.5 -11980.3 -11990.8 -12006.9 -12035.2 -12059.4 -12092.5 -12096.2 -12182.5 -- 




































3305301449 -11233.1 -11335.1 -11408.5 -11441.1 -11444.4 -11452.4 -11470.2 -11482.3 -11500.0 -11543.1 -11553.9 -11609.1 -11623.1 -11663.1 -- 
3305301452 -11027.4 -11126.6 -11181.0 -11216.1 -11221.7 -11225.3 -11245.5 -11258.0 -11274.1 -11304.0 -11318.6 -11450.3 -- -- -- 
3305301453 -11158.8 -11246.7 -11311.6 -11345.9 -- -11349.1 -11374.9 -11383.0 -11398.3 -11422.9 -11440.3 -11462.2 -11496.9 -11551.8 -- 
3305301454 -11435.4 -11533.8 -11607.2 -11644.7 -11649.5 -11654.3 -11673.3 -11684.2 -11705.5 -11741.8 -11774.3 -11799.7 -- -- -12250.5 
3305301456 -10287.0 -10369.6 -10436.2 -- -10460.3 -10466.4 -10487.0 -10501.9 -10518.4 -10544.2 -10573.5 -10625.5 -10645.4 -10702.3 -- 
3305301463 -10460.3 -10553.0 -10622.4 -- -10650.2 -10657.1 -10678.8 -10694.2 -10709.9 -10737.3 -10754.3 -10883.6 -- -- -- 
3305301465 -11071.1 -11169.4 -11224.7 -11257.7 -11261.0 -11265.8 -11286.0 -11298.9 -11317.0 -11343.6 -11360.6 -11374.4 -11399.7 -11481.9 -- 
3305301466 -11029.5 -11130.3 -11184.7 -11219.8 -11223.8 -11227.0 -11249.2 -11263.3 -11279.9 -11304.1 -11320.0 -11335.8 -11365.2 -11443.9 -- 
3305301467 -11905.1 -12000.2 -12070.4 -12103.9 -12109.5 -12115.6 -12135.3 -12144.6 -12161.9 -12186.5 -12210.9 -12260.9 -- -- -- 
3305301470 -10697.1 -10789.8 -10860.4 -10890.2 -- -10895.5 -10916.9 -10934.6 -10957.6 -10974.9 -10992.3 -11037.4 -11058.4 -11100.1 -- 
3305301471 -11566.6 -11666.2 -11727.9 -11760.9 -11767.0 -11771.8 -11794.4 -11803.3 -11823.4 -11847.2 -11867.8 -11981.1 -- -- -- 
3305301475 -10167.5 -10247.3 -10318.7 -- -10346.1 -10350.2 -10371.9 -10386.4 -10407.8 -10423.1 -10435.6 -10457.2 -- -- -- 
3305301476 -11290.1 -11378.8 -11435.7 -11466.7 -11471.2 -11474.4 -11497.8 -11511.9 -11528.0 -11551.0 -11573.6 -11672.8 -- -- -- 
3305301478 -11220.3 -11322.7 -11380.0 -11412.6 -11415.4 -11421.1 -11443.2 -11452.1 -11472.3 -11491.6 -11499.4 -11534.5 -11559.8 -11614.7 -- 
3305301483 -11422.5 -11521.3 -11597.2 -11633.4 -- -11635.8 -11656.8 -11668.5 -11689.9 -11723.3 -11733.6 -11761.5 -11797.4 -11836.5 -- 
3305301485 -11654.3 -11745.4 -11811.2 -11843.4 -11847.5 -11852.3 -11873.7 -11883.3 -11900.3 -11926.5 -11948.8 -11987.9 -12014.6 -12060.9 -- 
3305301487 -10636.0 -10725.9 -10790.8 -10820.6 -- -10827.1 -10850.5 -10861.0 -10876.7 -10902.5 -10922.7 -10952.0 -10976.7 -11046.6 -- 
3305301488 -11749.9 -11851.2 -11924.5 -11957.6 -11961.4 -11968.2 -11988.6 -11997.8 -12014.4 -12047.8 -12055.0 -12104.1 -12125.1 -12201.7 -- 
3305301489 -10742.4 -10841.0 -10889.8 -10923.3 -- -10930.1 -10946.4 -10963.1 -10979.4 -11009.3 -11027.1 -11070.4 -11085.0 -11157.3 -- 
3305301491 -10795.6 -10895.6 -10946.7 -10980.9 -10984.0 -10988.7 -11008.5 -11023.1 -11038.7 -11073.1 -11090.5 -11127.3 -11133.5 -11205.2 -- 
3305301492 -11645.8 -11736.2 -11809.8 -11844.7 -- -11848.4 -11872.9 -11883.8 -11903.2 -11928.3 -11953.0 -11962.7 -11996.9 -12010.5 -- 
3305301495 -11470.0 -11560.4 -11624.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301496 -10770.1 -10861.9 -10933.5 -10966.0 -10970.7 -10975.5 -10986.7 -11000.7 -11023.8 -11055.1 -11070.5 -11127.0 -11139.0 -11173.5 -- 
3305301497 -11229.5 -11315.6 -11391.9 -11423.3 -11428.1 -11433.2 -11455.3 -11467.5 -11495.1 -11512.1 -11528.2 -11552.1 -11566.0 -11644.5 -- 
3305301499 -10890.1 -10987.7 -11037.8 -11071.0 -11075.4 -11079.5 -11099.9 -11111.8 -11131.2 -11165.5 -11180.6 -11290.8 -- -- -- 
3305301500 -11563.5 -11654.0 -11732.0 -11767.5 -11773.0 -11779.5 -11799.9 -11810.1 -11832.8 -11868.5 -11889.4 -11902.9 -- -- -- 
3305301502 -11099.9 -11196.8 -11251.0 -11286.9 -11290.0 -11292.7 -11314.8 -11327.1 -11344.7 -11366.5 -11376.7 -11414.5 -11437.5 -11485.3 -- 
3305301503 -11117.4 -11216.3 -11273.2 -11305.4 -11309.8 -11313.6 -11337.7 -11351.7 -11371.0 -11397.2 -11412.8 -11435.5 -11464.9 -11513.6 -- 
3305301504 -11091.1 -11188.0 -11241.2 -- -11274.4 -11282.6 -11303.3 -11315.2 -11332.5 -11359.1 -11367.2 -11510.3 -- -- -- 
3305301505 -11812.4 -11902.9 -11972.4 -12002.8 -- -12008.6 -12030.4 -12040.6 -12059.3 -12082.4 -12101.7 -12111.7 -- -- -- 
3305301506 -10898.7 -10983.1 -11053.9 -- -11080.6 -11088.1 -11110.2 -11123.8 -11139.5 -11170.1 -11198.7 -11206.4 -11271.1 -11307.6 -- 
3305301510 -11732.1 -11821.9 -11894.1 -11927.0 -11932.7 -11937.5 -11960.0 -11970.2 -11988.2 -12013.7 -12034.4 -12071.2 -12077.0 -12154.9 -- 
3305301511 -10740.3 -10836.5 -10886.3 -10920.2 -10923.9 -10927.6 -10947.7 -10965.0 -10977.6 -11005.8 -11020.7 -11055.6 -11073.7 -11103.8 -- 
3305301512 -12086.1 -12191.2 -12257.8 -12297.3 -12300.0 -12307.1 -12328.2 -12335.7 -12358.5 -12388.1 -12400.3 -12418.1 -12474.3 -12492.4 -- 
3305301513 -11151.6 -11239.0 -11305.1 -11336.9 -- -11340.7 -11367.6 -11376.1 -11396.5 -11416.9 -11434.1 -11442.1 -11501.6 -11549.7 -- 
3305301516 -11494.6 -11590.5 -11649.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301517 -11016.2 -11117.5 -11173.5 -11206.6 -11209.7 -11213.4 -11234.2 -11246.1 -11264.4 -11294.0 -11310.1 -11366.4 -11383.8 -11409.3 -- 
3305301519 -10425.4 -10510.4 -10574.5 -- -10602.9 -10606.7 -10629.1 -10643.4 -10666.9 -10681.8 -10687.6 -10722.8 -10750.3 -10799.7 -- 
3305301520 -11160.5 -11255.0 -11310.6 -11344.8 -11347.1 -11352.6 -11373.3 -11382.8 -11402.6 -11422.3 -11443.0 -11463.7 -11482.8 -11540.3 -- 
3305301522 -11055.3 -11154.6 -11206.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301523 -11052.7 -11155.1 -11209.6 -11242.8 -11245.9 -11249.9 -11268.6 -11280.9 -11295.8 -11328.8 -11343.7 -11398.3 -- -- -- 
3305301526 -10754.3 -10857.4 -10910.9 -10944.1 -10948.8 -10951.9 -10974.7 -10988.6 -11004.6 -11035.2 -11048.9 -11091.2 -11109.9 -11133.5 -- 
3305301527 -11282.4 -11382.0 -11459.0 -11489.4 -11497.3 -11502.7 -11524.5 -11534.3 -11555.4 -11579.9 -11613.1 -11635.1 -- -- -- 
3305301529 -10967.5 -11060.0 -11121.0 -11151.5 -11154.9 -11160.7 -11184.1 -11194.7 -11208.6 -11231.4 -11248.4 -11273.9 -11323.6 -11354.0 -- 
3305301530 -10925.4 -11024.4 -11078.9 -11111.1 -11114.5 -11119.3 -11140.3 -11155.3 -11180.1 -11202.6 -11218.9 -11342.9 -- -- -- 
3305301531 -11127.3 -11223.8 -11298.1 -11335.7 -11341.5 -11346.6 -11365.3 -11374.1 -11396.9 -11430.9 -11444.5 -11463.9 -11516.5 -11548.2 -- 
3305301536 -10481.5 -10560.7 -10633.3 -- -10660.7 -10665.4 -10686.5 -10703.2 -10725.3 -10749.7 -10776.1 -10808.7 -10822.9 -10895.3 -- 
3305301538 -11185.5 -11283.5 -11341.0 -11377.4 -11381.4 -11384.3 -11404.9 -11415.1 -11433.7 -11452.5 -11473.2 -11493.1 -11519.0 -11554.0 -- 
3305301539 -11059.7 -11154.9 -11207.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301541 -11281.0 -11375.5 -11433.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 




































3305301543 -11581.8 -11676.0 -11736.6 -11771.2 -11778.0 -11781.0 -11804.8 -11815.4 -11833.4 -11853.5 -11874.0 -11893.4 -- -- -- 
3305301544 -11590.8 -11682.3 -11746.6 -11780.9 -11786.7 -11791.1 -11809.5 -11820.0 -11836.4 -11862.5 -11881.7 -11904.6 -- -- -- 
3305301545 -11169.2 -11262.9 -11318.6 -11352.1 -11356.2 -11361.2 -11378.0 -11386.4 -11405.0 -11422.8 -11441.4 -11465.1 -11509.0 -11529.0 -- 
3305301546 -10704.6 -10802.9 -10851.6 -10887.2 -10890.3 -10894.0 -10916.4 -10933.1 -10949.4 -10976.6 -10993.5 -11035.5 -- -- -- 
3305301551 -11477.4 -11565.1 -11637.9 -11669.2 -11673.9 -11678.3 -11706.2 -11714.1 -11730.4 -11760.0 -11775.9 -11830.8 -11834.0 -- -- 
3305301552 -10718.1 -10820.8 -10872.6 -- -10905.4 -10910.2 -10932.3 -10954.1 -10976.2 -10995.6 -11011.9 -11039.7 -11073.6 -11126.2 -- 
3305301555 -11057.0 -11155.6 -11210.0 -11244.7 -11247.7 -11251.8 -11275.3 -11289.2 -11313.4 -11329.0 -11349.6 -11381.3 -11387.4 -- -- 
3305301556 -11196.2 -11294.1 -11349.0 -11381.2 -11386.6 -11391.1 -11408.7 -11418.9 -11438.7 -11455.7 -11473.8 -11496.1 -11522.2 -11579.4 -- 
3305301557 -11193.3 -11279.7 -11345.8 -11380.0 -11383.0 -11386.1 -11411.9 -11418.1 -11438.1 -11460.6 -11477.9 -11487.0 -11556.1 -11592.0 -- 
3305301559 -11481.6 -11577.1 -11639.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301560 -11021.5 -11117.7 -11171.9 -11206.1 -11210.2 -11214.6 -11234.7 -11246.9 -11263.9 -11287.7 -11302.5 -11311.2 -11344.5 -11359.3 -- 
3305301561 -11002.8 -11103.1 -11156.9 -11190.1 -11194.9 -11199.6 -11217.3 -11229.6 -11246.2 -11278.2 -11293.9 -11421.9 -- -- -- 
3305301562 -11217.8 -11312.4 -11370.3 -11403.6 -11407.0 -11413.0 -11431.7 -11445.0 -11457.6 -11485.2 -11497.0 -11540.3 -11546.6 -11606.2 -- 
3305301563 -11130.3 -11217.7 -11290.9 -11320.7 -11325.1 -11329.2 -11351.6 -11363.5 -11379.5 -11404.0 -11423.1 -11450.2 -11459.3 -11550.7 -- 
3305301564 -11613.7 -11708.3 -11776.3 -11817.1 -11823.2 -11828.6 -11853.8 -11863.3 -11887.1 -11922.8 -11947.0 -11955.0 -- -- -- 
3305301567 -11100.3 -11198.6 -11253.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301568 -11267.2 -11360.4 -11418.7 -11452.2 -11455.6 -11460.4 -11479.4 -11490.6 -11505.3 -11530.8 -11553.5 -11593.5 -11610.6 -11666.5 -- 
3305301569 -11240.7 -11336.2 -11391.6 -11425.3 -11431.4 -11437.2 -11455.9 -11465.8 -11485.1 -11504.5 -11524.9 -11549.3 -11563.9 -11629.1 -- 
3305301570 -11057.8 -11159.5 -11214.4 -11250.6 -11254.4 -11258.1 -11280.2 -11292.8 -11311.5 -11336.3 -11350.9 -11365.3 -- -- -- 
3305301571 -10700.5 -10799.1 -10846.7 -10880.0 -10884.4 -10888.5 -10906.9 -10925.9 -10941.9 -10972.8 -10988.8 -11098.1 -- -- -- 
3305301575 -11176.7 -11273.9 -11329.5 -11364.7 -11368.8 -11373.6 -11395.7 -11406.2 -11425.6 -11444.6 -11463.0 -11482.4 -11494.3 -11564.1 -- 
3305301576 -11164.2 -11258.4 -11314.7 -11348.5 -11351.6 -11355.7 -11378.8 -11386.3 -11406.0 -11426.0 -11446.1 -11472.7 -11480.4 -11546.6 -- 
3305301577 -10979.4 -11078.4 -11131.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301578 -11226.9 -11321.1 -11375.3 -11409.2 -11411.6 -11414.6 -11439.4 -11447.9 -11463.9 -11492.5 -11499.3 -- -- -- -- 
3305301579 -11789.3 -11889.3 -11962.7 -11995.7 -12002.5 -12007.6 -12027.7 -12036.2 -12057.2 -12086.5 -12099.1 -12133.3 -12169.5 -12219.6 -- 
3305301580 -11559.2 -11647.6 -11728.4 -11755.1 -11761.2 -11766.7 -11790.1 -11803.4 -11818.3 -11859.5 -11881.9 -11906.4 -- -- -- 
3305301581 -10725.1 -10814.5 -10876.9 -10906.4 -10910.8 -10916.2 -10936.6 -10949.9 -10964.2 -10989.7 -11008.0 -11028.1 -11067.9 -- -- 
3305301584 -10703.3 -10804.3 -10855.5 -10891.4 -10895.5 -10898.2 -10919.6 -10933.9 -10951.6 -10979.8 -10996.8 -11023.2 -11054.2 -11079.4 -- 
3305301587 -10530.4 -10621.9 -10673.0 -10707.2 -- -10712.0 -10734.1 -10746.0 -10767.4 -10789.9 -10808.2 -10841.7 -10883.1 -10907.0 -- 
3305301588 -10987.1 -11082.3 -11138.1 -11174.5 -11177.5 -11180.9 -11203.7 -11217.0 -11231.9 -11265.3 -11280.6 -11416.0 -- -- -- 
3305301592 -11254.3 -11350.2 -11406.0 -11439.9 -11443.8 -11449.9 -11468.5 -11479.1 -11498.3 -11517.0 -11535.4 -11591.1 -11607.9 -11644.8 -- 
3305301593 -10582.9 -10675.4 -10741.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301596 -11074.7 -11176.1 -11231.0 -11266.9 -11270.3 -11275.0 -11297.8 -11309.4 -11324.7 -11353.9 -11365.8 -11392.5 -11408.0 -11467.8 -- 
3305301597 -11430.8 -11522.3 -11585.7 -11621.9 -11627.7 -11632.0 -11653.2 -11664.1 -11680.7 -11702.1 -11723.9 -11742.0 -11800.2 -11818.6 -- 
3305301598 -11140.2 -11238.5 -11293.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301599 -11453.7 -11551.1 -11610.4 -11645.9 -11649.4 -11652.9 -11673.0 -11682.0 -11700.0 -11718.7 -11740.4 -11786.7 -11811.5 -11846.7 -- 
3305301602 -11518.3 -11609.7 -11680.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301603 -10822.4 -10906.9 -10975.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301604 -10417.9 -10503.6 -10567.0 -- -10593.8 -10596.9 -10619.3 -10634.3 -10655.2 -10676.3 -10692.8 -10730.5 -10740.3 -10820.2 -- 
3305301608 -11176.1 -11263.7 -11331.7 -11363.0 -11366.1 -11368.9 -11395.7 -11403.4 -11423.9 -11446.6 -11464.6 -11472.9 -- -- -- 
3305301609 -10665.8 -10755.7 -10823.4 -10851.5 -10854.0 -10858.4 -10879.8 -10893.5 -10917.4 -10932.7 -10951.7 -11000.7 -11017.2 -11072.0 -- 
3305301610 -10528.0 -10627.0 -10675.9 -10710.9 -- -10717.2 -10738.2 -10756.1 -10772.0 -10802.3 -10819.5 -10852.9 -10874.6 -10928.8 -- 
3305301617 -10769.3 -10862.6 -10930.3 -10969.1 -10974.2 -10977.9 -10990.5 -11002.6 -11021.3 -11052.8 -11068.4 -11094.5 -- -- -- 
3305301618 -10459.7 -10549.3 -10617.3 -- -10646.9 -10651.7 -10672.2 -10686.4 -10709.1 -10730.2 -10744.9 -10808.0 -10824.6 -10882.4 -- 
3305301623 -10588.2 -10678.7 -10739.8 -- -10769.1 -10775.7 -10798.7 -10811.7 -10827.1 -10855.8 -10867.8 -11004.6 -- -- -11283.3 
3305301625 -10730.5 -10818.7 -10884.7 -- -10911.9 -10918.5 -10941.1 -10954.5 -10970.8 -10992.5 -11009.9 -11039.3 -11057.4 -11129.4 -- 
3305301631 -11069.1 -11165.6 -11219.8 -- -11253.9 -11258.3 -11280.3 -11291.8 -11309.8 -11338.6 -11349.9 -11492.1 -- -- -- 
3305301633 -10695.1 -10782.7 -10848.2 -- -10878.9 -10883.6 -10907.1 -10917.8 -10933.7 -10960.3 -10977.8 -11008.1 -11040.2 -11099.9 -- 
3305301634 -11663.9 -11761.6 -11831.3 -- -11874.5 -11879.2 -11898.1 -11906.7 -11930.6 -11956.3 -11967.9 -12037.4 -12041.4 -12121.0 -12452.6 
3305301635 -11035.5 -11136.9 -11190.0 -11227.2 -11230.4 -11233.8 -11253.6 -11262.3 -11278.5 -11307.0 -11324.8 -11420.9 -- -- -- 





































3305301647 -10963.5 -11053.4 -11119.2 -11149.5 -11152.0 -11157.0 -11180.3 -11191.5 -11207.1 -11233.1 -11252.7 -11360.5 -- -- -- 
3305301660 -11079.0 -11176.4 -11228.1 -11264.7 -11270.3 -11274.1 -11292.9 -11304.3 -11325.2 -11352.7 -11368.6 -11402.6 -11409.7 -11492.3 -- 
3305301664 -10760.8 -10850.0 -10912.7 -- -- -- -10970.3 -10982.8 -10999.0 -11020.5 -11040.4 -11059.7 -11082.0 -11163.2 -- 
3305301666 -11008.1 -11104.5 -11156.5 -11194.4 -- -11204.4 -11218.6 -11234.9 -11247.5 -11270.1 -11283.3 -11321.3 -11332.0 -11343.3 -- 
3305301667 -11212.7 -11302.0 -11369.4 -11401.5 -11403.4 -11407.2 -11433.3 -11441.0 -11459.1 -11483.3 -11500.4 -11547.9 -11577.6 -11611.9 -- 
3305301670 -10949.3 -11049.8 -11100.9 -11136.5 -11139.0 -11143.1 -11163.8 -11173.4 -11190.0 -11215.7 -11224.0 -11231.9 -11288.3 -11327.8 -- 
3305301678 -10465.1 -10555.9 -10624.2 -- -10649.8 -10655.5 -10678.4 -10691.6 -10706.6 -10735.4 -10750.7 -10777.0 -10812.5 -10870.7 -- 
3305301685 -10496.1 -10585.0 -10635.1 -10668.6 -10672.0 -10676.4 -10694.3 -10710.5 -10722.7 -10749.7 -10765.9 -10775.4 -10826.8 -10889.6 -- 
3305301687 -10537.1 -10635.7 -10684.6 -- -10719.0 -10728.4 -10744.1 -10759.9 -10776.8 -10808.9 -10824.5 -10863.7 -10872.0 -10923.1 -- 
3305301690 -11072.5 -11170.9 -11223.6 -11255.8 -11259.0 -11262.1 -11285.4 -11294.7 -11314.0 -11333.3 -11356.2 -11389.9 -11397.6 -11455.1 -- 
3305301692 -10990.1 -11096.3 -11148.6 -11184.0 -11186.5 -11190.9 -11212.5 -11222.7 -11239.3 -11263.5 -11281.2 -11309.1 -11335.4 -11384.1 -- 
3305301696 -10728.4 -10818.2 -10882.2 -10911.5 -10914.7 -10920.0 -10940.7 -10952.6 -10970.3 -10994.2 -11012.3 -11043.2 -11050.9 -11151.3 -- 
3305301698 -10806.3 -10906.8 -10958.9 -10994.8 -10998.6 -11003.3 -11020.9 -11035.7 -11051.6 -11083.2 -11098.2 -11136.5 -11157.0 -11213.0 -- 
3305301699 -11059.6 -11159.8 -11211.8 -11247.1 -11249.9 -11254.7 -11276.0 -11288.0 -11305.8 -11330.9 -11342.5 -11374.7 -11386.9 -11443.3 -- 
3305301700 -11060.5 -11159.7 -11213.9 -11247.1 -11250.2 -11254.6 -11275.3 -11284.7 -11303.7 -11325.4 -11332.1 -11368.6 -11401.3 -11445.1 -- 
3305301702 -11035.7 -11138.4 -11189.2 -11226.1 -11229.8 -11235.8 -11254.0 -11263.6 -11278.9 -11303.7 -11323.9 -11353.9 -11366.2 -11444.9 -- 
3305301709 -11042.3 -11140.5 -11194.9 -11232.3 -11237.7 -11242.0 -11261.4 -11273.2 -11289.4 -11311.8 -11325.6 -11351.7 -11375.0 -- -- 
3305301710 -10686.9 -10777.7 -10844.2 -- -10873.9 -10881.1 -10903.7 -10917.7 -10932.7 -10957.2 -10974.9 -11095.3 -- -- -- 
3305301711 -11222.1 -11319.3 -11398.7 -- -11433.4 -11437.6 -11458.5 -11470.2 -11489.6 -11527.0 -11550.3 -11570.1 -11593.8 -11601.4 -- 
3305301712 -10950.9 -11052.1 -11104.4 -11140.3 -11143.2 -11147.3 -11167.7 -11176.7 -11193.5 -11219.2 -11227.5 -11244.0 -11286.9 -11330.4 -- 
3305301717 -11091.0 -11191.5 -11246.8 -11282.2 -11285.6 -11289.4 -11311.7 -11320.3 -11340.2 -11365.6 -11379.1 -11414.0 -- -- -- 
3305301720 -11466.6 -11552.4 -11623.0 -11656.5 -- -11659.6 -11688.8 -11697.8 -11715.8 -11740.9 -11759.9 -11785.6 -- -- -- 
3305301726 -10681.2 -10772.6 -10840.3 -- -10867.8 -10873.1 -10896.7 -10910.8 -10926.1 -10950.3 -10966.2 -10988.5 -11012.7 -11088.4 -- 
3305301731 -10604.2 -10698.4 -10751.4 -10783.9 -10786.4 -10791.4 -10812.8 -10823.9 -10841.4 -10872.6 -10891.0 -10934.2 -10947.0 -10973.3 -- 
3305301732 -11215.3 -11301.7 -11371.0 -11404.4 -11407.3 -11410.4 -11435.9 -11444.8 -11460.4 -11488.6 -11506.0 -11534.8 -11568.2 -11623.6 -- 
3305301736 -10989.9 -11093.2 -11145.2 -11181.8 -11184.3 -11188.7 -11209.8 -11220.9 -11238.0 -11260.4 -11277.8 -11290.4 -11333.5 -11376.4 -- 
3305301741 -11063.0 -11161.6 -11216.0 -11251.9 -11255.4 -11260.1 -11280.2 -11291.3 -11310.3 -11331.4 -11344.6 -11403.7 -- -- -- 
3305301744 -11087.9 -11184.7 -11238.9 -11272.3 -11274.8 -11278.9 -11300.3 -11311.1 -11329.2 -11348.2 -11355.8 -11397.8 -11411.0 -11467.6 -- 
3305301747 -11598.8 -11699.3 -11770.2 -11808.3 -- -11813.3 -11838.8 -11850.7 -11872.4 -11897.2 -11909.5 -11955.1 -11980.2 -12009.9 -- 
3305301751 -10972.7 -11076.7 -11127.9 -- -11161.7 -11168.0 -11189.6 -11200.8 -11219.5 -11245.5 -11255.9 -11269.1 -11278.6 -11384.8 -- 
3305301752 -10666.7 -10759.1 -10824.6 -10854.9 -- -10861.5 -10882.9 -10896.6 -10919.5 -10933.6 -10953.8 -11009.8 -11025.2 -11068.3 -- 
3305301755 -10948.3 -11052.9 -11103.7 -11140.0 -- -11143.1 -11163.5 -11175.0 -11193.7 -11219.1 -11229.2 -11266.6 -11273.3 -11330.0 -- 
3305301765 -10695.0 -10794.3 -10843.5 -10877.9 -10880.7 -10885.7 -10902.1 -10922.5 -10938.7 -10970.3 -10987.7 -11101.0 -- -- -- 
3305301767 -11036.7 -11139.1 -11191.4 -11228.7 -11233.4 -11237.5 -11259.1 -11267.4 -11288.2 -11309.0 -11327.1 -11359.6 -11373.3 -11421.1 -- 
3305301769 -10989.8 -11080.0 -11151.5 -11180.2 -11183.4 -11186.5 -11209.7 -11225.9 -11238.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301774 -11220.6 -11306.1 -11374.6 -- -11405.2 -11409.9 -11437.2 -11446.5 -11462.5 -11488.2 -11505.3 -11512.7 -11589.2 -11620.1 -- 
3305301775 -11099.3 -11202.0 -11255.7 -11290.7 -11292.9 -11297.0 -11319.6 -11332.0 -11347.6 -11372.4 -11382.8 -11483.5 -- -- -- 
3305301780 -10681.6 -10771.2 -10835.1 -10865.4 -10868.6 -10873.0 -10895.3 -10906.5 -10922.7 -10949.6 -10965.9 -10984.2 -11030.2 -11092.3 -- 
3305301786 -10888.2 -10984.7 -11035.9 -11072.8 -11077.2 -11080.0 -11101.1 -11116.7 -11131.4 -11162.4 -11175.8 -11191.2 -11229.7 -11261.6 -- 
3305301787 -10440.1 -10528.1 -10590.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301789 -11326.3 -11429.3 -11503.0 -11538.3 -11544.0 -11548.4 -11572.9 -11581.7 -11599.5 -11634.4 -11648.8 -11704.5 -11718.9 -- -- 
3305301794 -11612.2 -11709.0 -11783.6 -11820.5 -11825.5 -11829.3 -11850.3 -11864.1 -11883.7 -11913.4 -11940.7 -11954.5 -11992.4 -12050.9 -- 
3305301796 -10760.0 -10851.7 -10914.7 -10947.4 -10950.8 -10956.7 -10979.0 -10990.4 -11003.7 -11029.1 -11047.1 -11076.9 -11093.2 -11173.7 -- 
3305301800 -11066.6 -11165.0 -11218.5 -11252.6 -11256.1 -11260.1 -11280.3 -11290.5 -11306.4 -11335.2 -11342.2 -11470.5 -- -- -- 
3305301804 -11098.4 -11193.9 -11247.5 -11283.1 -11286.9 -11291.0 -11312.6 -11322.8 -11340.6 -11366.9 -11378.5 -11522.1 -11528.2 -- -- 
3305301806 -9993.3 -10075.6 -10139.2 -- -10166.0 -10174.2 -10194.3 -10204.1 -10217.9 -10253.1 -10262.9 -10311.9 -10339.2 -10387.2 -- 
3305301808 -11024.0 -11120.8 -11174.4 -11209.7 -11213.2 -11217.3 -11237.7 -11247.6 -11265.6 -11283.7 -11292.6 -11322.0 -- -- -- 
3305301811 -10650.8 -10742.8 -10805.8 -- -10838.3 -10844.6 -10866.6 -10879.6 -10895.6 -10919.1 -10936.3 -10958.0 -11019.3 -11052.6 -- 
3305301813 -10482.3 -10572.4 -10638.3 -- -10670.5 -10675.5 -10696.9 -10710.9 -10725.2 -10751.6 -10766.9 -10791.4 -10848.3 -10870.7 -- 
3305301825 -10000.0 -10082.3 -10143.6 -- -10173.4 -10178.7 -10200.4 -10212.3 -10235.2 -10261.9 -10271.7 -10320.1 -10336.0 -10395.8 -- 





































3305301835 -11265.3 -11365.1 -11441.2 -11476.1 -11483.9 -11489.4 -11510.6 -11522.8 -11544.4 -11569.9 -11584.3 -11619.5 -11660.9 -11703.2 -- 
3305301844 -11802.8 -11903.3 -11978.8 -12009.6 -12017.0 -12022.9 -12042.6 -12052.1 -12071.0 -12099.6 -12124.2 -12139.0 -12174.0 -12233.0 -- 
3305301845 -10966.9 -11064.9 -11116.3 -11152.1 -11155.0 -11158.9 -11178.1 -11187.5 -11202.8 -11228.4 -11247.0 -11256.0 -11297.1 -11343.7 -- 
3305301847 -11080.3 -11175.3 -11236.5 -11272.3 -- -11277.2 -11300.9 -11310.4 -11326.9 -11355.8 -11366.9 -11420.6 -11429.0 -11499.3 -- 
3305301855 -11097.1 -11194.7 -11250.3 -11286.8 -11290.7 -11294.6 -11312.8 -11323.3 -11341.3 -11365.1 -11376.5 -11412.8 -11424.2 -11481.9 -- 
3305301859 -11288.7 -11377.5 -11448.1 -11477.7 -11481.0 -11484.9 -11509.6 -11523.0 -11537.7 -11566.8 -11594.7 -11706.7 -- -- -- 
3305301870 -10981.3 -11075.6 -11135.2 -- -11169.7 -11173.2 -11198.9 -11209.1 -11224.7 -11251.7 -11269.7 -11319.9 -11328.9 -11373.3 -- 
3305301871 -10679.6 -10768.4 -10835.7 -- -10864.7 -10871.9 -10894.7 -10906.2 -10929.9 -10946.4 -10964.1 -10979.1 -11005.2 -11083.3 -- 
3305301889 -10444.1 -10530.3 -10595.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301891 -10501.1 -10593.5 -10656.8 -- -10685.9 -10692.1 -10715.2 -10727.9 -10741.7 -10768.8 -10785.9 -10823.4 -10830.0 -10912.9 -- 
3305301896 -11033.3 -11137.4 -11189.7 -- -11226.9 -11233.1 -11255.9 -11265.0 -11292.9 -11304.9 -11312.1 -11335.2 -- -- -- 
3305301899 -11403.7 -11501.0 -11576.4 -11611.6 -- -11617.5 -11641.1 -11652.0 -11669.4 -11704.2 -11730.0 -11756.4 -- -- -- 
3305301902 -11267.3 -11365.2 -11438.9 -11473.5 -11480.4 -11484.6 -11507.0 -11518.4 -11539.5 -11570.1 -11601.3 -11630.7 -11665.3 -11693.2 -- 
3305301904 -11919.6 -12016.2 -12088.0 -12118.4 -12126.2 -12130.4 -12151.3 -12159.4 -12178.9 -12204.5 -12226.7 -12267.5 -- -- -- 
3305301907 -11077.3 -11179.2 -11234.2 -11269.7 -11272.6 -11278.1 -11296.9 -11305.3 -11321.6 -11346.2 -11354.3 -11384.0 -11404.4 -11483.1 -- 
3305301910 -11024.8 -11127.6 -11178.6 -11214.2 -11216.8 -11221.3 -11243.6 -11253.6 -11279.7 -11297.4 -11305.8 -11343.7 -11353.0 -11434.3 -- 
3305301911 -11124.0 -11224.8 -11281.3 -11318.5 -11321.8 -11326.0 -11347.6 -11356.6 -11376.1 -11405.0 -11416.1 -11454.8 -11459.3 -11538.0 -- 
3305301912 -11046.4 -11155.1 -11207.8 -- -11243.6 -11250.1 -11270.7 -11280.4 -11298.1 -11317.3 -11336.5 -11378.9 -11399.0 -11433.8 -- 
3305301925 -10672.5 -10764.3 -10831.2 -- -10860.6 -10868.4 -10890.8 -10904.7 -10918.8 -10943.4 -10963.2 -11021.2 -11029.0 -11084.8 -- 
3305301932 -11584.2 -11672.1 -11742.7 -11773.6 -11776.5 -11780.7 -11805.1 -11815.1 -11834.3 -11854.7 -11872.1 -11879.6 -11936.7 -11994.0 -- 
3305301935 -10829.6 -10913.1 -10985.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305301936 -10778.4 -10873.1 -10932.9 -10964.5 -10967.4 -10971.0 -10994.8 -11004.8 -11021.9 -11043.5 -11060.6 -11081.7 -11109.6 -11176.8 -- 
3305301937 -11117.6 -11214.2 -11287.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11908.5 
3305301939 -11211.6 -11303.0 -11373.3 -11403.9 -11407.2 -11410.8 -11437.7 -11445.5 -11463.2 -11489.3 -11507.4 -11558.4 -11573.7 -11623.9 -- 
3305301940 -10389.3 -10484.3 -10535.6 -- -10569.9 -10577.0 -10600.0 -10611.8 -10625.0 -10662.5 -10678.1 -10786.5 -- -- -- 
3305301959 -11264.9 -11365.1 -11441.3 -11477.1 -11482.3 -11495.6 -11509.3 -11519.8 -11543.9 -11571.2 -11586.8 -11624.3 -11660.1 -11697.3 -- 
3305301963 -11339.7 -11439.0 -11517.9 -11549.6 -11555.5 -11561.3 -11583.9 -11592.6 -11609.7 -11640.7 -11671.6 -11699.5 -- -- -- 
3305301969 -10707.2 -10797.0 -10861.1 -- -10891.1 -10896.0 -10920.7 -10933.3 -10949.8 -10971.8 -10989.2 -11021.6 -11036.9 -11095.5 -- 
3305301970 -11228.4 -11323.4 -11393.7 -11424.6 -11429.5 -11433.4 -11458.2 -11465.8 -11483.5 -11510.8 -11530.0 -11578.4 -11595.5 -11648.0 -- 
3305301978 -11483.7 -11575.5 -11635.3 -11667.2 -11669.5 -11673.4 -11696.6 -11706.9 -11726.7 -11745.6 -11765.4 -11786.7 -- -- -- 
3305301981 -10492.5 -10584.9 -10650.3 -- -10680.2 -10684.5 -10709.7 -10722.7 -10735.6 -10763.2 -10779.1 -10801.0 -10864.7 -10889.9 -- 
3305301984 -10636.1 -10718.8 -10789.9 -- -- -- -10846.6 -10860.1 -10875.7 -10901.5 -10913.5 -10942.1 -10995.8 -11033.0 -- 
3305301985 -10565.1 -10656.6 -10717.4 -10748.6 -- -10751.9 -10775.7 -10788.0 -10810.3 -10833.4 -10851.7 -10988.0 -- -- -- 
3305301986 -11208.8 -11304.1 -11366.4 -11401.1 -11404.0 -11408.9 -11431.2 -11441.1 -11456.8 -11484.7 -11503.0 -11524.6 -11576.0 -11610.8 -- 
3305301987 -11074.9 -11167.3 -11230.1 -11264.3 -11270.2 -11275.0 -11299.5 -11307.4 -11326.0 -11349.4 -11365.6 -11384.8 -11428.1 -11473.7 -- 
3305301994 -10194.4 -10274.2 -10340.1 -- -- -- -10392.9 -10407.0 -10429.5 -10449.6 -10465.2 -10502.2 -10516.9 -10592.5 -- 
3305301995 -11086.5 -11173.0 -11241.9 -- -11270.6 -11276.2 -11299.2 -11312.4 -11326.8 -11353.8 -11368.2 -11387.7 -- -- -- 
3305302006 -11030.1 -11134.9 -11188.1 -11225.0 -11227.9 -11233.4 -11254.7 -11263.4 -11279.9 -11302.4 -11310.2 -11338.8 -11370.0 -11403.9 -- 
3305302010 -10412.4 -10498.6 -10563.9 -- -10591.7 -10595.6 -10617.3 -10632.0 -10647.3 -10674.6 -10691.2 -10716.7 -10746.1 -10820.0 -- 
3305302016 -11524.0 -11622.3 -11698.7 -11730.3 -11734.6 -11738.8 -11764.0 -11773.1 -11789.3 -11822.9 -11845.4 -11854.1 -11903.4 -11955.0 -- 
3305302017 -10641.6 -10734.6 -10803.8 -10832.6 -10835.5 -10840.4 -10859.6 -10875.2 -10891.1 -10914.2 -10930.1 -10992.9 -10999.2 -11060.8 -- 
3305302021 -11048.8 -11150.0 -11203.2 -11240.1 -11243.7 -11249.2 -11271.0 -11280.6 -11297.7 -11322.1 -11331.1 -11437.7 -- -- -- 
3305302024 -10700.7 -10796.3 -10845.0 -10882.2 -10884.5 -10888.7 -10911.3 -10927.2 -10943.4 -10972.0 -10989.1 -11023.0 -11028.7 -11091.8 -- 
3305302026 -11123.7 -11225.3 -11280.1 -11315.4 -11318.3 -11323.5 -11344.9 -11354.8 -11373.2 -11403.5 -11416.7 -11550.6 -- -- -- 
3305302030 -11718.4 -11819.3 -11898.7 -11930.5 -11935.4 -11940.0 -11961.7 -11974.0 -11993.2 -12022.4 -12051.8 -12086.0 -- -- -- 
3305302031 -10779.7 -10871.8 -10936.6 -10965.8 -10969.8 -10974.0 -10998.3 -11009.1 -11035.5 -11048.7 -11066.4 -11095.6 -11106.4 -11194.7 -- 
3305302036 -10704.5 -10794.0 -10858.0 -- -10888.7 -10893.5 -10917.6 -10930.0 -10944.7 -10972.0 -10978.0 -11004.7 -11063.0 -11091.8 -- 
3305302045 -10981.7 -11084.6 -11137.3 -11171.8 -11174.4 -11180.2 -11199.2 -11208.2 -11225.0 -11247.5 -11255.1 -11273.1 -11322.3 -11363.4 -- 
3305302057 -10425.2 -10510.1 -10573.9 -- -10601.5 -10605.7 -10627.3 -10641.4 -10665.4 -10681.9 -10699.7 -10723.7 -10782.8 -10820.4 -- 
3305302059 -11244.8 -11343.4 -11417.3 -11452.4 -11457.9 -11464.5 -11484.8 -11493.6 -11515.2 -11544.9 -11560.8 -11597.1 -11630.2 -11680.6 -- 





































3305302061 -10826.3 -10928.2 -10982.2 -11017.0 -11020.3 -11024.8 -11045.3 -11061.6 -11077.8 -11103.9 -11121.3 -11135.1 -11182.6 -- -- 
3305302062 -11079.1 -11180.0 -11235.3 -11272.1 -11276.9 -11282.1 -11302.2 -11310.7 -11329.3 -11350.0 -11357.2 -11389.9 -11414.3 -11468.6 -- 
3305302063 -10982.6 -11075.4 -11148.8 -11184.7 -11187.9 -11193.2 -11206.1 -11219.0 -11241.5 -11275.1 -11290.1 -11404.5 -- -- -- 
3305302071 -11129.9 -11229.4 -11284.0 -11320.5 -11326.7 -11331.6 -11352.0 -11359.9 -11376.4 -11404.6 -11423.8 -11446.9 -11460.2 -11507.9 -- 
3305302077 -10392.1 -10467.6 -10539.1 -10565.5 -- -10570.4 -10593.0 -10606.3 -10621.0 -10649.2 -10660.9 -10699.6 -10738.7 -10778.6 -11128.2 
3305302079 -11411.5 -11507.9 -11582.4 -11618.8 -11624.0 -11629.6 -11652.9 -11665.9 -11681.5 -11721.5 -11746.4 -11765.3 -- -- -- 
3305302080 -11844.3 -11936.7 -12006.6 -12038.3 -12040.9 -12045.8 -12067.7 -12078.6 -12096.6 -12123.0 -12141.6 -12202.9 -- -- -- 
3305302081 -11093.9 -11187.0 -11265.0 -11298.6 -11303.5 -11312.3 -11330.4 -11342.9 -11367.7 -11391.7 -11406.6 -11447.8 -11465.4 -11509.1 -- 
3305302083 -10941.8 -11030.7 -11094.7 -- -11128.7 -11132.0 -11158.0 -11170.5 -11183.9 -11206.7 -11224.5 -11242.7 -11299.4 -11333.0 -- 
3305302084 -10698.7 -10786.9 -10855.1 -- -- -- -10912.1 -10928.6 -10949.0 -10965.2 -10984.4 -11002.5 -11025.6 -11090.4 -- 
3305302089 -11094.4 -11188.7 -11243.6 -11276.6 -11280.5 -11285.0 -11304.2 -11315.6 -11334.5 -11359.4 -11370.2 -11404.8 -11417.4 -11497.0 -- 
3305302092 -11121.1 -11217.4 -11277.8 -11311.1 -11314.4 -11317.7 -11341.4 -11353.4 -11369.7 -11394.6 -11412.9 -11433.6 -- -- -- 
3305302094 -10406.5 -10492.1 -10563.6 -- -10590.4 -10594.6 -10616.1 -10631.1 -10644.6 -10676.1 -10689.0 -10810.9 -- -- -- 
3305302095 -10694.7 -10784.8 -10853.0 -- -10884.0 -10888.9 -10913.6 -10926.8 -10941.5 -10966.1 -10984.2 -11015.7 -11022.6 -11114.2 -- 
3305302096 -10566.4 -10650.6 -10722.4 -10753.1 -10755.7 -10759.6 -10781.8 -10796.8 -10812.4 -10836.2 -10848.5 -10871.9 -10916.3 -10971.6 -- 
3305302103 -11086.9 -11186.8 -11239.4 -11275.0 -11277.9 -11283.1 -11302.4 -11310.5 -11325.5 -11349.0 -11356.2 -11503.8 -- -- -- 
3305302105 -11194.7 -11299.9 -11353.7 -11389.4 -11393.3 -11398.2 -11418.6 -11427.1 -11444.6 -11470.7 -11478.1 -- -- -- -- 
3305302107 -11109.6 -11207.6 -11263.1 -11298.4 -11303.3 -11306.9 -11324.4 -11338.0 -11355.3 -11379.0 -11392.0 -11422.0 -11451.2 -11496.6 -- 
3305302112 -11426.4 -11525.0 -11600.3 -11633.7 -11640.9 -11645.7 -11663.9 -11675.9 -11694.1 -11729.9 -11742.0 -11786.2 -11821.4 -11858.8 -- 
3305302113 -10949.6 -11042.4 -11118.0 -11150.8 -11154.4 -11159.6 -11173.5 -11186.1 -11209.5 -11245.3 -11260.3 -11364.4 -- -- -- 
3305302115 -10737.9 -10828.1 -10896.2 -- -10927.0 -10931.9 -10954.6 -10966.0 -10991.7 -11013.2 -11031.0 -11167.7 -- -- -- 
3305302119 -10414.1 -10493.6 -10564.6 -- -- -- -10620.5 -10633.1 -10647.1 -10677.3 -10690.7 -10744.7 -10752.8 -10826.0 -- 
3305302121 -10665.6 -10756.4 -10821.0 -- -- -- -10878.8 -10893.3 -10915.8 -10936.0 -10952.9 -10999.7 -11006.6 -11076.9 -- 
3305302126 -11106.7 -11207.6 -11257.9 -- -11292.0 -11297.8 -11318.6 -11329.2 -11352.7 -11372.2 -11382.3 -11396.9 -11425.2 -11496.6 -- 
3305302127 -10459.1 -10547.4 -10612.6 -- -10647.6 -10654.8 -10668.1 -10681.7 -10706.4 -10718.1 -10734.1 -10755.2 -- -- -- 
3305302128 -10457.4 -10545.3 -10606.9 -- -10636.2 -10643.3 -10664.4 -10677.7 -10691.7 -10726.8 -10735.3 -10866.7 -- -- -- 
3305302133 -10407.2 -10492.2 -10557.1 -- -10584.3 -10589.9 -10610.3 -10623.9 -10648.0 -10669.5 -10688.0 -10814.6 -- -- -- 
3305302135 -10972.2 -11065.0 -11134.7 -11167.9 -- -11173.0 -11193.8 -11205.4 -11223.7 -11257.5 -11275.1 -11306.6 -- -- -- 
3305302138 -10906.4 -10999.2 -11067.3 -- -11098.5 -11106.9 -11129.9 -11144.2 -11167.6 -11183.9 -11203.1 -11221.6 -11258.4 -11332.8 -- 
3305302145 -11976.8 -12078.0 -12144.2 -12181.6 -12188.0 -12192.3 -12210.4 -12220.8 -12238.1 -12266.4 -12288.8 -12307.0 -- -- -- 
3305302146 -11427.4 -11524.8 -11598.7 -- -11636.1 -11641.9 -11665.6 -11675.3 -11694.5 -11740.0 -11766.4 -11808.4 -11818.9 -11851.4 -- 
3305302147 -10411.9 -10505.6 -10552.7 -- -10585.5 -10591.0 -10612.7 -10625.7 -10637.4 -10675.5 -10692.1 -10808.9 -- -- -- 
3305302148 -11142.4 -11247.6 -11301.7 -11339.1 -11342.3 -11347.5 -11367.9 -11375.7 -11395.6 -11414.4 -11421.3 -11462.6 -11497.5 -11536.5 -- 
3305302149 -11642.7 -11733.5 -11800.7 -11833.2 -11836.7 -11840.6 -11859.8 -11870.8 -11889.0 -11913.1 -11932.9 -11966.1 -11979.6 -12047.9 -- 
3305302152 -11172.3 -11275.1 -11329.6 -11366.6 -11370.2 -11375.1 -11395.2 -11404.6 -11422.5 -11443.0 -11449.1 -11492.4 -11505.7 -11565.5 -- 
3305302155 -10387.1 -10467.2 -10538.6 -- -10563.6 -10568.8 -10590.2 -10605.4 -10617.8 -10645.1 -10655.5 -10698.2 -10745.1 -10779.4 -- 
3305302156 -11476.1 -11571.2 -11631.5 -11664.3 -11667.2 -11671.4 -11693.2 -11703.8 -11721.7 -11747.8 -11767.0 -11916.0 -- -- -- 
3305302160 -10395.0 -10482.0 -10547.5 -- -- -- -10598.8 -10612.7 -10635.1 -10655.6 -10665.1 -10707.0 -10727.6 -10799.6 -- 
3305302166 -10986.0 -11080.7 -11148.5 -11183.3 -11186.8 -11190.7 -11209.2 -11223.8 -11241.4 -11271.9 -11286.3 -11302.5 -- -- -- 
3305302170 -10563.3 -10650.6 -10721.0 -- -10745.0 -10751.8 -10774.9 -10788.5 -10801.5 -10830.1 -10841.8 -10893.9 -10918.5 -10973.4 -- 
3305302171 -11162.4 -11262.0 -11337.0 -11371.7 -11376.6 -11380.5 -11404.5 -11416.5 -11437.6 -11465.6 -11493.3 -11499.8 -11562.7 -- -- 
3305302172 -10481.7 -10573.2 -10638.0 -- -10666.3 -10672.5 -10695.5 -10708.1 -10723.1 -10746.2 -10752.4 -10780.7 -10847.5 -10869.0 -- 
3305302174 -10440.3 -10527.0 -10591.8 -- -10618.1 -10622.4 -10644.1 -10658.0 -10680.8 -10697.7 -10703.9 -10749.7 -10809.1 -10836.1 -- 
3305302180 -10510.1 -10603.6 -10668.1 -- -- -- -10724.0 -10736.2 -10761.6 -10777.2 -10792.5 -10858.3 -10879.0 -10923.7 -- 
3305302181 -10479.8 -10572.3 -10635.2 -- -10661.5 -10666.7 -10689.4 -10702.3 -10726.4 -10744.6 -10750.8 -10818.8 -10843.2 -10879.5 -- 
3305302183 -10407.6 -10487.4 -10559.1 -- -10584.4 -10590.3 -10613.3 -10625.3 -10641.5 -10665.9 -10694.6 -10716.7 -10767.4 -10815.9 -- 
3305302184 -10755.6 -10846.1 -10907.7 -10940.2 -- -10943.4 -10970.7 -10982.7 -11011.3 -11023.1 -11039.3 -11073.8 -11085.3 -11179.6 -- 
3305302185 -11106.0 -11209.8 -11263.7 -11300.0 -11304.6 -11308.8 -11329.2 -11338.6 -11356.2 -11381.2 -11403.4 -11501.0 -- -- -- 
3305302190 -11466.7 -11558.5 -11619.5 -11652.3 -11656.2 -11659.8 -11683.1 -11692.9 -11711.1 -11731.2 -11750.4 -11797.6 -11824.3 -11843.2 -- 
3305302193 -11106.6 -11206.5 -11280.5 -11313.3 -11317.8 -11323.7 -11341.5 -11352.5 -11374.7 -11408.5 -- -11474.9 -11493.2 -11539.9 -- 





































3305302204 -10437.7 -10526.6 -10589.2 -- -10617.8 -10624.0 -10647.7 -10659.6 -10673.6 -10702.3 -10712.7 -10782.0 -10809.4 -10856.5 -- 
3305302205 -10490.3 -10581.5 -10646.0 -- -10674.6 -10679.8 -10703.1 -10717.0 -10731.0 -10759.0 -10774.3 -10828.7 -10856.9 -10891.5 -- 
3305302208 -10428.8 -10512.5 -10578.1 -- -10605.0 -10609.6 -10630.7 -10643.9 -10668.0 -10689.8 -10707.3 -10832.3 -- -- -- 
3305302209 -10460.2 -10556.2 -10605.2 -10640.0 -- -10648.4 -10667.5 -10686.0 -10700.6 -10731.6 -10750.1 -10785.9 -10800.7 -10827.4 -- 
3305302212 -11162.5 -11261.5 -11318.6 -11353.0 -- -11356.3 -11381.2 -11392.9 -11412.7 -11435.5 -11455.4 -11481.4 -11515.3 -11542.0 -- 
3305302214 -10616.9 -10704.2 -10774.9 -- -10802.5 -10808.3 -10830.4 -10846.9 -10869.4 -10889.5 -10903.2 -10950.4 -10960.5 -11023.8 -- 
3305302217 -10990.7 -11090.4 -11141.3 -11176.7 -11181.5 -11186.7 -11206.5 -11216.6 -11230.2 -11259.5 -11272.8 -11301.5 -11315.6 -11409.7 -- 
3305302220 -11170.5 -11278.9 -11331.1 -11367.2 -11370.7 -11375.3 -11396.4 -11406.7 -11424.3 -11444.5 -11453.3 -11500.4 -11510.9 -- -- 
3305302223 -10379.3 -10466.6 -10533.7 -- -10558.4 -10563.9 -10583.7 -10599.9 -10621.0 -10637.3 -10654.6 -10717.0 -10737.4 -10779.2 -- 
3305302224 -11359.5 -11458.4 -11534.0 -11571.0 -11576.2 -11583.7 -11606.4 -11617.4 -11638.9 -11666.2 -11677.0 -11723.5 -- -- -- 
3305302230 -11126.8 -11227.7 -11302.3 -11335.8 -11343.6 -11350.7 -11372.8 -11383.5 -11408.8 -11435.2 -11451.1 -11480.8 -11530.1 -11554.2 -- 
3305302231 -10431.6 -10528.3 -10576.0 -10610.1 -- -10617.2 -10639.0 -10652.2 -10668.2 -10702.0 -10719.6 -10756.7 -10769.7 -10804.9 -- 
3305302232 -10757.7 -10850.6 -10919.0 -- -10946.3 -10953.7 -10977.1 -10991.7 -11006.0 -11035.6 -11050.9 -11185.3 -- -- -- 
3305302236 -10531.3 -10622.8 -10687.0 -- -- -- -10742.5 -10754.2 -10769.1 -10796.5 -10814.0 -10830.6 -10894.5 -10937.4 -- 
3305302241 -10662.2 -10749.2 -10816.0 -- -10842.7 -10849.1 -10872.2 -10883.2 -10897.1 -10924.5 -10939.4 -10958.3 -10978.7 -- -- 
3305302242 -11217.1 -11305.3 -11375.1 -11406.2 -- -11409.8 -11436.7 -11444.8 -11474.8 -11489.7 -11507.6 -11521.3 -11544.8 -11647.0 -- 
3305302250 -11509.9 -11602.1 -11665.0 -11698.8 -11700.7 -11703.6 -11726.4 -11737.7 -11755.9 -11776.8 -11796.0 -11817.1 -11873.0 -11897.4 -- 
3305302253 -10410.9 -10497.9 -10563.4 -- -10589.4 -10595.5 -10616.0 -10630.8 -10647.8 -10671.5 -10685.8 -10705.0 -10749.0 -10816.4 -- 
3305302259 -10423.5 -10511.1 -10574.6 -- -10605.2 -10609.4 -10631.1 -10645.0 -10659.7 -10687.3 -10695.1 -10722.8 -10753.9 -10769.0 -- 
3305302260 -11157.2 -11243.5 -11310.3 -11340.9 -- -11344.8 -11372.0 -11380.7 -11398.6 -11421.4 -11437.3 -11461.1 -11504.7 -11553.2 -- 
3305302267 -10977.2 -11066.5 -11142.4 -11182.2 -11188.3 -11192.2 -11206.3 -11220.9 -11238.6 -11281.3 -11293.5 -11324.7 -11370.0 -11400.0 -11801.7 
3305302268 -11497.1 -11596.1 -11673.0 -11702.5 -11710.6 -11716.2 -11739.9 -11749.2 -11770.7 -11800.6 -11811.4 -11869.6 -11894.9 -11924.8 -12303.5 
3305302270 -10465.8 -10558.6 -10623.1 -- -- -- -10679.9 -10693.2 -10709.8 -10731.3 -10739.1 -10770.3 -10830.8 -10867.7 -- 
3305302271 -11322.1 -11419.8 -11495.0 -11528.5 -11534.3 -11543.7 -11561.6 -11572.8 -11593.0 -11617.5 -11646.1 -11697.4 -11726.4 -11866.4 -12119.0 
3305302277 -10718.4 -10811.8 -10874.1 -- -10904.0 -10910.5 -10932.5 -10944.8 -10960.7 -10988.1 -10994.9 -11145.6 -- -- -- 
3305302278 -10468.3 -10565.9 -10614.6 -- -10645.4 -10653.6 -10672.4 -10685.3 -10703.2 -10734.1 -10757.9 -10789.5 -10804.0 -10851.7 -- 
3305302293 -11170.8 -11258.1 -11325.9 -11356.8 -- -11361.9 -11391.1 -11397.6 -11427.7 -11440.6 -11457.1 -11510.1 -11527.2 -11573.4 -11907.2 
3305302298 -11459.5 -11558.4 -11634.0 -11665.5 -11668.8 -11676.9 -11696.0 -11706.0 -11735.3 -11757.1 -11780.2 -11814.7 -11844.6 -11902.4 -- 
3305302302 -11182.4 -11280.8 -11356.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11980.4 
3305302330 -10996.9 -11102.7 -11155.9 -11190.6 -11194.9 -11199.1 -11220.2 -11228.6 -11245.5 -11273.1 -11289.7 -11324.2 -11331.4 -- -- 
3305302336 -10699.6 -10788.5 -10852.1 -- -10879.7 -10890.4 -10909.9 -10923.8 -10938.4 -10964.8 -10984.0 -11109.9 -- -- -- 
3305302340 -10730.8 -10821.0 -10884.9 -10918.0 -10920.9 -10925.1 -10948.5 -10958.9 -10970.9 -10997.6 -11015.5 -11035.0 -11078.4 -11139.3 -- 
3305302366 -10745.0 -10835.2 -10899.4 -- -10929.9 -10934.1 -10961.1 -10973.0 -10989.8 -11010.8 -11029.0 -11060.9 -11080.0 -11159.0 -- 
3305302367 -10687.0 -10777.2 -10836.9 -10866.5 -10869.2 -10874.9 -10897.3 -10906.9 -10925.1 -10946.6 -10954.4 -10994.7 -11013.5 -11091.8 -- 
3305302370 -10751.9 -10847.8 -10907.4 -- -- -- -10966.1 -10977.4 -10991.4 -11016.2 -11033.9 -11063.7 -11094.8 -11151.6 -- 
3305302395 -10426.5 -10512.8 -10575.5 -- -10602.4 -10608.1 -10628.7 -10641.9 -10665.5 -10684.0 -10688.8 -10722.8 -10753.6 -10841.7 -- 
3305302397 -10810.1 -10899.5 -10974.3 -11008.2 -11011.5 -11017.1 -11032.2 -11044.9 -11063.4 -11101.7 -11120.8 -11170.8 -- -- -11621.2 
3305302407 -10842.0 -10934.6 -11004.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305302410 -10419.4 -10516.2 -10562.7 -10597.1 -10600.4 -10606.7 -10621.9 -10638.0 -10652.1 -10686.4 -10700.8 -10742.3 -10751.6 -10804.7 -- 
3305302412 -10231.6 -10310.8 -10374.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305302436 -10288.5 -10369.8 -10434.8 -- -10457.9 -10466.8 -10485.1 -10498.8 -10521.5 -10538.5 -10552.3 -10619.5 -- -- -- 
3305302438 -10970.5 -11071.5 -11128.2 -11160.8 -11165.0 -11168.9 -11191.3 -11201.2 -11222.1 -11253.2 -11268.4 -11286.3 -11314.1 -11405.5 -- 
3305302449 -10279.9 -10359.7 -10425.3 -- -10449.9 -10458.3 -10477.1 -10491.2 -10508.2 -10531.2 -10538.1 -10567.6 -- -- -- 
3305302456 -10450.3 -10539.6 -10608.8 -- -10632.5 -10638.5 -10659.4 -10674.3 -10697.6 -10713.2 -10727.2 -10749.9 -- -- -- 
3305302459 -10788.9 -10877.3 -10950.7 -10990.0 -10993.5 -10998.6 -11013.0 -11025.7 -11049.6 -11080.7 -11096.2 -11121.4 -- -- -11597.2 
3305302460 -11162.6 -11251.9 -11317.0 -11349.3 -11353.2 -11357.3 -11383.9 -11393.5 -11410.5 -11434.7 -11453.2 -11481.3 -11527.6 -11566.8 -- 
3305302474 -10375.2 -10470.2 -10516.2 -- -10547.6 -10559.5 -10574.1 -10591.2 -10603.4 -10633.6 -10650.3 -10677.2 -10702.6 -10744.7 -- 
3305302479 -10065.9 -10148.4 -10214.9 -- -10239.8 -10246.4 -10266.7 -10279.8 -10313.9 -10321.1 -10336.3 -10365.6 -10415.5 -10462.7 -- 
3305302481 -10426.0 -10513.2 -10576.4 -- -10601.3 -10606.7 -10627.6 -10642.0 -10666.4 -10682.9 -10699.6 -10764.4 -10776.7 -10818.2 -- 
3305302482 -10410.1 -10498.3 -10561.2 -- -10589.4 -10594.5 -10616.0 -10629.7 -10653.9 -10667.1 -10673.3 -10706.5 -10738.2 -10809.3 -- 





































3305302489 -10462.0 -10550.4 -10617.5 -- -- -- -10671.1 -10685.7 -10710.2 -10721.9 -10736.8 -10757.7 -10789.7 -10862.0 -- 
3305302490 -10890.1 -11011.4 -11101.5 -- -11133.9 -11139.8 -11168.2 -11184.9 -11205.0 -11238.4 -11258.4 -11405.1 -- -- -- 
3305302492 -11106.3 -11203.1 -11276.8 -11310.0 -11316.3 -11322.9 -11340.2 -11352.1 -11373.4 -11402.6 -11417.6 -11431.3 -- -- -11919.4 
3305302494 -10466.4 -10566.5 -10644.4 -10678.2 -- -10683.3 -10707.2 -10724.5 -10739.5 -10777.1 -10796.2 -10838.6 -10847.0 -10936.9 -- 
3305302499 -10129.7 -10231.2 -10283.1 -- -10313.1 -10323.5 -10343.6 -10358.8 -10388.7 -10406.3 -10422.4 -- -- -- -- 
3305302502 -11489.1 -11577.5 -11651.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305302506 -10529.1 -10631.0 -10684.6 -10718.8 -10724.2 -10730.7 -10749.9 -10764.8 -10777.6 -10812.0 -10826.9 -10855.3 -10884.9 -10932.4 -- 
3305302508 -10780.7 -10873.9 -10943.1 -10977.2 -10981.4 -10985.3 -10997.8 -11010.1 -11028.6 -11064.8 -11082.7 -11132.3 -11146.9 -11192.3 -11556.1 
3305302515 -10456.6 -10545.6 -10613.0 -- -10641.5 -10646.6 -10668.7 -10681.8 -10698.5 -10723.9 -10730.5 -10761.3 -10788.8 -10850.3 -- 
3305302518 -10183.4 -10277.5 -10331.5 -- -10362.0 -10367.7 -10390.1 -10404.1 -10420.3 -10457.0 -10481.5 -10505.4 -10516.8 -10598.0 -- 
3305302519 -11098.0 -11195.4 -11248.8 -11282.3 -11286.2 -11291.0 -11309.5 -11318.8 -11339.4 -11355.2 -11372.8 -11500.1 -- -- -- 
3305302525 -10745.3 -10835.8 -10897.9 -- -10929.6 -10934.4 -10959.5 -10969.6 -10987.9 -11013.6 -11020.1 -11063.4 -11079.6 -11158.7 -- 
3305302527 -10161.9 -10253.3 -10310.0 -- -10338.7 -10345.0 -10367.1 -10380.6 -10415.2 -10431.1 -10445.7 -10479.4 -10510.8 -10555.9 -- 
3305302530 -11067.4 -11166.0 -11220.1 -11253.8 -11256.5 -11261.9 -11281.3 -11291.8 -11310.0 -11339.3 -11351.5 -- -- -- -- 
3305302532 -10689.3 -10778.3 -10838.7 -10868.5 -10871.8 -10875.1 -10898.4 -10910.4 -10923.2 -10947.7 -10964.1 -10994.0 -11013.7 -11068.4 -- 
3305302533 -10742.2 -10832.5 -10893.8 -- -10924.8 -10930.4 -10954.0 -10966.9 -10995.6 -11006.3 -11012.9 -11057.4 -11074.7 -11167.6 -- 
3305302536 -10680.1 -10774.6 -10831.6 -10861.5 -- -10867.7 -10890.0 -10902.9 -10914.9 -10940.7 -10956.6 -10987.4 -- -- -- 
3305302537 -10693.0 -10782.8 -10842.8 -- -10874.4 -10880.3 -10900.6 -10914.6 -10930.5 -10953.4 -10972.2 -11000.9 -11015.9 -11110.4 -- 
3305302539 -10209.6 -10301.8 -10357.4 -- -10383.7 -10391.4 -10413.7 -10429.8 -10462.1 -10480.9 -10495.6 -10545.5 -10560.1 -10618.9 -- 
3305302546 -11029.6 -11129.7 -11183.5 -11216.8 -11221.0 -11224.2 -11245.9 -11256.2 -11271.7 -11294.9 -11316.1 -11350.7 -11365.7 -11414.7 -- 
3305302547 -10707.2 -10797.6 -10861.4 -10887.8 -10892.2 -10898.9 -10919.5 -10932.4 -10957.0 -10968.8 -10987.6 -11009.6 -- -- -- 
3305302548 -11009.2 -11113.1 -11166.9 -- -11199.4 -11206.2 -11229.9 -11242.6 -11270.4 -11283.7 -11301.9 -11333.0 -11343.0 -11422.5 -- 
3305302549 -10249.0 -10340.9 -10390.6 -10421.6 -10424.0 -10428.7 -10452.7 -10466.2 -10483.0 -10512.3 -10529.1 -10568.4 -- -- -- 
3305302552 -11357.0 -11448.6 -11515.9 -11548.7 -- -11553.1 -11578.3 -11586.3 -11604.5 -11629.7 -11647.6 -11654.4 -11711.9 -11763.6 -- 
3305302553 -10160.3 -10254.3 -10310.4 -- -10341.5 -10348.5 -10371.1 -10385.5 -10399.0 -10436.0 -10450.7 -10479.4 -10507.9 -10558.7 -- 
3305302555 -11012.3 -11116.5 -11167.7 -11204.3 -11206.7 -11210.5 -11232.5 -11244.2 -11261.3 -11283.6 -11303.8 -11338.5 -11344.3 -11423.3 -- 
3305302559 -11138.2 -11224.2 -11299.2 -- -11327.9 -11335.2 -11359.9 -11369.8 -11387.5 -11414.5 -11430.9 -11455.3 -11473.5 -11557.1 -- 
3305302561 -10664.8 -10757.9 -10828.7 -- -10855.3 -10862.4 -10885.0 -10899.7 -10917.9 -10939.6 -10952.2 -10979.2 -11021.8 -11075.5 -- 
3305302576 -10773.1 -10867.3 -10928.1 -- -10959.5 -10963.9 -10990.0 -11001.2 -11016.4 -11038.7 -11054.0 -11079.5 -11107.7 -11181.1 -- 
3305302577 -11100.0 -11200.4 -11257.1 -11291.1 -11295.5 -11301.4 -11319.3 -11330.8 -11348.1 -11372.7 -11389.8 -11421.5 -11431.2 -11491.3 -- 
3305302586 -10699.3 -10793.6 -10850.6 -- -10881.3 -10887.5 -10909.5 -10922.7 -10948.3 -10972.6 -10987.6 -11044.9 -11053.4 -11118.5 -- 
3305302589 -10196.7 -10285.3 -10341.2 -- -10372.5 -10376.6 -10399.8 -10412.5 -10426.5 -10459.7 -10475.3 -10499.1 -10540.1 -10576.6 -- 
3305302613 -11564.8 -11654.1 -11724.6 -11753.9 -- -11757.7 -11784.1 -11793.2 -11811.4 -11835.8 -11854.0 -11864.6 -11927.1 -11975.5 -- 
3305302614 -11262.8 -11356.7 -11414.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305302647 -11618.7 -11716.3 -11777.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305302669 -11305.5 -11404.2 -11477.9 -11510.7 -11519.2 -11524.0 -11545.8 -11555.5 -11584.6 -11610.2 -11624.6 -11672.9 -- -- -12134.5 
3305302684 -11361.9 -11445.5 -11519.2 -- -11543.5 -11549.4 -11575.4 -11588.9 -11601.9 -11630.1 -11647.4 -11701.6 -11723.9 -11770.7 -- 
3305302713 -11482.9 -11572.3 -11640.3 -11673.9 -- -11677.0 -11701.7 -11711.4 -11729.1 -11755.8 -11774.7 -11821.7 -11844.7 -11892.0 -- 
3305302720 -11163.9 -11268.7 -11326.6 -11361.2 -11364.6 -11367.7 -11389.2 -11405.4 -11426.3 -11451.9 -11468.4 -11482.2 -11511.6 -11595.4 -- 
3305302750 -10972.3 -11070.5 -11129.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305302757 -11151.3 -11246.9 -11320.5 -11359.9 -11364.4 -11369.0 -11385.2 -11392.0 -11412.3 -11449.7 -11464.1 -11517.9 -11532.4 -11566.0 -11946.2 
3305302760 -11251.6 -11347.2 -11409.6 -11440.6 -11445.1 -11452.3 -11473.3 -11483.7 -11499.3 -11527.5 -11546.0 -11569.0 -11592.5 -11655.1 -- 
3305302764 -10082.5 -10173.3 -10228.1 -- -10259.2 -10262.6 -10286.3 -10299.0 -10323.1 -10345.5 -10358.7 -10379.3 -10410.2 -10442.3 -- 
3305302778 -11016.0 -11106.5 -11179.6 -11216.4 -11220.4 -11224.9 -11242.8 -11256.1 -11280.5 -11308.4 -11322.0 -11366.1 -11376.4 -11428.1 -11806.6 
3305302783 -11034.8 -11134.1 -11188.4 -11223.2 -11228.6 -11236.6 -11252.5 -11266.4 -11284.6 -11314.9 -11331.1 -11352.2 -11369.6 -11451.6 -- 
3305302794 -11308.6 -11397.2 -11463.2 -11496.5 -11498.9 -11502.6 -11527.2 -11533.7 -11546.2 -11579.0 -11594.1 -11641.1 -11644.9 -11710.0 -- 
3305302808 -11096.8 -11197.0 -11253.7 -11288.5 -11291.2 -11296.0 -11316.5 -11330.2 -11345.2 -11377.3 -11393.0 -11447.0 -11454.5 -11493.4 -- 
3305302826 -11195.7 -11291.2 -11368.4 -11405.3 -11410.8 -11415.6 -11436.7 -11450.4 -11469.5 -11509.2 -11533.8 -11575.4 -- -- -- 
3305302897 -11446.9 -11542.3 -11606.5 -11639.3 -11642.7 -11647.5 -11669.4 -11677.6 -11695.3 -11719.2 -11738.4 -11787.6 -11814.9 -11851.1 -- 
3305303058 -11258.1 -11357.1 -11433.1 -11467.5 -11474.9 -11479.8 -11499.2 -11510.7 -11531.0 -11564.5 -11580.4 -11610.7 -11652.8 -11702.2 -12064.5 





































3305303427 -- -- -10733.1 -- -10759.8 -10766.6 -10789.1 -10803.5 -10819.9 -10845.1 -10859.5 -10929.9 -10934.0 -10998.8 -- 
3305500002 -5913.3 -5995.2 -6091.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -6664.9 
3305500003 -5733.1 -5797.1 -5897.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -6460.2 
3305500024 -10195.3 -10279.0 -10359.5 -10396.3 -- -10402.2 -10420.8 -10433.8 -10455.0 -10483.9 -10497.7 -10529.6 -- -- -11007.5 
3305500025 -9927.4 -10010.8 -10095.8 -10125.2 -10128.5 -10133.2 -10150.3 -10166.5 -10179.2 -10210.4 -10250.5 -10262.9 -10276.7 -10343.4 -10729.4 
3305500034 -5671.7 -5734.3 -5823.9 -- -- -- -5850.4 -5867.2 -5876.6 -5902.6 -5909.0 -5995.5 -6011.6 -6068.8 -6439.5 
3305500035 -5535.2 -5599.7 -5690.9 -- -5693.8 -5700.0 -5718.5 -5733.6 -5751.3 -5775.4 -5784.0 -5839.4 -5919.6 -5946.4 -6308.0 
3305500036 -8913.6 -8997.3 -9085.5 -9110.8 -9113.8 -9119.1 -9135.6 -9152.7 -9167.4 -9198.4 -9241.4 -9248.8 -9260.3 -9326.9 -- 
3305500038 -5582.3 -5649.1 -5736.2 -- -5745.0 -5751.7 -5770.2 -5786.5 -5802.9 -5818.8 -5848.2 -5900.1 -5908.3 -5954.0 -6334.7 
3305700001 -8710.0 -8784.1 -8873.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -9491.4 
3305700022 -9206.4 -9283.4 -9364.0 -9395.8 -9398.2 -9402.1 -9423.3 -9440.7 -9455.0 -9491.2 -9526.0 -9554.2 -9586.2 -9633.9 -- 
3305700023 -9434.5 -9510.0 -9593.1 -9622.1 -9623.9 -9629.8 -9645.8 -9666.3 -9679.5 -9707.4 -9745.0 -9753.0 -- -- -- 
3305700024 -9248.7 -9330.2 -9416.3 -9439.8 -9441.9 -9445.0 -9465.6 -9482.3 -9500.0 -9533.4 -9568.2 -9580.1 -- -- -10068.1 
3305700025 -9786.0 -9864.3 -9949.4 -9979.8 -9982.3 -9986.1 -10004.5 -10023.7 -10035.9 -10067.2 -10105.5 -10113.5 -- -- -10598.0 
3305700030 -9537.7 -9614.6 -9695.5 -9725.6 -9728.1 -9731.9 -9752.8 -9772.6 -9791.1 -9826.2 -9864.2 -9891.7 -9901.1 -- -- 
3305700033 -9004.9 -9080.8 -9168.9 -- -9187.5 -9195.3 -9215.9 -9231.8 -9260.2 -9280.8 -9315.0 -9325.5 -- -- -9784.2 
3305900002 -4349.4 -4392.2 -4488.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4946.6 
3305900007 -7775.5 -7830.1 -7915.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -8519.6 
3305900009 -4664.4 -4709.4 -4799.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5393.3 
3305900022 -5539.5 -5590.4 -5683.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305900024 -4484.3 -4529.4 -4620.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305900025 -4487.4 -4529.0 -4623.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305900026 -7480.4 -7540.1 -7626.9 -- -7641.3 -7649.6 -7669.5 -7683.3 -7702.6 -7736.8 -7763.6 -7871.2 -7905.2 -7930.5 -8257.6 
3305900027 -6261.9 -6314.5 -6401.1 -- -6409.4 -6422.0 -6434.1 -6447.7 -6464.1 -6501.5 -6537.5 -6625.5 -6650.0 -6700.4 -7029.9 
3305900028 -6386.8 -6438.4 -6528.9 -- -6539.4 -6550.4 -6565.9 -6578.8 -6600.3 -6628.2 -6665.2 -6670.6 -6688.5 -6737.2 -- 
3305900029 -6509.9 -6559.4 -6646.3 -- -6652.4 -6664.9 -6677.9 -6690.3 -6707.0 -6741.8 -6766.0 -6784.2 -6801.0 -6850.0 -7254.7 
3305900031 -6504.7 -6553.9 -6633.9 -- -6639.8 -6648.8 -6663.2 -6677.3 -6690.8 -6727.1 -6749.2 -6854.3 -6867.8 -6957.0 -7220.1 
3305900032 -5214.6 -5262.7 -5355.2 -- -5363.7 -5369.2 -5382.7 -5396.0 -5412.1 -5447.5 -5473.7 -5534.1 -5582.8 -5680.0 -5965.2 
3305900033 -6619.3 -6664.3 -6748.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3305900034 -5595.5 -5647.2 -5736.1 -5745.4 -5747.7 -5753.1 -5763.6 -5779.6 -5797.1 -5823.8 -5853.6 -5885.6 -5891.1 -5913.0 -6355.4 
3305900035 -4578.8 -4621.1 -4712.1 -- -4714.5 -4725.0 -4746.0 -4749.2 -4771.9 -4803.9 -4823.7 -4931.9 -- -- -- 
3306100042 -10065.7 -10164.5 -10218.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306100181 -10431.5 -10514.4 -10595.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306100186 -10535.0 -10632.7 -10691.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306100198 -10818.4 -10910.8 -10970.5 -11000.9 -11007.0 -11009.5 -11026.3 -11045.9 -11064.6 -11083.4 -11094.8 -11157.3 -- -- -- 
3306100199 -10335.5 -10430.3 -10489.7 -10523.4 -10529.7 -10534.7 -10548.4 -10558.7 -10586.6 -10602.7 -10616.8 -10650.0 -10657.4 -10712.2 -- 
3306100202 -10448.1 -10536.6 -10609.6 -10639.6 -10647.0 -10649.4 -10665.2 -10676.4 -10700.5 -10725.7 -10736.5 -10762.2 -10774.4 -10823.4 -- 
3306100213 -9419.6 -9512.9 -9580.3 -9610.5 -9617.0 -9620.6 -9635.8 -9645.6 -9668.9 -9686.1 -9696.6 -9725.9 -9747.8 -9787.9 -- 
3306100218 -9658.5 -9736.8 -9815.5 -9846.5 -- -9849.8 -9868.4 -9878.6 -9898.0 -9926.2 -9938.1 -10028.6 -- -- -10430.4 
3306100220 -9363.9 -9443.9 -9520.2 -9549.3 -9551.2 -9553.7 -9566.4 -9583.3 -9598.1 -9621.7 -9634.5 -9673.1 -9681.4 -9731.4 -10137.6 
3306100234 -10290.0 -10378.4 -10452.4 -10485.0 -- -10491.0 -10505.9 -10519.0 -10535.0 -10568.8 -10581.0 -10596.4 -- -- -- 
3306100238 -11249.8 -11334.1 -11414.8 -11448.7 -11455.2 -11462.0 -11475.6 -11488.0 -11512.6 -11541.7 -11563.5 -11572.7 -- -- -- 
3306100242 -11546.2 -11638.8 -11709.4 -11748.3 -11754.5 -11758.7 -11771.9 -11784.8 -11806.1 -11834.3 -11851.2 -11874.2 -11891.9 -11940.3 -- 
3306100246 -11408.4 -11499.9 -11566.7 -11603.5 -11612.4 -11616.2 -11626.9 -11639.3 -11667.0 -11685.5 -11701.6 -11740.1 -11751.1 -11793.5 -- 
3306100258 -10174.9 -10257.2 -10335.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306100261 -10238.2 -10331.5 -10397.5 -10430.3 -10433.0 -10436.0 -10453.0 -10464.0 -10482.2 -10508.0 -10522.1 -10545.6 -- -- -- 
3306100264 -10214.2 -10300.3 -10379.3 -10414.3 -10419.3 -10422.0 -10436.9 -10447.5 -10467.4 -10501.2 -10515.3 -10559.8 -10573.1 -10602.2 -- 
3306100266 -10343.1 -10440.9 -10495.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306100268 -11468.7 -11560.0 -11628.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306100272 -10171.8 -10253.3 -10331.1 -- -10363.6 -10366.6 -10382.3 -- -10397.0 -10449.9 -10463.7 -10512.7 -- -- -- 





































3306100286 -11117.3 -11207.6 -11278.0 -11313.2 -- -11321.0 -11336.2 -11345.3 -11367.8 -11392.9 -11409.5 -11434.7 -11449.1 -11497.5 -- 
3306100290 -10936.2 -11025.6 -11096.9 -11130.4 -- -11136.0 -11147.5 -- -11159.8 -11208.8 -11219.9 -11267.5 -11271.3 -11308.7 -- 
3306100307 -8923.1 -9003.5 -9076.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306100310 -10657.4 -10757.0 -10817.6 -10851.0 -10856.6 -10870.3 -10876.3 -10886.8 -10914.5 -10935.0 -10952.4 -11062.8 -- -- -- 
3306100333 -11625.6 -11717.3 -11793.0 -11828.3 -11831.5 -11836.9 -11850.9 -11862.8 -11884.4 -11924.6 -- -- -- -- -- 
3306100344 -11600.7 -11688.3 -11764.3 -11805.5 -11810.2 -11813.8 -11831.7 -11841.3 -11862.3 -11897.5 -- -11921.3 -11981.1 -- -- 
3306100378 -10203.6 -10303.8 -10361.7 -10396.1 -10404.0 -10409.3 -10419.5 -10439.8 -10452.4 -10481.8 -10497.3 -10598.1 -- -- -10935.2 
3306100471 -9763.3 -9842.0 -9921.9 -9955.7 -9960.7 -9963.1 -9984.1 -9995.6 -10021.6 -10041.3 -10053.7 -10076.4 -10081.7 -10166.7 -10557.7 
3306100481 -10337.3 -10431.6 -10492.5 -10524.5 -10530.1 -10536.9 -10553.0 -10561.8 -10585.8 -10602.7 -10621.3 -10651.1 -10659.2 -10712.6 -- 
3306100660 -10077.4 -10154.9 -10232.8 -10264.1 -10266.6 -10268.9 -10281.0 -10296.6 -10313.7 -10347.8 -10361.0 -10420.1 -10434.3 -10453.7 -10860.3 
3306300003 -320.3 -349.4 -450.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -966.1 
3306300009 -57.1 -95.3 -186.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306300010 -512.5 -544.1 -644.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1115.4 
3306300011 -288.9 -318.1 -416.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306300013 -391.8 -418.8 -522.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306300014 -118.9 -149.4 -251.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306300015 -345.1 -367.8 -469.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -987.4 
3306300020 -403.0 -431.8 -535.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306300025 -589.8 -612.2 -727.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306500001 -5459.7 -5512.9 -5606.8 -5616.4 -5618.2 -5622.1 -5638.4 -5656.0 -5672.9 -5697.2 -5704.7 -5822.2 -- -- -6218.1 
3306500008 -6906.0 -6963.7 -7055.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3306500014 -5633.8 -5685.5 -5776.3 -- -5782.9 -5790.1 -5805.2 -5821.8 -5834.4 -5865.1 -5872.8 -5966.3 -- -- -6365.2 
3306700003 235.9 194.8 98.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -403.3 
3306799035 387.9 334.0 268.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -241.1 
3306799104 367.4 319.9 264.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -129.6 
3306900004 -2112.4 -- -2251.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2750.2 
3306900010 -2411.5 -- -2555.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3070.4 
3306900022 -3383.9 -3431.4 -3520.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3898.6 -3989.1 -4078.3 
3306900031 -3237.9 -3292.3 -3380.7 -- -3387.6 -3394.8 -- -3403.2 -3422.2 -- -3439.2 -3509.4 -3521.2 -3546.6 -3931.1 
3306900043 -2926.7 -2972.6 -3052.3 -- -- -- -- -3059.5 -3080.5 -- -3093.6 -3172.3 -3224.6 -3251.8 -3549.6 
3306900044 -2758.3 -2813.6 -2893.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3307100001 -793.2 -846.0 -941.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1446.4 
3307100002 -1319.9 -1370.9 -1462.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1969.5 
3307100003 -804.9 -849.6 -943.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1462.8 
3307100004 -833.8 -887.8 -980.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1475.8 
3307100005 -828.6 -869.2 -962.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1483.1 
3307100006 -841.9 -880.2 -977.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1487.3 
3307100007 -899.5 -954.4 -1052.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1545.6 
3307100008 -780.8 -829.2 -918.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1405.7 
3307100014 -882.0 -924.9 -1014.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3307100015 -682.0 -731.9 -826.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1342.4 
3307100016 -690.1 -729.5 -824.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3307100018 -1060.1 -1110.3 -1206.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3307100019 -647.4 -688.6 -782.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3307100029 -569.7 -615.2 -710.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1171.9 
3307100032 -573.1 -613.9 -704.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3307500718 -6784.9 -6861.2 -6919.0 -- -6937.3 -6943.0 -6956.7 -6965.2 -6983.6 -6993.0 -7010.3 -7034.8 -- -- -7434.5 
3307500730 -6655.6 -6732.9 -6787.0 -- -6809.0 -6815.5 -6825.2 -6831.1 -6849.3 -6861.2 -6881.4 -6914.6 -6963.9 -6974.1 -7278.4 
3307500737 -6752.3 -6831.2 -6887.0 -- -6904.2 -6910.2 -6923.5 -6941.4 -6951.6 -6963.3 -6991.4 -7057.8 -7133.4 -7176.0 -7414.1 
3307500744 -6746.1 -6824.5 -6876.9 -- -6896.6 -6903.4 -6914.2 -6920.2 -6937.5 -6952.3 -6974.4 -7014.8 -7062.5 -7076.1 -7395.9 





































3307500752 -6815.5 -6890.9 -6951.5 -- -6965.9 -6973.3 -6986.0 -6990.9 -7009.9 -7025.5 -7042.8 -7086.6 -- -- -7457.8 
3307500753 -6935.1 -7007.0 -7064.8 -- -- -- -7106.1 -7112.7 -7138.5 -7150.2 -7162.9 -7237.1 -- -- -7604.6 
3307500763 -6485.1 -6556.2 -6622.0 -- -6636.6 -6642.0 -6652.2 -6660.2 -6680.9 -6695.4 -6726.6 -6825.7 -6867.8 -6950.1 -7159.1 
3307500766 -6513.9 -6583.7 -6648.0 -- -- -- -6680.2 -6685.9 -6711.2 -6717.7 -6747.2 -6843.8 -6891.8 -6968.2 -7180.4 
3307500769 -6650.6 -6728.6 -6787.2 -- -6801.6 -6806.7 -6820.6 -6824.0 -6846.2 -6857.5 -6873.7 -6968.6 -7015.1 -7068.0 -7265.1 
3307500798 -7180.1 -7249.8 -7312.2 -7341.1 -7345.8 -7348.3 -7358.0 -7367.9 -7397.3 -7408.3 -7423.3 -7502.7 -7580.8 -7623.9 -7869.8 
3307501286 -7129.3 -7201.7 -7267.1 -7289.8 -7292.6 -7295.3 -7303.6 -7311.3 -7334.2 -7352.3 -7377.5 -7449.3 -- -- -7815.2 
3307501300 -6429.6 -6501.3 -6558.3 -- -6577.9 -6584.2 -6596.4 -6600.4 -6625.4 -6634.2 -6663.7 -6703.5 -6739.3 -6762.5 -7088.7 
3307501312 -6791.9 -6867.7 -6924.4 -- -6942.7 -6947.5 -6961.7 -6967.7 -6992.4 -7000.9 -7015.9 -7041.8 -- -- -7449.9 
3307501314 -6773.4 -6850.2 -6903.2 -- -6919.8 -6925.4 -6936.5 -6942.5 -6958.7 -6972.3 -6997.0 -7099.5 -7142.4 -7197.5 -7395.2 
3307501325 -5820.3 -5878.6 -5948.3 -- -5970.3 -5976.6 -5988.5 -6000.7 -6021.5 -6032.8 -6068.1 -6113.5 -- -- -6509.5 
3307501397 -6707.8 -6783.0 -6839.7 -- -6858.6 -6864.6 -6873.6 -6886.1 -6907.7 -6911.7 -6928.5 -7027.3 -7091.2 -7114.2 -7328.8 
3307501398 -6737.1 -6814.8 -6868.6 -- -6887.9 -6891.9 -6903.7 -6919.2 -6932.2 -6940.1 -6958.0 -7018.4 -7040.7 -7079.0 -7380.5 
3307900001 -3000.8 -3060.0 -3138.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3647.8 
3307900002 -2359.6 -2415.1 -2500.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2996.3 
3307900012 -3007.8 -3062.7 -3143.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3307900020 -2932.8 -2991.0 -3071.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3307900051 -2788.1 -2850.6 -2929.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3451.3 
3307900057 -2816.1 -2877.4 -2951.3 -- -- -- -- -2980.3 -2998.4 -3019.2 -3026.3 -3101.1 -3168.2 -3281.7 -3503.0 
3308300002 -4015.4 -4054.6 -4160.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4730.9 
3308300003 -3558.5 -3604.1 -3701.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4221.4 
3308300004 -4148.7 -4199.4 -4289.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4874.1 
3308300005 -3362.8 -3416.0 -3512.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4054.0 
3308300014 -4064.1 -4117.7 -4209.2 -- -4213.0 -4225.4 -- -4235.5 -4261.3 -4275.3 -4295.1 -4398.2 -4404.1 -4435.1 -4801.4 
3308500001 -3193.6 -3222.7 -3317.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3862.8 
3308500005 -4009.9 -4046.7 -4138.4 -- -- -- -- -4158.8 -4176.3 -- -4205.2 -4281.2 -4313.4 -4417.5 -4685.4 
3308500006 -3819.5 -3847.9 -3939.8 -- -- -- -- -3961.9 -3985.2 -- -4008.0 -- -- -- -- 
3308700001 -8110.8 -8165.5 -8250.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700004 -8037.0 -8101.0 -8177.0 -- -8187.7 -8199.5 -8216.4 -8220.5 -8229.5 -8276.4 -8299.9 -8422.8 -- -- -- 
3308700005 -6216.8 -6284.2 -6348.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700006 -6869.7 -6928.7 -6999.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700007 -8325.5 -8388.0 -8465.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700008 -8331.7 -8394.4 -8472.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700009 -8393.4 -8456.2 -8531.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700011 -8316.4 -8380.2 -8456.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700012 -7670.7 -7741.1 -7815.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700055 -7319.8 -7385.7 -7465.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700065 -7559.5 -7623.6 -7703.0 -- -7709.1 -7722.8 -7738.3 -7742.9 -7752.9 -7791.0 -7819.1 -7854.7 -7876.4 -7939.5 -- 
3308700071 -7955.8 -8019.2 -8094.0 -- -8104.1 -8115.6 -8135.1 -8138.6 -8147.7 -8186.9 -8209.0 -8250.0 -8271.7 -8328.7 -- 
3308700072 -8020.0 -8086.2 -8162.2 -- -8170.7 -8184.1 -8201.9 -8205.5 -8217.0 -8259.4 -8282.2 -8406.5 -- -- -- 
3308700073 -7535.7 -7599.1 -7677.6 -- -7683.7 -7695.4 -7712.9 -7716.9 -7728.1 -7763.8 -7794.4 -7819.7 -7860.3 -7921.9 -- 
3308700076 -8085.7 -8151.6 -8225.7 -- -8237.7 -8250.2 -8267.7 -8273.1 -8283.8 -8320.8 -8343.6 -8396.3 -8412.0 -- -- 
3308700077 -7306.7 -7371.1 -7444.3 -- -7453.6 -7459.4 -7481.3 -7484.7 -7493.5 -7530.9 -7554.5 -7590.9 -7618.0 -7683.8 -- 
3308700081 -8293.2 -8355.6 -8433.2 -- -8442.8 -8445.9 -8470.9 -8476.5 -8483.4 -8526.2 -8553.8 -8576.9 -8616.0 -8681.1 -- 
3308700085 -6856.0 -6916.6 -6986.6 -- -7001.0 -7013.8 -7028.9 -7033.0 -7044.7 -7079.4 -7087.1 -7147.2 -7164.0 -- -- 
3308700087 -8231.4 -8300.7 -8376.4 -- -8387.1 -8395.1 -8419.9 -8421.6 -8432.4 -8475.3 -8486.1 -8635.3 -- -- -- 
3308700090 -8358.2 -8423.1 -8497.3 -- -8510.7 -8516.8 -8537.8 -8540.0 -8553.0 -8590.1 -8598.8 -8652.9 -8677.5 -8722.7 -- 
3308700091 -6238.5 -6302.2 -6366.6 -- -6379.8 -6385.1 -6408.7 -6411.6 -6420.9 -6460.3 -6465.4 -6520.5 -6543.3 -- -- 
3308700093 -7387.4 -7454.9 -7532.6 -- -7543.6 -7558.0 -7572.6 -7577.3 -7588.9 -7628.3 -7655.5 -7693.6 -7714.6 -7769.5 -- 
3308700094 -8334.9 -8400.6 -8478.0 -- -8489.0 -8499.3 -8515.9 -8522.1 -8534.0 -8572.8 -8584.1 -8623.7 -8652.5 -8711.6 -- 





































3308700096 -6200.9 -6266.6 -6329.6 -- -- -- -6372.5 -6376.7 -6385.4 -6425.3 -6432.5 -6479.6 -6508.0 -6572.5 -- 
3308700097 -6207.0 -6274.6 -6338.2 -- -- -- -6379.7 -6383.1 -6391.0 -6430.5 -6447.2 -6468.6 -6509.2 -6580.1 -- 
3308700099 -7270.3 -7337.5 -7413.1 -7428.5 -- -7431.2 -7450.2 -7452.5 -7463.6 -7502.2 -7524.6 -7571.6 -7575.9 -7654.3 -- 
3308700100 -7710.0 -7775.6 -7850.0 -- -7858.9 -7872.8 -7888.2 -7892.4 -7906.0 -7943.4 -7978.6 -8011.7 -8019.5 -8098.9 -- 
3308700102 -8093.5 -8158.2 -8235.1 -- -8245.8 -8256.4 -8275.4 -8280.0 -8290.2 -8329.4 -8355.1 -8372.2 -8412.8 -8475.1 -- 
3308700103 -7806.8 -7870.2 -7945.6 -- -7952.6 -7964.6 -- -7981.8 -7994.1 -- -8027.9 -8063.5 -8113.7 -8160.4 -- 
3308700104 -8203.0 -8273.0 -8350.4 -- -- -- -8393.9 -8398.9 -8412.0 -8451.7 -8479.7 -8507.2 -8517.1 -8606.2 -8923.6 
3308700105 -8355.0 -8415.9 -8492.2 -- -8504.2 -8508.3 -8532.5 -8538.0 -8548.5 -8589.7 -8614.0 -8636.8 -8678.8 -8733.7 -- 
3308700106 -6878.7 -6945.0 -7008.7 -- -7024.4 -7031.5 -7051.6 -7055.4 -7064.5 -7100.4 -7121.3 -7150.9 -- -- -- 
3308700107 -7849.6 -7913.7 -7990.2 -8000.7 -8003.1 -8012.1 -8029.9 -8032.7 -8041.0 -8079.3 -8088.2 -8127.7 -8178.7 -8220.0 -- 
3308700108 -8462.2 -8523.8 -8602.5 -- -- -- -8643.9 -8649.6 -8660.8 -8700.2 -8728.6 -8778.8 -8791.2 -8856.1 -9185.5 
3308700112 -7987.8 -8056.2 -8126.0 -- -8137.9 -8146.4 -8166.3 -8171.2 -8180.9 -8220.3 -8241.7 -8299.1 -8309.1 -8368.9 -- 
3308700113 -6788.7 -6856.1 -6920.3 -- -6934.7 -6946.0 -6962.0 -6965.5 -6976.6 -7014.6 -7021.4 -7062.8 -7099.4 -7165.3 -- 
3308700116 -7889.3 -7951.8 -8025.6 -- -8036.3 -8049.2 -8064.4 -8067.1 -8082.2 -8116.4 -8144.2 -8184.8 -8190.2 -8261.7 -- 
3308700117 -8024.6 -8091.5 -8169.0 -- -- -- -- -8209.6 -8226.2 -8263.3 -8275.1 -8314.7 -8336.0 -8415.5 -- 
3308700118 -7951.7 -8016.6 -8092.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308700120 -7966.6 -8033.5 -8110.1 -- -- -- -8149.8 -8154.7 -8168.2 -8204.4 -8231.9 -8249.7 -8273.2 -8355.8 -8689.0 
3308700136 -5996.9 -6063.6 -6126.9 -- -6141.9 -6154.9 -- -6170.8 -6185.8 -6223.8 -6230.5 -6278.2 -6289.3 -6377.6 -- 
3308900006 -9094.0 -9161.9 -9240.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900016 -8968.7 -9039.8 -9127.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900022 -7669.0 -7736.6 -7821.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900025 -7660.4 -7730.5 -7816.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900052 -9263.3 -9328.9 -9408.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900126 -7777.9 -7847.4 -7933.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900127 -8780.8 -8845.5 -8923.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900133 -8390.9 -8457.6 -8542.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900208 -7661.9 -7730.8 -7816.8 -- -7824.0 -7831.7 -7855.1 -7866.9 -7881.4 -7921.5 -7955.2 -7992.3 -- -- -- 
3308900210 -9085.1 -9147.8 -9224.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900215 -9214.5 -9280.5 -9360.2 -- -- -- -9403.9 -9415.4 -9428.6 -9463.1 -9496.0 -9520.8 -9550.0 -9614.8 -9954.9 
3308900217 -8094.6 -8164.7 -8251.9 -- -8266.8 -8273.5 -8296.9 -8311.9 -8325.6 -8365.1 -8399.0 -8439.1 -8450.4 -- -- 
3308900220 -8391.5 -8461.2 -8549.4 -- -8564.6 -8575.4 -8594.3 -8609.3 -8623.3 -8662.3 -8695.2 -8735.8 -- -- -- 
3308900221 -8635.1 -8704.6 -8790.0 -- -8805.4 -8813.4 -8835.4 -8851.2 -8864.7 -8902.6 -8937.1 -8948.7 -- -- -- 
3308900228 -8917.9 -8981.8 -9060.5 -- -9072.2 -9077.6 -9101.0 -9108.1 -9120.5 -9161.0 -9190.5 -9313.8 -- -- -- 
3308900232 -9103.0 -9175.0 -9255.9 -- -9270.8 -9276.9 -9298.2 -9311.4 -9323.8 -9359.6 -9392.5 -9403.6 -9463.1 -9509.4 -- 
3308900236 -9601.4 -9671.3 -9756.9 -- -9774.0 -9780.1 -9802.6 -9819.2 -9832.4 -9870.3 -9901.9 -9908.5 -- -- -- 
3308900242 -9228.8 -9299.4 -9385.2 -- -- -- -9433.9 -9452.7 -9466.3 -9498.2 -9534.3 -9544.6 -- -- -10007.0 
3308900243 -9527.7 -9593.2 -9670.7 -- -9686.5 -9692.2 -9713.2 -9721.1 -9735.1 -9770.7 -9803.3 -9828.3 -9844.7 -9910.8 -- 
3308900244 -9453.1 -9519.4 -9597.2 -- -9612.6 -9619.9 -9641.8 -9653.9 -9665.8 -9699.5 -9727.7 -9742.7 -9796.4 -9843.3 -- 
3308900246 -8041.7 -8110.2 -8195.9 -- -8206.0 -8218.1 -8237.6 -8250.3 -8262.9 -8302.9 -8333.8 -8344.0 -8351.9 -8457.3 -8812.7 
3308900249 -9315.4 -9385.9 -9469.7 -- -9487.0 -9493.4 -9515.9 -9532.0 -9545.4 -9585.2 -9622.1 -9626.3 -9653.9 -9742.2 -10090.7 
3308900253 -7852.6 -7919.9 -8004.0 -- -8010.9 -8017.6 -8041.5 -8052.6 -8065.3 -8109.5 -8141.6 -8178.2 -8191.4 -8258.3 -8618.2 
3308900254 -8375.3 -8438.3 -8517.3 -- -- -- -8557.9 -8565.7 -8578.3 -8614.9 -8648.6 -8657.1 -- -- -9095.7 
3308900256 -8376.7 -8446.1 -8532.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -9159.1 
3308900259 -7905.2 -7972.4 -8060.6 -- -8072.4 -8081.6 -8103.2 -8116.9 -8130.3 -8172.4 -8205.6 -8231.2 -8238.5 -8324.9 -8666.8 
3308900261 -8492.9 -8564.5 -8651.5 -- -8668.3 -8681.0 -8699.0 -8713.5 -8726.4 -8762.2 -8799.4 -8818.6 -- -- -9279.8 
3308900262 -8360.1 -8430.2 -8517.2 -- -8532.4 -8543.5 -8562.7 -8578.2 -8591.9 -8630.9 -8664.1 -8703.3 -- -- -9148.3 
3308900264 -9041.5 -9109.8 -9193.9 -- -- -- -9237.8 -9249.6 -9262.5 -9301.2 -9335.7 -9366.6 -9392.4 -9450.0 -9803.3 
3308900265 -8589.6 -8660.3 -8747.6 -- -8765.0 -8775.8 -8792.5 -8808.6 -8821.8 -8857.9 -8893.2 -8900.3 -- -- -9371.9 
3308900266 -8294.8 -8363.3 -8451.3 -- -8464.8 -8473.1 -8495.9 -8510.7 -8526.2 -8560.7 -8594.2 -8603.9 -8654.2 -8713.2 -9074.9 
3308900269 -9455.1 -9522.8 -9604.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 





































3308900272 -9605.9 -9674.8 -9754.1 -- -9770.6 -9776.6 -9800.1 -9815.1 -9827.5 -9861.7 -9893.0 -9916.0 -9937.8 -10006.8 -- 
3308900274 -9221.3 -9290.5 -9373.4 -- -9390.7 -9398.7 -9418.0 -9431.7 -9447.8 -9488.6 -9523.1 -9561.8 -9580.3 -9632.4 -9997.0 
3308900277 -9038.0 -9107.5 -9191.3 -- -- -- -9232.2 -9244.1 -9256.5 -9297.3 -9330.8 -9362.7 -9382.4 -9448.3 -- 
3308900278 -9631.5 -9698.6 -9778.3 -- -9796.3 -9803.6 -9825.8 -9839.2 -9852.4 -9885.9 -9918.0 -9953.6 -9961.2 -10037.3 -- 
3308900279 -8846.4 -8909.3 -8988.4 -- -9002.3 -9013.4 -9030.4 -9040.1 -9054.6 -9086.5 -9117.8 -9142.6 -9152.9 -9246.6 -9572.4 
3308900284 -8419.9 -8490.0 -8577.9 -- -8595.6 -8608.6 -8621.3 -8637.3 -8652.1 -8688.2 -8722.4 -8762.7 -8782.5 -8834.9 -9203.6 
3308900285 -9040.0 -9108.2 -9191.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3308900286 -9702.8 -9767.6 -9845.0 -- -9859.6 -9871.3 -9888.1 -9899.7 -9912.8 -9946.3 -9974.7 -9999.8 -10028.2 -10088.3 -- 
3308900301 -8834.4 -8902.9 -8988.6 -- -- -- -9033.3 -9047.2 -9058.3 -9096.0 -9132.3 -9148.9 -- -- -- 
3308900306 -7594.1 -7662.9 -7747.9 -- -7755.2 -7762.2 -7783.4 -7795.2 -7808.4 -7856.6 -7889.0 -7925.6 -7941.6 -8010.9 -8359.1 
3308900313 -8915.1 -8983.4 -9072.6 -- -9084.0 -9091.0 -9114.7 -9127.6 -9138.6 -9176.3 -9210.5 -9228.2 -9280.1 -9333.8 -9675.6 
3308900314 -9667.1 -9732.9 -9811.2 -- -9829.3 -9836.9 -9861.1 -9874.8 -9886.7 -9922.8 -9952.3 -9968.1 -9992.0 -10066.3 -- 
3308900351 -9135.7 -9204.6 -9291.1 -- -9303.5 -9308.3 -9331.6 -9346.1 -9358.7 -9397.7 -9433.0 -9464.1 -9489.6 -9555.5 -- 
3308900367 -9803.5 -9873.7 -9952.8 -- -- -- -9997.1 -10008.8 -10022.2 -10055.9 -10088.6 -10111.7 -10146.5 -10195.5 -- 
3308900374 -9010.8 -9077.8 -9163.2 -- -9177.1 -9182.5 -9206.8 -9221.2 -9234.4 -9271.0 -9308.2 -9339.5 -9356.9 -9424.3 -- 
3308900397 -9344.7 -9410.1 -9495.8 -- -9511.3 -9515.7 -9540.5 -9556.3 -9566.8 -9604.2 -9638.5 -9647.2 -9710.4 -9751.2 -10104.7 
3308900398 -9128.2 -9197.4 -9281.8 -- -9298.2 -9306.2 -9325.2 -9342.0 -9355.7 -9389.4 -9421.6 -9434.5 -- -- -- 
3308900459 -9086.5 -9154.1 -9239.9 -- -9257.6 -9269.0 -9288.7 -9303.2 -9319.3 -9354.8 -9385.7 -9399.6 -- -- -- 
3308900471 -8968.6 -9036.2 -9123.4 -- -9136.8 -9141.5 -9164.9 -9178.6 -9190.7 -9228.1 -9265.0 -9283.2 -9321.4 -9387.5 -- 
3308900537 -8392.1 -8456.2 -8536.9 -- -8548.2 -8553.3 -8579.2 -8586.6 -8599.7 -8636.9 -8672.2 -8682.7 -8728.0 -8792.5 -9127.7 
3309100007 386.1 344.4 258.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 142.6 
3309300004 -- -- -986.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3309300005 -- -- -875.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3309300006 -- -- -879.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3309300008 -1342.7 -1371.0 -1433.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1924.3 
3309300010 -1209.6 -1240.9 -1298.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1805.1 
3309300011 -967.5 -1001.5 -1071.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1579.8 
3309300012 -1081.7 -1101.6 -1160.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1670.3 
3309300013 -1014.2 -1048.2 -1140.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1632.9 
3309300014 -916.3 -935.3 -984.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1495.6 
3309300020 -72.2 -91.1 -141.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3309300021 -939.8 -979.0 -1013.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1503.7 
3309300022 -634.0 -653.9 -703.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1206.0 
3309500001 -1927.4 -1976.3 -2061.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2556.4 
3309500002 -1333.3 -1384.5 -1469.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -1965.1 
3309500003 -1387.6 -1436.1 -1525.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2024.2 
3309500004 -1670.8 -1720.9 -1811.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2309.1 
3309500005 -1651.9 -1700.3 -1783.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2263.9 
3309500006 -1855.4 -1902.9 -1980.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2499.9 
3309500008 -1973.0 -2027.5 -2104.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2607.1 
3309900002 -113.6 -143.5 -201.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -565.0 
3309900003 -- -- 127.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -253.6 
3310100005 -7303.0 -7376.5 -7448.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -8056.3 
3310100006 -7759.7 -7830.0 -7909.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -8495.0 
3310100007 -6745.3 -6811.2 -6887.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310100009 -6588.9 -6645.5 -6729.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -7305.7 
3310100124 -7102.3 -7171.6 -7246.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310100235 -8543.6 -8619.4 -8694.7 -8722.6 -8728.3 -8730.6 -8745.3 -8756.8 -8777.5 -8796.9 -8809.0 -8837.3 -8857.0 -8906.0 -9305.3 
3310100319 -6026.7 -6088.8 -6163.9 -6185.9 -6188.9 -6192.0 -6203.2 -6215.3 -6233.5 -6249.1 -6281.5 -6333.5 -6342.1 -6399.2 -6749.8 
3310300001 -2953.5 -3003.7 -3099.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3613.8 





































3310300008 -2450.6 -2500.4 -2594.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3124.1 
3310300009 -2564.7 -2613.5 -2711.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -3260.1 
3310300010 -1748.8 -1797.3 -1900.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2427.3 
3310300022 -1865.2 -1907.0 -2013.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2558.9 
3310300023 -2166.7 -2209.5 -2310.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2840.3 
3310300024 -2193.9 -2243.7 -2339.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2873.7 
3310300025 -2284.9 -2332.8 -2427.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2955.9 
3310300026 -1991.1 -2038.3 -2131.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2673.9 
3310500005 -10203.4 -10303.7 -10360.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10922.7 
3310500141 -9985.7 -10084.3 -10139.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500423 -11446.0 -11548.2 -11605.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500495 -10204.6 -10295.0 -10352.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10881.9 
3310500518 -10620.1 -10715.6 -10774.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11363.7 
3310500519 -10317.5 -10414.4 -10475.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11049.1 
3310500529 -10449.7 -10545.6 -10607.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11190.9 
3310500534 -10435.7 -10528.5 -10590.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11140.4 
3310500549 -9987.1 -10084.4 -10141.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500655 -10413.7 -10509.5 -10571.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11175.0 
3310500665 -10107.5 -10210.4 -10268.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10827.6 
3310500666 -9973.8 -10072.7 -10128.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10680.2 
3310500667 -11212.0 -11306.3 -11377.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500670 -9991.1 -10088.9 -10144.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500672 -10049.8 -10151.0 -10204.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500673 -10063.2 -10164.8 -10222.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500675 -10081.3 -10181.9 -10238.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500676 -10495.6 -10593.8 -10637.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500677 -10175.6 -10276.5 -10332.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500679 -9847.0 -9943.4 -9974.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500681 -10567.3 -10662.1 -10703.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500682 -10210.5 -10309.3 -10349.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -10846.4 
3310500684 -9952.3 -10051.9 -10105.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500686 -10272.4 -10366.2 -10427.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11001.2 
3310500687 -10736.9 -10831.8 -10878.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500690 -10656.3 -10764.5 -10807.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500694 -10731.4 -10826.6 -10892.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500696 -10379.0 -10474.4 -10534.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11110.1 
3310500697 -9697.7 -9793.5 -9827.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500698 -10097.5 -10195.5 -10252.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500712 -10507.3 -10598.4 -10640.3 -10679.3 -- -10687.6 -10706.1 -10723.1 -10733.6 -10760.1 -10778.7 -10791.8 -10817.4 -10868.3 -- 
3310500716 -10530.0 -10622.0 -10665.2 -- -10701.6 -10712.6 -10734.0 -10750.4 -10762.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500722 -10042.4 -10140.7 -10196.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500724 -10119.8 -10217.8 -10275.5 -- -10303.8 -10310.8 -10330.2 -10349.1 -10360.1 -10384.2 -10431.8 -10481.0 -- -- -10821.1 
3310500727 -10216.1 -10315.4 -10376.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500731 -10155.2 -10252.0 -10312.4 -10339.2 -- -10347.8 -10363.6 -10373.7 -10393.0 -10420.0 -10445.6 -10519.0 -- -- -- 
3310500732 -10057.9 -10159.2 -10216.4 -- -- -- -10267.0 -10276.6 -10298.1 -10321.4 -10348.8 -10398.5 -- -- -- 
3310500733 -10046.8 -10146.0 -10202.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500735 -10239.4 -10340.6 -10400.9 -- -- -- -10451.3 -10461.4 -10484.4 -- -- -- -10543.1 -10610.1 -10972.8 
3310500736 -10165.5 -10263.8 -10323.8 -- -- -- -10376.5 -10384.2 -10408.4 -10428.7 -10457.0 -10551.5 -- -- -- 
3310500742 -10934.9 -11037.8 -11090.5 -11128.6 -- -11133.4 -11157.9 -11166.1 -11181.0 -11209.8 -11224.3 -11256.9 -11268.9 -11319.2 -- 
3310500743 -10343.5 -10437.8 -10500.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11074.9 





































3310500747 -10726.4 -10820.0 -10889.2 -10921.0 -10924.2 -10927.9 -10942.9 -10956.4 -10975.0 -11007.9 -11028.5 -11065.2 -- -- -- 
3310500748 -10591.0 -10678.4 -10722.3 -- -10756.4 -10767.0 -10781.9 -10799.0 -10812.4 -10838.9 -10855.8 -10881.1 -10900.0 -10930.5 -- 
3310500750 -10164.7 -10264.3 -10322.5 -- -- -- -10383.0 -10389.7 -10414.4 -10440.0 -10456.6 -10545.9 -- -- -- 
3310500751 -10694.2 -10787.1 -10851.0 -10880.8 -10885.2 -10890.1 -10909.7 -10921.7 -10947.6 -10970.8 -10986.0 -11003.7 -11050.3 -11086.1 -- 
3310500753 -11115.4 -11211.0 -11282.3 -11316.9 -11323.3 -11327.7 -11341.9 -11354.7 -11389.3 -11406.8 -11423.7 -11430.1 -11472.9 -11522.6 -11904.5 
3310500754 -10215.0 -10315.4 -10375.2 -- -- -- -10428.3 -10437.1 -10466.8 -10486.0 -10499.6 -10596.0 -- -- -- 
3310500755 -10314.0 -10412.1 -10472.8 -10504.2 -10509.0 -10514.4 -10531.5 -10541.4 -10562.4 -10587.4 -10603.4 -10698.3 -- -- -- 
3310500756 -11240.7 -11340.6 -11396.6 -- -11434.6 -11442.3 -11460.7 -11472.2 -11493.4 -11514.9 -11526.0 -11556.5 -11596.7 -11628.1 -- 
3310500757 -10782.5 -10879.4 -10948.0 -10985.3 -10989.8 -10993.9 -11005.2 -11018.6 -11040.8 -11072.5 -11090.8 -11192.9 -- -- -- 
3310500764 -10879.4 -10975.4 -11021.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500765 -10415.0 -10509.6 -10573.3 -10609.7 -10614.2 -10619.4 -10631.3 -10644.8 -10662.8 -10697.4 -10734.7 -10861.6 -- -- -- 
3310500768 -11179.5 -11283.1 -11334.1 -11368.5 -11374.9 -11379.5 -11398.4 -11412.3 -11424.2 -11442.3 -11452.7 -11482.1 -11492.6 -11533.9 -11877.2 
3310500769 -10006.9 -10103.7 -10157.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500770 -10688.6 -10781.9 -10844.0 -10883.0 -- -10889.2 -10908.3 -10919.6 -10949.0 -10966.7 -10983.3 -- -- -- -- 
3310500771 -10006.1 -10105.9 -10161.5 -- -10190.9 -10197.0 -10221.1 -10228.9 -10258.6 -10274.0 -10289.5 -10382.0 -- -- -- 
3310500773 -10980.2 -11078.0 -11126.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500774 -10926.9 -11026.6 -11073.2 -11105.3 -11111.1 -11118.5 -11132.3 -11148.2 -11157.8 -11182.5 -11196.2 -11293.4 -- -- -- 
3310500776 -11260.3 -11361.3 -11414.6 -11448.0 -11452.8 -11457.6 -11474.7 -11485.8 -11515.2 -11521.9 -11533.5 -11570.8 -11601.0 -11645.2 -- 
3310500779 -10455.8 -10565.5 -10609.3 -10643.2 -10647.7 -10652.2 -10669.6 -10686.1 -10701.5 -10717.2 -10734.1 -10758.3 -10781.2 -10826.9 -- 
3310500780 -10514.3 -10616.6 -10674.7 -10712.2 -- -10719.0 -10740.9 -10750.8 -10773.8 -10795.4 -10808.7 -10814.9 -10826.2 -10906.8 -- 
3310500781 -9382.5 -9473.7 -9507.4 -- -9536.4 -9545.0 -9563.3 -9581.3 -9590.3 -9608.9 -9628.1 -9665.1 -- -- -- 
3310500782 -10294.5 -10390.4 -10439.8 -- -10469.4 -10476.5 -10494.1 -10510.5 -10520.1 -10542.2 -10570.4 -10659.8 -- -- -- 
3310500783 -10891.7 -10994.7 -11041.1 -11076.3 -- -11080.8 -11099.7 -11116.7 -11131.2 -11154.8 -11169.6 -11264.2 -- -- -- 
3310500785 -10443.1 -10551.2 -10593.8 -- -10629.9 -10636.6 -10657.1 -10674.6 -10690.3 -10714.2 -10734.2 -10860.2 -10871.6 -10908.3 -- 
3310500786 -10872.1 -10972.5 -11018.7 -11052.1 -11057.3 -11063.7 -11079.8 -11088.5 -11105.6 -11133.0 -11146.7 -11276.5 -- -- -- 
3310500789 -10068.1 -10164.4 -10204.4 -- -10239.2 -10245.0 -10263.7 -10278.7 -10292.2 -10309.9 -10324.5 -10444.1 -- -- -- 
3310500790 -9350.1 -9443.1 -9476.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500791 -10933.1 -11035.4 -11081.4 -- -11119.4 -11125.5 -11144.0 -11158.5 -11170.8 -11195.8 -11210.6 -11238.2 -11266.1 -11307.1 -- 
3310500793 -10743.3 -10846.5 -10895.4 -10932.8 -- -10942.1 -10958.1 -10974.6 -10983.6 -11005.4 -11022.0 -11032.5 -11076.1 -11113.2 -- 
3310500794 -10955.1 -11049.4 -11113.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500796 -11276.3 -11375.0 -11428.9 -11463.3 -11469.3 -11478.9 -11489.9 -11508.1 -11518.5 -11536.3 -11555.2 -11573.5 -11598.5 -11661.1 -- 
3310500797 -11272.0 -11377.4 -11428.2 -11463.7 -11471.7 -11477.8 -11491.8 -11509.8 -11528.1 -11538.8 -11561.5 -11588.0 -11612.4 -11654.6 -- 
3310500798 -10444.3 -10542.1 -10607.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11225.2 
3310500800 -10576.9 -10682.0 -10724.6 -- -10758.8 -10766.4 -10784.6 -10801.7 -10814.2 -10829.0 -10850.3 -10865.1 -10879.9 -10938.3 -- 
3310500801 -11167.3 -11267.1 -11321.5 -- -11351.4 -11360.4 -11376.6 -11396.9 -11416.1 -11435.0 -11445.8 -11485.0 -11499.2 -11559.6 -- 
3310500802 -11789.2 -11886.7 -11945.5 -11982.0 -11987.1 -11991.9 -12012.5 -12019.8 -12036.9 -12067.8 -12089.3 -12132.3 -- -- -- 
3310500803 -11351.0 -11451.0 -11504.7 -11538.0 -11544.7 -11552.7 -11564.7 -11581.6 -11592.6 -11615.0 -11635.1 -11659.2 -11675.2 -11734.9 -- 
3310500804 -11086.9 -11187.9 -11251.8 -11291.1 -11296.3 -11301.4 -11318.2 -11327.5 -11350.8 -11381.3 -11394.4 -11407.2 -11441.8 -11488.5 -- 
3310500807 -10073.7 -10170.9 -10212.9 -10248.9 -- -10256.5 -10275.2 -10292.9 -10306.3 -10323.5 -10336.6 -10373.2 -10382.3 -10454.7 -- 
3310500808 -10432.7 -10533.4 -10586.9 -10620.3 -- -10628.3 -10650.9 -10668.4 -10678.0 -10703.3 -10718.7 -10816.1 -- -- -- 
3310500810 -11268.7 -11369.4 -11423.7 -11461.7 -11466.9 -11471.6 -11490.4 -11499.7 -11520.6 -11538.1 -11557.3 -11601.5 -11619.2 -11659.7 -- 
3310500814 -10069.8 -10169.2 -10211.9 -10248.5 -10251.7 -10254.6 -10271.3 -10288.7 -10306.2 -10314.9 -10326.2 -10356.2 -10373.7 -10414.2 -- 
3310500817 -11344.4 -11444.8 -11497.5 -11532.0 -11535.5 -11544.2 -11560.4 -11577.6 -11588.6 -11609.9 -11629.0 -11669.7 -11680.7 -11759.6 -- 
3310500819 -11437.4 -11538.1 -11594.0 -11631.4 -11636.8 -11641.6 -11658.4 -11666.5 -11688.0 -11709.6 -11734.0 -11778.8 -11801.2 -11837.6 -- 
3310500820 -10038.9 -10136.1 -10190.2 -- -10221.7 -10230.0 -10245.6 -10263.3 -10270.0 -10295.6 -10311.0 -10400.5 -- -- -- 
3310500821 -11788.0 -11887.1 -11946.2 -11980.7 -11985.5 -11990.3 -12010.6 -12018.1 -12036.2 -12061.5 -12080.9 -12092.3 -- -- -- 
3310500822 -10660.1 -10760.5 -10806.5 -10841.4 -10844.2 -10847.1 -10866.2 -10886.0 -10906.7 -10929.2 -10942.2 -11055.7 -- -- -- 
3310500823 -11363.0 -11469.8 -11524.1 -11558.6 -11565.3 -11568.5 -11587.9 -11599.2 -11614.1 -11640.5 -11660.9 -11766.1 -- -- -- 
3310500824 -10104.8 -10200.7 -10239.8 -- -10279.0 -10286.4 -10304.5 -10319.9 -10334.4 -10360.0 -10378.0 -10392.6 -10397.9 -10452.1 -- 
3310500827 -10176.9 -10278.9 -10336.2 -10375.7 -10380.2 -10385.6 -10400.8 -10410.4 -10429.1 -10454.6 -10469.2 -10498.3 -10508.7 -10566.7 -- 





































3310500829 -11337.7 -11441.2 -11495.2 -11529.1 -11532.0 -11536.8 -11555.5 -11574.1 -11596.2 -11607.3 -11628.2 -11759.1 -- -- -- 
3310500831 -10039.4 -10138.4 -10191.3 -- -10224.7 -10229.8 -10246.1 -10263.5 -10273.4 -10290.3 -10308.6 -10354.8 -10366.5 -10387.1 -- 
3310500833 -10712.7 -10810.5 -10869.0 -10905.7 -10910.2 -10916.3 -10934.8 -10945.8 -10967.6 -10992.9 -11003.7 -11088.3 -- -- -- 
3310500835 -10655.0 -10758.2 -10803.1 -- -10837.8 -10846.7 -10862.5 -10882.9 -10896.2 -10924.7 -10943.3 -11048.6 -- -- -- 
3310500838 -10485.4 -10587.0 -10641.1 -10677.1 -10679.7 -10684.5 -10702.6 -10718.0 -10729.1 -10754.6 -10770.1 -10858.7 -- -- -- 
3310500843 -10935.8 -11039.0 -11085.5 -11122.4 -11127.9 -11133.0 -11152.5 -11169.3 -11181.8 -11207.4 -11219.6 -11248.1 -11269.0 -11335.6 -- 
3310500845 -11790.0 -11892.0 -11948.8 -11984.4 -11990.8 -11993.1 -12013.1 -12018.0 -12039.0 -12059.4 -12084.7 -12098.1 -- -- -- 
3310500848 -11255.5 -11355.9 -11408.0 -11442.5 -11450.5 -11456.9 -11469.7 -11487.8 -11496.5 -11515.7 -11526.1 -11566.0 -11569.8 -11639.2 -- 
3310500849 -10934.4 -11036.3 -11089.4 -11126.2 -11130.8 -11135.0 -11156.7 -11176.5 -11189.0 -11208.7 -11239.5 -11254.4 -11266.0 -11316.5 -- 
3310500852 -10347.4 -10451.2 -10494.8 -- -- -- -10550.0 -10572.0 -10587.1 -10601.9 -10615.6 -10651.7 -10677.3 -10695.5 -- 
3310500853 -10271.9 -10372.6 -10416.5 -10450.2 -- -10455.0 -10472.7 -10489.9 -10498.3 -10518.9 -10531.4 -10664.3 -10678.2 -10730.8 -10920.0 
3310500856 -9950.1 -10052.0 -10104.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500858 -9544.7 -9636.5 -9671.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500862 -10780.0 -10881.6 -10938.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500863 -10763.2 -10865.8 -10914.7 -10951.7 -10955.1 -10959.9 -10980.2 -10995.6 -11008.1 -11026.1 -11034.0 -11084.0 -- -- -- 
3310500866 -11704.1 -11809.2 -11864.0 -11898.4 -11902.9 -11909.9 -11927.2 -11934.2 -11961.5 -11976.9 -11987.7 -12058.4 -12067.4 -12117.9 -- 
3310500868 -11676.6 -11779.5 -11843.3 -11881.2 -11886.0 -11890.4 -11911.1 -11922.2 -11944.3 -11973.6 -11985.0 -12004.7 -12034.6 -12095.7 -12451.3 
3310500875 -10282.1 -10379.6 -10428.3 -- -10461.7 -10467.8 -10484.4 -10501.9 -10514.4 -10532.5 -10546.7 -10644.7 -- -- -- 
3310500879 -11538.4 -11641.6 -11698.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500884 -10384.6 -10481.2 -10524.1 -- -10558.8 -10565.5 -10581.8 -10600.4 -10610.0 -10630.1 -10643.4 -10679.8 -10708.3 -10736.8 -- 
3310500886 -11778.2 -11885.2 -11944.8 -11979.8 -11983.0 -11990.7 -12008.3 -12016.7 -12043.8 -12060.9 -12069.4 -12101.6 -- -- -- 
3310500890 -10270.9 -10371.9 -10418.1 -- -10450.9 -10457.9 -10475.7 -10485.1 -10505.7 -10520.5 -10531.6 -10574.3 -10586.8 -10622.8 -- 
3310500893 -10655.7 -10753.1 -10802.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500895 -11442.8 -11546.0 -11599.7 -11632.6 -11638.7 -11643.7 -11664.7 -11672.5 -11694.3 -11720.2 -11733.6 -11774.6 -11801.7 -11876.9 -- 
3310500900 -10819.8 -10923.7 -10981.9 -11019.6 -11023.1 -11029.4 -11047.4 -11056.7 -11077.6 -11102.9 -11115.1 -11140.4 -11164.0 -11223.0 -- 
3310500901 -9565.7 -9656.7 -9694.1 -9724.5 -9730.3 -9735.6 -9753.3 -9771.3 -9788.2 -9801.8 -9820.1 -- -- -- -10148.0 
3310500906 -11078.7 -11182.9 -11233.1 -11267.0 -11271.1 -11276.1 -11295.7 -11303.3 -11321.6 -11346.6 -11363.8 -11393.4 -11399.4 -11459.5 -- 
3310500907 -10879.3 -10980.9 -11042.0 -11079.4 -11083.5 -11088.5 -11106.3 -11116.2 -11138.6 -11161.3 -11174.9 -11184.3 -11244.7 -11291.7 -- 
3310500908 -10895.0 -10994.7 -11041.4 -11080.7 -11086.4 -11090.8 -11107.2 -11122.3 -11131.9 -11163.3 -11179.9 -11292.1 -- -- -- 
3310500909 -10939.3 -11042.5 -11090.1 -11125.0 -11128.5 -11134.1 -11152.5 -11166.1 -11181.0 -11203.1 -11210.6 -11260.9 -11276.0 -11338.2 -- 
3310500910 -11572.1 -11672.5 -11731.1 -11763.6 -11769.3 -11773.8 -11794.3 -11803.3 -11821.7 -11846.4 -11866.1 -11878.4 -11906.8 -11974.3 -- 
3310500911 -10964.6 -11062.7 -11113.3 -- -11147.4 -11154.1 -11173.9 -11190.4 -11202.7 -11231.6 -11259.2 -11368.5 -- -- -- 
3310500912 -10770.3 -10862.3 -10932.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500916 -10675.9 -10781.7 -10828.0 -10865.7 -- -10872.4 -10889.1 -10903.7 -10913.6 -10934.7 -10954.8 -10992.6 -11007.3 -11053.0 -- 
3310500921 -10709.3 -10809.1 -10853.7 -- -10891.4 -10898.1 -10916.6 -10932.2 -10946.9 -10973.3 -10991.1 -11018.6 -11038.3 -11086.9 -- 
3310500928 -10371.4 -10468.9 -10511.4 -- -10546.2 -10552.9 -10566.6 -10588.9 -10603.0 -10622.3 -10638.8 -10672.7 -10683.8 -10763.6 -- 
3310500929 -10434.0 -10530.5 -10591.5 -- -- -- -10653.7 -10664.2 -10686.8 -10709.3 -10725.9 -10759.7 -10765.6 -10825.4 -- 
3310500930 -11432.8 -11536.3 -11591.5 -11624.7 -11629.4 -11636.1 -11654.1 -11663.0 -11680.1 -11704.8 -11719.2 -11741.3 -- -- -12161.9 
3310500934 -10070.1 -10167.6 -10210.5 -10243.2 -- -10249.6 -10265.7 -10274.2 -10288.1 -10311.5 -10343.7 -10373.8 -10384.0 -10422.7 -10726.4 
3310500937 -10837.7 -10940.1 -10996.8 -11038.2 -11044.9 -11050.3 -11063.3 -11074.0 -11093.6 -11121.5 -11133.6 -11159.1 -11177.1 -11227.1 -- 
3310500939 -9943.7 -10042.1 -10097.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500943 -10455.8 -10556.2 -10609.4 -10643.6 -10650.0 -10654.6 -10672.0 -10680.3 -10699.6 -10728.4 -10739.9 -10764.8 -10772.4 -10832.8 -- 
3310500944 -11439.2 -11537.3 -11592.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500947 -11362.0 -11460.1 -11512.5 -- -11550.2 -11555.5 -11574.0 -11589.1 -11611.6 -11624.0 -11633.0 -11674.1 -11683.6 -- -- 
3310500948 -11386.3 -11486.7 -11540.1 -11575.1 -11582.5 -11586.1 -11602.9 -11618.2 -11627.2 -11651.6 -11663.9 -11688.9 -11710.2 -11776.9 -- 
3310500953 -9807.1 -9900.2 -9943.1 -- -9973.8 -9978.8 -10002.6 -10017.7 -10028.2 -10044.4 -10054.6 -10066.0 -10091.6 -10257.1 -- 
3310500957 -11542.3 -11642.8 -11699.7 -11733.5 -11738.0 -11742.1 -11761.0 -11769.4 -11788.9 -11813.3 -11834.6 -11878.4 -11909.0 -11925.7 -- 
3310500958 -10600.7 -10704.2 -10747.7 -10784.2 -10786.6 -10795.3 -10810.3 -10825.5 -10840.2 -10865.2 -10879.5 -- -- -- -- 
3310500959 -10709.8 -10810.9 -10857.6 -10890.3 -- -10899.7 -10912.1 -10934.5 -10949.0 -10973.6 -10990.3 -11025.5 -11042.5 -11100.6 -- 
3310500962 -10453.0 -10528.5 -10570.4 -- -10603.5 -10614.6 -10630.0 -10642.0 -10663.4 -10685.6 -10697.5 -10733.0 -10742.8 -10810.1 -- 





































3310500967 -11772.0 -11869.6 -11927.5 -11965.0 -11969.4 -11974.7 -11992.8 -11999.7 -12019.8 -12046.6 -12061.6 -12076.0 -- -- -- 
3310500968 -10880.8 -10978.2 -11027.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500975 -9811.7 -9906.8 -9947.4 -- -9983.1 -9993.2 -10003.2 -10011.7 -10027.1 -10043.6 -10053.9 -10095.6 -10103.5 -10164.9 -10441.3 
3310500977 -11472.7 -11577.5 -11632.5 -11668.9 -11674.9 -11680.6 -11697.4 -11706.4 -11725.1 -11749.7 -11762.3 -11789.2 -11808.3 -11874.3 -- 
3310500985 -9952.8 -10051.3 -10104.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310500987 -10094.8 -10191.9 -10234.1 -- -10271.0 -10278.0 -10294.4 -10310.7 -10325.8 -10350.4 -10362.6 -10400.3 -10416.7 -10441.4 -- 
3310500988 -10929.6 -11031.7 -11084.4 -11120.1 -11123.1 -11127.8 -11147.2 -11160.1 -11183.0 -11202.8 -11219.1 -11233.6 -11279.2 -11310.4 -- 
3310500991 -10908.1 -11006.5 -11054.8 -- -11089.9 -11095.9 -11113.6 -11128.7 -11147.4 -11154.9 -11162.9 -11202.7 -11228.9 -11277.8 -- 
3310500992 -9865.7 -9962.5 -10000.3 -- -10030.8 -10039.2 -10056.2 -10073.4 -- -10102.9 -10119.9 -- -- -- -- 
3310500996 -10627.8 -10726.9 -10778.3 -- -10810.6 -10815.3 -10836.4 -10843.2 -10862.7 -10888.6 -10903.1 -11008.8 -11062.4 -11102.4 -- 
3310500998 -10353.6 -10456.7 -10503.3 -10538.1 -10540.1 -10544.4 -10565.5 -10584.8 -10594.1 -10615.1 -10627.4 -10683.6 -10691.5 -10718.0 -- 
3310500999 -11082.9 -11179.3 -11230.2 -11266.0 -11270.7 -11275.4 -11292.5 -11307.7 -11317.0 -11339.0 -11347.8 -11392.2 -- -- -- 
3310501000 -10986.7 -11088.8 -11140.4 -11176.5 -11180.2 -11184.2 -11203.7 -11217.2 -11228.6 -11256.0 -11269.1 -11296.4 -11331.5 -11366.7 -- 
3310501005 -10060.4 -10159.1 -10224.7 -- -10251.9 -10258.2 -10269.6 -10279.0 -10288.0 -10328.6 -10343.3 -10437.6 -- -- -- 
3310501009 -10643.6 -10736.4 -10782.0 -- -- -- -10846.2 -10862.6 -10875.8 -10900.4 -10918.7 -10926.9 -10937.4 -11000.5 -- 
3310501011 -9445.1 -9537.5 -9575.8 -- -9602.4 -9610.8 -9628.5 -9645.8 -- -9677.9 -9697.0 -9731.5 -9756.1 -9772.8 -- 
3310501012 -11419.8 -11525.9 -11581.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501022 -10874.4 -10970.5 -11022.4 -11057.9 -11061.2 -11066.6 -11083.0 -11094.7 -11114.0 -11141.3 -11155.4 -11172.8 -11182.0 -11255.6 -- 
3310501025 -10032.7 -10132.8 -10189.8 -- -10220.2 -10224.9 -10243.3 -10260.0 -10271.4 -10290.0 -10304.4 -10389.1 -- -- -- 
3310501031 -11391.0 -11497.8 -11553.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501036 -11460.9 -11560.9 -11619.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501039 -10831.4 -10933.9 -10992.5 -11027.0 -11032.0 -11041.7 -11058.1 -11067.8 -11074.7 -11112.6 -11126.2 -11156.0 -11173.8 -11235.8 -- 
3310501041 -11520.1 -11621.8 -11680.4 -11715.9 -11719.9 -11724.6 -11744.7 -11752.4 -11769.2 -11794.2 -11811.2 -11827.9 -- -- -- 
3310501044 -10840.3 -10944.1 -10997.1 -11031.8 -11036.1 -11042.1 -11058.4 -11068.7 -11092.6 -11112.5 -11124.1 -11164.8 -11177.0 -11228.0 -11565.0 
3310501045 -10025.3 -10129.8 -10196.1 -10216.5 -- -10230.6 -10240.6 -10250.4 -- -10277.1 -10306.8 -10353.7 -- -- -- 
3310501053 -10230.5 -10324.3 -10367.9 -- -10398.3 -10405.7 -10420.4 -10432.8 -10457.2 -10473.1 -10488.8 -10620.5 -10628.1 -10680.6 -- 
3310501062 -9997.0 -10096.4 -10163.4 -10182.5 -10187.2 -10191.8 -10208.3 -10216.9 -10237.4 -10258.1 -10272.1 -10284.0 -10287.6 -10367.4 -- 
3310501064 -10104.5 -10194.3 -10229.2 -10262.6 -10265.9 -10270.3 -10285.0 -10303.4 -10327.5 -10341.6 -10360.3 -10394.1 -10405.9 -10461.4 -- 
3310501066 -10266.3 -10364.8 -10403.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501081 -10018.4 -10115.1 -10170.2 -10200.5 -10202.8 -10207.2 -10224.6 -10231.7 -10255.8 -10277.7 -10291.7 -10382.0 -- -- -- 
3310501082 -10643.3 -10745.0 -10792.8 -- -10829.4 -10835.1 -10848.6 -10867.7 -10876.9 -10898.6 -10913.3 -11016.7 -11029.2 -11043.0 -- 
3310501084 -10943.0 -11044.8 -11097.5 -11130.8 -11134.2 -11139.2 -11159.6 -11172.3 -11189.4 -11215.0 -11229.9 -11244.0 -- -- -- 
3310501088 -10864.9 -10963.7 -11012.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501092 -10901.3 -11000.4 -11045.4 -11078.8 -11081.5 -11087.5 -11104.9 -11120.8 -11136.2 -11155.1 -11165.7 -11262.9 -- -- -- 
3310501095 -9843.7 -9936.1 -9979.4 -10012.1 -- -10017.5 -10036.6 -10050.0 -10060.9 -10076.8 -10086.9 -10125.3 -10141.4 -10187.3 -- 
3310501096 -10431.2 -10524.6 -10590.7 -10628.4 -10632.1 -10637.1 -10653.2 -10664.6 -10685.0 -10701.3 -10725.0 -10788.7 -10799.2 -10827.1 -- 
3310501097 -10704.1 -10797.9 -10858.3 -10890.9 -10894.0 -10905.7 -10916.7 -10927.4 -10949.0 -10974.9 -10986.4 -11021.2 -11036.0 -11100.3 -- 
3310501101 -11244.6 -11340.8 -11392.3 -11427.4 -11429.9 -11442.8 -11453.7 -11469.5 -11483.3 -11499.6 -11506.8 -11552.9 -11562.1 -11613.4 -- 
3310501103 -11118.5 -11217.4 -11266.7 -11303.0 -11307.9 -11320.2 -11331.2 -11347.4 -11359.6 -11380.4 -11399.5 -11438.4 -11457.0 -11485.0 -- 
3310501106 -11017.5 -11117.3 -11168.4 -11201.7 -11205.3 -11209.7 -11228.9 -11239.3 -11253.9 -11280.8 -11290.2 -11348.5 -11359.1 -11393.6 -- 
3310501109 -10811.4 -10907.0 -10952.9 -10990.6 -- -10997.9 -11016.8 -11024.5 -11042.8 -11064.7 -11081.2 -11172.7 -- -- -- 
3310501110 -11504.8 -11612.0 -11668.5 -11705.4 -11709.6 -11716.5 -11732.4 -11753.1 -11762.2 -11785.4 -11798.2 -11821.1 -11859.5 -11915.6 -- 
3310501113 -10577.9 -10681.1 -10728.2 -10760.4 -- -10767.1 -10788.6 -10808.6 -10819.1 -10841.5 -10854.9 -10885.0 -10901.0 -10965.0 -- 
3310501114 -9957.5 -10053.6 -10108.1 -- -10142.3 -10152.7 -10159.0 -10177.6 -10187.9 -10209.0 -10236.9 -10253.0 -10286.0 -10308.0 -10645.2 
3310501120 -10657.1 -10757.3 -10805.6 -10837.6 -- -10843.2 -10860.5 -10880.0 -10889.7 -10910.2 -10928.0 -10990.8 -10996.1 -11055.0 -- 
3310501121 -10597.6 -10696.8 -10739.9 -- -10778.4 -10784.8 -10801.9 -10813.8 -10834.2 -10851.6 -10866.6 -10889.4 -10911.1 -10957.1 -11254.6 
3310501130 -10557.4 -10653.2 -10719.7 -10756.9 -10761.1 -10767.7 -10783.6 -10797.3 -10820.2 -10848.8 -10867.1 -10899.5 -10910.8 -10966.9 -- 
3310501136 -10193.2 -10292.4 -10351.3 -10382.7 -10386.3 -10391.4 -10410.0 -10418.9 -10438.7 -10464.9 -10478.6 -10566.8 -- -- -- 
3310501137 -9963.7 -10069.6 -10108.7 -- -10143.1 -10147.6 -10169.6 -10185.7 -- -10215.0 -10233.0 -10349.5 -- -- -- 
3310501141 -11144.9 -11238.4 -11289.7 -11325.2 -11330.6 -11335.1 -11350.9 -11363.0 -11378.0 -11399.1 -11421.2 -11439.2 -- -- -- 





































3310501145 -11644.5 -11750.7 -11805.3 -11840.7 -11844.6 -11849.6 -11868.5 -11876.5 -11898.1 -11924.7 -11932.6 -11990.8 -12006.7 -12038.7 -- 
3310501146 -10922.9 -11020.4 -11068.2 -- -11104.8 -11110.1 -11132.4 -11147.3 -11160.4 -11188.5 -11204.7 -- -- -- -- 
3310501150 -10525.5 -10622.2 -10685.6 -10716.9 -10720.8 -10727.8 -10744.0 -10753.1 -10776.3 -10801.3 -10813.8 -10916.6 -- -- -- 
3310501156 -11138.0 -11245.8 -11299.4 -11334.7 -11336.4 -11341.1 -11363.9 -11375.5 -11398.4 -11419.4 -11429.5 -11458.5 -11494.5 -11534.7 -- 
3310501164 -10079.4 -10186.1 -10225.5 -10260.2 -10266.1 -10270.2 -10287.0 -10301.3 -10322.7 -10336.1 -10351.9 -10386.7 -10397.7 -10458.7 -- 
3310501165 -11203.4 -11308.2 -11360.8 -11397.3 -11402.1 -11407.3 -11426.9 -11435.7 -11459.2 -11475.7 -11486.3 -11537.9 -11547.6 -11630.8 -- 
3310501166 -11400.5 -11499.1 -11553.6 -11589.1 -11592.7 -11597.1 -11615.7 -11623.0 -11644.9 -11661.1 -11669.6 -11700.4 -- -- -- 
3310501173 -10022.8 -10122.3 -10177.9 -- -10210.3 -10215.2 -10235.7 -10243.0 -10263.7 -10289.0 -10304.9 -10394.6 -- -- -- 
3310501177 -11494.6 -11595.7 -11655.4 -11690.5 -11694.7 -11699.4 -11721.4 -11729.6 -11745.8 -11769.0 -11786.3 -11802.8 -11838.8 -11895.2 -- 
3310501182 -11667.4 -11773.0 -11830.3 -11863.0 -11865.5 -11871.3 -11895.7 -11905.5 -11925.6 -11947.5 -11956.7 -11971.9 -11999.1 -12081.4 -- 
3310501184 -10669.8 -10766.2 -10814.5 -- -10847.8 -10853.4 -10876.3 -10892.4 -10915.0 -10934.2 -10952.2 -10981.8 -11007.1 -11061.7 -- 
3310501187 -9795.7 -9894.4 -9928.1 -- -9962.3 -9969.1 -9990.4 -10009.3 -10027.3 -10045.9 -10065.4 -10187.4 -10195.4 -10239.3 -- 
3310501192 -10503.4 -10604.3 -10666.9 -10701.8 -10705.4 -10711.5 -10732.3 -10743.9 -10765.8 -10792.4 -10805.8 -10918.3 -10974.1 -11019.2 -- 
3310501195 -10997.9 -11096.6 -11147.2 -11181.8 -- -11186.6 -11207.7 -11225.7 -11241.5 -11262.9 -11278.4 -11395.8 -- -- -- 
3310501206 -10608.5 -10706.9 -10751.6 -- -10785.2 -10792.9 -10810.6 -10823.7 -10842.3 -10867.3 -10885.6 -10906.4 -- -- -- 
3310501209 -11017.5 -11093.3 -11140.1 -11176.6 -11180.8 -11186.3 -11207.0 -11220.5 -11236.0 -11260.4 -11269.6 -11300.7 -11329.0 -11368.4 -- 
3310501217 -9939.1 -10036.5 -10087.4 -- -10118.6 -10123.9 -10142.5 -10148.3 -10168.4 -10193.7 -10206.8 -10331.9 -- -- -- 
3310501219 -10033.5 -10136.3 -10171.9 -- -10208.8 -10216.5 -10236.4 -10252.5 -10271.4 -10288.5 -10306.2 -10335.8 -10360.5 -10427.6 -- 
3310501222 -11115.0 -11218.1 -11293.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501227 -10748.9 -10846.7 -10912.9 -10952.6 -10957.0 -10962.2 -10978.6 -10988.0 -11008.5 -11040.8 -11052.4 -11066.7 -11121.9 -11172.5 -- 
3310501234 -11289.2 -11392.8 -11444.5 -11481.4 -11486.2 -11492.0 -11508.1 -11516.6 -11537.4 -11555.4 -11573.7 -11596.2 -11623.7 -11674.9 -- 
3310501252 -10606.6 -10705.8 -10748.7 -- -10782.7 -10788.2 -10808.3 -10822.4 -10834.6 -10855.3 -10872.1 -10989.5 -- -- -- 
3310501273 -10082.2 -10185.6 -10243.2 -10273.9 -10278.6 -10283.6 -10305.6 -10314.1 -10333.6 -10358.0 -10372.1 -10467.2 -- -- -10814.1 
3310501279 -10727.6 -10824.5 -10873.2 -10908.9 -10913.4 -10917.6 -10937.0 -10950.5 -10966.3 -10997.7 -11016.3 -11044.1 -11066.9 -11128.9 -- 
3310501291 -10035.3 -10131.1 -10183.3 -10216.0 -- -10218.6 -10240.5 -10258.9 -10265.0 -10282.2 -10296.3 -10335.7 -10344.5 -10380.2 -10713.7 
3310501308 -11415.5 -11522.1 -11578.3 -11613.2 -11617.4 -11623.8 -11642.0 -11650.8 -11671.5 -11687.9 -11698.3 -11731.3 -11794.0 -11826.0 -- 
3310501309 -10597.4 -10695.5 -10739.0 -- -10772.4 -10778.7 -10798.6 -10814.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501320 -9743.8 -9838.3 -9889.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501321 -10040.8 -10137.7 -10191.1 -- -- -- -10242.2 -10249.2 -10267.8 -10287.9 -10301.9 -10339.1 -- -- -10714.5 
3310501324 -10461.0 -10553.5 -10612.9 -10641.6 -- -10647.9 -10668.3 -10678.0 -10697.5 -10723.1 -10737.7 -10820.4 -- -- -11163.3 
3310501340 -10178.3 -10278.0 -10337.8 -- -10366.9 -10372.7 -10389.6 -10406.7 -10418.6 -10445.0 -10461.8 -10483.1 -10488.0 -10544.0 -10905.1 
3310501342 -10623.8 -10722.1 -10767.2 -- -10803.8 -10809.7 -10829.5 -10845.1 -10856.0 -10874.0 -10883.2 -10929.5 -- -- -- 
3310501346 -10206.0 -10296.3 -10355.2 -10382.9 -10388.5 -10393.1 -10406.3 -10416.4 -10439.2 -10455.4 -10472.5 -10576.2 -- -- -10900.8 
3310501353 -10805.9 -10904.5 -10954.0 -10989.2 -10992.3 -10995.6 -11015.4 -11031.6 -11044.1 -11075.2 -11090.8 -11106.6 -11128.0 -11174.6 -- 
3310501360 -10626.7 -10725.9 -10784.0 -10822.6 -10827.9 -10833.4 -10847.0 -10856.5 -10874.8 -10898.2 -10913.5 -10920.5 -10931.8 -10956.8 -- 
3310501363 -10352.9 -10457.9 -10514.9 -- -10553.5 -10555.6 -10580.9 -10591.6 -10630.3 -10635.8 -10652.3 -10688.9 -10692.3 -10751.4 -- 
3310501369 -10420.4 -10510.1 -10568.5 -10599.8 -10604.3 -10607.6 -10625.6 -10636.0 -10656.4 -10678.4 -10694.3 -10717.1 -10732.7 -10791.5 -11110.7 
3310501370 -10681.8 -10778.7 -10826.8 -10862.6 -10865.4 -10868.4 -10888.5 -10907.1 -10920.9 -10949.5 -10967.5 -11010.5 -11021.8 -11075.8 -- 
3310501380 -11129.3 -11238.0 -11289.2 -11323.8 -11326.9 -11329.9 -11352.5 -11363.5 -11385.4 -11405.0 -11421.4 -11433.9 -11462.3 -11520.5 -- 
3310501381 -11456.8 -11559.7 -11617.5 -11652.9 -11658.3 -11663.7 -11681.8 -11689.4 -11709.3 -11732.9 -11743.1 -11789.3 -- -- -- 
3310501385 -10720.3 -10820.9 -10867.1 -- -10903.3 -10908.4 -10927.9 -10942.4 -10956.3 -10984.1 -11001.1 -11035.4 -11053.6 -11108.6 -- 
3310501386 -10173.3 -10274.0 -10332.9 -10363.7 -- -10375.6 -10390.9 -10401.7 -10429.1 -10449.6 -10464.7 -10499.9 -10503.0 -10551.0 -- 
3310501389 -10460.3 -10552.5 -10613.3 -10646.1 -- -10653.4 -10667.8 -10677.6 -10697.7 -10717.5 -10729.8 -10749.7 -- -- -11170.2 
3310501391 -10576.6 -10678.4 -10722.3 -10760.8 -- -10766.8 -10784.6 -10794.5 -10810.4 -10829.7 -10840.2 -10885.0 -10913.1 -10944.3 -- 
3310501394 -10238.9 -10339.8 -10399.3 -10434.7 -10441.3 -10449.5 -10461.6 -10471.8 -10495.4 -10522.6 -10539.9 -10632.1 -- -- -- 
3310501396 -10819.0 -10916.0 -10960.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501397 -10555.4 -10651.3 -10712.5 -10749.0 -10754.3 -10757.9 -10774.7 -10794.0 -10816.2 -10834.2 -10850.7 -10879.3 -10899.0 -10945.0 -11309.4 
3310501398 -9541.0 -9631.4 -9663.0 -- -9695.0 -9699.9 -9726.7 -9743.4 -9757.9 -9777.2 -9796.5 -9835.1 -9849.3 -9939.5 -- 
3310501411 -10212.7 -10309.1 -10370.0 -10400.0 -10404.3 -10408.8 -10426.4 -10436.0 -10466.1 -10476.3 -10489.9 -10532.7 -10540.4 -10635.7 -10935.0 
3310501412 -10944.5 -11046.2 -11099.0 -11135.2 -11138.3 -11143.0 -11161.8 -11170.3 -11187.6 -11214.5 -11227.0 -11254.3 -11267.0 -11345.0 -- 





































3310501422 -10616.7 -10717.4 -10761.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3310501423 -10324.0 -10416.9 -10479.3 -10508.7 -10511.8 -10516.4 -10534.7 -10543.3 -10563.4 -10583.0 -10600.0 -10625.0 -10647.1 -10691.3 -11038.4 
3310501429 -10494.8 -10591.7 -10656.7 -10688.4 -10692.4 -10701.0 -10711.1 -10721.8 -10743.1 -10771.2 -10785.7 -10844.4 -10852.6 -10896.9 -11248.9 
3310501459 -10767.6 -10869.1 -10934.9 -10973.7 -10976.8 -10982.8 -11001.1 -11009.7 -11043.7 -11063.6 -11074.1 -11094.2 -11105.5 -11183.0 -- 
3310501469 -10218.6 -10317.2 -10359.7 -- -10395.9 -10401.6 -10419.4 -10435.6 -10448.9 -10469.9 -10489.2 -10517.6 -10528.3 -10583.1 -- 
3310501519 -10284.2 -10380.3 -10441.9 -- -10470.1 -10475.6 -10494.9 -10503.6 -10521.2 -10552.7 -10568.5 -10593.2 -10600.9 -10674.9 -- 
3310501573 -10837.5 -10936.1 -10993.1 -11026.5 -11031.6 -11036.6 -11058.1 -11067.3 -11090.0 -11115.2 -11128.8 -11141.3 -11149.0 -11221.9 -- 
3310501613 -11669.0 -11769.6 -11833.8 -11873.1 -11876.8 -11882.2 -11902.7 -11911.9 -11936.0 -11964.1 -11976.9 -11999.0 -12024.8 -12086.1 -- 
3310501629 -10804.6 -10905.7 -10960.7 -10995.9 -10999.8 -11004.6 -11021.7 -11029.6 -11050.7 -11080.6 -11093.8 -11117.5 -11137.1 -11203.4 -11540.0 
3310501691 -10856.9 -10958.1 -11015.4 -11052.5 -11057.1 -11062.6 -11080.7 -11100.4 -11115.7 -11136.4 -11150.0 -11181.2 -11197.7 -11243.6 -11593.0 
3310501787 -10339.1 -10435.8 -10498.7 -10527.9 -10532.1 -10537.0 -10555.1 -10566.0 -10588.5 -10613.2 -10629.2 -10693.0 -10696.2 -10740.3 -11084.5 
3310501794 -10352.5 -10448.0 -10511.3 -10546.7 -10550.4 -10554.8 -10572.8 -10583.2 -10615.3 -10630.6 -10647.0 -10685.6 -10693.0 -10744.6 -11110.7 
4003120016 -3885.8 -3922.0 -4014.6 -- -- -- -- -4030.0 -4044.6 -- -4076.6 -4157.0 -- -- -- 
4003120017 -4669.5 -4701.0 -4786.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4003120018 -4001.2 -4038.7 -4124.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -4682.6 
4003120022 -4103.1 -4142.9 -4229.4 -- -- -- -- -4249.4 -4267.2 -- -4304.0 -4312.8 -4317.2 -4350.4 -4788.1 
4003120023 -4453.6 -4494.3 -4581.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5122.0 
4006305048 -5212.3 -5268.6 -5340.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006305050 -5435.2 -5481.5 -5556.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006305051 -5301.1 -5355.9 -5428.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006305057 -5382.6 -5442.3 -5514.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006305058 -5355.7 -5413.8 -5484.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006305065 -5367.8 -5425.8 -5496.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006305069 -5260.0 -5317.5 -5385.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006305070 -5498.5 -5557.4 -5625.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006305125 -5362.7 -5418.3 -5490.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320001 -5221.0 -5272.5 -5341.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320008 -5394.5 -5454.0 -5520.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320024 -5606.5 -5658.0 -5733.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320030 -5300.0 -5357.0 -5427.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320034 -5806.8 -5861.2 -5937.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320043 -5558.0 -5598.0 -5670.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320053 -5724.2 -5774.8 -5854.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320064 -5846.3 -5900.0 -5978.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320066 -5745.0 -5798.0 -5870.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320071 -5412.4 -5471.7 -5543.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320072 -5639.2 -5689.4 -5766.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320073 -5765.0 -5816.0 -5896.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320075 -5647.1 -5700.2 -5775.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320076 -5446.0 -5497.5 -5568.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320081 -5034.8 -5091.7 -5163.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320085 -4945.5 -4997.0 -5068.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320086 -5702.0 -5753.5 -5829.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320091 -5405.1 -5463.6 -5532.4 -- -5544.5 -5549.3 -- -5564.1 -5579.7 -5616.5 -5636.5 -5676.8 -5702.2 -5775.0 -- 
4006320093 -5461.3 -5512.7 -5587.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320097 -6173.4 -6227.3 -6306.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320099 -5715.0 -5773.0 -5841.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320102 -5703.2 -5755.8 -5832.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320112 -5546.0 -5599.0 -5674.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320126 -5773.0 -5827.0 -5903.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 





































4006320133 -5665.7 -5715.3 -5791.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320135 -5270.2 -5329.4 -5398.0 -- -5410.4 -5418.0 -- -5437.0 -5454.4 -5481.0 -5488.2 -5536.6 -5575.4 -- -- 
4006320136 -5269.5 -5330.5 -5398.9 -- -5408.2 -5416.5 -- -5432.9 -5448.9 -5483.7 -5504.6 -5543.0 -5567.4 -- -- 
4006320141 -5798.6 -5853.7 -5930.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320144 -5714.3 -5772.3 -5842.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320146 -5183.6 -5226.8 -5298.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320147 -5887.5 -5940.0 -6018.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320149 -5513.0 -5564.5 -5638.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320151 -5290.8 -5352.7 -5421.2 -- -5433.1 -5440.7 -- -5459.7 -5475.7 -5513.4 -5533.0 -5576.9 -5597.1 -5666.2 -- 
4006320152 -5745.8 -5796.2 -5875.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320153 -5146.1 -5205.9 -5275.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320154 -5697.6 -5722.6 -5761.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320155 -5433.1 -5484.0 -5559.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -6065.1 
4006320158 -5301.5 -5356.0 -5431.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320173 -5601.6 -5653.7 -5728.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320182 -6078.2 -6133.9 -6213.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320188 -5833.5 -5885.6 -5966.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320191 -5403.5 -5453.4 -5528.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320204 -5783.3 -5835.7 -5914.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320208 -5427.2 -5474.3 -5514.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320211 -5445.6 -5493.2 -5566.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -6053.8 
4006320212 -5711.0 -5762.0 -5837.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320216 -5233.2 -5291.8 -5364.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320221 -5731.6 -5783.2 -5859.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320232 -5146.6 -5199.4 -5276.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320236 -4946.5 -5001.0 -5073.2 -- -5083.6 -5092.4 -- -5110.1 -5125.9 -5156.1 -5176.5 -5209.5 -5236.4 -5310.2 -- 
4006320238 -5421.7 -5472.3 -5546.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320241 -5767.2 -5820.8 -5896.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320246 -5027.7 -5080.9 -5153.0 -- -5162.6 -5169.6 -- -5188.0 -5203.5 -5239.8 -5244.4 -5275.8 -- -- -- 
4006320262 -4912.0 -4966.1 -5038.3 -- -5048.1 -5057.7 -5077.9 -5080.3 -5097.4 -5126.2 -5146.4 -5180.0 -- -- -- 
4006320276 -5773.8 -5824.8 -5903.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320277 -5786.0 -5840.5 -5914.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320280 -5721.1 -5776.2 -5852.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320285 -5642.5 -5698.5 -5773.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320290 -5652.0 -5703.0 -5779.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320341 -5464.5 -5518.6 -5591.8 -- -5602.9 -5610.3 -5631.7 -5636.5 -5652.8 -5682.2 -5703.5 -5732.9 -5761.1 -5838.3 -- 
4006320352 -5447.1 -5502.5 -5574.9 -- -5584.4 -5593.8 -5614.4 -5618.5 -5633.9 -5661.1 -5683.1 -5711.8 -5740.5 -5812.0 -- 
4006320353 -5554.3 -5605.1 -5680.2 -- -5690.8 -5698.2 -5704.6 -5707.8 -5723.8 -5761.2 -5767.4 -5811.8 -5825.9 -5898.1 -- 
4006320360 -5426.3 -5483.7 -5558.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320368 -5468.0 -5522.0 -5593.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320370 -5428.4 -5483.8 -5556.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320380 -5463.3 -5518.3 -5591.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320385 -5557.8 -5615.7 -5686.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320386 -5405.0 -5462.5 -5536.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320387 -5300.8 -5354.9 -5427.5 -- -5436.9 -5440.5 -5463.8 -5468.2 -5483.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320389 -5723.2 -5774.8 -5851.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320391 -5489.8 -5544.8 -5617.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320392 -5601.4 -5659.4 -5729.2 -- -5741.0 -5744.4 -5766.3 -5770.5 -5781.7 -5816.9 -5836.7 -5872.4 -5929.7 -5966.5 -- 
4006320394 -5712.6 -5763.2 -5842.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320402 -5692.8 -5749.3 -5820.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 





































4006320407 -5483.0 -5539.0 -5609.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320408 -5653.2 -5706.3 -5782.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320415 -5527.8 -5581.0 -5653.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320417 -5334.5 -5390.9 -5462.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320419 -4950.6 -5005.0 -5077.1 -- -5087.6 -5095.2 -5112.2 -5116.2 -5131.9 -5160.3 -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320421 -5439.5 -5492.5 -5564.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320423 -5600.2 -5657.8 -5729.8 -- -5744.1 -5748.7 -- -5763.5 -5781.9 -5819.1 -5840.7 -5884.2 -5907.4 -5968.7 -- 
4006320426 -5591.2 -5648.0 -5721.8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320430 -5565.9 -5617.6 -5693.7 -- -5701.9 -5704.9 -5729.4 -5733.6 -5742.7 -5776.7 -5797.7 -5840.4 -5855.4 -5935.1 -- 
4006320431 -5001.4 -5057.6 -5129.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320432 -5732.0 -5783.0 -5859.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320434 -4951.1 -5003.3 -5075.6 -- -5086.1 -5092.1 -5109.9 -5112.7 -5129.9 -5156.6 -5175.8 -- -- -- -- 
4006320435 -4979.6 -5032.9 -5102.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320436 -5733.3 -5784.2 -5865.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320438 -5003.7 -5060.2 -5130.5 -- -5140.7 -5147.8 -- -5164.9 -5184.4 -5224.2 -5228.5 -- -- -- -- 
4006320446 -5821.6 -5876.9 -5958.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320447 -5033.6 -5089.7 -5159.7 -- -5169.9 -5177.0 -5193.6 -5197.6 -5212.4 -5243.4 -5262.4 -- -- -- -- 
4006320448 -5691.0 -5744.5 -5817.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320460 -5050.7 -5105.9 -5177.1 -- -5185.3 -5192.5 -5211.7 -5214.1 -5230.0 -5256.6 -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320474 -- -- -5960.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320485 -5821.7 -5875.2 -5954.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320488 -5562.5 -5619.5 -5691.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320489 -5500.8 -5559.2 -5628.9 -- -5640.1 -5651.5 -- -5668.3 -5684.5 -- -5708.0 -5796.3 -5802.9 -5867.0 -- 
4006320501 -4957.8 -5014.0 -5087.8 -- -5097.5 -5106.2 -- -5124.0 -5141.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320502 -4993.1 -5047.0 -5121.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320507 -5481.0 -5540.4 -5608.4 -- -5621.0 -5626.8 -- -5644.4 -5658.6 -5694.0 -5716.8 -5755.4 -5767.7 -5848.2 -- 
4006320514 -5554.3 -5606.8 -5682.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320529 -5230.0 -5284.6 -5354.1 -- -5362.3 -5371.3 -- -5389.1 -5407.4 -5439.6 -5447.6 -- -- -- -- 
4006320536 -5470.9 -5525.0 -5599.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320537 -5433.2 -5483.8 -5559.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4006320554 -5664.5 -5741.0 -5818.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4010505006 -5082.3 -5124.3 -5204.6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -5737.3 
4010520012 -5468.6 -5514.0 -5592.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4010520015 -5520.1 -5556.2 -5635.5 -- -- -- -5663.2 -5667.2 -5673.2 -5715.6 -5734.4 -5775.0 -5782.4 -5862.8 -- 
4010520017 -5361.0 -5423.5 -5505.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 







NDIC #: 6544 Well Name: BN RR #1-29 
API #: 33-053-00770 Core to Log Correction: -2 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12,611-12,624 
Lower A Limestone. Very reactive. Fractures throughout. Black Laminations. 
Heavy from 18-21. Dark Gray wet. Light Gray dry. 
12,624-12,636 
B Anhydrite. Laminar bedded to begin at 26.5. Chicken-wire anhydrite begins 
off-white and Gray wet.  White dry. 
12,636-12,650 
B Laminae. Intermixed Limestone and Dolomite. Mostly Dolomite. Jam dry. 
Brown wet. Very Laminae (black) with stylolites at 39.  48. S Limestone 
(Grayish brown) from 37.5 to 39. Stylolite at bottom. 
12,650-12,681 
B Burrowed Sharp Contact. Very Dark Brown to Black. Quartzite abundant 
as clasts and possible recrystallizations. Fossiliferous. Very reactive. 
Limestone. Mostly Microfossils. Too small. Need thin section. Mostly 
horizontal burrows. Some nodular. Kukersite at 36. 59.5. 60. 61 with other 
minors in between. Good Fractures too.  Good TOC 
12,681-12,698 
C Anhydrite. Laminae Dolomite from 81 to 83. 83 begins Anhydrite. Mostly 
mix of laminae. Few chicken-wire texture spots. 91-97 has Tan massive 
mostly Dolomite. Final foot is anhydrite (chicken-wire) Dolomite has black 
speckles.  81-83 has black laminae to burrows. Tan 
12,698-12,708? 
C laminated. Vertical black seam features. Tan. Laminated. Black 
mossy/algae looking patches. Dolomitization. Good fractures. Horizontal 
burrows? Peppery in some spots. 12,707.5 hard ground? (Thin section)  
12,708? -12,736 
Upper C burrow. Tan. Massive to begin with.  Some horizontal burrows 
around 17 and 19. Good Stylolite at 20, 25. Some nodular (Quartzite) 
inclusions. Some microfossils throughout. Kukersite at 28. (nodular inclusion) 
29.5, 31. Horizontal burrows from 32 to 36. Some have Quartzite fills. More 
Dolomite like. 12,720 chert nodules.  
12,736-12,745 Missing 
12,745-12,758 
Dark Brown. Large Burrows. Missing 38-40. 41 has Kukersite. 41.5 Sharp 
Limestone. Contact to Large Burrows again. Fragments of 38-40 are tan and 
massive. Very reactive. A few Anhydrite layers. (54, 58). Laminae. Dark 





Limestone. Burrow. Large circular burrows. 12786-12790.5 is dolomite. 
Looks like brown matrix holding Dark Brown clasts. Quartzite nodules 
acting like a nucleus occur at 91. 93 grades into a high TOC, Black Layer. 
Ends at 95. Kukersite around 93? Microfossils right above it. Sharp contact 
to tan, large horizontal burrows. Burrow infills are dark, black in nature. 
Dark brown to black around 98. 99 to 801 is back to horizontal burrows. 801 
to 802 is good kukersite. Very black. 02 to 04 is tan chicken-wire limestone. 
04 to 07 to laminae burrowed limestone. Sharp contact at 07. Very black, 
fossiliferous (Bivalves, Ostracods, Coral, Bryozoans). Fossil laminae are 
separated by kukersites. 08 to 09 is gradational. 09 to 13 is massive (to 10) 
then burrows. Fracture around 12. Possible kukersite around 12.5. 13 to 14 
is alternating black fossiliferous and possible kukersite layers. 14 to 22.5 is 
nodular burrows. 22.5 to 25 goes back to high TOC, black limestone. Two 
gastropod shells. Laminae. Two possible kukersite beds. 25 to 27.5 are 
burrowed layers. 27.5 to 30 is laminar burrows with a few potential kukersite 
beds. 30 to 32 is burrows. 32 to 34 is jet black, extremely high TOC 
limestone layer. Very reactive, smoky. Fossils (bivalves) only in first 3 
inches. 34 to 35 is brown modular burrows. 35 to 47 is zebra looking. 
Horizontal black burrows with a light gray matrix. Dark laminations at 36.5. 
40.5 is dark brown, massive.  
12,736 
Stylolite contact with above laminated dolomite and Thalassinoides burrows 
below (limestone strong reaction. Goes to 38. Switches laminar/massive 
mostly.) Between 38 and 40 (missing). 41 is massive/laminae microbials. 
47?  Thalassinoides burrows. 46.5 stylolite contact between upper massive 
with laminations to lower Thalassinoides burrows.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10082 Well Name: Alexander #1-25 
API #: 33-011-00391 Core to Log Correction: +6 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9031-9061.8 
Brown, light to tan in color. Mudstone. Dolomitized. Massive in parts. 
Highly stylolitic with numerous suture seam stylolites. Laminated in parts. 
Nodular mosaic anhydrite intervals (small) Appears to be bioturbated in 
areas. Laminations at 9044 are very good.  Overall through this laminated 
zone is very bioturbated. At 9061.8 there is a stylolitic contact.  
9061.8-9064.5 
Dark brown (chocolate) to black. Organic Rich. Large burrows at contact. 
Massive and bioturbated. Very black at bottom. Dolomite. Mudstone. 0.3-
foot Kukersite at bottom.  
9064.5-9097 
Brown (light to tan) Limestone (mudstone) Violent reactions with HCl. 
Bioturbated in parts. Large burrows (2-4cm). Some stylolites near top? 
Around 9069 good quartz crystals appear, goes for a couple of feet. About 
9070 good organic rich. 9070-9096 mix of burrows and bioturbation. Good 
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stylolites (suture seam) throughout as well. (78) Few organic intervals as 
well. 
9097-9098 
Fossiliferous. Limestone (mudstone). Very violent reactions. Black. 1 foot 
thick. Kukersite? Large calcite grains and fossils. Followed by a foot of 
burrows. 
9099-9100 
Grainstone, crystals of calcite begin to appear.  Becomes more crystalline. 
More wackestone. Brown.  
9100-9109 
Organic Rich.  Little more dolomitized, but still limestone. (mudstone to 
wackestone) leading up to here. Fossiliferous, coarse grained calcite. Suture 
seam stylolite.  
9010-9131 
Burrows (dark brown) matrix (tan). Large burrows. 9125 starts to become 
organic rich. Darker browns with same black intervals. Suture seam 
stylolites throughout. 9124.5 Limestone/Dolomite burrows. 
9131-9144 
Organic rich burrows (stained) but grainstone intervals appear. Only a few 
inches thick. Very coarse grained. Appears to be fossiliferous, very reactive, 
limestone. Good stylolite at 9135. (suture seam). Grainstone intervals 
continue until the end of the core in burrowed member. Burrows (large) 
continue until the end. Some bioturbation at parts as well. 
Notes 
 Starting at kukersite (1 foot) the grainstone intervals (small 1-2 inch) come 
in. 9064? 9069 9086? 9097 9099? 9109 9131? 9135? 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 23598 Well Name: Kittelson 32-27R 
API #: 33-033-00317 Core to Log Correction: +19 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11697-11700.5 Laminated, bioturbated, dolomite, black speckles on brown.  
11701 Inclusive clast, anhydrite. Massive to laminated.  
11704 Contact with the heavily bioturbated, stylolitic.  
11710 Big chert modules.  
11710.5 Black, laminar 3in intrusion. Most likely not organic or not much.  
11711-11716 Well laminated.  
11716-11729 Mostly massive, bioturbated, some laminar sections, stylolitic,  
11729-11730 Dark brown bioturbated 
11730-11742 
Massive, stylolitic, some clasts around 11736, some small laminated 
sections, bioturbated sections.  
11742 Good stylolitic contact 
11742-11756 
More massive, still dolomite, weak reactions, more fractures, still stylolitic, 
still bioturbated areas.  
11756-11760 Rubble, porous dolomite 




Massive (clast at top) still bioturbated a little, but burrows to 11769.5 start 
at 11761. Burrows grade into abundance.  All dolomite both burrows and 
matrix. 
11769.5-11779 
Burrows disappear, soft sediment deformation appears. Laminar looking, 
black and dark brown. Some stylolites present folds, interbedding, tornado 
swirls.  
1779-11782 
Heavily bioturbated legion with small burrows. Stylolitic contact Dolomite 
above, limestone below.  
11782-11797 Massive and bioturbated at 11784 burrows come back. (Large) 
11797-11801 
Large burrows transition to bioturbated small burrows at 11797.5 kukersite 
black. Laminar, small burrows. Kukersite goes to 11798.5, not reactive to 
acid. Very organic rich. Violent reaction to kukersite. About an inch but lots 
of strings too.  
11798.5-11801 Large burrows 
11801 Fissile brittle dolomite, water beads up, oil saturated, large burrows. 
11806 Chocolate brown to black.  
11806.5 Kukersite (3 inches) 
11807-11813 Dolomite large burrows, brown. 
11813.5 Limestone composition to end 
11814 
Kukersite sequence (x3, 1 inch thick, separated by sparse small burrow, 1-
inch thick layers.  
11814-11815.25 
Kukersite sequence. Four very distinct layers. Very mat looking kukersite 
on top of this fossil accumulation at 11815. 




Brown large burrows, limestone, some black areas. 
11818.5-11819  Possible kukersite, but broken (fossil zones at small burrows present) 
11819-11820 Brown large burrows with some black stains 
11820-11820.5 Kukersite, very thin, small fragments, massive, some cracks.  
11820.5-11840 
Brown, large burrows. Black staining in appearance from 11820.5-11822, 
11831-11832.5, 11836-11837.5.  Some fossils present, limestone, dark areas 
contain microfossils, kukersite-like but not. Especially at 11832.5 
11840-11842 
Kukersite sequence, starts with small brown laminar burrows, then goes to 
“m m m” looking burrows. Then laminar kukersite, squiggles, could be 
brachiopod fossils after first kukersite bed it alternates from black massive 
and kukersite beds with occasionally some fossils.   
11842 
Large brown burrows, some black massive at the beginning to 11845, 
limestone 
11845-11845.5 
Kukersite sequence, burrowed and fossilized black to begin with for 3 
inches, then 1-inch kukersite then 1.5 inches of black fossilized.  
11845.5-11879 
Large brown burrows, limestone. Big horn coral fragments at 11848.25 and 
11850.25. 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 22569 Well Name: Samuelson 23-3 
API #: 33-033-00310 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11705-11705.5 
Alternations of 1-inch fossil accumulations and massive, slightly laminar. 
Green looking. Bioturbated. Fossil zones are limestone. Laminar reworked 
portions are dolomitized.   
11705.5-11730.2 
Rip up clast gone (limestone). Looks like a burrowed zone but darker 
(groundmass) is dolomitized with burrows (tan) being limestone. Right 
below 11706 there is a small <2cm black lamination (limestone). 
11707.5 
1.25-inch fossil zone like above. (brachiopod fragments and ostracods as 
well) (brachiopods could be bivalves because it looks like a lot are 
disarticulated.)  
11707.5-11708.5 
Alterations between fossil assemblages and green laminar/massive looking 
zones like above. Fossil zones are thick (1.5 to 3 inches) with green areas 
being smaller (couple cm) recrystallized brachiopod fossils.  
11708.5-11723 (dolomitized groundmass -chocolate with tan limestone portions). 
11723-11724 
Crinoid column, bivalves and a few floating fossils. At 0.5 there are two 
1cm fossil layers.  
11724-11730 
(dolomitized chocolate with limestone areas (tan). Dolomitization weakens 
with depth. 11724.75 fossil accumulations also at 11728.75 to 11729. Same 
as above and 11729.5 to 11730. (This one is not as accumulated with fossils 
and is laminar. Good horn coral fragments (x6) at 11730. 11730.1-11732 
has some unique fossils, reworked clasts, and laminar features that are 
unknown and unique.  
11730.2 Contact between laminar and burrowed. Stoughton/Red River Contact. 
11730.2-11751.5 
Burrows reworked and bioturbated for first foot. Really don’t appear until 
11731.25. Giant clast at contact (2in diameter). Burrows are limestone. 
Strong reaction. Burrows appear to be larger than normal with burrows 
being tan in color and original sediment being chocolate. Burrows appear to 
be more laminar as well. Very laminar at 11744 and 11747. 11730 has 1in 
fossil assemblage. Fossils scattered throughout. Fossiliferous throughout 
(horn corals, brachiopods, bivalves, crinoid, ostracods). Some 1inch 
assemblage layers. At 11749 burrows disappear. Becomes massive. Still 
fossiliferous limestone. A few small circular burrows at 11750. Intraclasts 
at 11751. Kukersite at 11751 (2 inches thick). 
11751.5 Contact between limestone above and dolomite below.  
11751.5-11755.8 
Beginning of laminated (dolomite). 11752.5 1inch kukersite. Stylolites at 
11753 with 1inch fossil assemblage and 1inch chocolate to dark brown, 
massive, smooth layer. Laminated is tan overall. Laminations are usually 
1cm apart but can be up to 3. Sometimes larger, massive portions appear. 
(11753.5) Stylolitic contact at 11755.8.  
11755.8-11761.5 
Still laminated but limestone. Light black to start with six stylolites on top 
until 11756.2; then goes to light brown in color. Light brown, laminated 
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continues until 11761.5. At 11758 tan clasts appear. Look like intraclasts, 
possible small burrows and rip up clasts. Some bioturbated parts as well. 
Stylolitic contact.  
11761.5 
 Limestone. Back to burrowed like above. Fossiliferous, laminar larger 
burrows with some black laminations as well. 11765.8 to 11766.5 huge 
fossil assemblage zone (recrystallized). Fossils are the same as above except 
more fragmented. Few small stylolites are present. Starting at 11767, 
burrows are very horizontal and very laminar. They are separated by what 
appears to be recrystallized laminae.  Everything is limestone. Occasional 
fossil fragment. 
11775.5 
Cracks appear (filled in) and becomes more laminar as well as spaced closer 
together. Looks like the desiccation cracks.  Massive at 11777-11777.5 (very 
dark brown). 1775.5-1779 is desiccation cracks, then laminae, recrystallized 
clasts and fossils, unique erosion looking contact at 11778.5; At 11779 
circular structures appear. Unknown (intraclast?)  
11779.5 
Contact with anhydrite. Some mix of occasional limestone. Like the 
laminated and bioturbated zone from 11780.5-17781.5 
11779.5 to 11780.5 = bedded massive to bedded mosaic. 
11781.5 to 11784 = distorted mosaic to mosaic. 
11784.5 
Contact (gradational) to laminated. Limestone. Some recrystallized clasts 
and unidentifiable fossils. Very thin, heavy laminae. Some stylolites present. 
Becomes dolomite at 11789, laminae weaken, looks more reworked and 
bioturbated. Becomes very massive looking at 11795. 
 
11796.5 
Contact between laminated and burrowed (stylolitic contact) burrowed is 
limestone. Massive until 11801.3 but contains intraclasts, stylolites, and 
many fossils. Good assemblage at 11798 (all recrystallized many 
ostracods?) Laminar at some spots. At 11801.3 horizontal burrows are 
prominent. Burrows are tan in a dark brown original sediment. A lot of 
recrystallization occurring; Burrows into burrows. Fossils. At 11802.5 tan 
burrows into dark original matrix. Localized fossils in chocolate areas 
(original). Light colored has what appears to be recrystallization. Massive 
11805.5 to 11807.2 (tan). Desiccation cracks start at 11807.2 and go to end, 
back to typical burrows. Fossiliferous, a lot of recrystallization, end 11815. 
Horn corals, brachiopods. 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 14810 Well Name: Hilton #B-6 
API #: 33-011-00900 Core to Log Correction: +11 feet? 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9504-9560 
9504-Limestone, burrowed, tan-gray in color from 9504 to 9508. Few fossils 
(bivalves?) This four feet looks brittle, it’s stylolitic (heavy). Vuggy in some 
spots, massive in some spots. Potentially a hard pan, looks like erosional 
areas. From 9508-9510.2 the burrows are noticeable, color changes to a tan 
(original) and brown (burrows). All limestone. Looks slightly oil stained. 
Stylolitic at top and base. Brachiopod kukersite? 1 fossil. Nice circle looking 
burrow/clast at 9509.5. From 9510.2 to 9511.2 the burrowed unit becomes 
black still limestone. At 9511.2 it looks like a kukersite, but it is hard to tell 
if it is reacting or not. Right after it too there is a weird limestone looking 
thing. Belt shaped. Little burrows present. Looks fossiliferous. At 9511.3 
color goes to a gray, bioturbated and erosional looking limestone. Contact 
is erosional. 9512 to 9516.5 is back to the tan/brown burrowed as above. 
Looks oil stained still. No fossils seen. Appear to be rip-up clasts at top. 
Kukersite at 9517 .3inches thick. (nonreactive). 
9516.5 to 9516.8 = tan-gray erosional and reworked as above. Stylolitic 
contact below. After contact is a black, fossiliferous 3 inch all limestone 
zone with kukersite. Stylolite on bottom at 9517.1.  After contact it’s back 
to the gray reworked/massive/erosional looking facies to 9519.2. Towards 
the end (last foot) it gets very fractured. 9519.2 to 9521.5 is tan/brown 
burrowed with a mix of reworked/laminar tan gray zones. Two horn corals 
present. Looks like a face.  
9521.5-9523 
Dark brown, oil stained looking, weaker reaction facies (more dolomite). 
Fossils present, but hard to ID because of color. Looks heavily reworked but 
still burrowed. Contact is gradational above and below.  
9523-9525 
Goes back to the tan limestone but it is laminar looking reworked, massive 
looking as a whole with gray dolomite (mostly weaker reactions) blobs 
present. Gray burrows are becoming dolomitized. Laminations present. 
Contact below is gradational.  
9525-9526.4 
Kukersite zone. Black, some circular features present.  Weak reaction still 
mostly limestone but slightly dolomitic.  Kukersites are thin, stringy, 
numerous. Don’t react. Stylolitic contacts above and below and separate. 
(9525.6, 9525.9, 9526.4) 
9526.4-9528 
Gray, massive, fossiliferous, reworked burrow zone. Dolomitic still to 
9527.3. Still brown to black in color here as well, oil staining most likely.   
9528-9530 Limestone tan/brown burrows.   
9530-9530.5 Gray, stylolitic, fossil accumulations (1.5 inch) 
9530.5-9537 
Burrows, white/light gray original with light brown burrows. Reworked in 
some spots horn coral present. (9533) 




Dolomite oil stained burrows as above and dark brown original with dark 
gray burrows dolomitized. All dolomite.  
9546-9551 
Dolomite. Reworked. Massive looking. Burrows grade in. Stylolite at 9551. 
Erosional looking in some spots.  
9552-9554.5 Massive, dolomite. Slightly reworked. Some burrows. Some laminations.  
9554.5-9557 
All limestone. Burrows. First .5 foot is reworked, then at 9555, 0.25 inches 
of this gray massive with laminar features looking blob that is highly 
reactive. 9555.5-9956 is typical burrows brown/gray. 9556-9557 burrows 
are vuggy/porous/fractured. Looks like a cork board.  
9557-9558 Erosional, stylolitic, remainder is massive.  
9558-9559 
Stylolitic contact. Very fossiliferous. Limestone. Kukersite looking zones. 
Very, very thin. Appear to be kukersites. Interval is 1 foot. Two 1-inch zones 
of kukersite that are surrounded by fossiliferous zones.  
9559-9560 Fossils in burrows. Stylolitic. Mostly massive looking. 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13932 Well Name: Comtrust #24-13 
API #: 33-011-00559 Core to Log Correction:  0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9120-9120.5 
Kukersite interval, first two inches is jet black with a kukersite. Few rip-up 
clasts as well. Then 1 inch of fossil accumulations (brachiopod, bivalves, 
ostracods.) Then .1 inch of kukersite, 1 inch bioturbated, 0.2-inch kukersite, 
0.5 inch bioturbated, 0.5-inch kukersite, 0.5 bioturbated, 0.35-inch 
kukersite. Sharp. stylolitic contact at base.  
9120.5-9146.2 
Limestone burrows. Off white to tan original, chocolate brown burrow fill. 
Very stylolitic. 9120.5-9125.5 is slightly grayish, and a little massive to 
reworked. 9125.5 to 9127.5 are good, highly defined burrows. 9127.5-9129 
becomes more massive in appearance, still some burrows recognizable, 
overall color is brown (original and burrows). 9129 to 9146 is typical 
burrows (high def description). Fossil at 9129.4? Fossil at 9139. Big horn 
coral at 9133.4. Horn coral at 9137.7. 9139.4 to 9139.7 becomes black in 
color (stylolite on top). A lot of stylolites.  
9146.2-9149.9 
Dolomite. Burrows. Darker than above. Contact looks erosional. Dark 
brown original with black to dark gray burrows. Bottom contact appears to 
grade back in to limestone. Colors stay the same. HCl reaction increases 
starting at 9148.5. Sharp, erosional looking contact at 9149.9. Looks like 
fossils present too. (fragments) Colors lighten up slightly. 9150 to 9155.7 
missing. 
9149.9-9158 
Limestone burrows. Brown original, black burrows. Last foot becomes 
massive in appearance. Stylolitic contact.  
9158-9165.5 
Massive limestone. Looks like burrows once upon a time. Colors vary (light 
brown, dark gray, brown). Highly stylolitic. 9160 has a stylolitic zone that 




Contact is gradational. Back to limestone burrows. Possibly a few fossil 
fragments present. Burrows are lighter colored like before (typical). Last 
half foot is massive. Bottom contact is stylolitic.  
9166.4-9167.5 
Kukersite zone. Some fossil fragments. Stringy, organic, dolomitic 
kukersites. Like colored pencil lines. At 9166.8 there is a stylolite that fills 
in a circular void, all dolomite. Few reworked zones. Sharp contact.  
9167.5-9170.5 
Reworked burrows, some oil staining going on. Limestone. Stylolitic looks 
massive at times. Sharp contact at base.  
9170.5-9172.9 Burrows. Limestone. Typical but little darker browns for both.  
9172.9-9175 
Stylolite contact. Kukersite/fossil zone. 1.5 inches kukersite at 9173.2, 
another at 9173.8. Couple other strips that look like kukersite, but they lack 
color and composition. 9173.2 has erosional contact at top. Very 
fossiliferous. Massive appearance overall. Limestone. Stylolitic. Gastropods 
are present.  
9175-9185 
Limestone. Burrows. Typical burrows. 1st foot is massive, bioturbated. 
9176.3 starts good hi-def burrows. Kukersite at 9178.1. It is a half inch thick. 
Stylolitic. Typical burrows to the end of the core. Horn coral above 
kukersite.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13555 Well Name: JM Weigum #33-1 
API #: 33-011-00468 Core to Log Correction: +4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9775-9782.7 
Mainly whole core. Appears to be burrowed zone. Limestone. Strong 
reaction. Massive in parts, brown when broken and gray when cut. Burrows 
are laminar when you can see them in this interval. Reworked in spots, 
stringy laminations near bottom. Stylolitic contact at base.  
9782.7-9791.8 
Oil saturated burrows. Water beads up. Foaming acid. Smells. All limestone 
appears to be bioturbated in spots. Tan matrix and dark brown burrows.  
9791.8-9794 
Organic zone. First 2 inches is a fossil accumulation zone. Then it’s a 
stylolitic contact to a 5inch black burrow zone. An erosional contact brings 
us to a massive (in spots) laminar (mostly) organic zone. Black. Laminar 
fossil accumulations only 0.3inches thick or so. 4 total. Contain fossil 
fragments and bivalves. Kukersite like but contains none. Maybe small 
burrows. Erosional contact at base.  
9794-9797.8 
Limestone. Massive first 0.5 feet. Then back to oil stained/saturated 
burrows. Not as evident as before. Not as strong. Starting at 9796 the interval 
looks characteristically like the ones above.  
9797.8 contact Limestone above/dolomite below. Sharp.  
9797.8-9811 
Dolomite. Oil stained burrows mostly. From 9802-9803 it becomes tan and 
massive. At 9803 an irregularly shaped organic zone is present. Contacts are 
erosional above and below. 9803-9804.5 it goes bac to typical burrows; 




These go to 9808. This interval has as erosional fossil appear. Most cannot 
be distinguished but a coral is at 9806.3. Starting at 9807 some of the 
burrows have some sort of diagenesis feature going on. A black mineral G. 
prisca lines the burrows. 9808-9811 the burrows become mainly massive in 
appearance. (tan, occasional burrow is chocolate brown). Contact is an 
irregular, black, organic fossil accumulation zone. Crinoids and fragments 
present.  
9811.5 Contact. Erosional. Dolomite above. Limestone below.   
9811.5-9814.5 
Typical burrows. Large calcite clasts present throughout interval. Some look 
like recrystallizations occurring. Last 0.5 foot is a black organic zone like 
before. Stringy fossil accumulations, maybe one strand of kukersite present. 
Maybe some small burrows present too.  
9814.5 contact Transitional. Limestone above. Dolomite below.  
9814.5-9817.5 
Typical burrows as above. Has the same diagenesis effect going on again 
too. From 9816.3 to 9817 it becomes massive in texture and black in color. 
At 9816.6 there is a stringy fossil accumulation. Very thin.  
9817.5 contact Transitional. Dolomite above. Limestone below.  
9817.5-9821.3 Typical burrows at 9820.2 color darkens slightly. Becomes oil saturated.  
9821.3 contact Transitional. Limestone above. Dolomite below.  
9821.3-9835 
Oil stained burrows. Appear to be vuggy and more porous than before. At 
least until 9829. 9829-9829.5 is massive and then a sharp contact goes back 
to oil stained burrows stylolite at 9832.2 and 9833.3. Becomes massive from 
9831.5 to end. Big white clast at 9831.6. Appears to be dolomite. Fossil 
accumulation 1 inch under this.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
NDIC #: 10893 Well Name: Arco Eidsvoog #1 
API #: 33-105-01120 Core to Log Correction: +4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13200-13204.5 
Dolomite typical burrows. Chocolate brown burrows with brown matrix. 
Burrows get smaller with depth. Fossils present in the burrows. Large 
dolomite recrystallizations present too. Hard to distinguish fossils. Looks a 
little bioturbated near the bottom. Large dolomite crystals. Some halite as 
well.  
13204.5 contact Dolomite above. Limestone below. Transitional.  
13204.5-13205.3 Limestone burrows. (typical) Very massive in appearance. Fossiliferous.  
13205.3-13206.6 
Kukersite zone. Charcoal to black in color. Thick fossil 
assemblage/accumulation at top. Bivalve and brachiopod fossils, crinoids, 
ostracods. Looks like a gastropod too. Assemblage is 0.5 feet thick. 
Kukersite is neat. Jet black. Burrowed (small). Occasional fossil. Goes for 1 
foot. Stylolitic contact at base.  
13206.6-13208.5 
Typical burrows. Fossiliferous. Look like brachiopods for the bigger ones. 




Kukersite zone. Fossil accumulation on top. Small burrowed kukersite layer 
below. Some burrows appear to have pyrite in them. Crinoid stars present. 
Contacts above and below are transitional.  
13209-13211.7 
Bioturbated typical burrows. A few dolomitized spots with what appears to 
be kukersite deposits. That interval is from 10.2 to 10.6. There are a few 
other spots like this as well. From 10.6 to 10.7 there is an erosional tan, 
massive layer.  
13211.7-13212.5 
 Kukersite zone. Top contact appears to be transitional. Burrowed kukersite 
layers until 12 when a fossil accumulation appears with what seems to be 
intrusive like. Contacts are irregular. 2 zones. Bottom interval contact is a 
stylolite.  
13212.5-13215.5 
Massive looking to bioturbated typical burrows. Fossil fragments here and 
there, but hard to distinguish what they were.  
13215.5-13216.6 
Kukersite zone. First inch is good stringy kukersite layers with a good fossil 
accumulation around it. Crinoids can be made out. The next 3.5 inches looks 
like a deformed burrow zone. Then the remaining is stringy kukersite and 
fossils. Crinoids are seen.  
13216.6-13225.5 
Typical burrows. Massive looking in a few spots, otherwise well defined. 
Very fractured; not usually seen. A few recrystallized fossils.  
13225.5-13226 Organic zone. Black. No apparent kukersites.  
13226-13230 
Typical burrows. Massive first foot. Possible kukersites from 27.8-28.3 
(burrow fills) and a 1inch inclusion at 28.5. Few recrystallized fossils here 
and there. 
13230-13231.5 
Kukersite zone. Very fossiliferous for the first 0.5 feet. Kukersite burrowed 
area begins after that. 3 inches.  
13231.5-13234 Typical burrows. 
13234-13235.5 Kukersite zone. (34.5 1 inch, 35.2 1 inch) Good fossil accumulations.  
13235.5-13238.4 Kukersite. Stringy 1 inch.  
13238.4-13308 
Limestone. Massive. Gray. Contains “chunks” or 0.5foot clasts of typical 
burrows. Clasts are sharp, but erosional. Chunks are usually half-foot. Occur 
at 40.5, 47.5, 52.5, 61.5, 68.5, 78.5, 95.2 and 305.7. Fossils scattered 
throughout. Very large coral at 65.5. Beginning 2 feet looks a little 
bioturbated. Overall it appears to be a burrowed zone, but it is reworked. 
Clay clasts just above 13284 and 13293.4. About 1inch diameter clasts. 
When burrows are present, its gray original with dark gray burrows. Chunks 
are brown original with gray burrows. Occasional recrystallization here and 
there. All limestone.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 13202 Well Name: ND State #4 
API #: 33-053-02366 Core to Log Correction: +16 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13490-13491.5 
Limestone. Massive. Stylolitic. Stringy organic looking features. Could also 
be reworked areas. Stylolitic contact at base. Brown to dark brown in color.  
13491.5 contact Limestone above, dolomite below. 
13491.5-13496 
Dolomite. Dark brown. Massive until 96. Then it becomes slightly laminated 
with regular brown colored laminal. Still all dolomite. This continues until 
the end. Also included are intraclasts (1-2cm in diameter). Appears as if soft 
sediment deformation occurs with these clasts. Clasts appear to be 
dolomitized pieces of another facies/no fossils. Potentially contains oil. 
Contact is sharp and conformable below.  
13496 contact Dolomite above, limestone below.  
13496-13502.6 
Limestone. Light brown. Stylolite at 96.9. Massive until 98.5. 1-2cm 
diameter clasts before stylolite. From 97.8-98.5 stringy, black laminations 
appear. With small burrows, 97.8-98 could be kukersite. Stylolitic, erosional 
contact at 98.5. Goes to lighter brown. Stringy organics from 99-99.2. Clasts 
appear again until 500. Same size as before and material. Contorted 
laminations come out from 500 to 501.1. Intraclasts are present as well. 
Sharp contact at 501.1, conformable.  
13502.6 contact Limestone above, dolomite below.  
13502.6-13511.3 
 Laminated facies. Colors range from tan to brown, laminated with charcoal. 
Fairly dark in appearance overall. Large intraclast at 13504.5. Clasts 
between 13505-13506. 13505 has a lot of good, sharp conformable contacts. 
Graded grainstones. Chert like clast at 508.5 and 506.5. Fairly laminated 
after that. The laminations seem to be repeating grainstones to packstones. 
Could be a huge swash zone.  
13511.3 contact  Stylolitic contact. Nonconformable.  
13511.3-13523.8 
Kukersite. Mosaic, appears to be bioturbated/soft sediment deformation 
facies. Almost has an anhydrite contact at 13511.6. Not maturated kukersite 
at 513 to 513.5. From 14 to 15.5 is a massive, black interval. A few stringy 
kukersites scattered throughout. Fractured. After organic interval is about a 
foot of massive, fractured, bioturbated bedding. From 16.5 to 17 is another 
immature kukersite. The rest of this interval is essentially a massive, tan 
interval. Mainly has thin, black striations with same soft sediment deposition 
spots. Fossil assemblage at 20.2 to 20.4 small burrows like seen in kukersites 
are observed throughout. Dolomitization most likely destroyed everything 
fabric wise.  
13523.8-13531.8 
Typical burrows, gradational contact. Darker in color interval; however, 
from 24-27 and 30-31.5 fabric of burrows not as much preserved as normal. 
Potential G. prisca lining burrows near end of core. (last dark burrowed 
interval) Kukersite from 26-27. 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 12971 Well Name: OH Heggestad #20-13 
API #: 33-105-01397 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13281-13292.5 
“C” Laminated. Dolomitized. Weak reaction. Tan/beige color with black 
laminations (very fine like a pencil line). Spacing is highly variable, but they 
are numerous. (1cm average?). Stylolite at 281.1. Erosional contact at 281.4. 
Stylolite at 281.6, massive and black in color from 281.6 to 282.2, then turns 
into a gray, then back to black from 282.5 to 283. Appears as if black is due 
to staining. Good laminae from 283 to 284.5, then becomes massive looking 
until 286.5 which then it returns to good laminae again. This continues until 
299. Slightly gray in color (dark brown with a gray touch) from 289 to 292.5. 
These laminations are more contorted and deformed in this interval, 
especially in the first foot. Good stylolite at 291.5. Sharp/erosional contact 
at base.  
13292.5 contact Dolomite above, limestone below.  
13292.5-13298 
Laminated member. Black. Looks stained. Black to dark brown in color. 
Black laminations are still wavy. Appear bioturbated and massive in spots. 
A little contorted.  
13298 contact Laminated above/burrows below.  
13298-13312 
Typical burrows, but blacker. Dark brown to black original with brown 
burrows. 302-304 is massive mostly with a few unrecognizable fossils. 
Appear to be dolomitized. May even have a slight silica module present in 
the interval too. Texture really starts to appear at 13306. Drops off at 
13308.5. Becomes massive to slightly distorted burrows until 13312. Good 
fossils from 1308.3 to 13310. Seem to have high organic spots present as 
well. 311,7 to 312 looks kukersite like but doesn’t appear to be so.  
13312 contact Limestone above/dolomite below.  
13312-13339 
Typical burrows, brown original, dark brown to slate burrows. Little 
porous/fractured in spots. Contorted from 15.8 to 317.3. Good stylolite at 
13327.4. White crystalline dolomite scattered throughout. Vuggy from 
328.5 to 332. Good erosional/sharp stylolitic contact at 328.7. Texture 
weakens from 332. Picks back up from 335 to end.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 12363 Well Name: Pederson #14-22 
API #: 33-105-01340 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12872-12882 
Typical burrows. Brown original, slate burrows for color. Stylolite at 72.5. Oil 
stained. Passes all tests. Small contorted spots here and there. Sharp, erosional 
contact at 2877.4 Good burrow definition.  
12882 contact Dolomite above/Limestone below.  
12882-12885 Typical burrows. Unusual burrow/clast layer between 2884.5-4.7.  
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12885 contact Limestone above/dolomite below.  
12885-12908.5 
Typical stained burrows, as above. Shows all three features. Large dolomite 
crystallization starting at 12902. Really appear between 12906-12908. End at 
12908. 
12908.5 contact Dolomite below/Limestone above.  
12908.5-12932 
Still typical burrows until 2910. Massive, fractured (desiccation cracks) from 
2910.7 to 2911.5. Kukersite like from 12911.3-12911.5. Massive and 
contorted until 12916 when it becomes typical burrows (original gray, 
burrows slate). Really black at 12915.5.  
Additional No fossils found that were evident. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 12790 Well Name: Pederson #14-33 
API #: 33-105-01386 Core to Log Correction: +1 feet to 12870, then 
+5 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12847-12859 
Limestone. Brown to black. Bioturbated. Fossiliferous in some spots. (2855-
2856) Soft sediment deformation at 12858.5-12859. A few clasts 
occasionally too.  
12859 contact Limestone above, dolomite below.  
12859-12863.7 
Bivalve fossil accumulations to begin with. Distorted, contorted, and 
disturbed still. Brown to black. Burrows begin at 12863. 
12863.7 contact Dolomite above, limestone below.  
12863.7-12866.5 
Burrows. Contorted through. Organic black laminae with clasts from 12864-
2865. Larger clasts present too. Fossil accumulation from 2865.5 to 12866. 
12866.6 contact Limestone above/dolomite below.  
12866.5-12870 Contorted, massive, soft deform until 12870.  
12870-12904.5 
Typical burrows begin. Brown original. Gray burrows. Oil rich/stained 
starting at 2874. A few stylolitic contacts (2878.2). Limestone from 2878.5 to 
2880. Fossil accumulations at 2883.51 followed by a stylolite; and -. 12885 to 
12904.5 is very oil rich. Vuggy (slightly from 2899 to 2901). Large dolomite 
module between 2902-2903. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 6563 Well Name: Smith #31-4 
API #: 33-033-00053 Core to Log Correction: -2 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11530-11622.5 
Dolomite. Laminated facies. 530-532 might be a burrowed interval. Dolomite 
for all. Mosaic like structure. Dark brown with black outlines. 532-535.5 is 
gray laminated. Anhydrite laminations start to appear at 533. Contorted and 




Contains chert clasts. “40-42.5” Good anhydrite clasts from 537-538, then 1-
foot tan massive. 2 feet of fractured (desiccation cracks), brown massive back 
to 0.5foot tan massive, 42.5-45 is tan typical laminated.  
11568 Dolomite/Limestone contact? 
11622.5 
Laminated/burrowed contact. 11636 +/- 0.5 to 11637.5 
11646 to 11646.5 kukersite 
11652 to 11654.5 kukersite (erosional contacts) 
Additional 
Kukersite beds in well. 11530-11532.5 is bedded massive anhydrite, 
11532.5-11539.5 Dolomite, 11539.5-11547 Nodular Anhydrite.  
 
NDIC #: 8314 Well Name: USA #42-8 
API #: 33-053-01256 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12903-12938.5 Laminated to massive. Gray and brown. Contorted mosaic anhydrite around 
12911.5. 12918 the color turns to a beige.  Laminations are either massive or 
contorted/disturbed if present. 
12928.5 Contact erosional/stylolitic dolomite above, limestone below. 
12938.5-12950 Black/dark brown, fossiliferous first 0.5feet. Small burrows present too. 
Massive to distorted laminations. Dark gray. 
12950 Contact with burrows 
12950-13040 Burrows  
12972-12974.5 Very good, thick kukersites. No fossils. Little grainy above and below. 
Contacts seem sharp and erosional.  
13024-13024.2 Kukersite  
Additional: Core out of order, Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10787 Well Name: Wehrman 14-24 #1 
API #: 33-023-00282 Core to Log Correction: -25 feet  
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10680-10685.2 
“C” anhydrite.80-81.5=mosaic, 81.5-85.2 distorted bedded mosaic to a little 
bedded mosaic.  
10685.2 contact Begin laminated facies. Sharp contact, erosional.  
10685.2-10711.5 
Dolomite starts out as laminated (about 0.3 feet) then turns into a tan, 
massive, oil saturated facies. Some laminations pop out in spots. Laminations 
most likely destroyed by fluid flow. Good stylolite at 10692.7. Also 10695.5. 
Color grades to darker shades of brown with depth starting at 10696. At 
10699 it laminates to black. Laminations are stunning. Black facies goes from 
10699 to 10700.5. At 10700 there is a lag deposit of some sort. Very oily 
from 10700.5 to 10701. Goes back to black until 10702. Back to tan, oil 
saturated massive until 11703.7. Laminates back to black at 10704. Stays 
black until 10706.5 when it hits a stylolitic contact. After contact it is 
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contorted bedding (looks like burrow fossils) until 10708, when laminations 
straighten out. Stylolites at 10709, 709.5, 710. Erosional contacts around 710. 
Oil stained then massive until 10711.5. 
10711.5 contact Sharp, erosional, begin burrowed facies 
10711.5-10826 
Starts dolomite but turns into limestone at 10712.5. Brown/tan and 
bioturbated until 10714.5. Laminar, bedded burrows until 10722. Gray/slate 
color with brown burrows/laminations scattered stylolites. Horn coral at 
10786. Larger burrows/more typical from 10722 to 10744. Typical 
brown/dark brown oil stained burrows from 744 to 748. Brown typical 
burrows. 
10711.5-10722 Laminar gray burrows, stylolite. 
10722-10722.5  Brown kukersite? Possible immature burrow fill from 23.5-24. Stylolite 
10722.5-10735.7 Gray typical burrows, conformable. 
10735.7-10736.3 Burrow fill kukersite? Conformable 
10736.3-10740 Gray burrows. Conformable  
10740-10740.5 Stringy thin kukersites, conformable 
10740.5-10742 Contorted burrows. Conformable 
10742-10742.8 Kukersite zone. Erosional/fractured.  
10742.8-10744 Gray, laminar burrows. Gradational. 
10744-10748.5 Brown, typical, saturated burrows. Gradational 
10748.5-10759 Brown typical burrows. Gradational 
10759-10759.7 Fossiliferous/kukersite zone. Fractured 
10759.7-10761.7 Typical brown burrows. Erosional? /fractured-stylolitic? 
61.7-61.8 Kukersite with burrows, stylolitic 
10761.8-10764.3 Typical burrows, gradational 
10764.3-10764.6 Fossiliferous (crinoids), kukersite zone, erosional/stylolitic? 
10764.6-10767.7 
Typical burrows. Have a massive appearance. Black spots too. 
Erosional/stylolitic. 
10767.7-10768.3 Kukersite zone. Erosional/stylolitic 
10768.3-10778.5 Typical brown burrows. Gradational 
10778.5-10778.8 Black, organic zone. Probably not kukersite. Gradational 
10778.8-10783.5 
Typical brown burrows. Burrows are dolomitized, large white dolomite 
crystals present throughout as well. Fractured, erosional, sharp. 
10783.5-10784.5 Fossiliferous/kukersite zone. Gradational 
10784.5-10788.7 Typical brown burrows, burrows dolomitized 
10788.7-10789.3 Fossiliferous kukersite zone. Gradational 
10789.3-10789.9 Burrows. Stylolitic, sharp 
10789.9-10790.3 Kukersite zone. Gradational 
10790.3-10795.3 Burrows. Sharp, conformable. 
10795.3-107826 Burrows, large calcite crystals at beginning. Interbedded with a clast.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 6272 Well Name: Kremers #21-22 
API #: 33-033-00044 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10575-10580.3 
“C” laminated. Tan. Massive first two feet. Remaining has good laminations. 
Clasts present. Around 78 rip up clasts present. Grainstone like. All dolomite. 
Very little no HCl reaction. Black peppery texture. Vuggy to porous around 
77 for 0.5feet.  
10580.3 
“C” burrowed. Micrite. Very strong HCl reaction. Very sharp contact. Dark 
brown. Mainly 80.3 to 85.5 massive. Some laminations. At 85.5 a dolomite 
clast is present (small ones too). Little more laminated as well. 86-87 is 
laminar clasts with limestone matrix. 87 to 94 is a mix of massive to 
laminated to dolomite clast inclusions 94 to 111 is all massive, dark brown, 
occasional stylolite, many horizontal black laminal, possibly organic. Some 
are fractures as well. Fossil and fossil fragments present from 111 to 112. 
Only one that can be identified is a horn coral. 112 to 134 is still the mixed 
zone of brown massive, brown with black (possibly organic) laminations, and 
tan dolomite clast inclusions.  
10635 
Very good Skolithos burrows. Limestone. Micrite. Burrows mostly 
horizontal. Very little dolomite, but more than matrix. Light brown. Big 
calcite structure at 637. Very coarse grained. Almost looks like a concretion 
structure. Possibly a recrystallized brachiopod? Burrows continue to 41.5. 
Here is when the burrows turn black because of oil staining. Still all 
limestone. Some minor staining earlier too.  
10642.6-10642.8 
Kukersite. Many fossils above it. Grainstone coarse at least. Contact below 
appears to erosional, sharp though. 642.8 to 684 burrows, occasional oil 
stained burrows, stylolites, fractures, black laminae sometimes massive, and 
occasionally continuing erosional clasts. Kukersite at 643.6 to 643.9. 
Laminae, abundant fossils. Kukersite at 649.8 to 650. Stringy, includes clasts. 
Kukersite zone from 658 to 659.5. Few parts are blob-like. Many fossils little 
pyrite. Kukersite from 660.2 to 660.3 blob. Kukersite from 662.5 to 663. 
Many fossils on top, small scale burrows. Organic zone from 663.1 to 665.1. 
fossiliferous.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 32 Well Name: Henry O Bakken #1 
API #: 33-105-00005 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12976-13034 
Oil stained burrows. Tan/brown (light) original with black burrows. Vuggy in 
some spots. Brittle. Seems moderately fractured. Coarse-grained (can see with 
unaided eye). Slight orange staining on outside, probably from pipe and mud. 
Water and acid beads up. Very coarse dolomite can be found throughout. 
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Clean and crystalline to white and massive occasional limestone (1foot or so). 
Occasional brecciated zone too. Some burrows are very black.  
12981-12986 Occasional laminar, stringy organic layer 
13024-13034 
Occasional kukersite-like. Black. Organic. Contains small burrows with some 
microfossils or fragments.  
Additional No kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 1231 Well Name: Iverson + Nelson U. #1 
API #: 33-105-00495 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12676-12701 
Black limestone. Micrite. Very fossiliferous. Crinoids, Brachiopods, 
Ostracods, Fragments. Has a mosaic texture to it. Laminar through. Has an 
appearance like it is burrowed. Very strong reaction to HCl. Smokes with 
acid. Very dark gray with black laminations. Laminations can sometimes be 
up to an inch thick.  
12701-12708 
Dolomitized. Very, very weak reaction to HCl. Dark gray to brown laminar 
dolomite. Occasional calcite clasts mixed in with the dolomite. Very abrupt 
changes in and out. Especially from one half of the core lab to the other. No 
fossils compared to the interval above this one. Occasional limestone mixed 
in. About a foot. 
12708-12728 
Laminar micrite. Strong HCl reaction. Laminar like above. Coarse grained 
with crystalline texture from 12712 to 12713. White coarse-grained, 
crystalline blobs occasionally appear. Mix of calcite and dolomite. This 
interval appears to be more fissile too. Compared to other parts of the core. 
Calcite vein that runs through the core from 715 to 719. 720-722 is 
dolomitized.  
12722-12732 
722-724 is white, mosaic, anhydrite. 724 to 732 is gray and white mostly. 
Bedded mosaic but parts of massive, bedded massive, and distorted bedded 
mosaic.  
12732-12749 
Mainly massive, dark gray to dark brown dolomite. Weak laminations in 
some spots. Laminar/bedded very well in other spots. Laminar spots are 
browner. A few coarse crystalline dolomite are common. Some fractures but 
uncommon.  
12749-12770.5 
Gray massive micrite. Some parts are laminated. Strong HCl reaction. Some 
parts are like the upper (black, fossiliferous limestone) (760-764). Overall 
gray with abundance of fossils. Some black laminations. Some mosaic-like 
texture. Solid, not as slaty as above. 
12770.5-12801 
First six feet is a mixed of bedded, massive anhydrite with a black dolomite. 
Then it turns into mostly black, massive dolomite with occasionally a weakly 
bedded (bioturbated?) intervals.  
12801-12813 
Tan/light brown to gray laminated dolomite. All micrite seems muddy in 





 Some as interval above except beds are contorted or disturbed (bioturbated). 
Still laminar for the most part. 828-835 is more bioturbated and contorted. 
Disturbed. A few areas as well that look brecciated.  
12835-12848 
Mostly limestone, some dolomite still present but small. Strong HCl 
reaction. Beginning of burrowed intervals. Occasional fossiliferous zone. 
Good burrows. Brown matrix, gray burrows.  
12848-12870 
Dolomite, oil stained burrows. Water beads up. Acid beads up. No reaction 
to HCl. Feels coarse-grained. Weak induration. Vuggy. Can see grains. Dark 
brown matrix. Black burrows. Burrows are fine-grained. Very smooth. 
Matrix is rough. Burrows are well indurated. White matrix burrows at 12864 
(half foot only). 
12870-12965 
Micrite burrows zone. Typical. Fossiliferous, burrowed limestone as above. 
Black, massive, fossil zones occasionally. Burrows are not too predominant. 
Mainly massive. Full of fossils. Brown burrows, dark brown matrix. Matrix 
is fossiliferous. Very strong HCl reaction.  
Additional No kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 2961 Well Name: Gov’t. U. #42-3A-9 
API #: 33-011-00054 Core to Log Correction: -11 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8157-8184 
Red limestone. Terra rose cement. Strong HCl reaction. Interbedded with 
fine grained green mud (limestone too). Various zones of fossils, mostly 
bivalves. 8157 to 8172 is mainly massive, coarse-grained. 8174 to 8184 is 
bioturbated/contorted or disturbed. Small scale burrowing. Stylolitic. 
Microfossils present. First 17 feet is Stoughton Shale, Contact with Red 
River is not present.  
8184-8199 
Oil stained interval. Water beads up. Mainly massive to laminar. Coarse 
grained dolomite. Burrows from 8192-8199. Dark brown to brown dolomite. 
Little to no HCl reaction.  
8199-8211 
Massive limestone. Some burrow spots. Stylolitic. Very faint red spots. 
Some black, stringy laminations at 8205.  
8211-8230 
Oil stained zone. Dolomite. Laminated until 8223. Then burrows until 8230. 
Very dark brown, appears to be effervescent if acid is allowed to sit long 
enough.  
8230-8260 
Porous, limestone burrows. Vuggy. Chalk-like anhydrite clasts. Stylolitic, 
fractured. Last 3feet are oil stained. Not vuggy from 8245-8260.  
8260-8325 
Laminated dolomite. Mainly gray. Brown areas have some oil in them. 
Various contacts. 8264 to 8264.5 has green laminated mud zone. Coarse, 
crystalline dolomite fills from 8266 to 8267. Maybe “B” anhydrite from 
8269 to 8270.5. Bedded massive, laminated 8270.5 to 8280.5. Maybe 
anhydrite from 8280.5 to 8282. Bedded massive. For sure anhydrite from 
8283 to 8283.5 (mosaic). Brown laminar from 8284 to 8235 with a mix of 
massive, soft sediment deformation, bioturbated bedding and various 
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contacts. Oil stained in some areas (dark brown) and for the most part the 
whole interval because water likes to bead up. Last six feet are chalky, fine 
grained.  
8325-8378 
Limestone burrows. Stylolitic contact. Little organic for first half foot. Mainly 
massive, beige or gray and laminar/mosaic like. Until oil saturated at 8338. 
Mix of massive and burrowed with some modular clasts present between 8348 
and 8351. Normal burrows return from 8354 and go until end at 8378. Oil 
stained, very porous (dolomite?) interval from 8263.5 to 8375. Interval has a 
lot of coarse grained clasts too. Around 0.5feet kukersite 8360.5 to 8361.1 
(0.5feet above is full of bivalves and brachiopods.) kukersite 8377-8377.1 
(conformable with burrows on top, 0.5feet below contains extra strings and 
microfossils.) 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 2761 Well Name: Gov’t. Unit #43X-10A-4 
API #: 33-011-00049 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8175-8186 
Red, fossiliferous, limestone. Mainly massive in texture, but some areas of 
contorted bedding, small-scale burrows and thin laminae (4-8cm) of dark red 
fossil zones/bio zones are present. Bioturbation is heavy. Ostracods and 
crinoids. Few stylolites. Red/rose color faces at 8183, becomes a pinkish-gray 
until end at 8186. Sparite? Appears coarse grained. Very strong HCl reaction. 
Terra Rosa cement.  
8186-8196.5 
Dolomite. Weak to no HCl reaction. Contact is conformable, appears to grade 
into lower unit. Oil saturated. Dark brown to brown laminated to 8190. 
Crystalline Dolomite at 8187. From 8190 to 8196.5 are burrows. Dark brown 
matrix with tan/light brown burrows. Burrows are more resistant to weathering 
as evidence in relief on back of core. 8190 to 8193.5 are still oil saturated. 
Water beads up. 8190-8191 is massive, tan, non-oil.  
8196.5-8210 
Limestone. Appears coarse-grained. 8196.5 to 8199 is a tan/gray massive. 
Becomes fossiliferous towards bottom. 8199 to 8205 is burrowed. Brown 
matrix. Tan/gray burrows. Some laminations. Green, bentonite clay (1cm) at 
8197. Red fossiliferous zones (about 5cm at 8200, 8201, 8202). Typical 
fossils. Occasional stylolite. Strong HCl reaction including red/pink areas. 
Lots of fossil recrystallization. Burrows are laminar from 8201.5 to 8202 and 
8204 to 8208. Massive bedding with some fractures/laminations until 8210. 
Terra Rosa cement. 
8210-8225 
Laminated, dolomite, oil stained. Like above. Very light, no density. Stylolite 
at end. Some clasts at end. Dark brown-brown.  
8225-8262.5 
Limestone. Oil stained until 8228. After that is a gray/tan limestone. Vuggy. 
Porous. Massive to bioturbated. Some burrowing. Occasional chalk like very 
white, weathered anhydrite clast. 8240.5 has a tabulate coral/sponge? Some 
fractures and stylolites. A few very distinct burrowed zones. Very distinct 
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from 8253 to 8260. More chalk like anhydrite clasts from 58.5 to 60. From 60 
to 61.9 is massive, stylolitic brown with red, small scale burrows. Vugginess 
ends at 46.5. Occasional dark brown mud clast from 33-36. Very soft. 
8262-8300.5 
Laminated. Dolomite. Oil stained. At 8263 is 0.5 feet of laminar, green mud. 
Could contain glauconite. Could be redox. Looks clastic. A lot like a green 
clay/mudstone. Mainly laminar oil stained until 8271. Then it is tan, massive 
sometimes with some soft sediment deformation (appears) or change in 
composition because color goes from beige to brown. Laminar oil stains return 
from 8277 to 8280.5. Back to buff zone until sharp contact at 8293. Variable 
contacts in previous zone, such as clasts contact at 8288. 8288.82-90 is chalky. 
Rubs off on hands. Good stylolites throughout. 8293 to 8300.5 is brown, 
massive. Very light oil content.  
8300.5-8397 
Soft sediment deformation contact. Erosional limestone. Good HCl reaction. 
Massive and oil stained until 8307. Then it’s back to gray/brown, vuggy, 
somewhat burrowed to massive, to bioturbated limestone. Continue variable 
beds, laminae, and contacts. Some sharp. Some red staining again. (rare). 
Some areas are very coarse grained too. Chalk like anhydrite from 8326 to 
8328. Some fractures and stylolites. 8329 to 8333 is very vuggy. Laminae 
vuggy zones. Burrows become more defined starting at 8334. Horn corals are 
at 8344.5 and 8349.5 (big). Stylolitic contact 8341.6. Pretty much burrows 
starting from 8334, where vugginess ends. Brown oil stained burrows from 
8354 to 8368. Gray matrix with dark brown burrows from 8368.6 to 8397. 
Few anhydrite clasts between 90-91. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 3046 Well Name:  
WR Crawford-Gov’t. U. #14-13A-14 
API #: 33-011-00059 Core to Log Correction: +4 feet to 8296, +3 
feet 8325 to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8221-8230 
Tera Rosa cement. Redness is patchy, but still present. Massive until sharp 
contact at 8224 (Stoughton/Red River Contact) where it turns into bioturbated 
to massive. Many microfossils. Can make out bivalves and crinoid columns. 
Some black laminations present. Gray where there is no red. Limestone 
mixture of sparite and micrite.  
8230-8253 
Tan/gray, massive, occasionally laminated limestone. Vuggy and porous. 
Some fracturing. Some black laminations. Occasional cluster of microfossils 
(ooids, pellets, crinoid columns?) fossils appear to be recrystallized. Around 
38 there seems to be organics that resemble kukersites.  
8253-8264 
Burrows. Limestone. Porous (vuggy) from 8253 to 8258. Occasional 
fractures. Microfossils in first 5feet too. 8258 to 8264 are burrows, no vugs, 
some fractures not many fossils. Still burrowed but more massive looking. 




Massive to laminated. Oil stained. Tan to brown in color. Some stylolites. 
Turns into dolomite at 8266. 8266-8279 is black, oil stained. Dolomite.  
8279-8296 Limestone. Oil stained, some fossils. Massive to bioturbated.  
8296-8324 Missing  
Around 8325 Limestone above dolomite below. Contact.  
8325-8331 
Oil stained, massive to laminated dolomite. Some anhydrite clasts. Some soft 
sediment deformation present too.  
8331-8372 
First two feet appear to be bedded, massive anhydrite. Very laminar. Then it 
turns into brecciated for almost for about a foot. Back to chalky, beige 
dolomite until the end. 8244 to 8255 is massive, somewhat burrowed, 
fractured and stylolitic limestone. Then from 8255 to 8272 is oil stained, 
massive, somewhat laminated, fractured and stylolitic Dolomite. Occasional 
white, eroded, anhydrite clast.  
8372-8471 
Limestone burrows. Very fractured and stylolitic from 8272 to 8382. 8382 to 
8391 is vuggy, porous, fossiliferous, sometimes anhydrite clast (white, 
eroded) 8991-8401 typical burrows, organic kukersite like at 8400 (0.1feet). 
8401 to 8448 oil stained burrows. Not as bad, move yellowish tint versus 
brown or black. Fractured. Stylolitic dark brown burrows, tan. 8448 to 8471 
typical limestone burrows. Tan/gray original dark brown burrows.  
Fossiliferous/organic zone (stringy) 8455 to 8456, 8462 to 8462.2, 8462.5 to 
8464.1 (lots of bivalves) 8467 to 8467.7 
Kukersites 8460.3 to 8460.7 
                  8461.1 to 8461.4 
                  8461.7 to 8461.8 
                  8467.5 to 8467.6 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 3264 Well Name: Gov’t. U. #34-2A-31 
API #: 33-011-00078 Core to Log Correction: +6 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8195-8214.8 
Limestone. Stoughton contact. 195-200 is layered. Alternating dark gray to 
gray beds. Micrite. This is usually the Tera Rosa Interval. Large 50 cent piece 
sized chert clast at 200. Transitions into a bioturbated, contorted, coarse 
grained limestone at 200 (Stoughton/Red River contact). Erosional contact. 
Slightly fractured. Many microfossils. Almost looks burrowed. Black 
laminations are common. 8214-8214.8. Might contain a few anhydrite clasts. 
8214.8-8226.4 
Oil stained. Fine grained. Dolomite. Laminar to 8221, then it becomes 
burrowed. Brown to dark brown in color. Burrows=brown matrix, dark gray 
are the burrows.  
8226.4-8237.5 
Limestone. Coarse-grained. Contorted. Bioturbated. Fossiliferous. 
Microfossils recrystallized dark gray in color. 8229.0-8237.5 in dark gray, 
burrowed, laminar. Has black, stringy laminations as well in almost equal 




Dolomite. Grades into from above. Conformable contact. Tan. Oil stained 
starting at 8239. Mainly laminar. 8240.8 has greenish-clay/mudstone. 0.1feet 
long. 8242 starts being more massive in texture. Tan. 8246.5 goes back to 
contorted laminar dark brown. 8255.6 Laminar burrows (faint) start to appear. 
Oil stained. 
8260-8292 
Limestone. 8260-8264 is burrowed and contorted. Original appears to be dark 
gray and very fossiliferous. Many microfossils. Little vuggy and fractured. 
8264-8288 is a burrowed limestone, dark gray original matrix that is 
fossiliferous (microfossils) with off white to beige burrows. Burrows are very 
vuggy. Porous. Fractured. Matrix contains very weathered anhydrite modules, 
as well as pieces of tabulate coral 8268.8 and hex sponge? (8265) honeycomb 
like. Can make out crinoids as well. Original is not very vuggy. 8288-8292 
Original turns into more of a dark brown, burrows become grayer to gray-
brown. Not as vuggy, porous, or fractured anymore. Weathered anhydrite 
clasts from 8289.8 to 8291.3. Appear to be a little oil stained. Burrows appear 
to be finer grained than original matrix.  
8292-8296 Dolomite-burrowed to laminar. Oil stained.  
8296-8304.3 
Bedded massive anhydrite. Vertical fractures are common around nodules of 
anhydrite such as the case around 8298.8. More brown laminae than anhydrite 
in beginning. 0.3 of bedded mosaic from 8301.5 to 8301.8 
8304.3-8314.1 
Dolomite. Erosional, sharp, stylolitic contact. Mainly massive, oil stained, 
some spots laminar, dolomite. Chert clast around 8310.7? 
8314.1-8315.8 Bedded massive anhydrite 
8315.8339.1 
Laminar, brown dolomite. Oil stained. Occasional interval of an off-white, 
massive dolomite with black laminations and some fractures. 8330 has a 
brecciated zone. Looks mosaic.  
8339.1-8417 
Limestone. Contact is stringy, organic black laminations. Massive, gray until 
8343.2 big brown clast at 8329.9. Burrowed and oil stained until 8347. 8347 
to 8374 is Gray, horizontal laminations, zebra like. Weathered anhydrite 
nodules at 8356.6 and 8362. Starts to become vuggy and porous again 8362 to 
8374. 8374.2 is a sharp, conformable contact where burrows begin. Somewhat 
oil stained. Burrows are mostly laminar and weak until they become more 
defined at 8387.  Dark brown are the burrows, off-white to beige is the original 
matrix. Slightly yellowish. Somewhat oil stained.  
8382.7-8382.8 
Stringy, organic, fossiliferous zone. A few horizontal ones before this like in 
just not as black. 
8391.5-8391.8 Kukersite. Red-brownish, some fossils. 
8408.4-8408.7 Stringy, organic, fossiliferous zone. (crinoid star) 
8413.5-8413.6 Kukersite. Black, some fossils. 
8415.2 Has a good rip up clast contact. Coarse grained.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 3324 Well Name: Gov't. U. #21-12A-35 
API #: 33-011-00085 Core to Log Correction: +6 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8415-8419 Laminated, oil stained, dolomite. 
8419-8441 Zebra-like color, burrowed limestone 
8435 String of kukersite? 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 3144 Well Name:  
Antelope Butte O & G U. #23-35B-21 
API #: 33-011-00066 Core to Log Correction: +3 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8322-8324.5 Tera Rosa Interval (no red in this core) Limestone 
8324.5-8340.5 Contorted gray limestone. 
8340.5-8348 Oil stained, burrowed. Dolomite.  
8348-8364.5 Crystalline. Coarse-grained calcite, very fossiliferous. Not vuggy, limestone.  
8364.5-8367 Laminated Dolomite.  
8367-8368 “B” Anhydrite. 
8368-8378 Oil stained laminated Dolomite.  
8378-8416 
Limestone burrows. Porous, weathered chert clasts. Big tabulate coral at 8391. 
Horn coral at 8398. Vuggy until 8398. Full of corals. Coarse-grained 8398-
8416. Solid, typical burrows, dark brown=original with fossils. 
Gray=burrows. Weathered chert clasts from 8410-8412. 
8416-8420.5 
“C” Anhydrite bedded massive until 8419.5 then 0.5feet of Ropy/distorted 
bedded.  
8420.5-8421 Laminated Dolomite. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 3312 Well Name: R Young #33-4 
API #: 33-011-00084 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8205-8223 
Limestone. Tera Rosa Cement. Very good, dark red, Hematite Laminae. 8205-
8211 is massive/bioturbated and fossiliferous. Also, darker red. 8211-8213 is 
laminated. 8213-8217 is contorted, burrowed slightly? To massive. 8217-8223 
is massive, but wavy laminations are present.  
8223-8234.5 
Weakly burrowed (not well defined) Fossiliferous (microfossils) Limestone. 
Last foot is laminated (tightly) 




Porous, burrowed, Limestone. Big tabulate coral right after 8256. (0.3feet) 
Bivalve 0.1feet around 8276.3. No major zones of weathered anhydrite clasts. 
Last 4 feet or so has 0.1foot red beds.  
8282-8283 Tan and green laminated Dolomite. Possibly clay too? 
8283-8320.5 
First 8283-8329.1 is mostly oil stained, massive to laminated. Then it turns 
into a massive, beige, buff, dolomite. Somewhat chalky. Contains darker 
dendritic-like textures. Some rip up clast contact zones. Some soft sediment 
deformation zones.  
8320.5-8370 
Limestone. Massive, stylolitic until 8334.5. Big circular chert clast around 
8334. Then 8334.5 to end is zebra burrows laminar with yellowish, high 
definition burrows starting at 8356. Stylolitic.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 14991 Well Name: Hansen #C-7 
API #: 33-011-00914 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes:  
9410-9436.6 
Burrowed Limestone. Burrowing really doesn’t start to appear until 9416. 
First six feet are brown, contorted, bioturbated, massive in parts. Might be 
some small burrowing present. Coarse grains present every now and then. 
Stylolitic and fractured. Burrowed interval almost appears to have desiccation 
cracks. Burrows are dark brown and feel finer grained than the original matrix. 
Oil stained, water beads up. Crystalline calcite grains occasionally (few m m 
m-looking) No strong fossil evidence. 9413-9413.5 is an organic rich zone. 
Contains a gradational contact. Appears to contain a 0.1foot kukersite bed that 
is bounded by stylolites (9413.2-9413.3). Many coarse grains above stylolite 
(probably microfossils too). Appears to be a horn coral included in the 
kukersite bed (?). There are facies of massive and contorted beds. 0.1foot bed 
of a fossiliferous zone, brown erosional, sharp contacts. Stylolitic. Organic 
zone is from 9421.8 to 9422.5. 9422.5 to 9435.6 is variably oil stained, 
burrowed to contorted to burrowed.  Dolomitized zones vuggy on back.  
9436.6-9441 
Dolomitized burrowed zone. Brown original, dark brown to black. Burrows 
appear to be finer grained and more resistant to weathering. Some parts of the 
burrowed zone (burrows of this zone) show fracture fill/desiccation cracks.  
9440-9456 Some as above except matrix is limestone.  
9456-9460 
Stylolitic massive, slightly contorted limestone. 9437.5 to 9458.7 is an organic 
rich zone. Strings of kukersites at 9458, otherwise all other suspects are 
carbonate. Sharp, erosional, small stylolitic contacts? Last portion of this 
interval is a massive, slightly contorted, fossiliferous limestone.  
9460-9464 
Dolomitized burrows like before. Breccia zone of burrow fragments (0.4feet) 
at 9462? 
9464-9470 
Dolomitized burrows with limestone matrix to 9466. Laminated for a half foot 
after that. Then rubble until the end (little portions of burrowed after 
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laminated). Kukersite bed at 9465 (0.1foot thick). Fractured/stylolitic 
contacts. Pyrite above contact. Grades into burrows.  
Additional 2-inch core for this well, Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13931 Well Name: Flatness #14-10H 
API #: 33-011-00558 Core to Log Correction: +12 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9205-9206.5 Bedded mosaic/bedded massive mix anhydrite.  
9206.5-9220.5 
First foot is a slightly contorted, tan/gray laminated zone. The rest is variably 
oil stained (dark brown) massive to slightly contorted dolomite. Tan to brown. 
9218 to 9218.5 has many stylolites, some large and containing grains and in 
between the two is a breccia-like Wackestone with a big chunk of coral 
(0.2feet, honeycomb frame) 9218.2. Remaining of interval is fossiliferous 
(micro, crinoids) with a coral at 9219. 
9220.5-9234 
Limestone burrows. Highly fractured and stylolitic, contorted somewhat. 
Probably from compaction. Original is black, grain rich limestone 
(wackestone). Burrows are dark gray, massive, slightly vuggy. 0.2 massive 
piece of coral at 9223.2. At 9232 there is some small-scale burrowing with a 
few anhydrite nodule clasts. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13928 Well Name: State-Ives #14-16H 
API #: 33-011-00556 Core to Log Correction: +9.5 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8866-8870 Rubble 
8870-8874.3 
Interbedded Massive Dolomite, tan to gray and bedded massive anhydrite 
(slightly contorted). Starts Dolomite until 71.4, Anhydrite to 72.5, Dolomite 
to 73.3, Anhydrite to 73.9 and Dolomite to 74.3. 
8874.3-8884 
Gray to dark brown, massive to laminated contorted, variably oil stained 
dolomite. Darker stained parts show more of the contorted laminations 
whereas the tan parts are typically massive, and slightly vuggy.  
8884-8893 
Mix of limestone and dolomite. Variably dolomitized. Very fractured, 
contains a lot of different “chunks” and fragments of different facies. Kind of 
a mess. Darker, blacker parts are packstones to grainstones, like black parts of 
burrowed zones in other areas (usually wackestone in there). Weathered 
anhydrite clasts. Massive dolomite zones. Looks like a big storm deposit.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 13965 Well Name: Erickson #1-22F 
API #: 33-011-00589 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9275-9276.1 Massive Anhydrite.  
9276.1-9284.2 Massive to laminated (some spots distorted) Dolomite. Slightly vuggy.  
9284.2-9288 
Bedded massive anhydrite to 9286.7 then there is a foot of interbedded 
dolomite and 0.1foot mosaic anhydrite with the remaining being bedded 
angular nodular.  
9288-9316 
Tan, buff, mainly massive dolomite. Some parts are laminated to weakly 
laminated. A lot of the core is broken into rubble or chips. Some stylolites. 
Occasional fracture zone.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13970 Well Name: Biddy 1-12 
API #: 33-011-00594 Core to Log Correction: -3 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8924-8925 Bedded massive anhydrite. Stylolitic, erosional basal contact.  
8925-8936.8 
Massive to distorted laminated, tan to dark brown, Dolomite. Variably oil 
stained. Oil stained intervals are contorted laminated and dark brown. 0.1 
stringy kukersite at 8925.7. Also, stylolitic with grains stringy kukersites at 
8935.8 and 8936 (0.8) Honeycomb like fossil (0.4) at 8936.4. 
8936.8-8942 
Black wackestone original, gray slightly burrows. Slightly 
distorted/compressed. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 14053 Well Name: Boyce #1-20 
API #: 33-011-00663 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9459-9495 
Typical burrowed limestone. Yellowish tint. Slightly oil stained. Fractures are 
common. Vuggy between 9465 and 9472. Other smaller vuggy areas are 
common. Large coral 0.4feet from 9465.4 to 9465.8. Another at 9469.5 to 
9468.7. Massive to contorted overall, grayish until 9469. 
Notes 
9474 to 9475 is a black organic zone. 8 beds of about 1cm of rich organic 
material. Opposite of that are gray, fossiliferous zones that are full of bivalves. 
0.1 stylolitic kukersite at 9484.3. 9491.6 to 9491.9 is an organic zone with a 
0.02 stringy kukersite in the center.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 13998 Well Name: Blacktail #1-31F 
API #: 33-011-00617 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8660-8661 Bedded massive anhydrite 
8661-8663 Slightly laminated, contorted gray dolomite.  
8663-8667 Very dark brown to black, oil stained, smell the oil from a distance. Massive  
8667-8670.4 Dark brown, contorted bedded, oil stained dolomite.  
8670.4-8678 
Looks like it has a 0.1foot organic zone with a 0.01foot stringy kukersite to 
start the section and then it’s typical burrows to end (black wackestone 
original, buff, vuggy burrows). Sometimes black is mudstone, first few feet). 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 14491 Well Name: State Muslow #B-27 
API #: 33-011-00809 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9340-9347.5 
Limestone. Distorted massive burrows. Black wackestone original with gray 
burrows. Mosaic-like. Bivalve rich stylolitic, erosional contact. Sharp 
9347.5-9353.2 Laminated to massive, brown to gray dolomite.  
9353.2-9376 
Very contorted/disturbed bedded limestone. No strong fossil evidence, 
stylolites present. Little laminated around 9368. Rubble from 9369 to 9376. 
9376-9380 
Bedded massive and bedded mosaic Anhydrite. (76-77.5,79-80) Massive gray 
dolomite from 77.5-79. 
9380-9389 Massive to mostly laminated brown dolomite. Slightly oil stained. 
9389-9416 
Contorted, gray limestone. Little in beginning until 9406 it is like the 
wackestone burrows. Then it becomes a bioturbated mess. Very fractured and 
stylolitic. Calcite (white) and weathered anhydrite (tan and chalky) around 
9399. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13927 Well Name: State - Rattlesnake #14-16H 
API #: 33-011-00555 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8882-8888.5 
Massive, but mainly laminated (some parts contorted laminated) limestone. 
Fractures. 
8888.5-8890.6 
First foot is massive, gray dolomite. Then it’s half bedded massive anhydrite 
with a little contorted (0.2) bedded massive with the last 0.4 feet being bedded 
mosaic anhydrite.  
8890.6-8903 
Oil stained dolomite. Up to 8892.4 it is tan massive or gray contorted 
dolomite. Then to 8994.5 it is very dark brown to black massive oil stained 
dolomite. Remaining is brown, massive to laminar contorted dolomite.  
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8903-8911 Wackestone original, dark gray burrows. Contorted. Compacted? 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13966 Well Name: Craig #1-35 
API #: 33-011-00590 Core to Log Correction: +10 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9356-9360.5 
Bedded massive Anhydrite until 9358.5 (last half foot mainly tan massive). 
Then 9358.5 to 9359.5 is mosaic to distorted mosaic. Grades into bedded 
massive at 9359.5 and remaining until end of section.  
9360.5-9368 
Laminated dolomite. Massive in spots. Brown with dark gray laminations. 
Contorted in some spots. (about 9364 +/- 0.5feet in range).  
9368-9370.8 Bedded massive anhydrite 
9370.8-9403.3 
Beige Dolomite. Mainly massive. Some intervals are laminated and others 
faintly laminated. Large, circular clast at 9400.7. Chert? First foot and a half 
still have some anhydrite. Gradational. Some disturb bedding with also what 
appears to be soft sediment deformation. Very stylolitic. No apparent fossils.  
9403.3-9413 
Distorted massive limestone. Maybe burrowed once? Tan to dark brown. 
Some laminations of black (highly organic but fizz). Stylolitic clasts of 
crystalline calcite present. Stylolitic. Laminated still until 9404.5 No apparent 
fossils.  
Additional No Terra Rosa cement, No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13830 Well Name: NJOS #1-11  
API #: 33-011-00499 Core to Log Correction: +11 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9237-9239.3 
Limestone. Heavily burrowed, mostly small burrows. A few fossils, micro, 
hard to determine original creature, maybe brachiopods. Bioturbated in 
appearance. 
9239.3-9245.1 
Dolomite. Laminated, contorted, and burrowed. 9242.7 to 9243 is burrowed 
limestone with a sharp, erosional, stylolitic contact on top. Gradational on 
bottom. Possible strings of G. prisca at 9240.8 
9245.1-9265.4 
Contorted burrowed limestone. Hard to tell burrows from original. Very 
reworked. 9261-9265 is laminated brown/black. Last 0.5feet is massive with 
few laminations.  
9265.4-9268.5 
Bedded massive Anhydrite. Weakly bedded mosaic parts. 1foot brown mosaic 
contorted dolomite in center.  
9268.5-9280 
Oil stained, laminated to contorted laminated dolomite. Oil staining stops at 
9272.2. Small burrows from 9275 to 9278? 
9280-9293 
Heavily, large burrowed limestone. Original appears to be a dark gray, 
somewhat vuggy, maybe sparite? Burrowed parts are black, contain many 
coarse grains, maybe slightly organic, packstone limestone. Big dolomitized 
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coral(?) at 9283.6 (size of baseball). Radial recrystallization. Burrows appear 
to be rich with microfossils as well. Stylolitic. First two feet are slightly oil 
stained and more typical burrows.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well, many facies and contacts in well 
 
NDIC #: 12155 Well Name:  
Cedar Creek Anticline Unit 8B-#13-30C 
API #: 33-011-00449 Core to Log Correction: Unknown 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8216-8218 
Orangish dolomite. Weakly horizontal burrowed, with brown massive parts. 
Conformable contact. Grades into limestone.  
8218-8228 
Limestone. Continuation of above until 8219 where it looks burrowed, but the 
burrows look anhydrite-like. Very strong HCl reaction. Therefore, it is a deep 
blue to black limestone. Flash colored, massive to disturbed limestone with 
quarter sized patches of dark red staining/mineralization. Mostly likely 
Hematite. 8225 begins tan colored limestone. Stylolitic in red/pink portions. 
8228-8234 
Dolomite. First two feet are oil stained burrows. Then it’s either dark brown 
rubble or tan massive.  
8234-8246 
Limestone. Only measure 4 feet. Grainstone tan (about 8240) matrix with light 
brown burrows or vice versa. Hard to tell. 8243-8246 is burrowed to contorted 
with red blobs at 8245.  
8246-8248.6 
Tan to dark brown laminated Dolomite. 0.1foot thick green claystone bed at 
8246.3. Oil stained.  
8248.6-8252 
Dark gray limestone. Mainly massive with some spots weakly burrowed and 
others slightly laminated. Red blotches are variable. Very stylolitic. Some 
fractures. 
8252-8262 
 Tan to dark brown massive dolomite with some laminated dolomite. Oil 
stained. 
8262-8267 
 Bioturbated, weakly burrowed limestone. Weathered anhydrite clast at 8263. 
Brown original, dark gray burrows. Yellowish tint/ oil stained last two feet. 
8267-8270 Massive, oil stained dolomite.  
8270-8276 Vuggy, porous, burrowed limestone. (about 8273) is a good coral specimen.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10327 Well Name: Olson #1-30 
API #: 33-011-00400 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9039-9056.3 
Contorted burrowed limestone. Fossiliferous. Small burrows present as well. 
Some soft sediment deformation at 9057. Fish like feature too (just looks like 
one, not a real fish). Becomes massive to laminated from 9052 to 9056. Ends 
at large stylolite. Brachiopod at 9049.2. 
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9056.3-9058.5 Weakly burrowed dolomite.  
9058.5-9080.3 
Dark brown to dark gray burrowed limestone. Coarse-grains/fossils in many 
areas. Packstone most likely. Stylolitic. Burrows are contorted in spots. Large 
clasts of calcite present (pea size). Looks like it has desiccation cracks from 
73-78. 78-80.3 is laminated.  
9080.3-9083.7 
9080.3-9081 is laminated and contorted/disturbed bedded dolomite. 9081-
9083.7 is bedded massive anhydrite with a tan dolomite in between 82-83. 
9083.7-9084.4 
Laminated to contorted bedded dolomite. First foot is massive. 85-88 is 
massive, dark brown, oil stained. Some laminated spots. 88-94 is tan, 
contorted bedded dolomite. Small circular burrows in spots. Stylolitic 
fractured around 94. Brachiopod shaped feature has black dolomite crystals in 
it. Can see rhombohedral-shaped crystals with this lens. Kukersite (0.1feet 
thick) from 94.1 to 94.2. Stringy and stylolitic. Contains large grains.    
9094.4-9098 
Weakly burrowed, somewhat contorted bedded limestone. Wackestone in 
some spots. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 12737 Well Name: Egeland #1 
API #: 33-011-00457 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9178-9241 
Limestone burrows. Dark brown burrows. Gray original matrix. Good 
indication is brachiopod fossils at 9232.8. Variably fractured. Stylolitic. 
Yellowish tint/oil stained from 9178-9186.5. 0.1foot thick stringy kukersite at 
9186.8. Resides in black limestone. Pack to wackestone. Stylolitic. 
Fossiliferous. Massive to contorted (more). 9186.5-9187.4 is black interval, 1 
string 9187.4-9150 is typical burrows. 9190.7-9191.2 is stylolitic bound, black 
organic zone, not a kukersite. 9191.2-9211.6 is typical burrows with black 
beds, fossiliferous and stylolitic burrowed zone. Contorted too. 9215 to 9217.2 
is an organic zone (black, fossiliferous beds with coarse grains). Kukersite 
blob at 9216 (0.1foot in diameter). Massive in texture in this interval. 9217.2-
9219 is slightly disturbed, large layered bedding. 9219-9222.5 is yellowish oil 
stained burrows. 9222.2-9223.6 is a very dark organic zone with a 0.2foot 
thick, burrowed kukersite bed at 9222.5. Another very black bed exists at 
9223.3 (0.2feet thick) However this reacts to HCl and this not G. prisca. Looks 
like a source bed though. 9223.5 to 9225.3 is stylolitic, black, massive to 
disturbed bedded. 9223.5 to 9236 is typical burrows with the first three feet 
being yellowish tint oil stained. 9236 to 9241 is limestone rubble.  
Notes 
Kukersite contact appears erosional, also it is fractured along the contact like 
it wants to break off along it. Does not appear to be a stylolite. Lower contact 
is broken, bottom is very black. Burrows only appear to be confined in the 
horizontal direction and not so much vertical. Below is fossiliferous massive 
and bioturbated. Stylolitic contacts are common.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 11409 Well Name: Cedar Hills #1-22 
API #: 33-011-00429 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9328-9332.5 
Contorted, oil stained limestone burrows. Stylolitic contact at 9331.6. Below 
is gray fossiliferous limestone until 9332 is a 0.5-foot thick kukersite-like bed. 
Sharp, erosional contact at base. Appears to contain strings of G. prisca and 
contains lenses of gray fossiliferous limestone. Base has thick group of strings 
and large clasts as seen in previous cores. Fractured base contact. May call 
this 0.5foot thick interval a zone.  
9332.5-9333.5 Foot of burrowed limestone. 
9333.5-9354.5 
Dolomitized burrows. Typical. Variably oil stained. 0.2-foot thick burrowed 
kukersite bed at 9341.5. Top contact is unknown, but bottom appears to be the 
sharp, fractured one. Coarse-grain lag at contact. 
9354.5-9355.6 
Small limestone interval with a stylolitic bound organic laze with a stringy 
0.1foot kukersite at 9355.2. Small burrows. 
9355.6-9379.5 Dolomitized, typical oil stained burrows.  
9379.5-9380.3 
Black organic zone with four main strings of G. prisca. Especially at 9380.1. 
Massive. Faintly small burrowed.  
9380.3-9385.1 First 0.3feet is limestone, otherwise typical oil stained, dolomitized burrows. 
9385.1-9387.2 
Kukersite zone. Top contact is broken. Bottom too. 0.2foot bed at 9385.3-
9386.2 and good strings at 9386.8 and 9387. Stylolitic. Top 0.2foot bed 
contains large grains and pyrite. Somewhat burrowed. Lower one is solid. 
Above lower one is a gray, fossiliferous zone. Everything appears to be 
conformable.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8232 Well Name: Voight #1-5 
API #: 33-011-00332 Core to Log Correction: +11 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9547-9560 
All dolomite. Mixture of small burrows and big burrows from 9547-9549, then 
it becomes massive until 9552 where it turns laminated until 9554, then it’s 
large burrows until the end. Dark gray original. Gray burrows. Massive to 
laminated zone seems platy. Small burrows are like in kukersite.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 6203 Well Name: Lowe Et Al. 31-23 
API #: 33-011-00238 Core to Log Correction:  
+3 feet from 8502-8538 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8417-8430 
Tera Rosa Cement. Weakly burrowed. Reddish packstone matrix with light 
gray burrows. Stylolitic. Red. Burrows stop about 1.5feet down, turns into a 
massive, bioturbated, fossiliferous section. At 8420.5 it becomes massive and 
then laminated from 21-23. Red and pink colored. 23-30 is massive to 
burrowed. Very dark red spots. Green beds too.  
8502-8534.5 
Beige, off-white, to tan dolomite. Somewhat chalky. First 0.5 feet appear to 
be bedded massive anhydrite. Some forestry look to it in spots (dark gray). 
Last two feet are oil stained. Sharp contact at 8534.5. 
8534.5-8538 Burrowed limestone. Typical.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 6113 Well Name: Aasen #33-9 
API #: 33-011-00234 Core to Log Correction: -4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8128-8134.2 
Typical Terra Rosa Cement interval. Burrowed (weakly/fossiliferous). 
Massive in parts. Laminated in others. Limestone. 
8134.2-8138 Dolomite. Mainly massive. Some burrowed spots. Pink in color.  
8138-8157 
Limestone. Pink massive to contorted/bioturbated. Pink slowly fades away 
until 8144 where it grades into gray. When it turns to gray burrows become 
dominant. Brownish original. Gray burrows fractured in spots. Red specks 
occasionally. Some stylolites. No strong fossil context.  
8157-8171.5 Massive to laminated oil stained burrows. Dolomite. 
8171.5-8174 
Mostly limestone-oil stained. Burrows. Dark brown burrows (dolomitized) tan 
original. Original is vuggy. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 516 Well Name: Truax-Traer Coal #1 
API #: 33-011-00043 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes:  
10415-10432 
Rubble. Limestone. Stylolitic. Weakly burrowed, to laminated to massive. 
Dark gray to black. Little brown. 
10432-10432.5 Mosaic Anhydrite 
10432.5-10436 Massive. Mostly limestone. Little dolomite.  
10436-10438 Bedded massive anhydrite.  
10438-10445 
Limestone with some variable dolomitization. 441-445 is tan. Looks mainly 




Laminated dolomite. Tan to dark gray. Might be an anhydrite bed somewhere 
in this interval but it is hard to find in rubble. Maybe 446-499. 
10525-10629 
“C” burrowed limestone. Mainly gray matrix with dark gray burrows. 588.5-
589.5 is black, contains 3 0.1foot thick very black, fossiliferous kukersite-like. 
597-600 is also the same, except might be a kukersite at 597.5. Very 
fossiliferous. Back to same burrows until 623.5 where a 0.1foot thick kukersite 
bed exists. Solid and stringy rubble burrows to end. Mainly massive around 
kukersite beds.  
Additional 
 Core missing from 10625-10627, 10616-10618, 10620-623 as noted on box. 
Rubble core. Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10259 Well Name: Hilton #2-31 
API #: 33-011-00396 Core to Log Correction: +2 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9111-9118 
Burrows. Well developed. Limestone. Brown burrows, dark gray to black 
original.  
9118-9152.4 
Dolomitized. More limey in some spots. Oil stained burrows. Brown original 
(contains fossils coarse-grained). Black burrows/dark gray to gray. Vuggy in 
spots.  
9152.4-9154.8 
Stylolitic contact. Burrows slowly weaken towards contact. After contact it is 
a massive, fossiliferous limestone. First foot is charcoal in color, then the rest 
is gray. 0.1foot stringy kukersite at 9153.0. Many fossils on upper contact of 
kukersite bed. Lower zone contact unconformably/sharp contact with a 
grainstone.  
9154.8-9158.9 Dolomitized oil stained burrows like above.  
9158.9-9161.6 
Limestone. Upper contact is broken but very coarse grained (contains many 
coarse grains). Starts with 0.2foot thick kukersite that is solid but has small 
burrows in it. Contact is sharp with an overlying packstone. Erosional surface. 
Grades into a massive, charcoal, fossiliferous limestone. Many bivalves. 
Might be some strings of G. prisca beds occasionally. Stylolitic. Slowly 
grades into a grayish-brown limestone.  
9161.6-9168 Dolomitized burrows like above. Dark gray burrows, tan packstone matrix.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 5070 Well Name: Swanke #1  
API #: 33-011-00164 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9220-9230 
Limestone, gray, no red. Burrowed? Bioturbated. Massive in some spots. 
Burrowed (small, at end). 
9230-9242 Dolomite. Massive to burrowed (near end) 
9242-9260.5 Limestone. Massive to slightly laminated, fractured slightly, all horizontal.  
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9260.5-9262 Anhydrite. Bedded mosaic to bedded massive.  
9262-9271 
Dolomite, bedded laminated, probably with clay from 62-64.3 (greenish). 
Massive to laminated oil stained 64.3 to 9269. Bioturbated and tan after that.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 4669 Well Name: Miller 1-62 
API #: 33-011-00148 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9825-9833 
Brown/tan burrowed interval. Occasional recrystallized fossil. Fractured some 
stylolites. Massive in parts. Bioturbated in some spots. Darker/blacker around 
9826 (only like a foot). Desiccation cracks? 
9833-9835.3 
Black, kukersite-like zone. Organic rich. One blob at 9834.2 to 9834.3 that 
acts like a kukersite (jet black, no HCl reaction). Top 0.4feet have the small-
scale burrows. Many 0.1foot black, laminar beds. Contain fossils 
(recrystallized). 
9835.3-9838 
Fractured. Brown burrowed limestone. Stylolitic. Stringy laminations. 
Bioturbated burrowed like above.  
9838-9840.2 Brown matrix, dark brown burrows. Dolomitized burrows.  
9840.2-9842 
Black organic zone like above. 0.1foot thick kukersite bed at 9840.7. contains 
small circles (burrows?) rest is black colored limestone with an occasional 
fossil.  
9842-9860 
Brown limestone. Mostly burrowed. Black laminations. Some desiccation 
looking cracks (tan). Stylolites. Massive in parts bioturbated in others. Stringy 
kukersite bed at 9845.8 (0.1foot thick). 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 4135 Well Name: US Gov’t #13-8C-54 WI 
API #: 33-011-00108 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8412-8414.6 Limestone. Massive. Soft sediment deformation. Peppery texture.  
8416.6-8427 
Dolomite. Small burrowing. First 0.3feet is blue and orange almost. 8420.5 is 
a 0.1foot breccia. Laminated from 15-16. Missing 16-19. 21-27 is burrowed. 
8427-8441 
Limestone. Burrowed until 8436, then after it becomes gray laminar burrowed. 
39.5-41 is tan with black laminations, slightly disturbed bedding.  
8441-8441.5 Bedded massive anhydrite. 
8441.5-8450 Massive, dark brown to brown. Oil stained.  






NDIC #: 4057 Well Name: Gov’t #33X-18C-53 WI 
API #: 33-011-00107 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8380-8385.6 
Mainly massive limestone little blotches and spots of the Terra Rosa Cement. 
(80.3, 81.0, 81.1 and 81.4). Some coarser grained parts (top of section). 
Slightly disturbed bedding. Some recrystallized fossils.  
8385.6-8393 
Dolomite. Brown to tan laminated. Tan parts are chalky. 91-93 it is burrowed. 
Contact grades into massive. Oil stained.  
8393-8411 
Limestone. Massive to weakly burrowed. Black laminations/striations are 
common. Zones of very coarse grained and fossiliferous. Bedded (zebra) 
burrows from 8403-8409. Last two feet are tan and laminated.  
8411-8416 Dolomite-laminated until 8412.5 then it is massive to dark brown oil stained.  
Additional Some Red Coloring, No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 3524 Well Name: Gov’t Unit #21-7C-44 
API #: 33-011-00095 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8415-8425 
Limestone. Wavy laminations, coarse grained, gray. Some organic 
laminations. Laminated brown from 8423-8425. Massive just before.  
8425-8431.6 Very weakly burrowed. Dolomite. Oil stained 
8431.6-8447.5 
Limestone. Gray. Massive for the most part. Coarse-grained interval. Weakly 
burrowed? 
8447.5-8462 
Oil stained. Dolomite. Massive laminated until 8459 where it becomes 
burrowed until end.  
8462-8474 
Porous, fossiliferous. Some black organic original as well as tan, coarse-
grained, crystalline/recrystallized fossils matrix. Zebra-like. Burrows are 
porous and vuggy. Black, fossiliferous original matrix. 
Additional No Terra Rosa Cement, No kukersite beds in well. 
 
NDIC #: 3514 
Well Name: US Gov’t Unit #43-30C-43 
API #: 33-011-00094 Core to Log Correction: +4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8296-8302 Burrowed limestone. Stylolitic. Some stylolites are red.  
8302-8310 
Dolomite laminated for 0.5feet with green (mudstone?) then massive oil 
stained. 
8310-8348 
Porous burrowed limestone. Large coral piece at 8315 +/- 0.1feet. Vuggy. 
Brown is original. Burrows are gray and vuggy. Brown and fossiliferous. 
8344-8348 becomes more massive and with red mini burrows/specks. 
Fractured and stylolitic.  
8348-8349 Laminated. Green (mudstone?) and red.  
Additional Some Red Coloring present, No Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 3362 Well Name: Gov’t U #43-12A-37 
API #: 33-011-00087 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8297-8300 
Weakly burrowed limestone. Black peppery texture. Dark brown burrows 
with tan original. Contains fossils.  
8300-8313 
Dolomite. First foot and a half is massive. Then it’s a foot of the possible green 
mudstone laminated. Back to laminated for 2feet and then it’s massive. Dark 
gray. Oil stained burrows start at 8305 and go to 8310. 10-13 is contorted, 
disturbed, bioturbated bedding with a bed of coarse grains plus fossils. Last 
0.5feet appears to be sparite.  
8313-8325 
Limestone. Dark gray original and light gray burrows. Weak texture. Faint 
horizontal laminations.  
8325-8326 Dolomite, laminated.  
8326-8328 Bedded mosaic anhydrite  
8328-8339 
Dolomite. Oil stained. Massive to laminated. Dark brown. Last 1.5feet has 
breccia beds (0.1feet, at least 2 of them). 
8339-8375.5 
Limestone. Grainstone “A” lower. Coarse-grained. Contains an occasional 
anhydrite clast. Both weathered, chalky, and crystalline. First 2.5feet are oil 
stained burrows. Many beds of black, coarse-grained material, probably 
fossiliferous too. Don’t appear to be burrow fills. Appear to be alterations of 
two environments. 8344-8350 is the zone for this. Rest of this zone is a dark 
gray grain/packstone. Occasionally, burrowing starts to appear at 8360. Black, 
organic, laminae around 8375.5 with speckled burrowing pattern above. No 
fossils above this, but only goes for a foot, many bivalves after that.  
8376-8386 
Mostly bedded massive anhydrite. Small fractures of bedded mosaic. As well 
as Angular Nodular. (8383). 8377-8379 contains the laminated zone where 
there is potentially green clay. Lower foot has soft sediment deformation.  
8386-8395 
Dolomite. Medium grained. Slightly oil stained. Weakly laminated. Some 
areas fractured. Others massive. Brown.  
8395-8397 Bedded massive anhydrite.  
8397-8422 
Dolomite. Mainly massive. Tan to beige. Some stylolites. Fractured in which 
some spots are vertical (around 8403). 8414 is vuggy. Fractured. Some spots 
are darker, somewhat oil stained. Some areas are laminated. Fossil content as 
strong. Couple packstone areas.  
8422-8497 
Tan/beige massive until 8434. Some laminar parts in this zone 8434-8457 is 
off-white. Maybe burrowed, but if so the burrows are compacted. Contains 
dark gray horizontal laminae. Variable fractured intervals are variable 
vuggy/porous zones 53-57 is very bioturbated 57-65 the black laminae 
become bigger beds and fossiliferous and contain bigger grains. 65-97 are oil 
stained burrows, mainly a yellowish tint, not dark brown. Some small vuggy 
zones. Few stylolites.  
Notes 
Kukersite 0.1-0.2feet thick, solid bed. 8473 +/- 0.5feet. Dark brown not black. 
No HCl reaction. Many microfossils directly below it. Some contained within 
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it. Above it is broken and rubble, but very reactive to HCl, coarse-grained. 
Blacker when wet. Slightly massive to weakly burrowed leading up to bed. 
0.5foot transition. 
Notes 
 0.1foot thick kukersite at 8493 +/- 0.5feet. stringy. Dark brown dry, black 
wet. Contains coarse grains/burrows? Small? Same transition as above. 
Fractured/stylolitic above. (0.2feet) Everything appears to be conformable.  
Additional No Terra Rosa Cement, Kukersite beds present 
 
NDIC #: 7770 Well Name: Karch #1 
API #: 33-059-00028 Core to Log Correction: +2 feet to 8735.3, 
then +3 feet to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8710-8712.3 Bedded mosaic anhydrite with some distorted bedded mosaic.  
8712.3-8714.9 Dolomite, beige, massive 
8714.9-8719.5 
Limestone. First foot is tan, massive. Then it transitions into brown, laminated 
facies. Very straight lines. 8709.5-8710.5 is disturbed laminated. Then 1foot 
of Nodular anhydrite and massive until the end.  
8719.5-8720.5 Anhydrite 
8720.5-8732.2 
Distorted massive beige dolomite. Conformable, grades right into below 
facies.  
8732.2-8735.3 
Dark brown limestone. Mainly massive. Disturbed laminations last 1.5feet. 
Crystalline pockets of clear calcite with fractures first 1.5feet.  
8735.3-8738.6 Anhydrite 
8738.6-8744.3 Contorted bedded dolomite. Dark brown to tan.  
8744.3-8759 
Limestone. Tan/brown disturbed laminar until about 8744. Then it becomes 
brown, massive with black, stringy laminations until 8751. 8751 to end is a 
brown, massive limestone that contains about 8x 0.01-0.02 black, tightly 
packed stringy laminations (kukersite-like, contain coarse grains like 
kukersites. Storm? High energy event?) but appear to be reacting very strongly 
to HCl. Saying no kukersites to these beds.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8144 Well Name: Little Boot #15-44 
API #: 33-065-00014 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
7929-7987 
Limestone. Brown to light brown. A mess. Overall it is contorted bedded with 
spots of massive and small intervals of distorted bedded. Various anhydrite 
nodules until 7949. Weathered, chalky, white, about 0.1 at greatest length. 
Laminations are black, wavy, stringy, spiderweb like. 0.01 potential kukersites 
at 7950.9 and 7953.7. However even in this core they have a large dip 
associated with them. 0.1 diameter coral chunk at about 7937.5 calcified small 
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burrows at 7940 and extend down 0.3feet, variable small intervals of what 
appears to be desiccation cracks. Another 0.1 kukersite, wavy, stringy, 
erosional at 7951.5 and 7947.6. core appears to mainly be sparite mudstone, 
but then are small areas of coarse-grained packstones and wackestones 
(lenses). 7960 starts a contorted burrowed interval. Goes to 7969. Brown 
matrix. Tan burrows. Massive with occasional a 0.1foot stringy disturbed 
black laminations from 7969 to 7977. Then to the end it’s a couple feet of 
laminar burrows, distorted bedded for two feet, and contorted bedded to end 
(contorted burrows?) 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 4119 Well Name: U.S.A. 8 #1 
API #: 33-087-00008 Core to Log Correction: +14 feet to 11248, 
then +20 feet to 11340, then +12 feet to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11126-11229.5 Anhydrite. Bedded massive until 11228, then it is mosaic until end.  
11229.5-11238 
Dolomite. Brown. Laminated. Some parts a little distorted. Laminations are 
black, pencil line thick.  
11238-11247.5 
Limestone. Massive to contorted. Fossiliferous. Dark brown to black. Large 
chunks of coral take up the whole diameter of the core, are at 11241 (0.2feet) 
and 11243.8 (0.8feet with stylolitic base contact) 11244.6 (0.3feet, solid 
chunk). Contains black, stringy, wavy, laminations. Contains coarse-grains, 
recrystallized microfossils and some burrow fills.  
11248-11286 Missing  
11286-11289.3 Anhydrite. Massive to bedded massive.  
11289.3-11302 
Dolomite. Massive. Grayish-brown. First couple of feet are laminated 
followed by one foot of distorted bedded. Whole interval is stylolitic. Some 
fractures. 
11302-11305.5 Anhydrite. Bedded massive. 
11305.7-11307 Mix of massive anhydrite with massive dolomite.  
11307-11327.5 
Dolomite. Light gray/brownish. Massive. Some stylolites. Largely in pieces. 
Bad section of core. Some laminated spots. Contains anhydrite clasts. Pea-
size 11324.8-11329.3 is horizontally fractured, black, 0.01 kukersite like top 
contact.  
11327.5-11339 
Limestone. Brown to dark brown. Massive one small burrowed section from 
11328.5 to 11329.3. Stylolitic (somewhat, has a few good defined ones).  
11340-11370 Missing 
11370-11396.8 
Limestone/dolomite burrows. Matrix is brown, massive, more weathered. 
Burrows are dark gray, dolomitized somewhat vuggy. Original has black 
lamination in parts, appears to be only section containing stylolites or 
fractures. Variably fractured in spots.  
11396.8-11412.3 
Limestone. Black. Fossiliferous overall, but also contains 0.1-0.3foot thick 
beds of massive fossil accumulations. There are also 0.1 variably located 
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dolomitized beds, close to the fossil beds (404.3, 404.9, 406, 408.2 (0.3)). 
Would say this is only a high organic zone with no kukersites. Can for sure 
make out bivalve and forams. Sponge spicule? Massive. If there are 
kukersites, they are dark gray, not as black as the interval and are 0.1foot 
thick at 404, 404.7, 505.5, 406.2, 406.8, and 411.9. 
11412.3-11419.3 
Limestone/dolomite. Limestone matrix. Dolomite burrows like above. 
11416 there is a 0.2foot thick coarse-grained that sharply overlies a 0.1foot 
thick kukersite-like bed. Not very dark and lacking the texture. Contains a 
few coarse grains in it. Dolomite. Whole interval is fractured horizontally 
and has some stylolites.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 4241 Well Name: NPRR “A” #3 
API #: 33-087-00011 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11368-11369.3 
Tan-grayish massive dolomite. Contains a few small veins of what appears 
to be anhydrite. Contact is conformable, gradational.  
11369.3-11370.4 Mix of bedded nodular mosaic and bedded mosaic anhydrite. 
11370.4-11379 
Dolomite. Distorted bedded, some small intervals of massively bedded. Tan. 
Laminations are black.  
11379-11384 
Limestone. Dark brown to black. Stylolitic. Distorted bedded. Contains many 
recrystallized microfossils.  
11384-11430 Missing  
11430-11433.5 Anhydrite. Mainly bedded massive with small portions of massive.  
11433.5-11442.8 Dolomite. Gray-brown. Slightly fractured. Massive.  
11442.8-11448.2 Anhydrite. Bedded massive.  
11448.2-11484.5 
Dolomite. Tan. Faintly laminated but overall massive. A lot of portions are 
rubble. Contains a good number of microfossils. Dark gray would be the 
laminations (about 0.03 to 0.02feet thick). 
11484.5-11510 Missing  
11510-11519 
Limestone/dolomite. First 0.4feet is dark brown/dark gray massive. Very 
stylolitic contains coarse grains of pyrite. Stylolitic contact, sharp with 
burrows below. Burrows are dolomitized stronger with depth, dark gray, 
more resistant than the matrix and contain milky white clasts in them 
(recrystallizations?) original is brown, massive, fractured and weathered 
more than burrows in places.  
11519-11536.6 
Dolomite. Exact same burrows as described above except now both burrows 
and original are dolomitized. 11529.5 the original has milky white nodules 
of dolomite. 11533.5 has a piece of horn coral. Burrows slightly decrease in 
size between 11534 and 11535.5. 11535.5 to 11537.6 is massive, dark gray 





Burrows like above. Starts as dolomite but immediately grades into limestone 
for interval with an abrupt change back to dolomite at end. Burrows decrease 
in size with depth. Matrix shades to darker brown, to gray, to light black with 
depth.  
11538.4-11552.8 
Dolomite. First foot is black burrows. This grades into black massive until 
11539.1. Contact is missing but a massive, dark brown interval occurs until 
11542. Some faint burrow texture between 11542 and 11544. 11544 to 
11544.8 has fair texture. Color scheme like above. This grades into small 
burrows and black at 11544.8. 11545.2 to 11545.6 is a grainstone/boundstone 
of bivalve fossils. This has a sharp erosional contact with a massive/dark gray 
to black dolomitized unit below. Other fossils beds like this occur at 11547.2 
(0.3feet), 11548.2 and 48.5 (0.1feet), 11549.1 (0.1foot). All of these are 
limestone, black, extremely fossiliferous. They share top and bottom, sharp, 
erosional contacts with dark gray to light black massive dolomite. Sharp, 
stylolitic, contact at base. No strong evidence of kukersites in this interval. 
Just an organic zone.  
Notes 
Limestone? 544.7-552.8 
Kukersites? 538.8 (0.2), 545.5 (0.35), 548.8 (0.1), 547 (0.1), 547.4 (0.3), 
547.9 (0.1), 548.1 (0.15), 548.3 (0.1), 548.5 (0.2)  
11552.8-11568 
Dolomite to 11554, then it goes back to limestone weathered matrix with 
dolomite burrows like above. Weathered and fractured.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8674 Well Name: T.D. Thorson #1 
API #: 33-015-00043 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
Notes 
Various pieces and chunks of a Burleigh core. Limestone. Zebra 
striped/laminated. Off-white with reddish-brown lamination. 
Dolomite/immatures about 88? Distorted bedded. See sheet for depths. All the 
same.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7146 Well Name: Naaden #1 
API #: 33-029-00019 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
4580-4585.5 
Limestone. Fine-grained. Tan. Mosaic with equally spaced black laminae 
(horizontal and stringy). Disturbed bedding. Might be a small burrowing 
around 4581.2. Faint in other spots. No fossils.  
4585.5-4630 
Dolomite. First 1.5feet is super brecciated. Many angular grains and fragments 
of old deposits/rocks. Rest is a tan massive dolomite to disturbed laminated 




Limestone. Largely a disturbed, laminated, limestone. Small burrows start to 
appear at 4655 but overall it is still disturbed laminated contains a few, small 
(about 0.4foot) microfacies of grainstones. Contacts are almost like hardpans, 
erosional with lags left on top. Fine-grained black laminations appear with 
small burrows. Stringy appear to be 0.1 kukersite beds at 4663.2 and 4669.3; 
as well as a 0.05 thick bed at 70.3. solid. Slightly brownish could be indicator 
of it being immature still. Slightly burrowed. However, all reacted with acid 
(except for 4663.2) which lends to then maybe not being a kukersite. Maybe 
these ones have a carbonate component.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8553 Well Name: Vogel #22-27 
API #: 33-059-00034 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
7902-7927 
Limestone. Tan, massive limestone that is slightly disturbed bedded to 7913. 
Large coral chunk at 7904.4. Coarse-grained. Slightly fractured. Laminations 
are black and stringy. No major fossil evidences.  Then from 7913 to 7920 the 
limestone turns into a more grayish-brown, finer grained, massive, with coarse 
grains dotting the section. This interval also contains 5 (0.1foot thick) very 
black, stringy beds that resemble kukersites very well, but react with HCl. 
7920 to 7927 is disturbed massive to contorted massive bedded limestone with 
the last two feet having good, distinct large burrows. This zone also contains 
3 kukersite-like beds as described above.  
7927-7946 
Limestone. Started new interval for burrowed zone. Disturbed to massive 
burrows. Texture is very faint in spots. Laminar looking too, possible 
compaction affects. Grayish brown still. Smooth conformable contact. 0.1 
immature, brown, solid, erosional bound sharp contact with kukersite beds at 
7924.7, 7929, 7929.4, 7935.2, 7936, 7937.6. If these are not kukersites they 
are very exotic dolomite beds. No to very weak HCl reaction. Massive. Solid 
laminae beds. Contain occasional coarse-grain particle. Equal thickness. All 
have same top and bottom contact that looks like a stringy black pencil line.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8549 Well Name: Hirning-State #44-16 
API #: 33-037-00024 Core to Log Correction: +6 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8296-8328.2 
Limestone. Typical burrows. Burrows and matrix are massive. Burrows are a 
brownish-gray with the matrix being a yellowish brown. Brown, solid, contain 
coarse grains, kukersite immature beds (0.1foot) at 8307.5, 8315.5, 8318.2. 
Multiple (3x) strings (0.01-0.02 foot thick between 8301.5 to 8302). 
8328.2-8834 Brown. Very burrowed dolomite. Orange brown=matrix.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 7797 Well Name: Bachler #1  
API #: 33-059-00029 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes:  
9127-8187 
Limestone. Typical large burrows. Tan, mudstone, massive is matrix. Gray, 
fine grained, massive burrows. Appear to be dark brown, solid, kukersite beds 
at (0.1foot thick). 9135.3, 9138.8 (many large grains, some gravel size right 
below this bed with fossil fragments, appears to bed storm deposit.) 9137.9 (?, 
maybe, could be dolomitized like at 9180.1) 9129.2, 9134.9 (0.05foot), 9159.1 
(0.05foot), very small (0.01) stringy black strands between 9149.7 to 9150.3, 
9167.6, 7x 0.02 thick beds evenly spaced (about 0.15foot apart) from 9174 to 
9175. 9175 to end is very eroded out (matrix). 
Additional 
Kukersite beds in well. Many small beds. Contacts are sharp, irregular, black. 
When small they appear to be in matrix and not burrow. 
 
NDIC #: 7876 Well Name: Kenny #1 
API #: 33-041-00022 Core to Log Correction:  
-10 feet to 11060, then 0 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11043-11051 
Limestone. Contorted laminar bedding. (coarse-grained?) Mainly gray, some 
tan areas (vuggy). Stylolitic. Gray areas contain crystalline coarse grains. 
Variable shar contacts. Erosional. Black laminations are very thin. Tan zones 
are more porous. No fossils.  
11051-11055 
Dolomite. Tan. Contorted laminations (disturbed also faint). Crystalline 
nodules of white dolomite are common. No stylolites. Except lower contact 
which is a stylolite.  
11055-11060 
Limestone. Gray to brown. Massive, although a few spots look faintly 
burrowed. (These spots are laminar-like burrows). 0.3foot Tabulate coral at 
11052; exactly like seen in Bowman county cores. Fine-grained. Appears to 
contain some microfossils. Stylolitic.  
11060-11130 Missing  
11130-11135 
Dolomite. Tan to light brown. Massive overall. Some laminar looking spots. 
Also, some contorted looking spots. Fine-grained.  
11135-11156 
Limestone. Laminar until 11138. Laminae is tan/dark brown alternations. 
The next foot is a little contorted, but massive nonetheless with what appear 
to be micro burrows. This grades into the next zone of 11140-11146. This 
gray, very stylolitic. Saying it is massive but could be burrowed, to faint and 
too fractured to tell. 11145-11146 is a slightly darker in color zone. Right at 
11145 there is a 0.02 organic, stringy structure that resembles a kukersite, but 
it reacted strongly to HCl. Also, it is dark brown in color, which could be 
immature, still shouldn’t react though. 11146-11148 is faintly burrowed. 
Burrows are brown to black original. (original is usually fossiliferous if black. 
Burrows are vuggy, fractured, off-white to light gray. Variable sharp contacts 
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with microfossils. Some very black laminations are common. (Not 
kukersites). 
11156-11166 Missing  
11166-11191 
Limestone. Burrowed (zebra). Original is a dark brown to black; in spots 
contains many microfossils. Massive most of the time though. Not much left. 
Burrows are gray, all fine-grained. Somewhat fractured. Few stylolites. 
Variable contacts.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8010 Well Name: Urlacher State Unit #1 
API #: 33-041-00024 Core to Log Correction: -10 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10072-10094 
Limestone. 10072-10083 is a dark brown to dark gray limestone. Massive, 
has horizontal cracks. Seems platy/fissile. Wants to break along cracks. Old 
desiccation cracks? Has pyrite lag deposits in spots. 10083 to 10094 is a 
burrowed limestone with original matrix being dark gray to black, contorted, 
wackestone that is fossiliferous (mainly microfossils). Burrows are brown, 
massive. Horn coral at 10086. Basal contact is sharp. Some micro burrowing 
too.  
10094-10097 
Dolomite. Tan. Laminated. Dark brown laminations. Contorted first 0.4feet. 
A little disturbed bedding at end.  
10097-10122.8 
Limestone. Burrowed. Mosaic looking. Might have had compressional 
stresses. Burrows are brown and massive. Original is black. White anhydrite 
nodules between 10106-10113. First three feet are massive, slightly 
disturbed. Then the burrows appear to be desiccated until 10102.5. 
Occasionally in the burrows there are lags of crystalline microfossils. 
Ostracods mainly (appear to be). Laminar burrows from 10113 to 10119. 
Then 10119 to 10122.8 is contorted bedding. Same colors as burrows. 
10121.5 has a 0.1-foot pyrite deposit in it.  
10122.8-10127.7 
Anhydrite. Bedded massive until 10124 and then it becomes distorted bedded 
mosaic until 10124.6. First half foot or so has some limestone laminae 
interbedded. (Basal contact is sharp and stylolitic. Pyrite lines top contact. 
0.1-foot laminated bed dolomite separating stylolite from anhydrite.) 10124.6 
to 10126.3 is a massive, tan dolomite with black specks. Upper contact is not 
observed, but lower is sharp. Anhydrite from 10126.3 to 10127.7. First half 
foot is distorted bedded mosaic, then half foot of contorted mosaic, then next 
is massive.  
10127.7-10137 
Dolomite. Tan with dark brown laminations. Slightly disturbed. Laminations 
are thin. Pencil lines.  
10137-10176.3 
Limestone. First 0.4foot laminar, exactly like above, then it grades into a 
more disturbed zone with dark brown laminations being more prominent. 
This grades into a burrowed fossiliferous limestone 10139.3. Matrix/burrows 
like above. Compression? Mosaic. Dark brown burrows with black matrix 
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(thin, stringy). Both are very fossiliferous. Large tabulate coral at 10140.3 
(0.1foot thick). Wackestone. Many spots very clear, crystalline/recrystallized 
fossils of dolomite. 10154 to 10166 appears to have desiccation cracks. 
10169.4 the burrows are a little more defined and the fossil content is not 
nearly as abundant.  
10176.3-10188.3 
Bedded massive anhydrite. Couple spots of distorted bedded mosaic/mosaic. 
Black to dark brown laminations.  
10188.3-10196.7 
(small gap to 
10189) 
 Dolomite. Disturbed bedded laminated until 10194 when it becomes 
contorted bedded to end. Anhydrite speckles almost entire interval, dark gray 
to milky white.  
10196.7-10200.8  Anhydrite. Bedded massive except final foot is mosaic. Very dark gray. 
10200.8-10235.4 
Dolomite. Tan. Laminated disturbed in spots. Anhydrite speckles until 10207 
where it is interbedded for 1foot (0.1-0.2 feet thick) and then it has lenses and 
nodules, some laminae until 10211. Slightly massive in appearance from 
10214 (sharp, conformable contact) to 10220. 10220 to 10223 is more 
contorted than disturbed. 0.4feet black to dark brown from 10225 to 10225.4. 
10225.4 to 10235.4 is tan, massive. Last two feet have weathered chunks of 
anhydrite nodules. Large sawtooth stylolite at 10232.  
10235.4-10247.2 
Limestone. (0.1-0.2) brown with dark brown. Laminations (about 0.02). 
contains rounded, weathered anhydrite nodules. Almost seems like very 
compacted burrows. Massive looking. 
10247.2-10257 
 Dolomite. Tan. Massive. Weakly disturbed laminated in spots. Some 
stylolites. Small burrows in others. Last two feet are little more burrowed 
looking.  
10257-10295 
Limestone. Burrows. Brown burrows. Dark brown matrix. Contains 
microfacies of massive/contorted (about 0.4feet) occasionally. Contacts are 
sharp. Burrows are (mudstone) massive. Original is wackestone. Original 
contains many grains. Some stylolites. Some fractures. Smaller scale burrows 
from beginning until 10265 (contact?) (90% yes). 
10295-10303.5 
Dolomite well defined burrows. Matrix dark brown, burrows tan. Burrows 
appear to be more resistant to weathering. Also burrows always dolomite. 
Depth makes original more limey, but never to the point where it should be 
considered limestone.  
10303.5-10356 
Limestone like 10257-10295. Like contorted burrows with small scale 
burrows of the burrows. 10314.5 to 10319 is slightly dolomitized burrows. 
Black/dark gray intervals from 10310.6 to 10311 and 10320.5 to 10321.4. 
Contains coarse grain microfacies like above. Black laminations that give it 
a mosaic look at parts contorted burrows (compaction product?). 





NDIC #: 403 Well Name: J.M. Carr #1 
API #: 33-031-00005 Core to Log Correction:  
+2 feet to 2841, then 0 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
2825.5-2833 
Limestone. Mudstone. Pink to red. Massive with some laminar and some 
distorted massive. Stylolites (horizontal), otherwise solid. No apparent fossils 
or other allochems. 
2833-2841 
Dolomite. Orangish pink. Massive and distorted massive. Mudstone. Slight 
vertical fracturing in first 0.5feet. No apparent allochems. 
2841-2883 Missing  
2883-2901 
Dolomite. Orangish-white. Distorted and contorted massive. Slightly 
laminated in spots. Purple laminated around 89.4. Burrows start at 88.5 and 
fade in and out until end of core. Mudstone. No apparent fossils in allochems.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13875 Well Name: E-M Leland #10-15 
API #: 33-075-01286 Core to Log Correction: -18 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9229-9254 
Dolomite. Light to dark brown. Black laminations. Laminated until 9237. 
Then from 37 to 54 it is mixture of distorted massive, contorted massive with 
some 0.5foot burrow sections. 39.5 to 50 contains occasionally marble-sized, 
white weathered anhydrite clasts. Very stylolitic throughout. Most contacts 
are stylolitic between beds. Slightly fractured throughout. No apparent fossils.  
9254-9289 
Dolomite. Burrows. Brown matrix. Dark gray burrows. Matrix more 
weathered than burrows. Burrows pop out. Burrows appear to be coarse 
grained. Mudstone/mudstone. No apparent fossils. White crystalline dolomite 
throughout, could be replacement. High order stylolitic contact at 57. 57 to 89 
the burrows are very vuggy and fractured. Matrix excluded unless a fracture 
goes through. Some stylolites throughout but mostly last 10 feet.  
9289-9291 Limestone. Only core chunks. Might be Limestone/Dolomite burrows 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 6798 Well Name: Rindel #43-16 
API #: 33-023-00167 Core to Log Correction: +10 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11182-11196 
Dolomite. Mudstone. Massive to 11186, then laminated to slightly distorted 
laminated until 11192 then it’s distorted massive until 96. Brown to grayish 
brown in color. No apparent fossils. 1 stylolite and 1 fracture present.  
11196-11220.3 
Limestone. Dark brown and black.  Contorted massive. Looks very 
bioturbated but no distinguished burrows. Very fossiliferous. All crinoids and 
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fragments. Mosaic like. Black is packstone, dark brown is wackestone. 
Brachiopods present as well. A couple of fractures, otherwise solid.  
11220.5-11238.5 
Anhydrite. Dark gray. Brown interbedded dolomite. Bedded massive until 
228. Laminated brown dolomite until sharp conformable contact at 21.2. 
Mosaic from 231.2 to 236.5. Massive to end.  
11238.5-11272 
Dolomite. Grayish brown to dark brown (267-272). Highly distorted massive 
and laminated (mainly). 267-272 is distorted massive. Chunks of anhydrite, 
crystalline, pea size, 266 could be dolomite crystals? Mudstone. No apparent 
fossils.  
11272-11292 
Dolomite. Little limey around 286. Burrows dark brown/black. 
Matrix/burrows. Wackestone/mudstone. Solid, hard to tell what allochems 
are. Stylolites present around 286. Fossiliferous. Bivalves. (ostracods?)  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 6684 Well Name: Osterberg #21-2 
API #: 33-075-00766 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
8420-8481 
Dolomite. Light brown and brown laminated beds/laminae. Distorted 
surface of contact. Almost like valves. Conformable. Almost ripple-like 
surfaces. Brown contains small pieces of light brown spots. Mudstone 
for all wackestone could be argued is some dark brown laminae 
gradational contact below. No apparent fossils.  
8481-8499 
Dolomite. Burrows. Brown matrix/gray burrows. Burrows are 
compressed into orientation in most places. All mudstone. No apparent 
fossils. Highly fractured. Stylolites (few). Brittle. Crystalline, while 
dolomite is common.  
8499-8530 
Limestone/dolomite. Brown/gray. All mudstone. Fractures. 517-530 is 
contorted massive. A few brown areas (small) are wackestones. 
Horizontal orientation of burrows and distortions again. All allochems 
are in brown. Brachiopods recrystallized and fragments. 505-506 
dolomite. No contacts.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7577 Well Name: Dewing #12-15 
API #: 33-075-00798 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
9347-9393 
Limestone Burrows to Massive matrix. Dark brown/gray (Dark). 
Matrix/burrows. Mudstone. Wackestone in some sections/mudstone. 
Matrix is fossiliferous in spots. Brachiopods and fragments and crinoids. 
78-79 is black, organic so is 68-68.3, 73-73.3. desiccation cracks 
throughout. Few weathered marble-sized anhydrite clasts. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 9913 Well Name: Gin Han NCT-1 #1 
API #: 33-023-00233 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10574-10609 
Dolomite. Brown to dark gray and black. Contorted massive but mostly 
burrowed with a wackestone matrix and mudstone burrows. Microfossils 
for allochems. Crinoids are only things that can be made out. Couple of 
fractures. Few areas it is packstone. Like at 589.65 there is a 0.1foot coarse 
grained looking black bed with a couple of fossils. More burrow-like or 
glob because it does not go through the entire core piece. 
10609-10634 
Limestone. Light brown, brown, gray. Burrows. Mudstone predominantly 
with slight wackestones in spots. Mottled looking burrows. Desiccation 
cracks are common. Slightly fractured. At 10614.75 there is a kukersite bed 
(stringy) of 0.1foot thick. Strings themselves are 0.01-0.02 feet thick. 
Broken/exposed surfaces that are non-cut with the saw show a glossy fabric 
to them. Like a slickenside. At 10624.4 there is a 0.24in diameter 
cephalopod fossil some coarse grained crystalline calcite.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10096 Well Name: Legaard #14-33 
API #: 33-023-00237 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10847-10849.2 Dolomite. Mudstone. Massive. No fossil content. 
10849.2-10850.15 Bedded massive anhydrite. Dark gray and tan 
10850.15-10858 Missing  
10858-10886.6 
Dolomite. Mudstone. Stylolitic. Mostly massive. A few laminated areas 
and 878-886.6 is very contorted. Oily from 68-73. Water beads up. Dark 
brown to brown. Sight dor.  
10886.6-10892 
Limestone. Distorted massive. Compact burrows? Dark gray with black, 
tightly packed laminations. Zebra-like looking. Solid. Mudstone. No good 
fossil evidence.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 9918 Well Name: P.A. Landstrom #1 
API #: 33-023-00234 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10725-10785 
Limestone. Gray to dark gray, some brownish gray. Contorted massive. 
Burrowed looking. Bioturbated. Mosaic-like. Mudstone to wackestone 
overall. Possibly a few small packstone spots where crinoids are 
concentrated enough. Crinoid and fossil fragments are the allochems. Some 
stylolites. Really no fractures or vugs. Variably sized (pea, marble, one golf 
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ball) weathered, off-white anhydrite clasts present throughout. Darker areas 
would appear to be more matrix like and contain more allochems than 
lighter ones. Weathered pieces contain allochems as well. Could be 
something different.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 31 Well Name: Lillian Wohletz #1 
API #: 33-019-00002 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet? 
 
Depth:  Notes:  
2218-2240.5 
Limestone. Tan. Mudstone. Chalky in parts. Mixture of burrows and 
laminar beds. Mostly laminar. Dark gray are burrows and laminations are 
dark brown. Very vuggy. No apparent fossils although there appear to be 
0.02-3 beds of a grainstone/coquina that might have something. Couple of 
stylolites present. Burrows mainly concentrated in first 9feet. Laminar beds 
are not very tight. Typically, 0.05-0.08 of light color with 0.01-0.03 darker. 
2240.5-2244.4 
Dolomite. Mudstone. About 0.5 laminated then massive about 1foot then 
brecciated for 0.5feet. then massive with some laminations to the end. 
Conformable lower contact. Solid. No apparent fossils. Light brown to tan.  
2244.4-2255.5 
Limestone. Mudstone. Tan to light brown. No apparent fossils. Massive, 
but mostly tightly packed laminae. Dark brown areas are dolomitized 
although one bed that is 0.25feet thick at 2255 almost looks like a 
sandstone/siltstone. Too hard to tell. Need thin section.  
2255.5-2275 
Limestone. Wackestone to packstone. Very fossiliferous. Good amount of 
allochems. Buff to beige. Very stylolitic. Contorted massive. Some parts 
burrowed-like in the beginning. Fractured. Oolites, pellets, crinoids, chunk 
of coral at 2270. 2271-2275 is full of calcite- dog-tooth spar. Very coarse 
grained crystalline white. Must be some sort of void or fracture 
crystallization depositional fill. 74-75 has some red, it’s a salmon/pink 
color. Terra Rosa cement? 
2275-2335 
Dolomite. First three feet is very brecciated. Rectangular fragments. 
Fragments very similar to whole interval. Massive to laminated. Chalky. 
Mudstone. Tan to beige. A lot of pink and red intermixed as well. Section 
is mostly massive. Terra Rosa cements. Fractured. Top half only, lower 
solid. Vuggy overall but towards end of interval there are very vuggy 
intervals ranging 0.5 to 2feet thick. No apparent fossils.  
2335-2352 
Limestone. Burrows. Beige matrix with brown burrows. All limestone. 
Mudstone/mudstone. Burrows are vuggy. No apparent fossils.  
2352-2369 
Limestone/dolomite intervals. 52-58 is dolomite, 58-61 is limestone, 61-64 
is dolomite, 64-69 is limestone. Overall tan to brown. Contains a lot of pink 
and red as well. Massive with some distorted massive. Slightly vuggy. 
Mudstone. Coarse grained in parts. No apparent fossils. 




Limestone. Burrows. Packstone matrix. Wackestone burrows, maybe only 
mudstone. Beige to tan matrix, brown burrows. Matrix is extremely 
fossiliferous. Fragments, brachiopods, crinoids, rugose coral. Too hard to 
tell what is in the burrows. Solid. Last 20feet the matrix gets a pink hue to 
it. Occasional golf ball anhydrite weathered clast. 59-74 is dolomite. Very 
vuggy, broken, fractured. 64-67 is a little limey though. Good looking 
porosity. Sharp, conformable contacts. Dolomite contains unusual oval 
shaped clasts. No apparent fossils in this range.  
2519-2543 
Limestone. Pink and tan. Distorted massive, packstone and grainstone to 
2529. Vuggy in parts. Extremely fossiliferous. Mainly fragments. Very 
coarse grained. Solid. 529-543 is burrows like above, but with this intervals 
color scheme.  
2543-2606 
Limestone. Greenish tan/gray. Distorted massive with contorted massive 
parts. Contains weathered anhydrite clasts. Fossiliferous. Wackestone 
overall maybe slightly packstone in very small intervals. Slightly burrowed 
in parts. 58-75 is dolomite. Absolutely no contacts, no change in 
composition. Conformable. After the dolomite it is way more contorted and 
burrowed. Solid. Brachiopods. Little vuggy in the dolomite. Laminations 
are weathered out. 
Additional 
Mostly whole core, depths are not marked on core. Depths are very 
uncertain. No Kukersite beds in well. 
 
NDIC #: 286 Well Name: Erickson #1 
API #: 33-009-00015 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
5759-5765 Dolomite. Tan. Laminated. Distorted. 
5765-5768 Missing 
5768-5783 Dolomite. Laminated. Tan. Distorted 
5783-5786 Limestone. Tan. Contorted to distorted. Massive. 
5786-5792 Missing 
5792-5796 Limestone like above. 
5796-5800 Dolomite like above 
5800-5809 Missing 
5809-5813.5 First half foot dolomite. Every else anhydrite. Bedded massive 
5813.5-5819 Dolomite. Rubble. Buff 
5819-5889 Missing 
5889-5892 Limestone. Like above. 
Additional No kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 8803 Well Name: Wunderlich #1 
API #: 33-049-00127 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
7645-7688.3 
Stoughton shale. Green. Carbonate cement. Very fossiliferous. Full of 
brachiopods. Distorted massive. Chalky, but well indurated. Must have a 
significant glauconite component.   
7688.3-7719.7 
Red river upper A Limestone. Brown. Distorted massive. Some contorted 
parts. Very fossiliferous. A lot of allochems. Wackestone to packstone. 
Brachiopods and crinoids. Has a mottled texture between 95 and 98. 
Bioturbated 99-02 is dolomite buff to beige laminar but last 0.5feet is 
contorted massive. Stromatolite? 02-19.7 is laminated limestone. Mostly 
laminar, some is slightly distorted about 0.05foot spacing between black 
laminations. No apparent fossils in this interval of limestone except 
between 11 and 12 where there is a foot of distorted massive with 
brachiopod fossils. Lower contact is sharp, irregular, but conformable.  
7719.7-7735.2 
A anhydrite. First 0.3feet is a gray distorted massive dolomite then for 
about a foot it is bedded mosaic. Then it is mosaic with an occasional 0.02 
thick, brown matrix bed. Matrix throughout is limestone, not the typical 
dolomite. 23.8-26.3 is a greenish gray distorted massive limestone bed. 
Contacts are sharp, conformable and irregular. Following this is about a 
foot (0.9) of highly distorted dolomite/anhydrite. Lower contact is laminar, 
conformable, sharp. Next foot is mosaic, little bedded mosaic to begin with 
then to 32 it is mostly bedded mosaic. 32 to the end is bedded massive with 
the final 0.5foot being distorted nodular mosaic.  
7735.2-7739.5 
Limestone. Tan. Massive. Mudstone. No fossils. Has an occasional 
lamination.  
7739.5-7744 
Dolomite. Tan. Massive then grades to distorted massive back to massive. 
Which grades into distorted laminated. Mudstone. No fossils. 
7744-7766.5 
Lower A Limestone. Brown. Wackestone to packstone. Distorted massive. 
Very fossiliferous. Full of allochems. Packstone in parts. Few oolites and 
pellets, crinoids and fragments. Solid. Some black laminae present. Couple 
nodules and crystallotopic anhydrite in last foot. Conformable and 
gradational lower contact.  
7766.5-7771.3 Anhydrite. Bedded massive. Dark gray and brown matrix. Matrix is limey.  
7771.3-7774.9 Dolomite. Beige. Massive. Chalky mudstone.  
7774.9-7777.4 
Anhydrite. Bedded nodular. Brown limestone matrix. White anhydrite 
clasts. Conformable, sharp, lower contact.  
7777.4-7783 
Limestone. Light brown. Laminar bedded. Good amount of anhydrite still. 
Crystallotopic. Last foot appears to be bedded massive. Mudstone. No 
apparent fossils.  
7783-7804.2 
 Dolomite. Light brown to tan. First five feet is distorted laminated with 
some nodules of anhydrite. This grades into a distorted massive. Still has 
some specks of anhydrite. Occasionally. No apparent fossils. Chalky. Solid. 
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Lower contact is conformable. Black colored pencil line. Most likely 
erosional wackestone to packstone.  
7804.2-7812.5 
Limestone. Light brown to tan. Packstone to grainstone. Can’t make out 
any specific fossils. Contains crystallotopic anhydrite. Has some inter-
facies contacts as well. Sharp.  
7812.5-7822.9 
Dolomite. Mud to wackestone. Light brown to tan. Some allochems. Hard 
to make out any fossils. Massive. Distorted massive near end. Solid.  
7822.9-7826.2 
Limestone. Mudstone. Laminar with some distorted laminar spots. 
Wackestone in beginning (0.2feet). solid. Pellets but hard to see any other 
fossils. Light brown to tan.  
7826.2-7832.2 
Dolomite. Mudstone. Massive with the last half foot being distorted 
massive. Horn coral at 31? Contains multiple inter-facies and sharp 
contacts. Conformable. Basal contact is sharp, irregular, erosional. Might 
be some wackestones. 
7832.2-35.5 
First foot distorted massive, tan, limestone, mudstone, then next is 
dolomite, same. 
7835.5-7852 
Limestone. Mudstone to wackestone. Light brown to tan. Distorted laminar 
to burrowed. Contains large chert clasts from softball to golf ball sized. 
Knife streaks on it. Biggest is at 38. Crinoids.  
7852-7867 
Limestone. Mudstone. Laminar bedded (about 0.1 to 0.3feet thick with 
smaller laminated facies in between some of the beds.) contains chert clasts 
and laminae, knife streaks. A couple anhydrite clasts (weathered). These 
are off-white in color for both. Distorted laminar for first half. 61 to end 
also contains conglomerate beds and large grainstones. All typically around 
0.1foot thick.  
7867-7878 
 Limestone. Light brown matrix. Brown burrows. Matrix can range from 
mudstone to packstone. Burrowed and contorted laminar bedded. Almost 
cyclic deposition. Many 0.1foot beds of grainstones or conglomerates. 
Followed by either burrows or distorted laminar then repeat. At least 10 in 
interval. Solid. Fossiliferous. Lots of allochems, brachiopods, and crinoids. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 505 Well Name: C. Dvorak #1 
  
API #: 33-025-00002 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12487-12496.8 
Limestone. Dark brown. Massive. Mosaic texture in spots with black 
laminations. Some stylolites. Some microfossils present. Contains 
desiccation cracks.  
12496.8-12498.9 Dolomite. Tan to light brown. Distorted massive. 
12498.9-12511 
Limestone. Like above. A little more fossil content present. Burrowed 
zones are more prominent. More desiccation cracks as well towards end 
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(last six feet). Burrows are dolomitized. Sharp deformed contacts. 
Immatures from 12500.7-12501.5? 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8107 Well Name: Engvold 1-A 
API #: 33-025-00181 Core to Log Correction: Unknown, 
potentially 100 feet off 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14146-14156.3 
Limestone. Laminated. Gray with black laminae until 53.3. Mostly laminar, 
but some slightly distorted parts. 49.7-50.1 is a small porous zone. Contorted 
53.3-56.3 is dark brown with black laminae. Wider spaced than gray zone. 55-
56.3 is mainly massive.  
14156.3-14156.65 
Dolomite. Grayish brown. Massive with some small laminar beds. Unique 
sharp contact.  
14156.65-14161 
Limestone. Dark brown laminar like above until 58 then it is dark brown to 
black massive limestone. Last 0.5feet has tightly packed black laminae. 
Grades into darker zone.  
14161-14163.3 
Anhydrite. Bedded massive. Little limestone around 63. Dark gray, bluish site. 
Sharp, lower erosional contact. Stylolitic.  
14163.3-14166.2 Dolomite brown. Stylolitic. Contorted black laminae that are tight. 
14166.2-14185 
Limestone. Dark brown with loosely spaced black laminar beds. Limestone, 
some slightly contorted laminations are thick. Look organic. Some milky 
white microfossils are present, recrystallized. Compressed burrows? 
14185-14209 Missing 
14209-14270 
Limestone/dolomite. Limestone matrix. Dolomite burrows. Brown, 
fossiliferous matrix. Dark gray to black burrows. Looks like some spots of 
burrows contain microfossils as well. Some stylolites and fractures are 
present. Some spots lose their texture but small 0.5foot. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
API #: 33-025-00015 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14043-14055.4 Dolomite. Brown. Laminated. Slightly distorted. Tightly packed. Black. 
14055.4-14070 
Limestone. Burrowed? Might be compressed burrows. Off-white-gray 
with blotches of black limestone. Stringy in parts as well. This interval 
starts with a 0.03 stringy kukersite.  Could be bigger but top is broken 
and missing. Sharp, erosional lower contact. Stylolitic. Black blotches 
and limestone strings commonly have microfossils and grains associated 
with them.  





NDIC #: 8095 Well Name: Packineau BIA #12-17 
API #: 33-025-00179 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14210-14282 
Limestone. Black burrows. Parts are very fossiliferous. Gray matrix. 
Massive also very fossiliferous throughout. 3 good sized horn corals at 
65.3, 73.3, 54.3. Very vuggy and porous from 210-224. Burrows usually 
always black. Matrix varies from gray (mostly) but sometimes is brown 
or dark gray. Many microfossils.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7307 Well Name: Knudtson State #1 
API #: 33-007-00433 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13672-13732 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrowed. Original is a mudstone, has a strong HCl 
reaction, contains microfossils. Very dark gray to black in color. Burrows 
appear to be coarser grained and are gray in color. Burrow linings are 
commonly brown to dark brown in color. Burrows are well preserved 
although some spots the texture is either faint or gone. Whole section is 
slightly fractured. 13723-end the burrows become slightly laminar 
oriented. They also appear to decrease in grain size. 0.1 kukersite bed? 
Possibly at 13727.8. Stringy. Contains microfossils. 7322 there is a 0.15 
thick fossiliferous deposit that is brown in color. As well as 731.2 (0.1foot 
thick). 
Additional No kukersite beds in well 
API #: 33-007-00323 Core to Log Correction: +28 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13579-13611 
Dolomite. Packstone. Brown to brownish gray laminated (large 0.01foot 
laminations). Very stylolitic. Rust colored mud on some parts of the core. 
Very blocky. Massive in spots too. A little distorted/contorted bedded 
around 13595. 
13611-13545 Missing  
13645-13665.3 
Dolomite. Burrows. Dark brown matrix. Brown lined, dark gray burrows. 
Original is fossiliferous in parts. Moderately vuggy.  
13665.3-13666.1 
Limestone. Burrowed. Like above except all shades of brown. Burrow 
ore almost compacted on top of one another.  
13666.1-13670.8 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Brown original matrix. Dark gray 
burrows. Laminar burrows. Vuggy. Microfossils present in matrix.  
13670.8-13684 
Dolomite. Vuggy. Brown original. Dark gray to black burrows. Pyrite 
modules at 13678.2. 78.8 has a coral macrofossil. Original is very 




Starts with 0.1 grainstone that is limestone in composition. Sharp up and 
low contacts. Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Brown original. Dark gray 
to black burrows. Not vuggy. Good burrow texture, little fractured. 
Texture fades out at 13692. From here to end it’s variable. Mix of 
laminar, mosaic, burrowed. Brown color fades away at 13698. Slightly 
fractured laminar.  
Additional No kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7618 Well Name: Baranko #1 
API #: 33-007-00529 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13339-13347 
Anhydrite. Whole core until 46, but appears to be mosaic, with contorted 
mosaic (last half foot). Last half foot is distorted nodular mosaic.  
13347-13359.8 
Dolomite. Laminated facies. Brown to light brown. First 1.7feet are 
contorted bedded. This is followed by 0.4feet of distorted and then 0.8feet 
of laminar bedded. The next 1.4feet are mainly massive, and this grades 
into a 5foot facies of bioturbated/burrowed zone. Has a mosaic-like 
appearance to it. Last 1.3feet are massive.  
13359.8-13390.3 
Limestone. Very dark brown. Mainly massive, but a large portion is 
faintly burrowed (large Thalassinoides) although the burrows seem 
slightly compacted. Fossiliferous microfossils are common. Many small 
nodules of anhydrite present as well. Milky white. Slightly fractured. Half 
foot dolomite (tan) bed centered on 13666. First foot is also slightly 
dolomitized as well as a 0.2foot contorted bed at 13367. (very 
fossiliferous). Burrowed areas are mosaic-like. Become laminar looking 
near end. Mainly make out crinoids.  
13390.3-13391 
Dolomite. Greenish gray. Laminar to slightly distorted. Might be a little 
organic laminar content (0.05) about 0.35 down. Platy. Very weak 
reaction. Might have some clay content to it.  
13391-13392 Contact of dolomite above to anhydrite below. Need log to determine cut.  
13392-13398? 
Anhydrite. Dark gray. Whole core from 93.3 to 96.3. bedded mosaic. 
Blends in with dolomite. Need log to nail down contact and facies.  
13398? -13400 Dolomite. Bedded massive. Dark gray.  
13400-13404.1 
Dolomite/limestone. Dark gray. Massive with some laminar fractures. 
Slightly bedded massive too. No change in texture or appearance when 
switching from limestone to dolomite. Variable.  
13404.1-13414.7 
Dolomite. First 1.4feet is tan, massive. This grades into a brownish gray 
distorted massive dolomite. This facies has a few stylolites and fractures. 
Disturbed.  
13414.7-13420.6 
Anhydrite. Bedded massive to distorted. One little patch of bedded 
nodule mosaic at 19.5-19.8. gradational contacts.  
13420.6-13436.5 
Dolomite. Starts out as a brownish gray but becomes browner with depth. 
20 on down it is brown. Laminar. A few small intervals are massive; with 
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some also being slightly distorted. 23.4-23.7 and 24.5-24.9 are small 
bedded massive anhydrite beds. Sharp contacts; erosional. Massive 
intervals contain fractures. 25-27 is the distorted laminar interval. 27-28 
is massive. 28-33 the laminations return to being laminar for the most 
part, but they are not as tightly packed. 33-36.5 is mainly light brown, 
distorted, distorted massive. A couple stylolites are present in the sample.  
13436.5-13445 
Limestone. Dark brown. Weakly burrowed texture. Slightly fractured. 
Very similar to above but lacking the anhydrite and fossil content. 42-44 
is a massive dolomite bed.  
13445-13448 Missing  
13448-13540 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrowed interval. Burrows are dolomitized. 
Larger in grain size too. Both grainstones, but burrows are coarser grained 
and have a lot more porosity associated with it. Until 507 the original 
matrix is a dark gray with the burrows being gray in color. 507-508 the 
colors start to grade. From 508 to the end the original matrix becomes 
brown in color and the burrows become dark gray. When the matrix turns 
to brown, it is more noticeably fossiliferous and contains some milky 
white, small anhydrite nodules/clasts (pea size). Also, at this switch the 
burrows show vugs. As a whole interval the section is fractured, does not 
seem to favor burrows or matrix. Matrix is more weathered away when it 
turns to brown. Last foot interval looks like a massive zone with some 
soft sediment deformation. 33-40 colors revert to gray/dark gray scheme. 
507-533.02 “D” porosity? 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7586 Well Name: Schmidt State #34-16 
API #: 33-007-00524 Core to Log Correction: +10 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13186-13186.6 Anhydrite. Bedded mosaic.  
13186.6-13191 
Dolomite. Grayish brown. First 3feet is massive, and then it is a foot of 
laminar bedded followed by the rest being distorted laminar bedded.  
13191-13193.15 Anhydrite. Bedded massive.  
13193.15-13209 
Dolomite. Brown to dark brown. First two feet are tightly packed 
laminations. Then it turns into mainly massive with layer spread 
laminations returning at 13204. This continues to the end but there are 
zones of distortion in the bedding. One stylolite present in the interval. 
Lower contact is gradational and conformable.  
13209-13244.7 
Limestone. Gray to dark gray and dark brown. Massive. The grayer 
intervals look like they might have been burrowed at one point, but the 
texture is essentially nonexistent. Core is poorly slabbed. Mostly broken. 
Appears to be some fossiliferous zones (microfossils). Grayer areas are 




Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Like above core. Brown/dark gray. 
Porosity zone.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7348 Well Name: Hecker #1 
API #: 33-007-00441 Core to Log Correction: -4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13636-13636.3 Anhydrite. Massive. Dark gray.  
13636.3-13648.6 
Dolomite. Tan to brown with some dark gray anhydrite. Massive. Contains 
strong crystallotopic anhydrite from beginning to 13639.4. Then 
somewhat to end. Somewhat fractured. Some anhydrite present 
throughout. Laminated, slightly distorted in some zones. Somewhat 
stylolitic.  
13648.6-13654.3 
Anhydrite. Massive until 650.3 then turns into bedded massive for 0.5feet 
and faintly distorted bedded mosaic until the end of the interval.  
13654.3-13657.8 Dolomite. Exactly like above. 
13657.8-13659.6 Anhydrite. Bedded massive with last 0.4 being massive.  
13659.6-13677.7 
Dolomite. Buff to brownish gray. Mainly massive. Very stylolitic and 
fractured a few areas have distorted laminations.  
13677.7-13680.45 
Limestone, very fine grained. Very dark brown. Massive. A few stylolites. 
Solid. Gradational and conformable upper contact. Stylolitic contact 
below.  
13680.45-13683 
Dolomite. Tan, massive. Blocky. Very fractured (mostly vertical). 
Gradational and conformable lower contact.  
13683-13688.6 
Limestone. Dark brown. Might have been burrowed. Has a faint and weak 
texture supporting this, just reworked. Otherwise is distorted massive. 
Fossiliferous.  
13688.6-13696 
Dolomite. Massive. Somewhat laminar but very large scale (about 0.8feet 
interval).  
13696-13705 
Limestone like above except very fossiliferous. 0.1foot circular fossil at 
13699. Probably a coral. Immediately after is a cephalopod fossil. Last two 
feet are weakly burrowed. Has one large stylolite.  
13705-13752 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Original matrix is limestone, dark brown 
fossiliferous. Burrows are dolomite, dark gray coarser grained.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 9033 Well Name: Cenex Fed #23-4 
API #: 33-007-00767 Core to Log Correction: +6 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12514-12522.85 
Limestone. Brown to dark brownish gray. Fossiliferous (micro bivalves, 
ostracods). Large scale laminations. Compressed burrows? Horizontal 
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fractures present throughout, but more concentrated in first two feet. Not 
slabbed well. Hard to see textures. Small, vuggy 0.1foot beds are common 
throughout. 12521 to end is black massive, small scale burrows.  
12522.85-12528 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Brownish gray original matrix with dark 
gray burrows. Starting at 12524.8 to end the burrows become vuggy.  
12528-12547 
Dolomite. Exactly like above but all dolomite. Burrows very vuggy and 
coarse grained. Contain some oil. Slightly yellow stained. Water doesn’t 
bead up, but it does have a distinct smell. Brown matrix, dark gray 
burrows.  
12547-12570 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Brownish gray matrix, gray burrows. 
Limestone matrix dolomite burrows. Burrows are coarser grained. 
Contains some distorted laminations. Mostly solid. Occasional vuggy 
(slightly) zone, but nowhere close to what it is like above. Contains black 
organic beds from 12548.5-12551.3, 12554.4-12555.4, 12562-12565.35. 
Very fossiliferous. Black. Massive. All contacts are bounded by stylolites. 
Contain micro burrows. Typically, 0.1 thick fossil lag deposits.  
Kukersites: 17 beds total. All 0.1foot thick. All solid, no stringy beds. 
Most are in first organic zone.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7934 Well Name: Anna Osadchuk B-1 
API #: 33-007-00590 Core to Log Correction: +20 feet to depth 
12946, then + 16 feet to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12887-12907.7 
Limestone. Dark brown. Fossiliferous (micro). Massive mosaic like 
texture in spots, old burrows compressed? Contains pea sized anhydrite 
clasts, very abundant from 893-896. Poorly slabbed. Mainly broken. Hard 
to see textures. 
12887-12890 Rubble, limestone, 890-893 missing. 
12907.7-12908.6 Dolomite. Massive. A few laminations greenish gray. 
12908.6-12920.5 Anhydrite. Bedded massive. Dark gray. 
12920.5-12928.4 
Dolomite. Brown. Massive with some laminations and crystallotopic 
anhydrite. Distorted massive as well. 924.2-927 might be massive 
anhydrite or contain a lot of anhydrite because it becomes dark gray in 
color.  
12928.4-12932.8 
Anhydrite. Dark gray. Massive to bedded massive until 12930.6 then it 
grades into distorted bedded mosaic/bedded mosaic mix.  
12932.8-12937.4 
Dolomite. Laminated. Dark gray. Contains crystallotopic anhydrite. Fairly 
tight laminations.  
12937.4-12946 
Dolomite. Brown to grayish brown. Laminated with a massive zone from 
940.2-941.4 and 942-946 (mainly distorted massive).  




Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Brown matrix limestone. Dark gray 
dolomite burrows.  
13014-13045.6 
Dolomite. Burrows. Brown matrix. Dark brown burrows. A little vuggy in 
burrows. Small though. And not nearly close to has been seen. 
Quantitative wise. Regardless, good porosity zone. Almost no fossils. 
Matrix weathered.  
13045.6-13073 
Limestone/dolomite. Brown to dark brown, fossiliferous (micro) matrix 
with dark gray dolomite burrows. Solid. Slightly fractured. Fossil bivalve 
lag deposit at 13058.3 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 11335 Well Name: BNRR #11-32 
API #: 33-007-01042 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11820-11823.8 Dolomite. Tan. Massive. Lower contact is stylolite.  
11823.8-11869 
Limestone. Brown. Massive. Contains some anhydrite weathered clasts 
around the 50. Stylolitic in beginning.  
11869-11891 
Limestone/dolomite. Brown/dark gray burrows. Slightly fractured and 
vuggy.  
 
NDIC #: 20043 Well Name: Peplinski 34-9 
API #: 33-033-00300 Core to Log Correction: -5 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11815-11848.8 
Dolomite. Buff. Beige. Very stylolitic. Mostly massive bedding. Some 
distorted and contorted bedding. Somewhat fractured. Large portions are 
rubble.  
11848.8-11851.5 
Limestone. Massive. Brown. Stylolitic. Some fractures and desiccation 
cracks. Contains golf ball sized clasts of chert and weathered anhydrite. 
Lower contact is a high relief saw tooth stylolite. Lower and upper. 
Weakly burrowed to begin with.  
11851.5-11870 
Dolomite. Beige. Laminated mainly although there is a section of 
burrowed, massive, and distorted bedded. These all occur above 11858.5. 
stylolitic contains chert clasts. Solid.  
11870-11884 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrowed interval. Light brown to brown matrix, 
dark gray burrows. Burrows are dolomite. Matrix is massive, limestone. 
Burrows appear to be slightly contorted. Oil stained from 11874.5 to 
11875.5. Smells. Last 2.5feet the burrows have coarse sand sized grains 
included in with them. 
11884-11887 
Limestone. First 1.5feet is burrowed like above. Conformable grade into 
a black, massive limestone for final 1.5feet. Last 0.5feet appears to contain 
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strings of kukersite beds. Contains many coarse-grains. Organic. Probably 
contains microfossils too.  
11887-11906.3 
Dolomite. Burrowed. Largely oil stained, so burrows are 
faint/contorted/erased. Dark brown matrix, dark gray to black burrows. 
0.02 kukersite bed at 11894.4. Stringy, contains a lot of coarser grains. 
11901.5 to 11903.5 is an organic zone. Contains 4x 0.1foot kukersite beds 
and then last 0.5feet appears to be one solid bed. About 4-5x 0.01-0.02foot 
beds present as well. Good pyrite vein at 11902.6. Coarse grains and 
microfossils found within, but typically on top of the beds. Crinoids are 
the only ones distinguishable. Beds vary from black to a very dark brown. 
These kukersites are a little limier than normal. Beds (0.1) at 11901.8, 
11902, 11902.3, 902.8-903.5.  
11906.3-11910.3 
Limestone. Rubble. Appears to be burrows, 0.1 small burrowed kukersite 
at 11907. Stringy.  
11910.3-11915.3 Dolomite. Rubble. Appears to be burrows.  
11915.3-11941 
Limestone. Rubble until 11920. Dark gray to gray distorted massive from 
11920 to 11922.6. Weakly burrowed maybe. Slightly stylolitic. 922.6-
923.5 is burrowed, although looks contorted. Last 0.1foot is coarse grained 
packstone. 11923.5-11925.5 is massive, black. Organic. No kukersites. 
Contains a few small burrows and microfossils 11925.5 to 11928.6 is 
typical burrows. Brown/dark gray burrows are dolomitized. 11928.6-
11930.4 is black, massive organic zone. Contains kukersites. Kukersites 
are a red brown in color. Mostly stringy. Unit as a whole contains an 
abundance of microfossils. Main beds are 11928.6 (0.3), 929.1 (0.1), 929.3 
(0.1), 929.5 (0.2). 11930.4-11932 is typical burrows. This is conformable 
and grades into a 0.5foot black massive bed with a 0.1 stringy kukersite at 
11932.2. Lower contact is sharp and appears to be erosional. The next foot 
is massive/burrowed and 11935-11941 is mostly rubble, but burrowed, all 
limestone.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7255 Well Name: BN #34-3 
API #: 33-033-00069 Core to Log Correction: -2 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12400-12402 Mosaic Anhydrite 
12402-12406 
Contorted mosaic and ropy bedded anhydrite. Also distorted bedded 
mosaic 
12406-12420 Distorted laminated dolomite 
12420-12423.5 Limestone 
12423.5-12435 Missing 
12435-12452.3 Limestone. Brown. Massive 
12452.3-12453.5 Dolomite. Contains hardgrounds.  
12454-12457.6 Anhydrite. Bedded massive. A little distorted massive too.  
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12457.6-12458.4 Dolomite. Gray. Massive.  
12458.4-12545 Missing 
12545-12624 
Limestone. Typical burrows. Brown massive matrix. Dark gray 
dolomitized burrows. Burrows sometimes vuggy. Matrix contains a lot of 
horizontal fractures. Burrow texture weakens at end of section (last 20feet 
or so). Boundstone from 548-548.4. 
Notes 
Organic zones: 5493-550.2 (0.02 kukersite at 549.3).  
573.5-575.8 (no apparent, a 0.01 at 75.6) (74.0,74.2?) Gradational top 
stylolitic lower. 
587.8-590.7 (587.8 (0.1?), 588.2 (0.02), 588.3 (0.02), 588.4 (0.02), 588.5 
(0.03), 588.6 (0.03), 588.8 (0.1), 589.7 (0.1), 590.1 (0.1) 
Notes Black massive contains coarse grains, microfossils, small scale burrows. 
Notes 
Gradational contacts 613-614.2 0.1@ 613.8 0.03@ 613.2  
Some massive areas are black, fossiliferous, matrix has coarse grains, 
fossils too 
Additional Kukersite beds in well. 
 
NDIC #: 7550 Well Name: State #2 
API #: 33-033-00076 Core to Log Correction: -7 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12404-12405 Anhydrite. Bedded massive.  
12405-12409 
Dolomite. Laminated. Brown/gray, distorted. Contains anhydrite crystal 
growths.  
12409-12411 Anhydrite. Massive.  
12411-12427 
Dolomite. Tan to brown. Mix of massive, laminated, distorted laminated 
bedding.  
12427-12429.5 Anhydrite. Massive mostly. Bedded massive/mosaic at end.  
12429.5-12464 
Dolomite. Massive. Brown. Same sections are distorted laminated. 
(mainly first six feet or so). Stylolites are common. Some slightly 
contorted spots. Limestone from 448.5-450. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8088 Well Name: William Bernhardt #1 
API #: 33-089-00242 Core to Log Correction: -8 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11567-11607 
Limestone. Brown. Massive to burrowed. Many desiccation cracks. 
Occasional small chert clast. Greenish bentonite clay, laminar, distorted. 
11579.6-11580.1. Limestone is mosaic like in spots, contains microfossils. 




Anhydrite. Bedded massive to 09. Mosaic to 09.5. Dolomite/brown mud 
to 10. 10-11.5 is bedded massive. 11.5 to 15.5 is bedded mosaic. 15.5-16 
is nodular mosaic.  
11616-11675 Missing 
11675-11687.5 
Anhydrite. Bedded massive. Desiccation cracks. First half foot is laminar 
with contorted bedding. 
11693-11695 
Dolomite. Tan/beige. Massive. Slightly brecciated and contains a large 
chunk dark gray dolomite.  
11695-11700.5 
Limestone. Brown. No fossils. Compressed burrows for first foot. Rest is 
contorted massive. 
11700.5-11705.1 
Anhydrite. Massive to bedded massive (mostly). Last foot contorted 
massive. 
11705.1-11717.5 
Dolomite. Tan/beige. Laminar to distorted laminar. A few massive spots. 
Couple stylolites. Some fractures.  
11717.5-11765 
Limestone. Brown. Mix of massive and burrowed (brown, light gray). Still 
has some of the desiccation cracks, microfossils. Coarse grains. Very 
similar to beginning limestone.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 22775 Well Name: Ross 13-2 
API #: 33-033-00312 Core to Log Correction: -7 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12065-12068.4 
“C” burrowed. Limestone. Very reactive. Slightly laminar, light brown 
original to dark brown burrows.  
12068.4-12069.7 
12068→stylolite. Kukersite zone. Dominant mats at 12068.7, 12068.9, 
12069.4, .5, .6. Mats are nonreactive. Limestone everywhere else. Jet 
black for kukersites. Charcoal for limestone. Crinoid fossils near top most 
layer. Other microfossil/fossil fragments around others. Stylolite after last 
layer.  
12069.8 Limestone contact. Erosional. Limestone above, dolomite below. 
12069.8-12072 Burrows. Light brown matrix. Chocolate/dark brown burrows.  
12072-12077.6 
Burrows. Oil stained. Water beads up. Smells. Both burrows and matrix 
become darker shades of browns in hue.  
12077.6-12077.8 
Kukersite zone. Thick. Many fossils. Limey in between mats. Mats 
nonreactive. Colors as above. Contacts appear erosional above and below.  
12077.8-12084.9 Oil saturated burrows. Weird clast at 12077.9. Looks like fish.  
12084.9-12086.9 
Kukersite zone. Fossiliferous. Limey. Massive. Kukersite bed. Many 
crinoid fragments. Kukersite characteristics as above. Major beds are 
12085 to 12085.5 and 12086.9. Tan bed is stringier bottom is a whole. 
Bigger unknown fossil present as well.  
12086.9-12090.6 Oil saturated burrows. Halite crystals at 12087.7 
12090.5-12090.7 Kukersite. Stringy. Fossiliferous. Erosional contacts.  
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120090.7-12092 Oil saturated burrows Dolomite rhombs near end.  
12092-12092.4 
Kukersite zone. Fossiliferous. Erosional contacts. Very stringy. Limey in 
between.  
12092.4-12098 Oil saturated burrows.  
12098 Contact. Dolomite above. Limestone below. 
12098-12100 Burrows. Matrix limestone. Burrows dolomitized to slightly dolomitized. 
12100-12102.3 
 Burrows. Reactive. Matrix very reactive. Burrows slightly dolomitized 
slightly reworked. Colors as above. Slight foam reaction. May contain 
some oil. Stylolitic with stringy, black laminations. Occasional fossils.  
12102.3-12103.8 
Kukersite zone. Darker massive, interval- fossiliferous some kukersite 
strings. Main bed is 0.1foot at 12103.6 and 12103.2 erosional contacts.  
12103.8-12107.3 
Massive limestone. Broken by intervals separated by stylolites/erosion 
intervals are: 12103.8-12104.2 (fossiliferous chocolate brown, erosional 
contacts) 12104.2-12104.4 (black, kukersite like, slightly dolomitized 
stylolite contact in bottom.) 12104.4-12107.3 (brown limestone, 
occasional stylolite. Stringy, black laminations throughout. Some burrows 
erosional contact at bottom.) 
12107.3-12108.7 
Limestone. Black. Organic zone. No kukersites. Organic kukersite like 
blob at 12108.4-.6, fossiliferous.  
12108.7-12111.6 
Starts out as brown, massive with a few large fossils (gastropods?) goes 
into burrows but burrows are dolomitized, colors darken slightly with 
depth. 
12111.6-12113.8 
Kukersite zone. Few calcite clasts, almost appears if the kukersite was 
burrowed. Fossiliferous. Kukersite beds located at 12111.8 to .9, 12112-
12112.3, 12112.5-.6. Very dark otherwise. Very reactive almost like black 
burrows. Stylolites contact at base erosional at top.  
12113.8-12116.3 Typical burrows. Dolomite from 12115-12115.5 
12116.3-12116.6 Kukersite zone. As above. 
12116-12277 
Burrows. Typical. Limestone. Occasional by fossil. Horn coral at 12117.3. 
Overall parts are distorted, others massive, others bioturbated. Significant 
portion is rubble. Crack-fill features after 200.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8993 Well Name: Klain #1 
API #: 33-055-00038 Core to Log Correction: +3 feet to 7832.2, 
then +6 to 7892, then +5 to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
7719-7727.6 
Limestone. Grayish-green. Smells muddy when wet. Somewhat fissile. 
Looks like it has a significant mud portion associated with it. Glauconite? 
Sharp, erosional contact for base. Strong mountain contact? Fossiliferous 
throughout some fossil lag deposits. Some specimens were taken for UND 
paleontology collection. (dissolved out) (about 17). Many brachiopods if 
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not all are per quick visual. Distorted massive. Contains occasional lighter 
green clast. Mudstone solid.  
7727.6-7740.3 
Limestone. Yellowish-gray/brown. Distorted massive overall with some 
contorted massive wackestone to packstone. Mostly wackestone. Small-
large burrows around 30 +/- 0.4. many coarse grains and allochems like 
microfossils. Sharp erosional contact to below.  
7740.3-7742.6 
Dolomite. Beige. Laminar to distorted laminar. Laminations are black. 
Solid. No fossils. Very lightly fractured (horizontal) Crystalline? Or 
mudstone. 
7742.6-7761.9 
Limestone. Brownish gray. Laminar. Black laminations 0.05 spacing on 
average. Very slightly disturbed in spots, but very rare. Solid. Only a few 
fractures. No apparent fossils. Last 1.5feet have some crystallotopic 
anhydrite. Mudstone. No coarse grains, lower contact is sharp, erosional.  
7761.9-7765.2 
Anhydrite. Bedded massive until 62.4 then massive until 63.6, then a mix 
of bedded massive and bedded mosaic until end. Dark gray. Brown.  
7765.2-7769.9 
Dolomite. Light brown. Massive to laminated. Solid. No apparent fossils. 
68.7 to end is Greenish gray, massive with a sharp, erosional lower 
contact. Grades into green.  
7769.9-7777.1 
Anhydrite. Bedded mosaic until 71. Then it’s mosaic until 71.5, then it’s 
massive, some bedded, slight mosaic until end. Unknown lower contact. 
7777.1-7792.4 
Dolomite. Yellowish brown. Mostly massive, laminar in some spots. Not 
too dense. Seems a little porous. Coarse grained? Solid. No apparent 
fossils. Lower contact is conformable and gradational. Mudstone.  
7792.4-7808.2 
Limestone. Brown to light brown. First two feet are contorted. Then it’s 
laminar bedded until 94.8. Limestone/limestone burrowed until 96. 
Laminar and very fossiliferous until end. Full of crinoids. Contacts are all 
conformable and gradational. Mudstone. Solid.  
7808.2-7811.5 
Dolomite. Brown, tan, gray, beige. Contorted and medium burrows until 
09.7. 09.7-10.7 is very fissile, brittle, clay? No HCl reaction, weak in 
cracks. Dark brown. Distorted laminar to end. Sharp contacts. Appear 
conformable.  
7811.5-7817.6 Anhydrite. Bedded massive. Brown/dark gray.  
7817.6-7826 
Dolomite. Buff. Massive. Somewhat chalky. Tightly packed laminated 
with a small limestone interval from 23.4 to 24.3. Little burrowed for last 
foot. Overall solid. No apparent fossils.  
7826-7831.7 
Limestone. Light brown, greenish gray. Compressed burrows? Solid. 
Mudstone. If not, it is a laminar bedded limestone. Has some crystallotopic 
anhydrite and veins. No apparent fossils. 
7831.7-7832.2 Anhydrite 
7832.2-7833.7 Missing 
7833.7-7837.1 Anhydrite. Bedded massive. Brown/dark gray. 
7837.1-7888 
Dolomite. Buff. Mudstone. Chalky. Solid. Mostly massive. Some spots 
laminar or contain black, contorted laminations. No apparent fossils. 
Contains small, crystalline dolomite. Recrystallized fossils? 67.3-69.4 is 
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limestone; conformable gradational contact above, sharp erosional for 
base.  
7888-7892 Limestone. Contorted massive. Brown. Fossiliferous. Mudstone.  
7892-7894 Missing 
7894-7912 
Limestone. Brown to light brown. Burrowed to massive to distorted 
massive. Contains large (about 0.1 in diameter) anhydrite (weathered) 
clasts. 05 to end is very porous and coarse grained. Grainstone for sure. 
Looks like sand under 20x hand lens. 06 to end is dolomite. Oil stained? 
7912-8014 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Matrix/burrows. Contorted massive in 
some spots. Mudstone. Matrix commonly has large grains or fossils, 
mostly crinoids. Brown/dark brown. Slightly yellowish. No smell, but 
maybe some oil? Slightly fractured.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 6872 Well Name: Mae Olson #1 
API #: 33-061-00220 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11762-11764.4 
Limestone. Dark brown. First foot is laminar, grades into distorted until 
63.5 and it becomes contorted. Crystallotopic anhydrite. No apparent 
fossils. Some desiccation cracks. Solid. Unknown contacts.  
11764.4-11768.4 
Dolomite. Tan. Distorted laminar. No apparent fossils. 767 to end has 
crystallotopic anhydrite and some little nodular as well. Lower contact is 
sharp, stylolitic. No apparent fossils.  
11768.4-11771.15 
Anhydrite. Distorted nodular mosaic with some bedded massive. Lower 
contact is sharp, erosional. Might be a stylolite, but very small in relief. 
Dark gray/brown with brown matrix.  
11771.15-11775.4 
Dolomite. Tan. Massive to distorted laminar. Small anhydrite bed at 
11773. No apparent fossils. Lower contact is unknown.  
11775.4-11779.6 Anhydrite. Bedded massive 
11779.6-11793.6 
Limestone. Distorted massive. Brown. 0.02foot kukersite bed at 11789.1. 
Has a conformable, gradational lower contact and an upper stylolitic 
contact with a stylolite in the middle as well. 77.3-79 has crystallotopic 
anhydrite. Mudstone solid. Contains a few weathered anhydrite clasts. No 
apparent fossils.   
11793.6-11823 
Limestone/dolomite. Matrix/burrows. Brown/dark brown, gray. Couple 
weathered anhydrite clasts. Couple horizontal fractures. Few allochems in 
matrix with coarse grains. Matrix is a little more weathered.  






NDIC #: 355 Well Name: Clifford Hanson #3 
API #: 33-061-00042 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12570-12610.2 
Limestone. Gray/dark gray. Distorted massive. Fossiliferous. Laminar 
bedded starting around 587. Ends around 595. Fossil bearing in the 
distorted parts. Crinoids. Solid. Sharp, lower conformable contact. 
Mudstone; however, the laminated parts appear to be a little coarser 
grained.  
12610.2-12617.1 
Anhydrite. First 0.7feet is dolomite. Then it is bedded massive with 
distorted massive zones. Bedded mosaic around 614. About 0.4feet thick. 
Erosional sharp contacts.  
12617.1-12635.5 
Dolomite. Brown. Massive to laminated. Distorted laminated, and a small 
section (closer to base) of distorted massive. No apparent fossils. Solid. 
Mudstone. Contact might be a foot off or so at base. Core appears out of 
order. Laminations are black and packed tight close together.  
12635.5-12655.5 
Limestone. Dark gray to brown. Distorted massive. Wackestone. Crinoids. 
Good amount of allochems.  
12655.5-12675 
Anhydrite. 1foot brown dolomite bed between 67 and 68. Dark gray with 
brown matrix. Mostly bedded massive. Bedded mosaic from 68-72. 
12675-12717 
Dolomite. Brown to tan. Massive to distorted massive (mostly). Solid. No 
apparent fossils. Mudstone. Little fissile in some spots.  
12717-12806 
Limestone. Burrows. All limestone. Brown, fossiliferous, wackestone 
matrix with black burrows, slightly compressed/collapsed. Mudstone. 
Does not appear to have any allochems with it, Zebra-like burrows. Black 
and white/gray appearance. Contains two kukersites. First is near 721.7. 
Core is out of order. Approximately 0.1 feet thick. Has sharp, erosional 
contacts. Stylolitic contacts. Pyrite above kukersite. Small particles. 
Second kukersite is at 764.8. It is also 0.1 feet thick. More irregular 
thickness around core though. Contacts are sharp, irregular. Has a soft-
sediment deformation look to it. Slightly porous. Coarser-grained than 
normal. Pyrite particles above bed as well.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 12597 Well Name: Knoshaug #6-22 
API #: 33-061-00378 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12980-12998 
Dolomite. Dark brown/black. Distorted massive. Salt and pepper like. 
Mossy looking. Mudstone. No apparent fossils. Conformable contact.  
12998-13017 
Dolomite. Dark brown. Grayish brown. Distorted and contorted laminar. 
Allochems are present, more abundant in contorted parts. Crinoids. 




Dolomite. Burrows. Dark brown/black. Matrix/burrows. Burrows more 
resistant to weathering. Appears brecciated in parts. No apparent fossils, 
but many milky white allochems that are likely recrystallized fossils. 
Contorted burrows in parts as well. Grainstone/grainstone. Lower contact 
is a stylolite.  
13054.7-13063 
Limestone/dolomite. Dark brown/black. Contorted burrows. Contorted 
massive at least. Fossiliferous like above. In both layers. Matrix/burrows. 
Only can make out brachiopods. Crinoids possibly? Packstone or 
wackestone. No apparent kukersites. Couple questionable beds but lacking 
stylolites. Too hard to tell. Ruling no. lacking structure. Black burrows, 
slightly compressed/collapsed, mudstone? Does not appear to have 
allochems with it. Zebra like burrows. Black and white/gray appearance at 
first glance. Contains two kukersites. First is at 721.7? core out of order. 
It is approximately 0.1feet thick. Has sharp, erosional contacts. Both 
stylolites? Pyrite above kukersite. Small specks. Second is at 764.8. It is 
0.1foot thick. More irregular in thickness. Contacts are sharp, irregular 
almost like soft sediment deformation. Slightly porous, coarser grained? 
Pyrite specks above and below. 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
NDIC #: 7362 Well Name: O. Armour #13-23 
API #: 33-061-00234 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12920-12934.4 
Limestone. Dark brown. Distorted massive. Maybe some contorted spots. 
Some black laminations present. Slightly vuggy in some spots. Fairly 
fractured throughout. Mudstone. 0.02foot kukersite bed at 12934.3. Sharp, 
irregular, erosional contacts. Fracture line on basal contact. Facies has a 
sharp, stylolitic like fracture, erosional lower contact.  
12934.4-12953 
Limestone/dolomite. Dark brown/gray to dark gray. Matrix/burrows. 
Burrows are coarser grained and are slightly vuggy or fractured in spots. 
Very vuggy and fractured around 38. Good erosional, irregular stylolitic 
contact at 42. Appears to be a 0.03foot kukersite bed at 48.2. Stylolitic 
upper and lower contacts. Small burrows? Coarse grained. Has a laminar 
type bed structure. Between 38 and 39 there appears to be some very 
irregular stringy kukersites. 3 of them about 0.01-0.02feet thick. Vuggy in 
this interval too. Distorted massive. 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7612 Well Name: Berg #15-24 
API #: 33-101-00235 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11120-11175 
Limestone. Brown to dark brown. Black laminae common. Very contorted 
massive bedded, bioturbated, somewhat burrowed until 138. From 138 to 
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the end it is mostly distorted massive to massive. Some burrowed and 
contorted parts. Fossiliferous although most are recrystallized. Can 
recognize brachiopods. Stylolites and fracture are common. Some 
desiccation cracks. Allochems are abundant. Wackestone maybe 
mudstone in parts. Contains kukersites. Might be a few strings, but 
laminae thicken. Kukersites are mostly immature. Coarse grained. Vuggy. 
Laminar bedded. Contains some allochems. Kukersites: 155.15 (0.1foot), 
154.95 (0.05foot), 160.7 (0.05foot), 155.6 (0.15foot), 154.8 (0.05foot), 
159.9 (0.05foot), 155.9 (0.1foot), 160.9 (0.1foot), 159.2 (0.1foot). They 
most commonly have irregular, stylolitic contacts. Sharp. Pencil line. 
Erosional. Thicknesses vary too. Very sporadic, changing in the core itself. 
Like it’s folded. Thing and thicken. Deformed. Larger ones have small 
burrowing.  Solid. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 6104 Well Name: Grant Carlson #B-1 
API #: 33-025-00072 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13460-13503.6 
Limestone/dolomite. Matrix/burrows. Brown to dark brown/dark gray to 
grayish brown. Fossiliferous/some microfossils, but very rare. 13462-
13463 is missing and 13496-13501 is missing.  
13503.6-13505.5 
Dolomite. Burrowed. Matrix becomes a light brown and loses fossil 
content. Returns towards end. Slight oil content? Water beads up. 
13505.5-13580 
Limestone/dolomite. Exactly like above. Some spots are dark gray/black 
though. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8711 Well Name: Flemmer #1 
API #: 33-055-00034 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
7715-7720.5 
Limestone/glauconite. Green. Slight delayed reaction, but strong. Has a 
large portion of glauconite. Green. Massive. Contains 0.05 fossil lag beds. 
Mostly bivalves. Sharp, erosional contact with lower unit. Must be very 
porous. Hard to keep wet.  
7720.5-7721 
Limestone. Greenish-brown. 0.25 is conglomerate-like. Then there is a 
sharp contact with a 0.25foot Greenish-brown contorted bedded 
limestone. Pyrite at the bottom. Very sharp, straight bottom contact.  
7721-7723 Limestone. Massive. Brown. Has some microfossils. Slightly distorted.  
7723-7726.2 
Limestone. Tan burrows with black matrix. Small burrows. Heavily 
burrowed. Top contact is gradational. Lower is sharp, erosional. Peppery 
looking.  




Limestone. Brown. Distorted and contorted bedded. Some anhydrite 
present. Tightly packed. First 0.2feet is clay-like. Greenish and tan.  
7730-7746.5 
Limestone. Tan/brown laminar beds. Loosely 0.05-0.10 thickness. 
Alternate. Some contain distorted laminations. First foot has some large 
sized crystallotopic anhydrite. Crystallotopic anhydrite is common 
throughout.  
7746.5-7748.9 
Anhydrite. Bedded massive. Sharp, straight contacts. Some small mosaic 
beds. Brown dolomite beds with dark gray anhydrite.  
7748.9-7755.3 
Dolomite. Yellowish-tan. Massive. Some soft sediment deformation parts. 
Contains veins of coarse grained crystalline dolomite. Some might be 
anhydrite. Distorted massive with some loosely spaced laminar beds. 
7755.3-7763.6 
Anhydrite. Massive until 57.5. then it is mosaic until 59. Then bedded 
massive until 59.9, back to mosaic until 60.9, bedded massive to 61.8, then 
bedded mosaic to end. Off white to dark gray.  
7763.6-7764.8 Limestone. Distorted laminated. Packed. Brown/dark brown.  
7764.8-7765 
Limestone. Tan to light brown. Massive with some laminations and some 
laminar spots.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 9103 Well Name: Federal #10-1 
API #: 33-025-00280 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13764-13777.7 
Dolomite. Brown to dark brown with black laminations. Stylolitic contact 
at 77.0. Laminar until 69.0. then it is disturbed until 72.0. Lastly it is 
contorted/bioturbated until 74.0. Disturbed from 74-77. Massive from 77 
to end. Stylolitic (a few). 
13777.7-13778.5  Limestone. Dark brown. Massive.  
13778.5-13825 Missing  
13825-13831.6 
Dolomite. Light gray with dark gray laminations. Possibly a little 
anhydrite mixed in as well. Laminated throughout except at 27 +and- 0.3 
it is disturbed with some contorted. Last 0.4feet is massive.  
13831.6-13834.65 
Anhydrite. Massive. Dark gray with some brown. Contact looks 
conformable and gradational.  
13834.65-13858 
Dolomite. Some limier parts are present. Brown. Mostly disturbed massive 
but laminated (loosely) zones exist. Last foot is contorted massive with 
some stylolites. Stylolitic lower contact.  
13858-13884.5 
Limestone/dolomite. Dark brown/gray to dark gray. Fossiliferous/none 
matrix/burrows. Cephalopod at 13869.9. 
13884.5-13897.3 
Dolomite. Exactly like above otherwise. 0.1foot limestone bed at 93.1. 
sharp contacts. Few other smaller ones exist as well. 




13918.3-13921.9 Limestone/Dolomite contact 
13921.9-13926.2 Dolomite 
13926.2-13944.4 Dolomite/Limestone contact, variably dolomitic though.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 5821 Well Name: US Gov’t #34X-31-1 
API #: 33-053-00656 Core to Log Correction: -11 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12425-12432 
Anhydrite. Bedded nodular mosaic. 31-32 is bedded nodular with nodes 
being about nice pea-size. Anhydrite is off-white with dark gray clasts and 
matrix as well. Main matrix is a tan dolomite.  
12432-12447.5 
Dolomite. Tan to light brown. Mudstone. A few stylolites and fractures. 
Laminated and distorted laminated with thin, tight to tightly packed 
laminae. 44-44.2 appears to be out of order. No apparent fossils. Sharp, 
erosional upper contact.  
12447.5-12478 
Limestone. Brown to dark brown. Wackestone. Moderately fractured (yet 
appears) not as durable. Massive. (main) Mottled and distorted massive 
bedded. Very fossiliferous with standard found. Crinoids and graptolites. 
Contains white, crystalline dolomite throughout. Marble sized 
growths/clasts in spots. Some pyrite.  
12478-12479 
Dolomite. Greenish and grayish brown. Contains 2x 0.02 black laminae at 
18.9. Mudstone. No fossils. Solid. 0.04 Greenish bed. Might have a 
significant clay content associate with it.  
12479-12490.8 
Anhydrite. Interbedded dolomite 83.5-85, 80.2-80.5. massive and bedded 
massive to 86, dark gray and tan, light brown. 86-90.5 is bedded mosaic 
and nodular mosaic. 90.5-90.8 is massive/bedded massive. Colors as 
above.  
12490.8-12528.3 
Dolomite. Light gray to a grayish-light brown. Fractured. Stylolitic. 
Mudstone. Massive except 524 to end is distorted massive. 18 color 
changes to brown until end. Blotchy. Broken up well into chunks in spots. 
Black dolomite rhombs occasionally present. Appear to be black, organic 
string deposits (0.01 for 3 beds) at 19. Labeled as source rock in core. No 
apparent fossils.  
12528.3-12601 
Limestone. Burrows. 28.3-42.7 is a dark brown mudstone. 31.2 has 
ellipsoid chert nodule 0.15 long x0.07 tall. 41 has a fossil that looks like a 
foot/deformed dinosaur foot. Distorted massive. Stylolitic (lower contact 
too.) faint small scale burrows. From beginning to 31.3. 31.3 to end 
contains white dolomite recrystallization, of small burrows and allochems 
such as brachiopods. Still distorted massive. Very fractured from 31.3 to 
end. Desiccation/crack-fill. 42.7-52.1 is a brown mudstone. 
Contorted/distorted massive. Bioturbated. Stylolitic. Contains golf ball 
sized weathered chert clasts. Moderately fractured. Blacker areas look like 
compressed burrows. They are dolomitized. Increases with depth. 47.7 has 
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a packstone fossil lag deposit. Cherts are sandstones. Fine upper to 
medium lower, appears to be moderately to partly sorted, rounded grains, 
no HCl reaction, moderately indurated. Major rework interval. Active. 
46.2-46.4 contains large grains 52.1-58 is typical burrows. Brown/dark 
gray. Matrix/burrows. Limestone/dolomite. All mudstone. Moderately 
fractured. Slightly stylolitic. Very rare on allochems/fossil (no apparent) 
content. 57.9 has a 0.02-foot thin sandy lamina. 58-62.2 is a distorted 
massive mudstone. Brown to dark brown. Low allochems. Quieter waters. 
Stylolites. 62.2-601 is typical burrows again. Brown/gray to dark gray. 
Matrix/burrows. Wackestone/mudstone. Stylolitic. Limestone/dolomite. 
Standard fauna. Mostly crinoids. Stylolitic. Lightly fractured. 90 to end is 
slightly yellowish, muddy around the burrows. Faint oil odor. High TOC 
zone. From 74.1-76 (burrows turn black, still react with 75.5-76 being a 
black, fossiliferous limestone bed with what appears to be kukersites.) 82-
83 fossil line, none round. 87.5-88.2 fossil line with kukersites. 91.6-92.4 
black burrows. A lot of core is missing between foot marks in this core.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 6501 Well Name: Eckert Foundation #1 
API #: 33-053-00759 Core to Log Correction: +1 feet to 13501.3, 
then +7 to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13455-13461.3 
Anhydrite. Mix of mosaic, nodular mosaic bedded nodular mosaic and 
bedded nodular.  White clasts with dark gray and brown matrix. Last 1foot 
is distorted nodular-lower contact is sharp, erosional.  
13461.3-13463.4 
Limestone. Mudstone. Dark brown. Coarse-grained. Then normal upper 
fine to medium without checking with a microscope. A few fractures, no 
allochems. A couple thin black laminations.  
13463.4-13479 
Dolomite. Mudstone. 463.4-468 is distorted laminated then massive until 
13472. Then distorted/contorted massive to 474. After that it is very 
broken and blocky until the end. Appears to be massive. Some stylolites. 
Some fractures. No apparent fossils.  
13479-13492.5 
Limestone. Dark brown. Very fractured. Some stylolites. Wackestone. 
Very fossiliferous with typical fauna. Mostly crinoids. Some graptolites. 
White dolomite recrystallization is common.  
13492.5-13493 Dolomite. Mudstone. Brown. Distorted massive. 
13493-13501.3 
494-497 missing 
Anhydrite. Dark gray and light brown. Massive with a little bedded 
massive until 500. Then half foot of mosaic with a half foot of bedded 
massive. 
13501.3-13503.5 
Limestone. Wackestone. Gray, brownish-gray. No fossils but contains 
medium upper sized grains of vugs. Distorted massive.  
13503.5-13510.8 
Interbedded anhydrite. And dolomite. Blocky rubble. Brown and dark 
gray. Sharp, erosional lower contact.  
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1350.8-13511.7 Dolomite. Brown. Massive. Mudstone. Some crystallotopic anhydrite.  
13511.7-13521? 
Limestone. Gray brown. Distorted massive. Mudstone. No allochems. 
Solid. 
13521-13530 
Dolomite. Brown. Distorted massive. No fossils. Packstone. Many oolites 
and pellets. Visually appears to be porous. Full of allochems and fossils. 
Standard fauna. Last foot or so is rubble. Some massive parts.  
13530-13568 
 Limestone. Has interbedded dolomite. From 540.8-541.2. laminated 
tightly with black laminae from 549-552. Brown to dark brown. Blocky 
overall appears to be massive, distorted too. Fractured. Has film that 
dissolve away with acid. Remove, grayish cover. Some allochems. 
Recrystallized white. Stylolites. A little burrowing at the end. Standard 
fauna. Ugly section of rock, a lot and not going on at the same time. Last 
three feet or so is slightly yellow stained.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
NDIC #: 5836 Well Name: ND State #1-X 
API #: 33-053-00659 Core to Log Correction: +18 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13311-13323 
Dolomite. Distorted laminated and massive. Grayish brown. Mostly whole 
core. A few half foot slab pieces.  
13323-13344.6 
Limestone. Grayish brown. Very fractured. Stylolite. Contains clasts of 
anhydrite. Milky white. Little vuggy (pinhole) in spots. Massive. 
Mudstone. Very low allochems and fossil content. (possibly no apparent 
fossils). Sharp, lower contact. Slightly irregular. Becomes a little more 
distorted massive towards the end.  
13344.6-13346 Dolomite. Brown. Mudstone. Massive. Solid. Some black laminae. 
13346-13353 Anhydrite. Dark gray and brown. Massive and bedded massive.  
13353-13358 
Dolomite. Mudstone. Distorted laminated. A little crystallotopic 
anhydrite. Tightly packed. Mosaic anhydrite at the end. Last 0.3feet. no 
apparent fossils. Sharp slightly irregular contact.  
13358-13362.2 Anhydrite. Bedded massive. Little distorted. Gray and dark gray.  
13362.2-13386 
Dolomite. Brownish gray. Pin hole vugs. Some stylolites. Some fractures. 
Mudstone. Appears visually to be fine upper. Massive and distorted 
massive. No apparent fossils. Some allochems (grain, pellets) towards end. 
86-89 missing.  
13389-13413 
Limestone. Has film. Dissolves with acid. Brown. Mudstone. Massive and 
distorted massive. Burrowed in a few small sections. Allochems and fossil 
content is low. 
13413-13424 Missing 
13424-13426.3 
Limestone. Brown massive mudstone. Solid. No allochems or fossils. 
Chert clast tan. 
13426.3-13431 Dolomite. Like above. Gets a little darker in last foot. 





Dolomite. Burrows. Very vuggy (large). Brown/dark gray. 
Matrix/burrows mudstones. No allochems. Weathered matrix.  
13462-13491 
Typical burrows. Limestone/dolomite. Brown/dark gray to black. 
Mudstone to wackestone occasionally/mudstone with allochems. Standard 
fauna. Lightly fractured. Mosaic/mottled in portions. Gets a little blacker 
with depth. Some parts massive with some distortions. Crinoids, 
ostracods, graptolites. Has organic zone. These are black, high TOC, 
fossiliferous, massive limestones. Usually wackestone with packstone 
beds. Usually have small scale burrows. May contain kukersites.  
63.6-65.4 no source rocks 
67.1-67.5, 0.1 kukersite (67.3-67.4) burrowed 
68.5-69.5 is black burrows 
73-74.9, 73.4-73.5 (strings) 
74.6-74.75 (Solid) Good! Ostracods, lag often. Little burrowing near top, 
pyrite lined burrows.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 2373 Well Name: Antelope Unit “A” #1 
API #: 33-053-00410 Core to Log Correction: -10 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes:  
13053-13099.4 
Stoughton. Brown. Slight greenish gray. Distorted massive. Silt/clay with 




Upper A Limestone. Brown with black distortions. Burrowed, medium 
mudstone. Fossil allochems are present, but low. Black wackestone matrix 
with brown mudstone burrows. Not much matrix left. Heavily reworked. 
Mosaic-like 131-132 is a brown, distorted massive mudstone, dolomite. 
Solid.  
13132-13134.5 
Anhydrite. Bedded massive anhydrite. Slight limestone content. Contains 
some coarse grains. Solid.  
13134.5-13156.9 
Lower A Limestone. Starts off in about 1.0feet of contorted bedded brown 
mudstone. Solid. Has black, distorted laminae. Loose. Very little allochems.  
13156.9-13158.9 
Dolomite. Distorted massive. Wackestone. Contains some coarse grains for 
allochems.  
13158.9-13168.5 
B Anhydrite. Dark gray and white. 13158.9-13160.1 is a mix of bedded 
massive and bedded mosaic. 13160.1-162.6 is a brown mudstone dolomite. 
162.6-166 is bedded massive. 166-168.5 is mosaic and bedded mosaic.  
13168.5-
131(87.8/88) 
B Dolomite. Contact is hard to determine. Only small cluster remains. 
Essentially chips and rubble. With what depth markings are present a range 
was established. Use nearby log or well log to make a more accurate guess. 
Very dark brown to black. Looks porous. Orange, rust colored staining. 
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Some hematite? Mudstone. No allochems. Occasional black lamination. One 
stylolite present.  
131(87.8/88)-
13226.5 
B Limestone. Until 193 it is like the dolomite above. Except fossiliferous 
Graptolites and white crystalline limestone clasts. After 193 it is a mottled 
looking limestone. Mainly brown, wackestone. Standard fauna. Very 
fossiliferous. Black distortions are also wackestone, fossiliferous. Has film 
on core. Matrix gray/black is without acid with black swirl parts being 
heavily fossiliferous. Packstone. Crinoids. So, black matrix, heavily 
burrowed (brown)? Distorted massive. Ends with a 0.15 thick very black 
limestone bed with pyrite contorted bedded above it. No stylolites. Probably 
not a kukersite. 
13226.5-13251.2 
C Anhydrite. Interbedded with dolomite (tan, distorted massive, distorted 
laminated mudstone). 226.5-234.8 is bedded massive to massive. 234.8-
235.6 is dolomite. 235.6-239.7 is bedded massive/massive. 239.7-244.2 is 
bedded massive/bedded mosaic. 244.2-249.2 is dolomite. 249.2-251.2 is 
bedded nodular mosaic.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 11139 Well Name: ARCO Nelson #1-23 
API #: 33-105-01141 Core to Log Correction:  
-13 feet to 13578, then 0 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13555-13578 
Dolomite. Massive to loosely laminated. 559.4-560.4 is massive (lower) 
and distorted bedded nodular anhydrite (upper half). Mudstone. 
Crystallotopic anhydrite around 561. Brown and gray in color. Lightly 
fractured. Mix of vertical and horizontal. Desiccation cracks (fracture fill). 
Little vuggy between 70-71. No apparent fossil evidence. Last 0.1foot is 
limestone. Dark gray mudstone. Maybe a contact? 
13578-13629 Not cored.  
13629-13667 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Matrix/burrows. Brown, fossiliferous. 
Mud/wackestone. Dark gray mudstone. Very little allochems. Cracks 
diminish to low. All limestone except for some small dolomite beds. 
Grades back into lower unit. Burrows like above from 652-655.2. 655.2-
658 goes back to a brown/black limestone like above. Lightly fractured. 
Massive. Potentially a high TOC zone. 658-667 is typical burrows like 
above. Heavily fractured. Little Vuggy. 62-64 is a darker zone.  
13667-13688 
Limestone. Burrows. Brown/black. Both mud to wackestone. Matrix still 
heavily fractured. Desiccation cracks/fill. Burrows still have a slight 
dolomitization effect with them. Very fossiliferous, black limestone, high 
organic beds at 669-670.5, 672.3-673.3, 677-677.8, 680.3-680.8. These 
are black, wackestone to packstone with standard fauna. Very fine upper, 
fine lower. Potentially some kukersite? All reactive though.  
Additional Kukersite beds in will 
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NDIC #: 12119 Well Name: Williams #12-13 
API #: 33-105-01291 Core to Log Correction: +4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12610-12615.3 
Anhydrite. Bedded mosaic. 611.2-611.8 brown mudstone dolomite. 610-
613 is bedded mosaic. 613-615.3 bedded massive with 615-15.3 has 
nodular mosaic.  
12615.3-12636.1 
Dolomite. Massive, brown, some parts distorted massive. Gradational, 
conformable upper and lower contacts. (613.3-623.3). 623.3-628.3 is 
loosely distorted laminated. 628.3-631 is distorted/contorted bedded 
(massive). 631-636.1 distorted massive mudstone. Wackestone in some 
spots. Grayish-brown. Fractured. Stylolite at 635. 631.2-631.3 is possibly 
a claystone. Fissile. 635.1-636.1 is slightly burrowed. 
12636.1-12650.4 
Limestone. Brown. Mudstone, mosaic burrows to about 639. No apparent 
fossils in this zone. Brown matrix with dark gray burrows. 639-650.4 is a 
dark brown, wackestone to packstone. Very fossiliferous. 0.1 grainstone 
at 640.6. Typical fauna. Crinoids, brachiopods, graptolites etc. Mosaic 
burrows start to appear again at 648 to end. Slightly vuggy and fractured. 
Massive lower contact is sharp, erosional.  
12650.4-12651 Dolomite. Brown mudstone. Contorted massive. 
12651-12665.9 
Anhydrite. Dark gray massive to 655. Then it is off white/gray bedded 
massive to 656.3. gradational, conformable contacts 656.3-658.7 is 
distorted bedded mosaic. Sharp lower contact. Followed by a 0.2 dark 
gray, massive anhydrite bed and then 12659.5-661.5 is a brown, mudstone, 
dolomite, laminated loosely with some massive. 661.5-655.9 is a mix of 
massive mosaic/bedded mosaic. Gradational lower contact.  
12665.9-12668.3 
Dolomite. Mudstone. Brown to dark brown. Water beads up from 681.7-
682.9. Tightly laminated to 675 then it is slightly distorted for a foot which 
then it largely becomes massive until the end with some smaller micro 
bed/facies. No apparent fossils. Gradational lower contact.  
12688.3-12704.6 
Dolomite. Distorted massive, slightly contorted. Mudstone predominantly 
with some wackestone parts. Grains for allochems appear to be black 
dolomite rhombs. No apparent fossils. Limestone first 0.5-1.0feet to start. 
Lower contact is stylolitic with a Stylolitically bounded bed that kind of 
resembles a kukersite. Fossiliferous. Lacks color and texture is a little bit 
off. Slightly limey at the end.  
12704.6-12713.5 
Limestone. Burrows contorted massive. Mudstone dark brown/dark gray. 
710 has small scale burrows. Squished, laminae burrows. Some allochems.  
12713.5-12716.4 
Dolomite. Burrows. Light brown/black, dark gray. Mudstone. Low 
allochems. 
12716.4-12720 
Limestone. Burrows like above. 0.05 kukersite Stylolitically bounded at 
12717.85? very similar to dolomitic beds in section. Limey too.  
12720-12721.6 Dolomite beds like above. Gradational contacts. 
12721.6-12729 Limestone burrows like above. 
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Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 12186 Well Name: TXPOC -State #23-36 
API #: 33-105-01308 Core to Log Correction: +12 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13820-13832 
Limestone. Mudstone. Wackestone in spots. Dark brown. 20-24 contains 
about 0.05 thick black laminae. Under magnification they seem porous, 
coarser grained. Very fine upper and fine lower. Could be compressed 
burrow. 24-24.5 is full of what appears to be Chondrites burrows. Fossils 
and allochems content is low but present. Fractured (desiccation 
cracks/fill) throughout. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 12831 Well Name: Nelson #22-44 
API #: 33-105-01389 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13126-13186 
Limestone. Burrowed. Dark brown matrix. Gray burrows. Mainly 
mudstone, wackestone in spots. Crinoid/fragments are main allochems. 
Small scale burrows are present occasionally too. 128.5-128.9 contains 
some 0.01-0.02 irregular laminae. Look like organic rich deposits. 
Burrows both porous visually; and slightly coarser grained. Whole section 
is all burrows. Heavily large burrows. Core has white/yellowish film all 
over it. Fractured lightly throughout. Core is massive in texture in spots. 
Usually about 1foot max. without acid core matrix is more black/dark gray 
in color. 130-131 is slightly dolomitized with a few minor spots 
throughout the core. 158-163 contains marble sized white calcite clasts. 
Also appears to be filling fractures. Burrows are a little vuggy 
occasionally. Predominantly massive matrix, mudstone, somewhat 
distorted massive.  
13179-13180.9 Rubble as noted in box.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10766 Well Name: Cottonwood #1 
API #: 33-105-01113 Core to Log Correction: -14 feet? 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13136-13144.3 
Dolomite. Brown. Mudstone. Solid except for a few fractures. Massive, 
loosely laminated, no apparent fossils.  
13144.3-13183.5 
Limestone. 144.3-150 is brown mudstone that is loosely laminated, 147-
150 becomes a little more distorted, 150-183.3 largely burrowed. Dark 
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brown wackestone matrix with dark gray mudstone burrows. Variably 
dolomitized between stylolites. Light fractures. A few vugs. 163.5 a brown 
kukersite? Immature/overmatured? 0.1-0.05feet thick. Has the texture and 
characteristics. Standard fauna. Stylolitic. This section almost looks out of 
order.  
13183.5-13206 
Dolomite. Burrows. Mudstone/sometimes wackestone matrix. Brown. 
Dark gray mudstone burrows. Some fractures. Slightly vuggy. A few 
stylolites. Grainstone bed at 202. (0.2) 
13206-305 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Brown/dark gray. Light gray/dark gray. 
Wackestone/mainly wackestone sometimes mudstone. Standard fauna. 
Crinoids, some graptolites. Matrix/burrows. Very fossiliferous. Slightly to 
moderately fractured. Some stylolites. 218 there is a 0.2 organic bed 235-
236.4 is a black, organic rich fossiliferous zone. Massive bedded. 236 may 
have a 0.1 solid kukersite but appears to be too limey. Pyrite for 0.3feet 
after bed. 253.5-255 is darker not organic-rich but slightly more than 
surroundings. Some with 248.5 to 249 but more organic. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10653 Well Name: ARCO Reider #1-11 
API #: 33-105-01103 Core to Log Correction: +10 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13473-13473.8 
Dolomite. Brown, contorted bedded. Stylolite. Mudstone. No apparent 
fossils. 
13473.8-13478.3 
Limestone. Contorted massive. Dark brown mudstone. Fractured. Very 
little allochems. At 13475.35 it switches to a light brown to brown 
distorted laminated. Slightly packed massive in spots. Some fractures. 
Thick, black stylolite for lower contact.  
13478.3-13488.3 
Dolomite. Tan to light brown. Mostly massive but has zones of laminated 
and distorted laminated. Contains chert clasts, marble to golf ball size. 
Lightly fractured.  
13488.3-13507 
Limestone. Burrows. Contorted/distorted burrows. Mudstone. Stylolitic. 
Sponge chunk (tennis ball) at 95.5. cephalopod at 96.2. Brown matrix/dark 
gray burrows. 497-507 contains chert fill burrows and clasts. Beige, well 
sorted, sub rounded, spherical, very fine upper. 
13507-13510.8 
Dolomite. Burrows. Brown/dark gray. Wackestone/mudstone. Standard 
fauna. Lightly fractured.  
13510.8-13521 
Limestone. Like above except burrows a little more distorted. 13518.7-
13519.2 is an organic bed. Appears to have a blob of kukersite (0.02) at 
519. There is a 0.1 bed of dark black limestone.  
13521-13533 
Limestone. 521-523 is dolomite. Burrows like above but all mudstone. 
Brown/dark gray More massive/distorted massive intervals very low fossil 
content. Around 530 is a gastropod? 528.4 has a 0.1 organic rich bed. 
Limey. Maybe a kukersite? Probably not though. Lacks some features.  
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Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10646 Well Name: Irgens #1-27 
API #: 33-105-01101 Core to Log Correction: -10 feet to 13554, 
then -16 to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13517-13522.2 
Anhydrite. Gray, light brown and white. Mostly bedded mosaic with zone 
of mosaic. Water doesn’t last long on it. Lower contact is sharp erosional, 
conformable.  
13522.2-13542.86 
Dolomite. Brown. Grayish brown. Mudstone. Massive, distorted 
laminated, wavy laminated and contorted bedded. Massive until about 
13528, first foot still has some anhydrite nodules. Then wavy laminated to 
13530, massive to 13534.5, contorted to 13537.5, massive but very 
fractured to 13541, distorted massive to end. Laminae are tightly packed. 
At 13542.86 there is a 0.04, Stylolitically bounded kukersite bed. On what 
appears to be a source bed. Stylolite at 42.77 then one at 42.83. 42.92 is 
lower stylolite contact that overlies a packstone limestone. Grainstone bed 
and lenses in the kukersite. Contacts are sharp, irregular. Top contact has 
pieces of above limey dolomite; almost as if the kukersite was brought in 
as a solution. Bed stays wet for a long time.  
13542.86-13550.8 
Limestone. Wackestone. Grayish brown. Standard fossil content. Slightly 
fractured. Last three feet have crystallotopic anhydrite. 
Distorted/contorted massive. Appears burrowed in parts. First three feet 
are mosaic like. After that it is mostly massive.  
13550.8-13551.5 Dolomite 
13551.5-13554 
Anhydrite. First 0.7feet is a mudstone dolomite. 64-66 is missing. Massive 
anhydrite. Dark gray with some brown laminations. Upper and lower 




Dolomite. Mudstone. Brown. Vuggy in parts, slightly fractured. Dark gray 
to black laminations. Laminar, distorted laminar, massive in some zones 
with some distorted massive as well. 13579-579.7 is massive anhydrite. 
13579.7-582.5 contains crystallotopic anhydrite. A few sharp contacts 
between facies is present. 598.5-599.5 is lagged, assuming contact is 
somewhere in the rubble. Large vugs 589-590. 593-598 is very fractured.  
13599-13618 
Limestone. Grayish brown. Vuggy. Mudstone. Slightly fractured and 
stylolitic. A few dark brown chert clasts. No apparent fossils. 13502.7 is a 
0.05 kukersite bed. Light black. Conformable contacts on top. Stylolite in 
kukersite bed as well as near the bottom, also appears base is. Distorted 
massive as well.  




NDIC #: 10329 Well Name: State Gafkjen #1 
API #: 33-105-01082 Core to Log Correction: +3 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13142-13201 
13144.2-13148.5 is limestone/limey dolomite. Otherwise dolomite. (171-
201) burrows. Brown matrix. Dark gray burrows. All mudstone. Slightly 
compressed burrows. Some white allochems present. 187.4 is a stylolitic 
contact with dark gray, black limestone bed to 189.3. Massive. 13190.5 is 
a very crystalline chunk of dolomite. White, off white and black. Splintery. 
Rectangular. Fibrous. (142-171) is burrowed/contorted massive dolomite 
with many white/off white weathered chert clasts, pea sized to golf ball. A 
lot appear to be burrow fill. Fractured. Fossils are rare but standard fauna. 
Fractured more around silica nodules. Porous. Mudstone. Steel blade gets 
streaked on clasts. Water and acid soaks right in. under magnification it is 
silica sand. Burrow fill. Fine lower to very fine upper. Very well sorted 
and rounded. Appears to be sub rounded.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8910 Well Name: T.P. Slette NCT #1 
API #: 33-105-00957 Core to Log Correction: +4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14010-14033.3 
Limestone. Gray/gray brown mudstone. Contains allochems. Fractured. 
Burrowed in a few spots. Massive to contorted massive. 019.1 has a 
sponge or coral chunk. A few wackestone (0.1) log deposits. Distorted 
laminated. Massive.  
14033.3-14046.2 
Dolomite. Mudstone with some trace fossils. Brown to dark brown with 
some black. Absorbent. Distorted/contorted massive. Fossil content very 
rare.  
14046.2-14066 
Limestone. Gray to dark gray with black. Contorted massive with some 
burrows. Largely wackestone with some mudstone intervals. 40 has 
stylolites. Slightly fractured. Dolomite bed like above (burrows, vuggy) 
from 58.4-59.4. standard fauna. 62-63.5 is a black, organic bed. 
Graptolites. Very fossiliferous. Mosaic. No apparent kukersites but high 
in TOC. 63.5-64.8 is typical burrows. 65-65.5 is another similar black 
limestone. Typical burrows are brown matrix with black burrows. 
Wackestone/mudstone. Rubble to end.  







NDIC #: 9800 Well Name: Simpson #1  
API #: 33-105-01044 Core to Log Correction: +0 to 13300, then -4 
to 13361, +3 to 13409, +6 to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: All contacts are conformable.  
13260-13274 
Stoughton shale. Dark brown. Greenish/brown. Very fossiliferous. 
Carbonate cement. Many bivalves. Laminated, less carbonate intervals 
too. Mainly massive. Intact at base is a guess. No definitive contact. 
Conformable. Really close to 74. Abrupt stop in bivalve fossils.  
13274-13313.5 
Upper A Mottled burrowed. Graptolites. Fossiliferous. Brown matrix. 
Dark brown burrows. Mudstone/mudstone. Solid. Chert clast at 288.2. 
300-308 is missing.  
13313.5-13316.7 Anhydrite. Massive/distorted massive. Dark steel blue gray.  
13316.7-13319.5 Laminated anhydrite/limestone? 
13319.5-13338.8 
Limestone. Lower A Mudstone. Large bed alternations (varves?) 
brown/black. Distorted. Brown is thicker. 0.05/0.02 +/-. White clasts 
around 324.1-.3. Mudstone. Clasts are most likely anhydrite. Dolomite 
because they do not react. Crystalline dolomite most likely. No apparent 
fossils.  
13338.8-13348.5 Anhydrite. Bedded massive until 344.3 then bedded mosaic until end.  
13348.5-13351 Limestone. Massive. Mudstone. Dark brown to black (light). 
13351-13361 
Dolomite. Light brown to tan. Massive, but laminated lightly from 57.5 to 
60.5. Mudstone. No fossils? Solid.  
13361-13367 Missing 
13367-13385.3 
Limestone. Wackestone. Very fossiliferous. Typical fauna. Many 
desiccation cracks. Very dark brown. Burrowed from 367-369. Otherwise 
massive. Burrowed interval is mudstone.  
13385.3-13398 
Anhydrite. Massive, some bedded massive. Interbedded dolomite 93-94. 
92.5-93.5 is bedded mosaic.  
13398-13407 
 Dolomite. Light brown to tan. Laminated, some massive. Mudstone. No 
fossils. Slightly fractured but mostly solid.  
13407-13409 
Limestone. Brown. Massive fractured. (think this is out of place, should 
be more dolomite, neglecting this here). 
13409-13418 Missing 
13418-13447 
Limestone. Dark brown. Laminated to massive. Mudstone. Fossil bed 
28.5, stylolite contact at 28.1. All laminated areas are no apparent fossils.  
13447-13463 
Limestone. Contorted massive/ mottled. Burrowed. Wackestone. 
Fossiliferous. Many spots that are brain looking with white calcite. Solid.  
13463-13497 
Dolomite. Burrows. Brown/dark gray. Matrix/burrows. 
Mudstone/mudstone. Has fossils. Vuggy. Fractured. Weathered/not. Large 
white dolomite clasts 




NDIC #: 1403 Well Name: Boe Olson #1 
API #: 33-105-00519 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12642-13017 
Interval of core is separated out by chunks in plastic representing 
subintervals. Total of three boxes. Total core is about 24 feet. Can’t do 
much with that.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 4597 Well Name: Donald Voll #1 
API #: 33-105-00681 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13154-13165.5 
Limestone. Whole core. Contains white clasts, anhydrite or dolomite. 
Look at log to tell. Brown mud to wackestone. Solid. Fairly fossiliferous. 
13165.5-13184.2 
Anhydrite. 172.7-176.3 is a brown, mudstone dolomite. Majority appears 
to be dark gray, bedded massive, massive except for 177.8-184.2 which is 
mosaic with bedded mosaic.  
13184.2-13197 Dolomite. Light brown mudstone. Broken and blocky pieces.  
13197-13232.3 
Limestone. Brown massive mudstone until about 209.4. occasional black 
laminae. 203.4-204 is a dolomitic black bed. Almost looks like pyrite 
mixed in. Doesn’t appear to have the kukersite structure though. 209.4-
232.3 appears to be burrowed, mottled, mosaic to contorted. Fossiliferous. 
Dark brown. Mud to wackestone. A lot of weathered off white colored 
clasts. Chalky. Powder reacted with acid.  
13232.3-13263 
Dolomite. Brown. Vuggy. Porous. Burrows. Mudstone. Fractured. Dome 
stylolites. 235 has a fossil packstone eroded by a stylolite.  
13263-13274.2 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows are dolomitized. Not as weathered. 
Brown/dark gray. 13266.5-13267.6 is a black organic zone. No visible 
kukersite. Fossil lags though. (0.05 and 3 of them). 274-274.2 is another 
one. Appears to be stringy kukersite. (274-274.1). Fossiliferous. 
Mud/wackestone/mud. 3 solid strands. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 4379 Well Name: Hjalmar Ives #3 
API #: 33-105-00670 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12770-12793.6 
Dolomite. Mudstone. Laminated to distorted to laminated until 87 then 
distorted massive until end. Some massive parts. No fossils. Tightly 
packed.  
12793.6-12851 
Limestone burrows. Laminar, contorted typical. Mud/wackestone/mud. 
Dark brown, gray, dark gray, black. Interbedded. Contains porous dolomite 
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beds, brown/dark gray burrows. Fractured at 12804.6-12807.9, 12811-
12812.1, 12825.3-12826.1, 12835.5-12837.7. 
12851-12963 
Limestone. Burrows. Gray/dark gray. Fossiliferous for both. Typical fauna. 
Typical burrows. 12880-12905 missing. Questionable dolomite bed (0.05) 
12844.6. Lacks kukersite structure but lackluster wackestone.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7712 Well Name: Kirk Patrick #14-21 
API #: 33-105-00845 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14330-14334.6 
Anhydrite. 30-33 bedded massive/massive. 33-34.6 massive. Dark gray to 
gray. 
14334.6-14342.8 
Dolomite. Gray. Mudstone. Fractured with desiccation cracks. Laminations 
are faint. Massive as well with distorted massive 39-40. Chips from 40-
42.8. 
14342.8-14344.5 Limestone. Mudstone. Contorted massive. Gray. Fractured.  
14344.5-14351 Missing 
14351-14412 
Limestone. Gray to light gray. Mainly mudstone, but large intervals of 
wackestone. Very fractured throughout. Laminated loosely until 14355. 
Vuggy throughout for the most part but very vuggy between 365-376. 
Mudstone gray contorted massive. Contains an occasional jet-black blob of 
nonreactive material. (370.3, 71.0, 76.1, 76.8 (limestone), 76.6). Most are 
pea sized. Continuous to back of core. Brown chert clasts at 374, big marble 
size. 378.2 has unique cylindrical burrows. 379.6 to end is not as fractured 
and almost no vugs. Contorted mosaic/mosaic burrowed. This is 
wackestone. Very fossiliferous. Dark gray between 380-392 is dolomitic. 
Very weak reaction. Typical fauna. 394.3 has unique different burrows 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 11302 Well Name: Swampy-Mosser 43-21 #2 
API #: 33-023-00328 Core to Log Correction: +2 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10849-10863.5 
Dolomite. Tan to dark brown. Oil stained and bearing from 10858-10862. 
Water beads up. Odor. Brown color. Mudstone. No apparent fossils. 
Massive to laminated. Last two feet are contorted massive wackestone with 
small bivalves.  
10863.5-10909 
Limestone. Brown. Massive to mottled burrowed to contorted massive. 
Mud to wackestone. Fossiliferous. Blastoids and crinoids. Desiccation 
cracks common. Fractures. 874.7-875.3 is a dolomite bed. Looks about like 
a 0.05-foot kukersite starts out, lacks some texture, could just be caused by 
the dolomitization. There is a 0.1 kukersite-like at 890.3. could be an 
immature or just a dolomite bed. 892.3-893.2 is a black organic rich 
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limestone. 892.9-893 is a stringy, burrowed 0.1 kukersite bed. 
Fossiliferous, sharp, erosional contacts.  
10909-10929 Missing 
10929-10977 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Brown/dark brown. Desiccation cracks. 
Fractures. Mud, wackestone/mud. Crinoids and graptolites. Organic, black 
massive zones at 31.5-32.2, 35.3-36, 45.25-45.46, 46-46.1, 48.5-49.3, 51-
52.8, 57.8-58.1. First two have a few strings but other than that there is 
nothing.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 20401 Well Name: Pioneer #1 
API #: 33-023-00688 Core to Log Correction: +9 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11180-11186.6 
Anhydrite. Weakly bedded mosaic to mosaic. Off white and gray. Sharp 
lower contact, erosional.  
11186.6-11218.1 
Dolomite. Smells of oil-no water beading up. Could be drilling fluid. 
Broken blocky chunks until 11196. Tan to light brown. Fractured. 
Stylolitic. Massive. 208 to end is distorted/contorted massive. Mudstone. 
Large sawtooth stylolite contact for base.  
11218.1-11224.4 Limestone. Sharp lower contact. Mudstone. Mottled burrows. Burrows.  
11224.4-11227.8 Dolomite, like above limestone but dolomite.  
11227.8-11283 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Stylolitic. Mottled burrowed. Fractured. 
Mudstone/mudstone. 51-52.5 is dolomite, oil bearing. 46.4-.5 is organic 
zone, string in center. 0.04 blob at 47. 55-55.1. Solid kukersite beds 55.2-
.3, organic zone 54.7-55.35. 76-76.5 Organic zone with kukersite at 76.25 
(0.05) and 76.35 (0.05). 80.1 has a 0.03 kukersite in an 80.1-80.2 Organic 
zone. Fossils not apparent in burrows. Abundant in O zones. Graptolites 
and crinoids dominate.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 11301 Well Name: Mosser 32-30 #1 
API #: 33-023-00327 Core to Log Correction: +19 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10993-11006.2 
Dolomite. Burrows. Brown/dark brown. Matrix/burrows. All mudstone. 
Burrows more resistant. Allochems heavily altered but there are some 
present. 11001.95-11002.2 is an organic black, massive wackestone that is 
Stylolitically bounded with a 0.05 stringy kukersite on top. 11003-
11003.05 is another stringy kukersite.  
11006.2-11007.4 
Limestone. Mottled burrowed mudstone. Top is organic zone. 11006.2-





Dolomite. Mottled mudstone burrows. Coral or sponge at 11010.6. A lot of 
stylolites around it. 0.01 kukersite at 11011.35. 
11011.5-11034 
Dolomite mudstone burrows like above. 11027.9-11028.9 is limestone bed. 
Organic zone. 028.5 to 0.28.7 kukersite. Mostly solid, stringy edges. 
Reddish-brown dry, black wet. Crinoids and graptolites.  
11034-11041.8 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Matrix not weathered. Burrowed to 
mottled-burrowed matrix. Wackestone in parts. 11034.1 is a 0.03 kukersite 
bed. 34.1-34.2 is organic zone. Stylolitically bounded.  
11041.8-11053 Dolomite burrows like above. 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 1385 Well Name: ND “A” Unit #9 
API #: 33-105-00518 Core to Log Correction: +5 feet to 13204.5, 
+10 feet to 13404.2, +22 feet to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13176-13182.5 
Dolomite. Brown. Mudstone. Contains massive, large laminar, distorted 
laminar, contorted massive, and a poorly sorted, breccia/conglomerate bed 
at 13182.3. Slightly fractured. Contacts between bedding structure are 
typically sharp, conformable and erosional (mostly). No apparent fossil 
evidence. Lower contact is unknown.  
13182.5-13192.8 
Limestone. Dark brown. Laminated to distorted laminated. Loosely. 
Mudstone. No apparent fossils. Solid.  
13192.8-13197.6 
Dolomite. Mudstone. Brown. Distorted massive to distorted laminated. 
Solid. No apparent fossils. Some small scale (about 0.11) interbedded 
anhydrite. Bedded massive.  
13197.6-13204.5 
Anhydrite. Dark gray to off white. Bedded massive until 13201, then 
bedded mosaic until end with small intervals (0.2-0.3) of mosaic.  
13204.5 Missing about 5 feet of core 
13204.5-13225 
Dolomite. Dark brown with black laminae. Massive until 13208 and then 
it’s distorted laminae until end. 13218-end is distorted/contorted massive. 
Mudstone.  
13225-13252.3 
Limestone. Mottled/mosaic. Mottled burrowed? Core is weathered.  Dark 
brown with black outlines. Wackestone. Some mudstone parts, but very 
negligible. Graptolites, crinoids, fragments. Very fossiliferous. Some 
fractures/desiccation cracks. Concentrated in spots, more dominant towards 
end of facies. Inversed possibly? At end? 
13252.3-13267.2 
Anhydrite with dolomite interbeds. Dark gray with off white and brown. 
Dolomite is usually massive, sometimes laminated, and ranges from 0.3-
0.6 beds. Core in only half-faced and then broken whole core for the most 
part. Hard to tack all interbeds. For sure 3 small beds (60.7, 61.3, 63.5). 
First 1.5 feet or so is massive anhydrite. Everywhere else is mainly bedded 




Dolomite. Brown to dark brown mudstone. Black laminae. No apparent 
fossils. Loosely bedded massive until 13299 then it’s distorted massive 
until end. 297-299 is slightly distorted laminated. 
13304.2 Missing some core? 
13304.2 -13318.6 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Dark brown matrix/light brown burrows. 
Matrix/burrows. Fractures and desiccation cracks are abundant. Mudstone 
throughout, although matrix has some allochems. Typical fauna. Potential 
immature kukersite 0.1 at 306.8 and a 0.05 at 318.2. 
13318.6-13331 
Dolomite. Burrows. Brown matrix. Dark gray burrows. Mud to 
wackestone/mud. Fossil content heavily recrystallized; white. Fractured. 
Matrix slightly more weathered. Porous. Increases with depth, or visually 
appears to.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well, core depth labeling is not accurate 
 
NDIC #: 10311 Well Name: F.R. Gregory #1 
API #: 33-023-00253 Core to Log Correction: -6 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10666-10678 
Dolomite. Mudstone to wackestone. Distorted to contorted bedded. Some 
allochems present. Light to dark brown with black.  
10678-10696 
Dolomite. Burrowed to heavily contorted. Light to dark brown with black. 
Mudstone. 10681.6-10692.3 contains pea sized anhydrite clasts.  
10696-10728 
Dolomite. Burrows. Brown matrix. Dark brown to black burrows. Mainly 
a wackestone matrix with mudstone burrows. Although burrows can be 
wackestone as well. Overall a wackestone with some mudstone parts. 
Standard fossils of crinoids and graptolites. 10704.0-10704.2 contain two 
very small (0.01) thick kukersite strings. Sits in a black limestone. Stylolitic 
upper and lower contacts. Fractured. Fossils deposited close to kukersites. 
Massive black limestone otherwise. Pyrite present at 704.0. 720.55 there is 
a Stylolitically bounded 0.1 black wackestone bed, very fossiliferous, does 
not appear to contain kukersite strings, but looks like one. 723.5 contains 
an exact same bed (0.1). Contains many kukersite strands. Black wet 
reddish brown dry.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10565 Well Name: N.B. Anderson #1 
API #: 33-023-00268 Core to Log Correction: 
0 feet, but could be -12 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10521-10534 
Dolomite. Light to dark brown. Distorted massive. Mudstone to 




Dolomite. Burrows. Brown matrix black burrows. Mudstone/mudstone. 
Vuggy in spots. Fossil content low. Mainly recrystallized so texture is hard 
to make out. 544-549 anhydrite clasts like above core. 549-562 is distorted 
massive. Burrows from 562-end. Desiccation cracks are common. 569.3 is 
a 0.2 thick, solid, kukersite bed. Contains some crinoids. A lot of pyrite 
underneath bed. Black massive limestone bed as a whole. Stylolite lower 
and upper contacts. Bed = 569.2-.6. 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 11114 Well Name: Brockmier #11-25 
API #: 33-023-00313 Core to Log Correction: +5 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10668-10671.1 
Anhydrite. Mix of bedded massive and bedded mosaic. Off white, brown, 
dark gray.  
10671.1-10698.9 
Dolomite. Tan to dark brown. Mudstone. Desiccation cracks present. Some 
fractures. Pyrite lens (0.02) at 10689.8. Some stylolites. Massive to 
laminated. Some distorted laminations as well. 10694.5 the texture 
becomes distorted and contorted massive. Wackestone. No apparent fossils. 
Good stylolite at 682.4 
10698.9-10703.2 
Limestone. Brown. Horizontally fractured, highly stylolitic. Mudstone. No 
apparent fossils. 0.01 solid kukersite bed starts the section. Black. Contains 
coarse grains. Solid, sharp lower contact. 10701.95-10702.05 is a tan-
dolomite-kukersite-like bed, 0.1 thick. Texture doesn’t seem right though.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 11381 Well Name: Susan 3-25 #1 
API #: 33-023-00332 Core to Log Correction: +4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11035-11055.1 
Dolomite. Burrows. Brown/dark gray. Matrix/burrows. Mainly mudstone, 
wackestone in spots/mudstone. Allochems are too altered to make out 
original from. Porous. Vuggy. 11038.70-11039.15 is a black limestone bed 
with kukersite beds ranging from 0.01-0.02 (5-7x). Full of pyrite. Upper 
contact is a stylolite. Basal contact is sharp, erosional with a stylolite 
underneath it as well.  
11055.1-11066.4 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Matrix/burrows. Brown/dark gray. Mostly 
mudstone, but wackestone in parts/mudstone. Mottled in spots. Some 
stylolites. Brachiopods are easy to find (pea size). 11055.1-11055.8, 
11059.8-11060.4, 11063.7-11064.5 are black limestone beds, massive, 
Stylolitically bounded, mud to wackestone, fossiliferous. First organic bed 
has a 0.05 kukersite stringy to start, second has some strings, at 11060.1, 
very small, third has strings in first 0.2. 
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11066.4-11072 Dolomite. Burrows. Like above, burrow pop out more.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10769 Well Name: Tangedal 33 #14 
API #: 33-023-00280 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10497-10501.2 
Anhydrite. Mosaic, white until 10498.1. Then it is bedded mosaic until 
10500. Bedded massive until end. Sharp, erosional contact at base. 
Brown/white. 
10501.2-10538.6 
Dolomite. Mudstone. Very stylolitic. Light brown to dark brown burrows. 
Massive with vertical anhydrite seams until 10507. Loosely laminated until 
526.5. Typical burrows to end, also very vuggy. Slightly yellowish oil 
staining too: slight odor. Mudstone.  
10538.6-10557 
Limestone. Burrows. Slightly oil stained. Slight odor. Mudstone for matrix 
and burrows. Fossil content/allochems only near organic zones. Organic 
zones 10562-10562.7. Lower stylolite contact. Thick. Wackestone with 
fragments and other allochems. Many laminations and stylolites. 545.6 is 
0.05 of stringy kukersites at a 0.03 stringy at 545.7. Organic zone is from 
545.4 to 546. At 546.05 there is another kukersite, but the core is missing 
to get a total thickness.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10625 Well Name: Drawbond 27 #2 
API #: 33-023-00275 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10701-10719 
Dolomite. Massive. Laminated between 713.3-714.2. Mudstone. No fossils. 
Black from 706.1-706.3 and 710.3-11.45. couple of stylolites. Light brown 
to brown. 715.6-719 is contorted/distorted massive. Contains pea sized 
allochems. Lower contact is a stylolite.  
10719-10732 
Limestone. Burrows. Brown matrix. Dark gray burrows. All mudstone but 
some fragments and allochems present. Milky white marble sized clasts 
present around 727.5. Somewhat stylolitic. Especially at 730.4. Slightly 
fractured. Contorted/bioturbated. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10624 Well Name: Drawbond 9 #3 
API #: 33-023-00274 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 




Dolomite. Light brown to dark brown. Massive. Mudstone. No fossils. Some 
stylolites. Slight oil staining and odor. Massive or slightly distorted massive 
until 558.5. 563 to end is distorted/contorted massive. Thick stylolitic lower 
contact 563 to end is wackestone to packstone. 
10567-10586 
Limestone. Burrows. Gray burrows. Black to dark brown matrix. Some 
desiccation cracks. Some fractures and stylolites. Allochems largely 
destroyed textually. Bivalves. Wackestone matrix. Mudstone burrows. 
Kukersites are 584.3, 84.4, 84.5→ 0.01, 0.02 and 0.01 respectively.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10617 Well Name: Pederson 29 #1 
API #: 33-023-00272 Core to Log Correction: +11 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10651-10658.3 Anhydrite. Bedded mosaic. Dark gray and off white in color. 
10658.3-10697 
Dolomite. Light to dark brown. Basal contact is very sawtooth, large 
stylolite. Couple of stylolites throughout. Slightly fractured. Vuggy 10694-
10696. 10660.5-10661.2 is bedded mosaic anhydrite. Massive until 10675, 
then laminated. Laminated until (wide laminations) 10683. Distorted 
bedded to distorted laminated until 10694.5. sharp contact. Burrows begin 
at 10694.5. mudstone throughout. No allochems before burrowed interval. 
Burrowed matrix is wackestone.  
10697.35-10707.9 
Limestone. Burrows and contorted bedded. Light to dark brown. Mudstone 
brown burrows with black, wackestone matrix. 711-712 is a black, 
fossiliferous interval with two kukersite-looking fossil lag deposits. 
Stylolites most likely. Solid.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10156 Well Name: Txc-Wittmayer #1-29 
API #: 33-023-00242 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
11185-11224.7 
Dolomite. Tan-gray. Massive. Some stylolites. Mudstone. Occasional small 
interval of laminations. Blotches of crystallotopic anhydrite, slightly 
fractured. 11199 the texture turns into a distorted laminated. Slightly 
contorted in locations a little more fractured and vuggy starting at 207.5. 
Laminations end at 201. Turns into distorted massive mainly. 208-215 is 
burrowed, but much of the matrix is gone or it is compacted. Stringy. 215-
224.7 are typical burrows. Large. White, weathered, anhydrite clasts present 
from 208 on. Mudstone/mudstone burrows. Lower contact is a stylolite.  
11224.7-11283 
Limestone/Dolomite. 230-233 is missing. Largely mudstone. Few areas are 
wackestone with some packstone around the organic rich areas. Mainly 
burrowed. Burrows are dolomitized, matrix is limestone. Brown/gray. 
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Matrix is fossiliferous. Crinoids and graptolites. Stylolitic. Fractured. 
Weathered anhydrite clasts to 239.5. Still variably sized. Most 
approximately marble. Desiccation cracks until about 235. Five organic 
zones present. Dark brown, but mostly black in color. 240-241.4, 258.8-
259.6, 265.3-266.1, 269.2-.7, 280.9-281.3. 2427 is a 0.02-0.03 blob of what 
appears to be a 0.1foot kukersite bed. 59.4 there is a 0.2foot kukersite bed. 
Pyrite immediately above. Right side of picture. Stringy. Small burrows. 
Blastoid/crinoid. Pyrite located in black limestone parts (wackestone). 
Marble sized horn coral at 59.3. contacts are sharp, conformable. Some 
microfossils have pyrite replacement. Fossil packstone lag deposits are 
common. Many fossil lags, include packstones of mainly graptolites and 
crinoids. 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10864 Well Name: Conoco Drawbond 27 #6 
API #: 33-023-00291 Core to Log Correction: -3 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
10632-10632.5 
Anhydrite. Half bedded mosaic (lower) half bedded massive. Could be just 
an interbed. Check log.  
10632.5-10652.9 
Dolomite. Jan-drag to light brown. Mostly massive. Laminated in parts/ 
Mudstone. Couple of stylolites. First 7 feet are fractured. Mudstone. No 
apparent fossil evidence.  
10652.9-10654 Anhydrite. Bedded Mosaic/ Brown and Dark gray. Mudstone  
10654-10671 
Dolomite. Tan to brown. Burrows dark gray when present. Wackestone 
majority but mudstone for most as well at least until 10658/ Distorted 
massive/laminated until 10661, then it is compacted burrows/contorted. 
Typical burrows start at 10667. Fossils too destroyed to make out. Definitely 
fragments present/ Contact is no change in texture, but gradational burrows 
limestone.  
10671-10683 
Limestone. Burros/contorted massive bedded. Thick stylolite at 10678.9. 
Also, dolomite here. Organic from 678.4-678.7. 0.05 stringy kukersites at 
678.5? most likely stylolites. Fossils, but not as abundant. All mudstone with 
maybe a few spots that are watch stones. 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 9593 Well Name: Nelson “A” #1 
API #: 33-053-01538 Core to Log Correction: -14 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13696-13698.3 
Limestone. Brown. Mudstone Distorted massive. Black distorted laminate 
and distortions. Micro burrows at 97.4? No body fossils. Oil in diameter 
dark gray dent at 696.2. Grades into dolomite interval below, composition 
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change only, no in lithology. Scattered throughout are very-fine to fine 
grained porous dolomite lenses and nodules. Possibly have a small amount 
of silica content to them. Box cutter blade appears to get streaked slightly 
and acid (HCL) until not fully dissolve sample. Dolomite occurrences are 
tan/beige. Acid soaks into dolomite instantly. Some are perfect circles, the 
marble-shaped, white others are deposited as loose-sediment tense or 
burrow fills.   
13698.3-13700.8 
Dolomite burrowed once?? Distorted massive with a faint burrow texture. 
Like standard dolomite burrows. Solid. Burrows have micro fractures. 
Dominantly around 700. Beige Dolomite anomalies still exist. Grades back 
to limestone. Mudstone 99.5-.6 Kukersite Probably not suspicious  
13700.8-13726.1 
Limestone/ mudstone with significant wackestone intervals and matrix. 
Fossil lags 0.05-0.1 are common. Fractured (filled some desiccation cracks). 
Beige dolomite anomalies common until 710. After that there are slightly 
dolomitized burrows. Fossiliferous. Standard micro fossil fauna. Fossils are 
concentrated through. Many bedding surfaces. Majority of fossils look 
recrystallized. 10-26.1 Are burrows, but mainly networked and 
distorted/destroyed 17-26 had resemblance of soft sediment deformation as 
seen in other cases. Sharp lowed intact. Slightly erosional with slant/dip. 
Brown/dark brown matrix.  
13726.1-13729.1 
Limestone. Black. Some small micro burrows. Otherwise an empty, 
massive, mudstone grades to lower contact.  
13729.1-13737 
Limestone. Distorted massive. Brown, grayish brown. Stylolitic. Small 
amplitude, but many. Micro burrows. Splotches. Some small fractures. 
Mudstone. Fossils are common, recrystallized. Black distortions are present 
too.  
13737-13756 
Limestone. Burrows. Burrows slightly dolomitized. Mudstone, but there are 
intervals where the matrix is somewhat wackestone-like. Standard fauna. 
Recrystallized whiteish matrix is grayish, burrows are a bark brown. 
Microfractures and cracking around the burrows some stylolite. Organic 
zones present. Black small-scale burrows. Skolithos burrows. Fossiliferous 
massive to distorted massive Ostracods included with standard. Mainly 
everything in reactive including the jet-black beds. Maybe kukersite bearing. 
Predominantly mudstone with beds of wackestone, pack and even grain. 
Last one in very, very fossiliferous, little pyrite chunk at 56.7. Micro 
burrows, Skolithos most likely. 737.3-739.6, 745.7-748.5 52-53(burrows) 
55-57  







NDIC #: 9621 Well Name: Ableman #1 
API #: 33-053-01545 Core to Log Correction: +4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13633-13653.4 
Limestone. Burrowed. Burrows are slightly dolomitized. Medium burrows. 
Strongly fractured. Desiccation cracks/Filled. Mudstone with wackestone 
intervals. Crinoids and echinoderms present. Possible burrows within 
burrows. Fossiliferous. 33-37 is interbedded dolomite and limestone. Planar. 
50.5 has a coral piece. Honeycomb-like. 49.5-53.4 the burrows become 
dolomitized.  Low amplitude stylolites are common. Little vuggy towards 
the end with microfractures too.  
13653.4-13670 
Dolomite. Dark Brown and Black. Brown too. Sharp sized contacts. Some 
high amplitude stylolites. Distorted massive overall. Some soft-red 
appearance. Beds some burrows, of multiple types. Very low body fonts. 
White and recrystallized. Some pin hole gray and micro fractures. Grade. 
Back out for lower contact. Blends of material and color.  
13670-13691.4 
Limestone/Dolomite burrows dark brown/dark gray. Mature/Burrows. 
Mudstone (mostly) and wackestone. Standard fauna. Desiccation crack/fill. 
Tow amp stylolite. All common to abundant. Some micro fractures, and 
vugs. Organic zones 70.7-72.6 (??weak) 86.5-88.5 and 90.4-91.4. Last has 
pyrite. Kukersite beams although it is heavily burrowed.   
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 9618 Well Name: Novak #1 
API #: 33-053-01542 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13526-13535 
Dolomite. Brown and grey. Grey has a peppery/forestry texture. Almost 
growth-like. Low amplitude stylolites. No fossils. Massive with some 
distorted massive.  
13535-13578 
Limestone has white/gray film on core. Dark brown with distorted black 
laminations tightly pressed and spaced ≈ 0.1. Low amplitude stylolites. Gray 
with films. Very vuggy. (46-49) and porous. Distorted massive/distorted 
laminated. Vegs and microfractures are common throughout. Body fossils 
low. Really more seen (pretty sure it is zero) until after stylolitic contact at 
57. All course grained colorless to while recrystallized. Fractures and 
Desiccation cracks after 57. All coarse grained colorless to white 
recrystallized. Fractures are desiccation cracks after 57. Abundant 69-78 has 
the beige dolomite anomalies. Zebra striped almost. Very burrowed or 
squished/compressed burrows. Thick (0.05) blade laminae that appear very 
organic looking (like at 62.7) are common throughout too. Mosaic.  
13578-13621 Missing 
13621-13682 
Limestone. Burrows. Gray/black. No film. Oak Brown/black. Mosaic. 
Wackestone. Burrows. Standard fauna. Desiccations cracks/fills some 
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stylolites. Horizontal fractures in parts. Standard burrow zone. Organic 
zones: 25.4-27, 30.8-32, 35.9-37.4, 40-41.3, 51.6-53.2(pyrite), 56-57.8 61-
62.4, 62.4-64(burrows?) 65.4-66 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8673 Well Name: Donald Link #2  
API #: 33-053-01348 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13705-13734 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Matrix/Burrows-Brow/Dark Gray. 
Weathered/Solid. Vuggy mudstone. White recrystallized body fossils. Semi 
microfractures and dissections cracks/fill pyrite at 24.8. Standard Burrows. 
Not squished or reworked. Some small intervals in these facies are though. 
Contain distorted blade laminations. Organic zones. 17-18.4, 23-23.6, 27-
28.4, 30.5-31.1 
 See pictures to better organic zone descriptions most appear to have 
kukersites 
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8789 Well Name: Nelson Et Al #1  
API #: 33-053-01367 Core to Log Correction: Unknown, assumed 0 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13590-13617 
Dolomite. Brown, Dark Grey. Crystallotopic anhydrite in first 8 feet in so 
with mosaic nodules from 95-96.5. Distorted massive and distorted 
laminated. No fossils. Black laminations. Solid Peppery, forestry, texture 
towards end.  
13717-13627.3 Limestone. Mudstone. Blotchy. White film.  
13627.3-13628.5 
Dolomite Brown/Dark Gray interbed mud.  
 
13628.5-13638 
Limestone. Brown. Mudstone beige dolomite anomalies black thick (0.01-
0.03) laminations. Organic looking very, very, few fossils. recrystallized.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well, bad core 
 
NDIC #: 7631 Well Name: Henry Torstenson #1  
API #: 33-053-01071 Core to Log Correction: -20 feet? 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14049-14109 
049-074 limestone/dolomite burrows. Brown/dark gray. Somewhat 
fossiliferous little vuggy in parts. Many fossils white, recrystallized. Small 
fractures. Mostly burrows to distorted massive. Mainly mudstone.  
Notes 
076-107 limestone. Gray/dark gray. Mudstone. Reworked/highly distorted 
burrows. Maybe compressed a little. Unique fossil and honeycomb at 94.2. 
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Solid. Organic. Kukersite bearing zones at 78-78.7 82.6-83.8 (pyrite) 86.1-
86.6 95.7-96.3? 105-105.6? 80% sure.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7226 Well Name: Sondrol #1 
API #: 33-053-00958 Core to Log Correction: -35 feet.  
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14122-14142 
Limestone/dolomite. Brown to dark brown, interbedded. Distorted massive, 
loosely distorted laminated. Low allochems. Mudstone. Lightly fractured. 
Chert lenses. Knife does not even phase it. Mainly 24-31. 21.5-
22.5limestone. 22.5-24.5 Dolomite. 24.5-36 limestone 36-42 dolomite  
14142-14163.0 
Limestone. Gray. Black. Squished burrows. Brown in some spots for matrix. 
Reworked burrows. Faint.  Fossiliferous. Wackestone. To mudstone. 
Standard fauna. Allochems slightly reworked. Astad.59.3 and 62.7 are 0.1 
tick chunks of coral/sponge. Fractured throughout. Light to mod.  
14163-14182 
Limestone/dolomite burrows. Shal and medium brown/dark gray. While 
allochems. 69-75 is distorted massive. Vuggy and fractured in parts. Lower 
sawtooth stylolite contact.  
14182-14184 Dolomite burrows  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7219 Well Name: Minnesota Farms #1 
API #: 33-053-00956 Core to Log Correction: unknown 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14023-14027 
Limestone. Check bearing. Distorted massive mudstone Dark brown and 
dark gray low allochems 
14027-14084 
Limestone. 0.1 honeycomb-like fossil to start. 27.8-28.3 large allochems. 
That and medium burrows. Light B fractured throughout. White microfossils. 
Distorted massive in non-burrow parts. Reworked burrows. Compressed. 
Possibly re-burrowed by smaller critter too. Some stylolites. Black laminae 
common throughout too. Really no bugs. Just fractures-small. 79-80 Very 
questionable organic zone. 40%5 Confident. Very fossiliferous her though. 
Low everywhere else. Faint burrows.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7647 Well Name: USA 44-4 
API #: 33-053-01075 Core to Log Correction: -6 feet 
 




Anhydrite. Bedded Mosaic. 0.1 dolomite tan bed at 870.3. Dark gray. A little 
brown, and off-white for colors.  
12872.2-12892.8 Dolomite. Mudstone. Massive. Brown. Empty Rock  
12892.8-12908 
Dolomite. “Transition Zone”. Massive, black, empty dolomite to 12895.2 
Sharp contact, erosional. Goes to a brown, massive, empty dolomite. Stylolite 
at 12895.9-0.2 black bed again at 897.3 and 898.1. Multiple beds with sharp 
contacts between 897.5 to 899. 899-900 is black, stylolitic/solution wavy 
stylolites. 900-903 is light brown/brown, soft sediment deformation, distorted 
massive. Bedding has been disturbed. 903-908 goes back to multiple interbeds 
of brown/dark gray with sharp contacts. Bedded massive gradational basal 
contact.  
12908-12939 
Limestone. Mudstone. Fractured and Vuggy bigger than lead. Stylolites 
common as well. 928-939 dolomite not visually appear to be as brittle. Fossil 
content is low and essentially everything is recrystallized to a white, vitreous-
like, dolomite, but some are also limestone. Coarse-grained. Contorted 
massive. Reworked burrows most likely heavily distorted, messed up. Cool 
fossil at 925. Skolithos burrows are common throughout, micro burrows are 
coming.  Color is dark brown with dark gray and clack laminations. (could be 
burrow remnants). Basal content is sharp. Conformable. Mudstone. White 
film  
12939-12953 
Dolomite. Burrows. Dark brown/black. Standard. 43-48 is massive and the 
burrows appear mottled, reworked. Little vuggy and fractured. Mudstone. 
White recrystallized fossils.  
12953-12986 
Limestone/dolomite. Mottled. Standard burrows. Fractured. Vuggy. 
Brown/dark. Gray. Mudstone. Has organic zones. 
959-960.3. 760-961. 972-974. 977.2-977.5 
Very fossiliferous. Standard Red River fauna.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 8131 Well Name: C.L. Stenberg “A” #1 
API #: 33-053-01202 Core to Log Correction: Unknown 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14505-14562 
Limestone. Mudstone with some wackestone parts. Allochems are present, 
sparse common, white and recrystallized. Standard fauna. Light horizontal 
fractures throughout. Distorted massive. Brown/Dark gray to black. 
Compressed. Reworked burrows in spots. Around 508.5 is a 0.2 thick chunk 
of coral or sponge. Honeycomb like. Some burrows are slightly dolomitized. 
But rare. First 4 feet or so has desiccation cracks/fill. 57.8-59 is very black 
with micro Skolithos burrows. Possible kukersites fill, but very reactive a 
very messed up limestone section of nock. Very burrowed, not as 
fossiliferous at others but has structure and is visually similar  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 8083 Well Name: Mosholder #4 
API #: 33-053-01187 Core to Log Correction: Unknown 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13813-13975 
Limestone. Rubble until about 824. Large coral chunk at 17-18? Like seen 
in other ones. Honeycomb. Massive-like, compressed and reworked 
burrows overall. Bioturbated, contorted massive. Micro burrows common 
too. Fractures, micro fractures, vugs are all common throughout. Brown and 
Dark gray, some black. Allochems are rare to common, but general all white 
and recrystallized 956, but core is labeled as 72? Core might be out of order. 
Overall a porous core. Good vugs and fractures burrows are sometimes 
dolomitized. Standard faun in microfossils when pressed. Reworked 
burrows.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well, bad core 
 
NDIC #: 8187 Well Name: Larson #1 
API #: 33-053-01220 Core to Log Correction: +8 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13794-13798.5 
Dolomite. Brown. Massive. Vertical fractures. Contain cryptocrystalline 
zones/dash. No fossils.  
13798.5-13801.5 
Limestone. Brown. Tightly packed black laminated (1 foot) then distorted 
laminated. Mudstone. No fossils.  
13801.5-13837 
Limestone. Mudstone. Dark brown to gray to black. Contains some pockets 
of microfossils. White film makes it hard to ore textures and features. 
Fractured. (mainly micro). Distorted/disturbed Massive couple. Stylolites. 
Black blobs and lenses of dolomite are bedded in throughout. Two, 1-foot 
somewhat burrowed sections are present. Pretty destroyed nock. 
13837-13839 Dolomite. Brown/black. Distorted massive mudstone  
13839-13870 
Limestone/dolomite burrows. Matrix/burrows. Brown to gray/dark 
brownish gray. Fossils mainly white/recrystallized. Stylolites very pressed. 
Fractures. Some vugs. Microfractures common. Mainly mudstone. 
Horizontal fractures and stylolites. 65-67 and 68.3-70 are kukersite bearing 
organic zones. Kukersites are burrowed by Skolithos. Rich in standard RR 
microfossils. Kukersites are thin. Less than 0.1.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7422 Well Name: Schaide #13-3 
API #: 33-053-01008 Core to Log Correction: -10 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13215-13220.5 
Anhydrite. Massive and bedded massive mix. Maybe a little massive at the 




Dolomite. Brown. Brownish-gray. Massive, slightly bedded. Mudstone. No 
fossil content. Solid. 22-24 is missing. Given other cores with this unit: this 
most likely ends in the missing interval. Normally never 3.5 feet long.  
13224- 13231.8 Anhydrite. Mosaic to bedded white and dark gray.  
13231.8-13256.8 
Dolomite with some interbedded limestone. Grayish brown massive 
slightly, laminated loosely to 235. 235-242 is limestone, brownish gray, very 
stylolitic and containing a lot of distorted laminae. Distorted massive in 
other parts 42-47 is a black and brown mudstone. Soft-sediment features, 
pressure solution feature, as well. Black areas range from 0.05-0.1 thick. 
Mainly brown. 247-249.8 is a distorted massive limestone. Brown might 
have had well deformed laminae at some point. 249.8-252.6 is back to the 
black and brown add and dolomite. Distorted massive mudstone. 252.6-
254.4 is the gray limestone loosely laminated, mainly massive 254.5-256.8 
is a brown dolomite that starts out massive and grades into a 
breccia/conglomerate-like deposit. Coarse-grained to gravel size. Mainly 
well rounded. Light brown grains. Appears to be deposits as well hard pan 
at ss. Storm deposit? All gradational contacts in this facies. Transitional.  
13256.8-13292.5 
Limestone. Brown and gray mudstone. Distorted massive and distorted 
loosely laminated. Stylolitic. 59-61 is a lot like the soft sediment 
deformation dolomite seen before, but limestone. Very bioturbated. Some 
small fractures allochems are low. Only a few intervals have some. A lot of 
black laminations throughout, loosely spaced. Has organic zones from 257-
258 (pretty limey but looks like a kukersite) and 272-273 (small burrows, 
no source). Unique fossil (looks like a cephalopod) between 85.5. 274-292.5 
is a lot of distorted massive, soft0sed deform, solution seams mess.  
13292.5-13305.8 
Dolomite-mudstone. Medium-sized Burrows. Distorted to highly distorted. 
Brown/dark brown low allochems. White recrystallized lost 2 feet is micro 
burrowed (organic zone?) Heavily reworked. Sharp, slightly irregular, 
conformable lower contact. Solid.   
13305.8-13311 
Limestone/dolomite. Matrix/burrows. Brown. Dark gray-black. Vuggy. 
Mudstone. Matrix is weathered more. Microfractures one stylolite. No 
apparent fossils. Thalassinoides.  
13311-13322  Dolomite. Burrow exactly like above, but all dolomite.  
13322-13333 
Limestone/dolomite/ Burrows exactly like above. 326-327.3 is an organic 
zone. Ostracods and echinoderms. Very fossiliferous. Black. Kukersite-
bearing (0.05-0.10) Fossil lags interbedded. 8-9beds. 333-333.5, 0.1 bed, 
burrowed, the burrow lining (medium)  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 7571 Well Name: Reitsch NCT-2 #4 
API #: 33-053-01055 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13956-13970 
Limestone. Brown to black. Faintly burrowed. Mudstone. Fair amount of 
fossils standard. Little vuggy in parts. Very fractured/ stone pattern. Fracture 
fill. Burrowed Massive. Echinoderms.  
13970-13986 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Thalassinoides burrows. Very, very 
fractured. Blocky still. Some desiccation crack-looking. Mudstone. Good 
number of fossils. Dolomite burrows. Mature is wackestone. Dark 
brown/dark gray  
13986-13989.3 
Dolomite. Skolithos burrows. Mudstone. Very little allochems. White, 
recrystallized. Brown/dark Gray. Fracture/cracks zone. Pinhole vugs.  
13989.3-13993 
Dolomite/limestone. Like dolomite burrows. Matrix wackestone in parts 
with logs. Some fractures with no fill.  
13993-13996.4 Dolomite-Like 13986. More fossils. Echinoderms, Slightly bigger vugs.  
13964-13997.5 
Limestone/dolomite. Like above wackestone matrix, vugs, fractures 
respectively 
13997.5-14603.2 Dolomite Like above wackestone matrix, vugs, fractures respectively 
14603.2-14613 
 Limestone/dolomite. Like above wackestone matrix, vugs, fractures 
respectively 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7218 Well Name: BNRR #1-17 
API #: 33-053-00955 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12774.8-12778 
Limestone. Brown. Mudstone mainly has a wackestone bed at 76, stylolitic 
upper contact with a sharp lower contact. Standard fauna. Mostly crinoids. 
Stylolitic. Top half has a mosaic/mottled appearance to it. Last foot has a 
darker hue to it. Almost black. Brachiopods present. Small burrows. Soft 
sediment deformation too. Basal contact is a stylolite.  
12778-12783 
Dolomite, brown to light brown. Mudstone. Laminated with tightly packed 
black laminae. Distorted laminated until 780, then 80-81 is contorted 
laminated. 81-83 is a mix of both. No fossil content. First foot is lightly 
fractured, otherwise solid.  
12783-12785.7 
Limestone. Dark brown. Mudstone. Stylolitic. No fossil or allochems 
present. No apparent. Mainly massive bedded with slight distortions 
occasionally. Some black laminae present.  
12785.7-12789.7 
Dolomite. Tan to light brown. Distorted massive. Lightly fractured. Few 
stylolites. No apparent fossils. Mudstone. A few distorted laminae (faint). 
12789.7-12802.6 
Limestone. Dark brown with distorted black laminae. Very loosely distorted 
laminated. Desiccation cracks. (moderate-heavy). A little crystallotopic 
anhydrite at the bottom. No apparent fossils. Slightly weathered core face 
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(white film). Black laminae are sometimes fuzzy like they expanded later in 
diagenesis.  
12802.6-12813.5 
Anhydrite. 802.6-805 is bedded massive anhydrite. Dark gray interbedded 
with a light brown/brown dolomitic matrix. Horizontal desiccation 
cracks/fractures very common throughout. 805-810.3 is mosaic. 810.3-
813.5 is bedded mosaic. Milk-white with dark gray. Some brown matrix too 
but mainly in the bedded part. Fractures. Stylolitic basal contact.  
12813.5-12832 
Dolomite. 13.5-21 is mudstone, light brown into distorted black laminae, 
tightly (22ft measured) packed. Stylolitic. Some crystallotopic anhydrite 
contains some pinhole vugs. Distorted laminated to distorted massive. 21-
24 transitions conformably into more of a contorted bedded. Reborrowed 
burrows almost. Stylolitic. Lightly fractured. Black laminae that gives 
almost a mottled look. No fossil content. Conformably grades into a 
distorted laminated from 24-24.5, 24.5-25 is beige massive (out of place?) 
25-25.3 is distorted bedded, 25.3-27.5 goes back to contorted bedded. 27.5-
32 is massive some burrowing. Stylolitic. Fossils are common. Standard. 
Lightly fractured reworked burrows.  
12832-12833.8 
Limestone. Distorted/contorted massive. Maybe once burrowed. 
Wackestone. Typical fauna. Contains some black beds/laminae. 
12833.8-12838.9 
Dolomite. Contorted massive. Contains small burrows. Also, some black, 
thin, packstone laminae (pellets mainly). Mud-wackestone overall. 
Fractured (vertical).  
12838.9-12841.5 
Limestone. Dark brown to brown. Broken rock. Mud. Fractured. Mainly 
vertical but with some horizontal.  
12841.5-12842.3  Dolomite. Massive. Tan. Fractured. All directions. 
12842.3-12845 
 Limestone. Grayish brown and black. Faint burrows. Very full of 
desiccation cracks all directions. Some fractures too. Massive. White 
crystalline line present/anhydrite. Lightly stylolitic. Basal contact is thick 
stylolite. No apparent fossil content.  
12845-12850.2 
Dolomite. Tan to light brown. Massive with some distortions. Light fossil 
content. 
12850.2-12861.5 
Limestone. Dark brown and black. Looks Organic. Desiccation cracks and 
fractures. Mosaic. Black original. Brown later. Very fossiliferous 
wackestone. Standard fauna. Some black laminae and stylolites. Reworked 
burrows/compressed.  
12861.5-12862.5  Dolomite light brown. Massive. 
12862.5-12866.2 Anhydrite. Massive with some bedded massive. Dark gray and brown. 
12866.2-12867.8 Anhydrite. Bedded Massive. 
12867.8-12868 Dolomite. Tan. Loosely Laminated. 
12868-12872 
Anhydrite. Mostly Mosaic. Some bedded mosaic and massive present too. 
Sharp, erosional contact at base.  
12872-12910 
Dolomite. Tan. Vertical fractures. Stylolitic. Pinhole-sized vugs. Distorted 
Massive texture with black laminae. 76-77 has wavy features. Crystallotopic 
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anhydrite is common. Mud to wackestone. Brown to dark brown. Some 
black. Mottled towards the end.  
12910-12925 




Limestone. Distorted massive. Transition zone. Soft sediment deformation 
looking. 
1243-12950 
Burrowed. Organic zone 47-48 and 48.5-49.5 with the latter having two 
potential kukersite beds.  
12950-12998 
Limestone/Dolomite burrows. Brown/Dark gray. Mudstone/Mudstone. 
Very low allochems. Vuggy burrows. 70-71 is an organic zone. Same with 
76.6-78.8, 82.8-85, 88.7-90, 98.8-13000.5, 03.8-05.5, 07-09.7, and 12-12.5.  
12998-13030 Limestone 
Additional No Kukersite beds in well, 12866.2-13030 described through photos 
 
NDIC #: 7206 Well Name: USA #21-29 
API #: 33-053-00947 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12780-12789.6 
Anhydrite. 780-783.2 is bedded massive. Dark gray and brown. 783.2-784.2 
is a brown, massive, vertically fractured dolomite. 784.2-788 is mosaic with 
a little bedded mosaic. 788-789.6 is bedded massive with some bedded 
mosaic.  
12789.6-12816.7 
Dolomite. Tan to light brown with black laminations. Fractured. Mostly 
vertical. Stylolitic. Mudstone. No fossils. Mainly massive and distorted 
laminated bedded. A little distorted massive too.  
12816.7-12837 
Dolomite. Tan to brown. Distorted massive and massive bedded. Stylolitic. 
Pinhole vugs. A lot of recrystallization. Low allochems. Hard to make out 
original texture. More porous. Contains salt like crystallized solution on 
surface of core (powder). Porosity zone? 
12837-12841 
Limestone. Grayish brown. Vuggy. Stylolite. Lightly fractured. Contains 
weathered sand clasts. Very little allochems/fossils. Some distortions. 
Massive. Maybe burrows once? 
12841-12845.3 
Limestone/dolomite. Interbedded with no other lithological differences. 
Contorted bedded. Salt powder on top. Very low fossils. One stylolite. 
Heavily reworked. Mudstone.  
12845.3-12856 
Limestone. Brown to dark brown. Stylolitic. Mudstone. Massive with some 
distortions. Some desiccation cracks. Very low fossils. Quiet waters. 
“messed up” zone. 
12856-12857.4 
Limestone. Dark gray to black. Massive. Mudstone. 2 black solid blobs at 
856.6 (0.1) and 12857.1, non HCl. Some type of organic most likely. A 
couple of stylolites. No apparent fossils.  
12857.4-12898 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Matrix/burrows. Stylolitic. Contains some 
fractures. Brown/dark gray. Mudstone. Low allochems. Matrix sometime 
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more weathered. Very fractured and porous looking in spots. Like 68-69. 
Standard fauna. Burrows fade out to massive in parts. Black laminae are also 
common. Looks like slightly reworked burrows in spots. Contains organic 
zones.  
12881-12882.5 
Mainly 81-81.5 with a 0.15 kukersite at 81.4. After 81.5 burrows are very 
black. Kukersite is burrowed. Fossiliferous. Massive. Little orange staining.  
12888.5-12889.5 Dark gray. Very fossiliferous. Stylolitic. No kukersites.  
12894-12896.2 
Dark gray to black. Very fossiliferous. Ostracods. Gastropods? Massive. 
Some small fractures. Two solid kukersites at 895 (0.03-0.04). lightly 
burrowed on back side. 896.1 has 0.1 kukersite that has small burrows.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 7203 Well Name: Wilbur Campbell #1 
API #: 33-053-00946 Core to Log Correction: +16 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14087-14118.5 
Limestone. Burrows. Gray/dark gray. Distorted massive. Massive in spots. 
Reworked in other spots. Fossiliferous for the most part. Standard fauna. 
Fractured throughout, but mainly from 99-109. Mudstone with wackestone 
zones. Some stylolites.  
14118.5-14147 
Dolomite with limestone interbeds. Limestone from 128-133 and 136-142 
are main areas. Heavily reworked burrows. Vuggy. White recrystallizations. 
Mudstone. Most allochem content is gone. Massive/distorted 
massive/burrows/reworked burrows. Small fractures are common. Very 
interbedded. Allochems are present but low, reworked. Some distorted black 
laminations. Last 9feet or so is wackestone. Porous zone here.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 6966 Well Name: State of ND #24-36 
API #: 33-053-00891 Core to Log Correction: +8 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
12777-12827 
Dolomite. Tan to light brown. Mudstone. Mainly distorted massive. Varying 
degrees of it, some massive occasionally some small dark gray, medium 
sized grains. Most likely anhydrite. Large white anhydrite clasts from 77-
81. No apparent fossils, but trace fossils present. Bioturbation evidence with 
some small-scale burrows. Black laminations are common. Sometimes give 
a mosaic look. Visually always distorted. Stylolites are common.  
12827-12864.5 
Limestone. Mottled burrowed texture. Mudstone. About no fossils very low 
content. Allochems overall are low, 27-29 has weathered off white clasts. 
847-849.5 is a black organic zone. Kukersite for first tenth otherwise it does 
not appear to be any others and would be hard to identify proper depth. 842-
846 also has off-white clasts. Fractured in spots. Pinhole vugs as well. Gray 
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in color. Brown after acid. Has a weathered film to it. Distorted massive. 
Has small burrows. Black laminae are common.  
12864.5-12888.2 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Brown weathered mudstone limestone 
matrix with dark gray to black dolomite burrows. Burrows have milky white 
clasts in them. Fractured moderately. Allochems are common. No visually 
enough to say it is wackestone. Black laminations are common. Very 
reworked matrix and burrows. Organic zones from 876-877.5. Organic zone 
is very fossiliferous. Mud to wackestone. Standard fauna. Distorted massive. 
Gray, dark gray, and black. Various irregular strings. 0.01-0.02 in thickness.  
12888.2-12912.5 
Limestone. Burrows mainly otherwise distorted massive. Brown matrix. 
Dark gray burrows. Burrows slightly dolomitized but still very reactive. 
Matrix is mudstone but heavy in allochems. Wackestone in spots. Burrows 
have pinhole vugs. Stylolitic. Fractured. Many black laminations. Organic 
zones from 888.2-892. 90.3-92 contains 4 kukersite beds. 0.03-0.10 thick. 
Jet black. Massive. Little bit of dark brown mixed in. 895-896.5, no apparent 
kukersites. 905-907. Blackened matrix. No apparent but close. (react, 
fossiliferous) 909-912. No apparent same black, fossiliferous packstone 
matrix.  
Additional 
Kukersite beds in well. Curator set. A lot of core is missing. Depths may not 
be totally accurate 
 
NDIC #: 6790 Well Name: Donald Link Et Al #1 
API #: 33-053-00842 Core to Log Correction: -6 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13580-13583.5 
Limestone. Distorted massive. Brown, grayish brown. Fractured. Mud with 
some concentrations of allochems. Mottled/mosaic slightly. Standard fauna.  
13583.5-13585.7 
Dolomite. Dark brown (chocolate), massive no apparent fossils. Massive. 
Solid. Mudstone.  
13585.7-13597.9 
Anhydrite. Dark gray/brownish white. Massive from 85.7-91, dolomite 
brown massive mudstone from 92-93, massive from 93-94, then distorted 
mosaic from 94-97.9 
13597.9-13662 
Dolomite. Brown and gray. Mudstone. Mix of distorted laminated, distorted 
massive. Crystallotopic anhydrite common until 611. No allochem until 5 
feet or so. Recrystallized standard fauna. Some stylolites. Fractures are 
common. Last three feet has weathered sand clasts.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
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NDIC #: 6718 Well Name: Federal #22-32 
API #: 33-053-00824 Core to Log Correction: +2 feet to 13096, then 
+6 feet from 13139 to end.  
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13080-13083 Limestone. Brown to dark gray. Distorted massive mudstone. No allochems. 
13083-13092.3 
Dolomite. Dark brown. Mudstone. Massive to distorted massive. No 
apparent allochems. First two feet have milky white crystals of dolomite. 
Solid.  
13092.3-13096 
Limestone. Mudstone. Massive to distorted massive. Large chunks of coral 
present at 92.5, 94.8, 93.7. all about a tenth thick. Stylolites and fractures 
present. Also, some packstone thin laminae with stylolitic contacts.  
13096-13139 Missing 
13139-13157 
Dolomite. Brown. Mudstone. 139-146 is distorted laminated and somewhat 
fractured. 146-157 is solid, massive. Distorted massive laminated in spots. 
Stylolites present too. Many.  
13157-181 
Limestone interbedded with dolomite. Brown to dark brown limestone. Has 
gray/white film that weathered. Acid gives fresh color. Stylolitic. Fractured. 
Mudstone. Massive/distorted massive. Small-scale burrows. Black laminae 
common. 76-81 has white chert clasts. Dolomite beds are tan. Distorted 
massive/ massive no allochems. Mudstone lightly fractured. Exist at 163.8-
165.8, 168.9-170.7, 171.6-172.9.  
13181-13183 Missing 
13183-13220 
Dolomite interbedded with limestone. Both are dark brown to black and dark 
gray in color. Mudstones. Standard fauna when present. Very muddy faced 
cores/dirty. (limestone) massive but mainly (dolomite) distorted massive. 
Stylolitic and fractured. Low allochems. Burrow texture faintly present in 
spots. Limestone beds: 184-188.7, 200-204.9 Dolomite beds: 188.7-200, 
204.9-220. 
13220-13241 
Dolomite. Burrows. Very vuggy. Brown matrix. Dark gray burrows. Matrix 
is weathered, severity increases with depth. Mudstone, mudstone. No 
distinct odors. Water doesn’t bead up. Some allochems present. Standard. 
Looks very porous. Large vugs. (1-6mm) some small micro fractures too.  
Additional 
Whole core looks like it had fluid movement through it. Everything texture- 
wise looks very obliterated. No Kukersite beds in well.  
 
NDIC #: 9767 Well Name: Lindvig-Davidson “B” #11-1 
API #: 33-053-01592 Core to Log Correction: +12 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13712-13720.6 
Dolomite. Brown. Dark brown. Mudstone. Distorted massive, distorted 
bedded massive. No visible body fossils. Some fractures. Some large sawtooth 
stylolites as well. Contains large chert nodules, some fractured, very rounded, 
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tan to light brown. 12-14 looks a little like the soft red deformation. Bedding 
is bioturbated. Conformable contact. Slightly gradational.  
13720.6-13742.7 
Limestone. Burrows. Very stylolitic. Compressed burrows. Medium burrows. 
Some medium burrows within large burrows. Mudstone and wackestone mix. 
Some fossils slightly recrystallized. Crinoids and graptolites. 
Stylolite/fractures around burrows. Good fossil lag deposits too. Some large 
scale vertical desiccation crack/fill. Some tan weathered dolomite clasts. Very 
porous. Massive. Burrowed. Fossiliferous.  
13742.7-13761.2 
Dolomite. Brown. Mudstone. Massive. Distorted massive have black 
laminations/distortions. Black/dark gray 45.7-46.5 and 51.4-52.5 massive, 
stylolitic, especially contacts, high amplitude. Grades into large burrows at 56. 
All dolomite burrows. Brown/dark gray. White fossils, recrystallization. Low 
count. Distorted/contorted.  
13761.2-13773 
Limestone/dolomite. Brown/dark gray. Mudstone. Fossiliferous. White and 
recrystallized pinhole vugs. Couple stylolites, some small fractures. 
Desiccation cracks, fill common too. Larger vugs too. Black, massive, some 
significant fossil content, standard, couple of stylolites from 61.2-62.4 and 
68.9-70, 71.6-71.8. Large burrows. Stylolitic around the burrows. Distorted 
massive. Some parts a little wackestone.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 9790 Well Name: Hoehn #1 
API #: 33-053-01598 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13731-13743 
Limestone. Mudstone. Almost no body fossils, count like ten total. 
Mudstone. Massive with some mosaic-like black distortions. Everything is 
recrystallized, white contains tan to light brown, slightly dolomitized, 
mostly limestone clasts. Well rounded. Some are irregular shaped. 
Desiccation cracks/fill abundant all directions. Clasts vary from pea to golf 
ball sized. Some stylolites and fractures. Sharp, erosional basal contact. 
Couple of facies present. 
13743-13772 
Limestone. Mudstone. Except 52-54 is a grainstone. 46-52 is missing. 
Massive, distorted massive, somewhat fossiliferous. Black laminations are 
common, appear as distortion. Dark gray to light black beds from 58-58.5, 
61-63.2, 64-64.3. Brachiopods between 66-67. Some fossils recrystallized 
white. Fractures and desiccation crack/fill common. Stylolites too. 
Gradational lower contact.  
13772-13794 
Limestone. Stylolitic. Burrows like previous core. Brown/dark gray. 
Desiccation crack/fill. Low fossil content. White, recrystallized. Very 
stylolitic. Usually outlining burrows. Compressed. Some fractures. Organic 
zones. 72.5-74.5, 79-80.2, 82-82. 7? 82.9-83.3?, 90.7-92.5 




NDIC #: 9882 Well Name: Covered Bridge #10-11 
API #: 33-053-01618 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13072-13080.6 
Limestone. Brown mudstone. Stylolitic, stylolitic burrows for last 1.5feet or 
so. Distorted massive. 13076.8-13078.8 is an organic zone almost no fossils, 
most likely not a kukersite.  
13080.6-13101.7 
Dolomite. Burrows brown/dark gray. Very vuggy. Porous. No fossils typical 
dolomite burrows. Slightly weathered. Mudstones.  
13101.7-13123 
Dolomite. Mainly the burrows still. Wackestone in spots, mainly mudstone. 
Not quite as weathered matrix. Standard fossils. Some recrystallized. 
Organic zones from 101.7-103.2, 105.7-106, 113.1-114.8, 116.2-118.3 
(matrix fill (dark brown) of burrows.) 120-123 is spotty matrix lining. Some 
limestone especially in organic zones.  
13123-13147 
Limestone. Dolomite. Burrows. Wackestone, mostly packstone in matrix. 
Standard fossils very abundant. Organic zones from 127-128.8 (burrows), 
131.8-133.7/ just darker probably not a source. 136.2-137 (yes pyrite) 137.7-
138.5 (burrows), 140-140.2 (not really) 
Additional Kukersite beds in well, core is labeled incorrectly 
 
NDIC #: 10240 Well Name: State #16-1 
API #: 33-053-01709 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13543-13582.3 
Limestone. Dolomite from 13554-13555 is dolomite. Reworked burrows. 
Weathered dolomite clasts. Beige. Porous. Chert clasts from 13569 to end. 
Fractured. Distorted massive. Burrowed in parts. Mudstone. White 
recrystallized fossils. 13571-13572.4 is a bedded organic zone. Almost no 
allochems. Questionable kukersite. Some stylolites distorted massive 
(laminated).  
13582.3-13603 
Limestone. Burrow to end from 13594. Grades into thin, conformable 
contact. Faintly sharp organic zones from 582.3-584.1 and 589.3-90.3. both 
sources rest of unit is distorted massive, massive with laminations. 
Desiccation/fill common. So are vugs and fractures in burrows. Small and 
medium present too. Brown/dark gray.  
Additional Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 10247 Well Name: L. Wheeler #10-23 
API #: 33-053-01711 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13933-13989 
Limestone. Oil saturated. Acid and water bead up bad. Very strong odor. 
Mainly all structure is not preserved. Dark brown with a film on the top that 
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is hard to burn through. Very vuggy, porous, fractured and brittle rock. 
Desiccation crack/fill coral piece (0.2) at 3961.2. Compressed/mottled 
burrow. Hardly any matrix left. Really don’t see any fossils but some small, 
white, recrystallization.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 12589 Well Name: McKeen #30-23 
API #: 33-053-02267 Core to Log Correction:  
+16 feet to 13494, then 0 to end 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13480-13492 
Dolomite. Mostly massive and distorted massive bedded. High stylolite at 
482.2 no body fossils. Solid. Mudstone.  
13492-13494 
Limestone. Dark brown mudstone. No body fossils. Castle brick fracture-
fill desiccation cracks.  
13494-13634 No core.  
13634-13644.5 
Limestone/dolomite. Burrows. Allochems white and recrystallized. Many 
vertical cracks (desiccation fill) and some castle pattern. Only in matrix. 
Mudstone. Dark brown/gray fossiliferous.  
13644.5-13672 
Dolomite burrows. Brown, dark brown/dark gray-black. Mud mostly sand 
wackestone/mudstone. Standard fauna. Reworked burrows. Microfractures 
and some fractures. A little vuggy. Porous. Some oil slight smell, slight 
water beads up. 46-47 and 61-62 samples preserved. 64-65 no apparent 
source beds.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 13405 Well Name: Brenna-Lacey 1 #32 
API #: 33-053-02397 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13330-1339.2 
Dolomite. Mudstone. Brown. Highly distorted to contorted bedded, 36.3-
37.2 is burrowed. Small pea sized burrows present too. Very rounded. Some 
fractures. Stylolites. No apparent body fossils.  
13339.2-13413 
Limestone. Burrows. Some burrows are slightly dolomitized also degree of 
dolomitization varies with burrows. Very brittle. Oil odor strong. Not much 
water beading. Core width is narrow like it shrunk. 359.3-359.6 is a tabulate 
coral or a sponge. 355.9 is a unique fossil. Looks like a horn coral. 
Desiccation crack-fill is common all directions. 390-413 is very broken, 
platy like, very thin chunks very shimmy. Hard to see textures. Mudstone. 
Fossil content is low.  




NDIC #: 10805 Well Name: G.L. Nelson “A” 1 
API #: 33-053-01844 Core to Log Correction: 0 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
14388-14448 
Limestone. Burrows. Contorted, and distorted massive. Fractured. Mostly 
horizontal. Some brown. Mostly gray to dark gray. Fossiliferous. 
Wackestone most likely, otherwise Mudstone. Fossiliferous. Vertical 
fractures are common too. 420-428 has many vertical desiccation crack-fill. 
Reworked burrows. Black laminations sometimes. Low amp stylolitic 
burrows. Mainly 26-48 is very fossiliferous. Wackestone. Packstone in 
parts. Standard fauna. Crinoids and echinoderms.  
Additional No Kukersite beds in well 
 
NDIC #: 11660 Well Name: Sorenson #2-41 
API #: 33-053-02083 Core to Log Correction: -4 feet 
 
Depth:  Notes: 
13544-13560 
Limestone. Dark brown. Lightly fractured. Distorted massive, massive? 
White film on core. Black laminations common. White recrystallization 
might be body fossils otherwise low to none. High any stylolites, none. 
Mudstone.  
13560-13587 
Limestone with reworked porous beige dolomite clasts and some 
chert/sandy quartz well indurated clasts. Well rounded. Cherts are light 
brown, darker than dolomite. Massive to distorted massive. Black 
laminations are common. Mainly solid. Brown to dark brown. One high amp 
stylolite. No abundant fossils. Low to none.  
13587-13604 
Limestone. Brown. Massive to distorted massive. Mudstone. With black 
laminations very low fossils. 97-98 is black, organic, faint fossil lag, doubt 
it’s a source. Desiccation crack fill is common. Low amp stylolite. Messed 
up core.  





Organic Zones Found 
UWI/API 
Top  
(MD* in feet) 
Base 






12560.4 12561.4 1 
4.35 
12568 12571.35 3.35 
3301100043 10597 10600 3 3 
3301100059 
8403 8403.1 0.1 
2.9 
8458 8459 1 
8465 8465.2 0.2 
8465.5 8467 1.5 
8470 8470.1 0.1 
3301100148 
9833 9835.3 2.3 
4.1 
9840.2 9842 1.8 
3301100391 
9070.2 9070.5 0.3 
1.5 9103 9104 1 
9115 9115.2 0.2 
3301100429 
9341.5 9341.7 0.2 
2.3 
9385.1 9387.2 2.1 
3301100457 
9186.5 9187.4 0.9 
5 
9190.7 9191.2 0.5 
9215 9217.2 2.2 
9222.2 9223.6 1.4 
3301100468 
9795.8 9798 2.2 
2.7 
9818 9818.5 0.5 
3301100559 
9120 9120.5 0.5 
2.6 
9172.9 9175 2.1 
3301100663 9491.6 9491.9 0.3 0.3 
3301100900 9569 9570 1 1 
3301100914 
9413 9413.5 0.5 
2.5 
9421.8 9422.5 0.7 
9457.5 9458.7 1.2 




     
UWI/API 
Top 
(MD* in feet) 
BASE 






11240 11241.4 1.4 
3.9 
11258.8 11259.6 0.8 
11265.3 11266.1 0.8 
11269.2 11269.7 0.5 
11280.9 11281.3 0.4 
33-023-00253 
10698 10698.1 0.1 
0.3 10714.55 10714.65 0.1 
10717.5 10717.6 0.1 
33-023-00268 10569.2 10569.6 0.4 0.4 
33-023-00272 10704 10704.1 0.1 0.1 
33-023-00274 11584.3 11584.5 0.2 0.2 
33-023-00282 
10717 10717.8 0.8 
5.4 
10734 10734.7 0.7 
10739.3 10739.6 0.3 
10742.7 10743.3 0.6 
10758.5 10759.5 1.0 
10762.7 10764.3 1.6 
10764.9 10765.3 0.4 
33-023-00291 10675.4 10675.9 0.5 0.5 
33-023-00327 
11020.95 11021.2 0.25 
0.95 11025.2 11025.8 0.6 
11053.1 11053.2 0.1 
33-023-00328 
10901 10902.4 1.4 
7.55 
10933.5 10934.2 0.7 
10937.3 10938 0.7 
10947.25 10947.6 0.35 
10950.5 10951.3 0.8 
10953 10954.8 1.8 
10959.8 10960.1 0.3 
11876.7 11877.3 0.6 
11894.3 11895.2 0.9 
33-023-00332 
11059.1 11059.8 0.7 
2.1 11063.8 11064.4 0.6 












































11255.4 11255.5 0.1 
2.55 
11263.7 11264.35 0.65 
11280 11281 1.0 
   
11284.2 11284.4 0.2 
11285 11285.5 0.5 
11289 11289.1 0.1 
33-033-00044 
10658 10659.5 1.5 
3.8 
10660.2 10660.3 0.1 
10664.5 10665.5 1.0 
10667 10667.5 0.5 
10676.8 10677.5 0.7 
33-033-00053 
11634.5 11635.5 1.0 
3.5 11644 11644.5 0.5 
11650.5 11652.5 2.0 
33-033-00069 
12548 12550.2 2.2 
12.9 
12573.5 12575.8 2.3 
12581 12581.5 0.5 
12587.8 12590.7 2.9 
12594 12595.3 1.3 
12603 12605.5 2.5 
12613 12614.2 1.2 
33-033-00300 
11880.8 11881.8 1.0 
8.4 
11896 11898.5 2.5 
11915 11915.5 0.5 
11918.5 11920.5 2.0 
11923.6 11925.4 1.8 
11928 11928.6 0.6 
33-033-00312 
12061.4 12062.7 1.3 
9.3 
12077.9 12079.9 2.0 
12085 12085.4 0.4 
12095.3 12096.8 1.5 
12097.2 12097.4 0.2 
12100.3 12101.7 1.4 
12104.6 12106.8 2.2 





(MD* in feet) 
BASE 






11816.5 11817.5 1.0 
9.35 
11825.5 11825.7 0.2 
11832.6 11834.25 1.65 
11837.5 11837.8 0.3 
11839 11839.2 0.2 
11850 11851.5 1.5 
11855 11856.5 1.5 
11859 11861.5 2.5 
11864 11864.5 0.5 
33-049-00127 7850 7851 1.0 1 
33-053-00656 
12564.5 12565 0.5 
2.2 12571 12572 1.0 
12576.5 12577.2 0.7 
33-053-00659 
13481.6 13483.4 1.8 
5.1 
13485.1 13485.5 0.4 
13491 13492.9 1.9 
13507 13508 1.0 
33-053-00770 
12792 12793 1.0 
7 
12805 12806 1.0 
12810.5 12812 1.5 
12820.5 12822 1.5 
12830 12832 2.0 
33-053-00891 
12855 12857.5 2.5 
12.2 
12884 12885.5 1.5 
12896.2 12897.2 1.0 
12898.3 12900 1.7 
12903 12904.5 1.5 
12913.3 12914.3 1.0 
12917 12920 3.0 
33-053-00947 
12859 12860.4 1.4 
8.1 
12884 12885.5 1.5 
12891.5 12892.5 1.0 
12897 12899.2 2.2 





(MD* in feet) 
BASE 






12840.2 12842 1.8 
17.1 
12937 12938 1.0 
12938.5 12939.5 1.0 
12960 12961 1.0 
12966.6 12968.8 2.2 
12972.8 12975 2.2 
12978.7 12980 1.3 
12988.8 12990.5 1.7 
12993.8 12995.5 1.7 
12997 12999.7 2.7 
13002 13002.5 0.5 
33-053-01008 
13247 13248 1.0 
3.8 
13262 13263 1.0 
13316 13317.3 1.3 
13323 13323.5 0.5 
33-053-01071 
14058 14058.7 0.7 
3.1 
14062.6 14063.8 1.2 
14075.7 14076.3 0.6 
14085 14085.6 0.6 
33-053-01075 
12953 12954.3 1.3 
4.1 
12954.5 12955 0.5 
12966 12968 2.0 
12971.2 12971.5 0.3 
33-053-01202 14557.6 14559 1.4 1.4 
33-053-01220 
13873 13875 2 
3.7 
13876.3 13878 1.7 
33-053-01256 12972 12974.5 2.5 2.5 
33-053-01348 
13717 13718.4 1.4 
4.0 
13723 13723.6 0.6 
13727 13728.4 1.4 
13730.5 13731.1 0.6 
33-053-01538 
13723.3 13725.6 2.3 
8.1 
13731.7 13734.5 2.8 
13738 13739 1.0 





(MD* in feet) 
BASE 






13625.4 13627 1.6 
12.6 
13630.8 13632 1.2 
13635.9 13637.4 1.5 
13640 13641.3 1.3 
13651.6 13653.2 1.6 
13656 13657.8 1.8 
13661 13662.4 1.4 
13662.4 13664 1.6 
13665.4 13666 0.6 
33-053-01545 
13674.7 13676.6 1.9 
4.9 13690.5 13692.5 2.0 
13694.4 13695.4 1.0 
33-053-01598 
13772.5 13774.5 2.0 
5 13779 13780.2 1.2 
13790.7 13792.5 1.8 
33-053-01618 
13101.7 13103.2 1.5 
8.5 
13113.3 13114.8 1.5 
13116.2 13118.3 2.1 
13127 13128.8 1.8 
13136.2 13137 0.8 
13137.7 13138.5 0.8 
33-053-01709 
13571 13572.4 1.4 
4.2 13582.3 13584.1 1.8 
13589.3 13590.3 1.0 
33-075-00798 
9370.9 9371.1 0.2 
1.5 9373 9373.3 0.3 
9378 9379 1.0 
33-087-00008 
11346.8 11347.5 0.7 
11.7 11408.8 11410 1.2 
11415 11424.8 9.8 
33-087-00011 11538 11552.8 14.8 14.8 
33-101-00235 
11159.2 11159.3 0.1 
0.3 
11159.9 11159.95 0.05 
11160.7 11160.75 0.05 
11160.9 11161 0.1 
33-105-00681 
13266.6 13267.6 1.0 
1.2 
13274 13274.2 0.2 





(MD* in feet) 
BASE 






14066 14067.5 1.5 
2.0 
14069 14069.5 0.5 
33-105-01103 13538.4 13538.5 0.1 0.1 
33-105-01120 
13209.3 13210.6 1.3 
7.2 
13212.5 13213 0.5 
13215.7 13216.5 0.8 
13219.5 13220.6 1.1 
13229.5 13230 0.5 
13234 13235.5 1.5 
13238 13239.5 1.5 
33-105-01141 
13662 13664 2 
5.8 
13669 13670.5 1.5 
13672.3 13673.3 1.0 
13677 13677.8 0.8 
13680.3 13680.8 0.5 
 






Kukersite Beds Found 
UWI/API 
Top 
(MD* in feet) 
BASE 





33-007-00767 12554.5 12557.3 2.8 2.8 
33-011-00043 
10588.5 10589.5 1.0 
1.1 
10623.5 10623.6 0.1 
33-011-00054 
8349.8 8350.1 0.3 
0.4 
8366 8366.1 0.1 
33-011-00059 
8463.3 8463.7 0.4 
0.9 
8464.1 8464.4 0.3 
8464.7 8464.8 0.1 
8470.5 8470.6 0.1 
33-011-00078 
8397.5 8397.8 0.3 
0.4 
8419.5 8419.6 0.1 
33-011-00087 
8473 8473.2 0.2 
0.3 
8493 8493.1 0.1 
33-011-00148 
9834.2 9834.3 0.1 
0.2 
9840.7 9840.8 0.1 
33-011-00396 
9155 9155.1 0.1 
0.3 
9160.9 9161.1 0.2 
33-011-00429 9385.3 9385.5 0.2 0.2 
33-011-00457 
9216 9216.1 0.1 
0.3 
9222.5 9222.7 0.2 
33-011-00559 
9120 9120.5 0.5 
1.0 9173.2 9173.5 0.3 
9173.8 9174 0.2 
33-011-00663 9474 9475 1.0 1.0 
33-011-00900 
9522.1 9522.2 0.1 
0.3 9527.8 9527.9 0.1 
9569.5 9569.6 0.1 
33-011-00914 
9413.2 9413.3 0.1 
0.2 





(MD* in feet) 
BASE 





33-023-00233 10614.75 10614.85 0.1 0.1 
33-023-00268 10569.3 10569.5 0.2 0.2 
33-023-00280 10546 10546.1 0.1 0.1 
33-023-00282 
10697 10697.5 0.5 
1.1 
10717 10717.3 0.3 
10736.6 10736.8 0.2 
10759 10759.1 0.1 
33-023-00327 11047.6 11047.8 0.2 0.2 
33-023-00328 
10894.9 10895 0.1 
0.2 
10901.5 10901.6 0.1 
33-023-00332 11042.7 11043.15 0.45 0.45 
33-023-00688 
11255 11255.1 0.1 
0.7 11276 11276.5 0.5 
11280.1 11280.2 0.1 
33-029-00019 
4663.2 4663.3 0.1 
0.3 4669.3 4669.4 0.1 
4670.3 4670.4 0.1 
33-033-00044 
10642.6 10642.8 0.2 
1.2 
10643.6 10643.9 0.3 
10649.8 10650 0.2 
10662.5 10663 0.5 
3303300053 11652 11652.5 0.5 0.5 
33-033-00300 
11889.3 11889.4 0.1 
1.8 
11896.8 11896.9 0.1 
11897 11897.1 0.1 
11897.3 11897.4 0.1 
11897.8 11898.5 0.7 
11923.6 11923.9 0.3 
11924.1 11924.2 0.1 
11924.3 11924.4 0.1 
11924.5 11924.7 0.2 
33-033-00312 
12070.6 12070.8 0.2 
1.9 
12078 12078.5 0.5 
12079.5 12079.9 0.4 
12083.5 12083.7 0.2 
12104.8 12104.9 0.1 
12105 12105.3 0.3 
12105.5 12105.6 0.1 





(MD* in feet) 
BASE 






11816.5 11817.5 1.0 
2.2 
11825.5 11825.7 0.2 
11837.5 11837.8 0.3 
11839 11839.2 0.2 
11864 11864.5 0.5 
33-037-00024 
8307.5 8308 0.5 
0.8 
8313.5 8313.6 0.1 
8321.5 8321.6 0.1 
8324.2 8324.3 0.1 
33-053-00659 
13485.3 13485.4 0.1 
0.25 
13492.6 13492.75 0.15 
33-053-00891 12917.3 12917.4 0.1 0.1 
33-053-00947 
12859.6 12859.7 0.1 
0.55 
12860.1 12860.2 0.1 
12884.4 12884.55 0.15 
12898 12898.1 0.1 
12899.1 12899.2 0.1 
33-053-01256 13024 13024.2 0.2 0.2 
33-059-00029 
9134.9 9135 0.1 
1.2 9138.8 9138.9 0.1 
9174 9175 1 
33-059-00034 
7929 7929.1 0.1 
0.5 
7929.4 7929.5 0.1 
7935.2 7935.3 0.1 
7936 7936.1 0.1 
7937.6 7937.7 0.1 
33-061-00042 
12721.7 12721.8 0.1 
0.2 
12764.8 12764.9 0.1 
33-061-00220 11789.1 11789.2 0.1 0.1 
33-061-00234 12934.3 12934.4 0.1 0.1 
33-087-00008 
11416 11416.1 0.1 
0.7 
11416.7 11416.8 0.1 
11417.5 11417.6 0.1 
11418.2 11418.3 0.1 
11418.6 11418.7 0.1 
11418.8 11418.9 0.1 
11423.9 11424 0.1 
33-087-00011 
11538.8 11539 0.2 
1.6 





(MD* in feet) 
BASE 





11547 11547.1 0.1 
11547.4 11547.7 0.3 
11547.9 11548 0.1 
11548.1 11548.25 0.15 
11548.3 11548.4 0.1 
11548.5 11548.7 0.2 
11548.8 11548.9 0.1 
33-105-00845 
14370.3 14370.35 0.05 
0.4 
14371 14371.05 0.05 
14376.1 14376.15 0.05 
14376.6 14376.65 0.05 
14376.8 14376.9 0.1 
 14385.4 14385.5 0.1  
33-105-01101 
13532.86 13532.96 0.1 
0.15 
13586.7 13586.75 0.05 
33-105-01103 13528.7 13529.7 1.0 1.0 
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